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THE INFLUENCE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
LITERACY ON THE SPREAD OF HOAX NEWS
Alfonsa Maria Sofia Hapsari1 S.Si2 M.M 3 M.Pd4
Slamet Riyadi University Surakarta Central Java Indonesia
Email: alfonsamaria79@gmail.co m / sofiahapsari79@gmail.com

Abstract: The development of knowledge through information technology is inevitable, there
is a positive impact but there is also the negative impact. Demographic segmentation also has
an impact on the use of information technology. For the utilization of information technology
which negatively affect the necessary existence of information technology literacy so that the
public can make it become more minimum the impacts. Utilization technology of literacy
misinformation can also have an impact on the dissemination of news is not true or a Hoax.
The goal of the research is to look at the influence of demographic segmentation through
information technology literacy against spread of the news of the hoax in the community. The
research method is quantitative data analysis with surveys and conducted in the city of
Surakarta. The results showed that 1) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination
of news by hoax, 2) Literacy information technology influence on the dissemination of news by
hoax, 3) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of news by hoax through
information technology literacy. Based on the demographic segmentation research has an
important role how to cultivate information technology literacy through news to pass on to
others. The importance of information technology literacy for educate community in order to
be responsible they spread the word to others.
Keywords: Information Technology Literacy, Demographic Segmentation, Hoax News

Introduction
Indonesia at the present time is undergoing event that quite disturbing that is the prolifera tio n
of the spread of false news (hoax) could not be accounted for the truth. By the presence of the
spread of a hoax news this many parties who feel aggrieved , especially one who being the
subject of the in the hoax .With the advent of the then it is embarrassing to develop this kind
of technology may follow it , the community will be more is get the information from the cyber
world, and social media but will more easily also people who do not responsible for landrelated spread the word a hoax . Social media as of one part of the development of technology
provides a place for someone to expressed his opinion formerly might not be able presented
because of the limited media to opine. Social media also be one alternative expression for the
community in the last few years.
Based on press release KOMINFO NO. 53/HM/KOMINFO/02/2018 the date of 19
february 2018 so the number of internet users years 2017 has reached 143,26 million people or
the equivalent of 54,68 percent of the total there were too many indonesians .The number of
them shows 10,56 cent increase in the number and a half billion people from the results of the
survey conducted in 2017 who 45 % a active users of social media from 262 million people the
1
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total of indonesia s poorest people based on the survey also obtained the age of , work , sex and
education is one indicator in determining a person behavior using internet.
Due to the amount of internet users very large so segmentation demographic of age,
work, sex and education could be one of factor the cause of the spread of hoax in Indonesia.This
is socialization the importance of the use of the internet positive not maximum. News they
received sometimes derived from one party without confirmed by other parties. Hence
information technology literacy can be alternative prevent it a great height news hoax.
Ezziane (2007), On information technology literacy there is the formulation of a
problem, access, the utilization of information, evaluation and conclusions. Informatio n
technology literacy if in understand and undertaken in right it will become one alternative to
the handling of the spread of a hoax news in Indonesia. A person who spreads a hoax it has a
view that is one of the ways is to direct the opinion of the community and then make a false
perception that towards the information is. Bramy in Marwan (2016), four of the accounts of
the harm caused by a hoax, namely a hoax waste time and money, the issue of a hoax so the
diversion, hoax public as the means of fraud, as well as a hoax hopes the public panic. For
sharing news hoax, a person who is not responsible for carrying out a of a false charge and the
spread of information that is not correct sheer terror of being conscious.
The goal of the research is to look 1) Demographic segmentation effect on the
dissemination of news by hoax, 2) Literacy information technology influence on the
dissemination of news by hoax, 3) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of
news by hoax through information technology literacy.
Literature Review
Segmentation Demographic
Martin (2011), Demographic segmentation consists of demographic factors such as age,
ethnicity, education, occupation, etc. Scientists conducted a segmentation market with the
approach variable variable demographic or population, such as age, gender, education, work,
income, tribe, religion, and so on. Segmentation demographic which used in this research s
ages, gender, education and work. The spreading hoax sometimes because age who cannot
attend technology development so that they can not do literacy information technology a good.
ender can also be one of the cause, female usually easily spread the word they received without
confirmation first. Education and employment someone has been to the very good hoax
because the higher education and education and information technology literacy better.
Information Technology Literacy
One of them new is information technology literacy. Literacy this implies ability to use and
using new media access to the internet, spreading, and communicating information effective ly.
Literacy typewriter seen as well as media literacy position man in with the ability to understand
and use content mass media (Syarifuddin, 2014).
Literacy media is the ability to effectively and efficiently comprehend and utilize mass
media content (Baran, 2010). Baran (2010) mentioned several element of media literacy, of
2
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them 1) An awereness of the impact of media ; (2) An understanding of the process of mass
communication (3) Strategies of analyzing and discussing media massages; (4) An
understanding of media content as a text that provides insight into our culture and our lives;
(5) The ability to enjoy, understand, and appreciate media content ; (6) An understanding of
the ethical and moral obligations of media practitioners ; (7) Development of appropriate
and effective production skills.
Information A Hoax
Hoaxes are the cultivation or manner of manipulating the reader astonishment of all who heard
/ ladder into the sky to something, despite the fact that this a person who creates the news know
to understand and realize that the news is a phony .One of the most common examples is among
the more conservative admitting of something goods or scene by an informal term from a
different with freight / tree when the incident happened in fact .The definition of a found hoax
is a way worthy of used to trust something is wrong and usually fails to develop properly make
sense that runs through of an online media (https://www.merriamwebster. com).
Hoax aimed at producing public opinion, herding public opinion, form perception also
to having fun who tested intelligence and great precision the internet users and social media .
The purpose of the spread of hoax various but in general hoax distributed as the joke or just for
kicks, dropped a competitor (black campaign), to promote fraud, or solicitation to do good
deeds deeds is actually not is not clear in it. But this caused many recipients hoax baited to
immediately spreading to his colleagues and eventually hoax quickly widespread. Person
increased the tends to believe a hoax if the information available in the in accordance with
opinions or attitude to which it belongs.
The types of information hoax:
1. Fake news: News that trying to replace the original news. News aims to adulterate or
admit untruth in a news. Writer falsehood usually added things is improper and conspiracy
theory, the peculiar, the better. The Report is not comment humor to a news.
2. Clickbait: The top links that which is laid on in the manner of a strategic though in truth
it is the site of for the purpose of compelling one entered these websites. Content in the
top links this conforming to fact but it is called the made excessive or fitted an image that
is draw to the lure the reader.
3. Confirmation bias: The tendency to interpret the new occurring to the existing evidence
of a trust.
4. Misinformation: Incorrect information or inaccurate, especially one intended to cheat
5. Satire: A writing that uses humor, irony, the exaggerated to mengkomentari occurrence
moderately warm. The Satirical news could be found in television show
6. Post truth: Moment where business can play bigger role put yourself into the emotiona l
rather than to fact to form public opinion
7. Propaganda: The activity itself to spread information not regarded how many a fact,
argument , gossip , setengah-kebenaran , or even lies to sway public opinion
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Based on the explanation given by a then built with the sweat of been disclosed in the research
and this is made the framework as in the following:
Information Technology
Literacy
Segmentation
Demographic

Information
A Hoax

Figure 1 : Framework
Methodology
The research is research experimental with the number of respondents 100 people. The research
method is quantitative data analysis with surveys and conducted in the city of Surakarta. The
goal of the research is to look 1) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of
news by hoax, 2) Literacy information technology influence on the dissemination of news by
hoax, 3) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of news by hoax through
information technology literacy.
Age
11-20
21-30

31 – 40

41 – 50

Table 1: The division of segmentation of demography
Gender
Education
Work
Man
Junior High School
Student
Woman
Junior High School
Student
Man
Senior High School
Employee
Bachelor
Employee
Bachelor
Entrepreneurship
Woman
Senior High School
Employee
Bachelor
Employee
Bachelor
Entrepreneurship
Man
Senior High School
Employee
Bachelor
Entrepreneurship
Woman
Senior High School
Employee
Bachelor
Entrepreneurship
Man
Graduate
Government Employees
Graduate
Employee
Woman
Graduate
Government Employees
Graduate
Employee
Postgraduate
Government Employees

Total
8
5
6
4
5
6
6
6
8
8
5
7
7
7
3
8
1

Descriptive analysis of segmentation demographic to research this described as on a table 1.
Age, gender, education, a work having the role of which is as important in someone do
information technology literacy the spread of news hoax.
Table 2: The Influence of Segmentation Demographic The Spread of Hoak News
Source
F
Sig
Age
4.568
0.014
Gender
7.648
0.023
Education
4.630
0.008
Work
8.298
0.006
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Table above it can be seen that to all the variables P value > 0.05 so segmentation of
demography influential as a whole the spread of a hoax news. So can be concluded that
demographic segmentation consisting of age, gender, education and work effect on the
dissemination of news by hoax
Table 3: The Influence of Informati on Technology Literacy The Spread Of Hoak News
Source
B
F
Sig
Constant
52.403
12.617
0.000
Literacy
4.015
8.456
0.004

Table above it can be seen that to all the variables Pvalue > 0.05 so Information Technology
Literacy influential as a whole the spread of a hoax news. So can be concluded that Literacy
information technology influence on the dissemination of news by hoax.
Table 4: The Influence Of Segmentation Demographic The Spread of Hoak News through information
technology literacy
Source
F
Sig
Age
4.568
0.014
Gender
7.648
0.023
Education
4.630
0.008
Work
8.298
0.006
Literacy
9.456
0.001

Table above it can be seen that to all the variables Pvalue > 0.05 so Information Technology
Literacy influential as a whole the spread of a hoax news. So can be concluded that
Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of news by hoax through informa tio n
technology literacy.
Conclusion
The results showed that 1) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of news by
hoax so age, gender, education, a work having the role of which is as important in someone do
information technology literacy the spread of news hoax, 2) Literacy information technology
influence on the dissemination of news by hoax so hows that the higher literasi informa tio n
technology someone would hold up progress on selection held by advisory board agains t
official middle east news agency that had been obtained by , what is the news is correct or a
hoax, 3) Demographic segmentation effect on the dissemination of news by hoax through
information technology literacy.
Based on the demographic segmentation research has an important role in how to
cultivate information technology literacy through news to pass on to others. The importance of
information technology literacy to educate community in order to be responsible they spread
the word to others. The result of this research could be one of alternative way to prevent the
spread of news hoax who is very worrying in indonesia. Research can be expanded not only in
Surakarta City but in the surrounding area.
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STIMULATING STUDENTS’ CRITICAL THINKING:
MANAGING PROBLEM-BASED LANGUAGE LEARNING IN
ELT CLASSROOM
Imroatul Mafiyah
English Department Program, Teacher Training and Education Faculty,
Slamet Riyadi University Surakarta, 57136, Indonesia
Imroatulhardiyanto@gmail.com

Abstract : The purposes of the research are twofold. First, the research attempts to find out
the process of applying problem-based language learning which stimulates students’ critical
thinking in ELT class. Second, the research is aimed at investigating the teacher’s perception
and challenges in implementing it. In order to understand the process of implementing
Problem-based language learning, the document analysis was used to gather the data. In
addition to the document analysis, the interview to explore the perception of English teacher
on the challenges in implementing Problem-based language learning was conducted. The data
from document analysis and interview reveal that the implementation employs four main steps
in which students are; 1) being introduced to the problems, 2) exploring what they do and do
not know about the problem, 3) identifying the problems and producing possible solutions to
the problem, 4) considering the implications of each solution and selecting the most feasible
solution. The second concern is that when teacher approaches students when they are
discussing, there are changes in the nature of interaction and they ask teacher to help solve
the problems. The research suggests that to face the challenges and maximize the benefits of
Problem-based language learning, teachers and students’ awareness and understanding of
Problem-based language learning should risen through training.
Key words: problem-based language learning, critical thinking, teacher-centere d
approach, constructivist learning

INTRODUCTION
In the context of English Language Teaching, Indonesia has long been implementing the
teacher-centered approach. In this approach, teachers become the purveyor of knowledge while
students are passive participants in the teaching and learning process. Stated curriculum implies
that the objective of English language teaching is not only a matter of students’ content
knowledge but also the students’ professional attitude. It pushes teachers to move away from
the traditional teacher-centered classrooms and towards a student-centered classroom. In real
terms, this means that teachers are to spend less time lecturing students and more time teaching
through inquiry. It is also suggested that teaching materials have to support and inspire students
to be critical in thinking and analyzing. The English teacher assumes that the process of
learning should be held in an interactive, inspiring, challenging, and integrated way which
motivates students to be actively engaged in the classroom. In line with the teacher, Meredith
and Steele (2011: ix) state clearly that, we can best prepare students for the life in 21 st century
by acquiring critical thinking while they are learning on the content of the lesson. Further, they
argue that the 21st century skills are a set of abilities that students’ need. One of the skills is
learning skills, which cover; critical thinking, creative thinking, collaborating, and
7
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communicating. Moreover, this critical thinking is required for developing students’
professional competence in relation to his/ her carrier goal in education.
The new teaching and learning paradigm and the new expectation for student-centered
learning has emerged due to the implementation of Problem-Based Language Learning (PBL).
Viewed from the holistic perspective, PBL is an effective way in teaching and education.
Furthermore, it offers many benefits to students compared to the traditional method of teaching.
PBL is based on the principles of adult learning theory in the sense that it motivates students
to create their own learning goals. Additionally, PBL provides more opportunities for students
to play more active roles in taking decisions which affects their learning process (Mennin &
Majoor cited in Mardiwiyoto, 2009). By taking the real problem as the core of learning, the
teacher believes that the students will be active, motivated and be critical.
Previous research on PBL practice has demonstrated that PBL is different from the
traditional learning. It requires more active participation of students in learning. Additiona lly,
the employment of active learning in PBL improves the students’ retention and recall. Applying
the student-centered learning, students are triggered to test, search, investigate, reflect and
understand knowledge in the context which is more relevant to their profession. Furthermore,
discussion in small group enables students to enhance their collaboration skills.
Since its inception, it is, particularly in the ELT Class, the aims of the research are: to
find out the process of stimulating students’ critical thinking in the classroom, what is teacher’s
perception about the problem-based language learning; and to investigate the challe nges
facing by the teacher in implementing the PBL. In order to achieve these aims, the structure of
the research is organized as follows. First, the literature review on the PBL, critical thinking
and how teacher’s perception will be explored. Second, the methodology of the research will
be explained. Third, the finding of the research will be reported and finally the conclusion and
suggestions will be offered.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Problem-Based Language Learning (PBL)
PBL is a learning approach that has been around since the late 1960s. It is argued that PBL is
rooted in pedagogical concept put forward by John Dewey in the early 20th the century. In the
last 30 years varieties of PBL has been emerging; however, the main elements of PBL have not
changed. As one of the approaches in learning, PBL has its own distinct characters.
To begin with, PBL is a learning method in which students are challenged with
problems followed by the process of searching information. PBL also focuses on both content
and learning process. This uniqueness affects such areas as evaluation, research and
comparison of the programs with other learning approaches.
Within the context of second language learning and teaching, instead of presenting
students with predetermined language structures, PBL aligns with approaches in which
students learn the target language by using it. Several approaches shares similar bases with
PBL including the Task Based-Learning (Ellis, 2003; Skehan, 1998; Willis, 1996); ContentBased Learning (Garner & Borg, 2005; Rodgers, 2006), and Project-Based Learning (Alan &
8
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Stoller, 2005; Lee, 2002; Moss & Van Duzer, 1998). Compared to these approaches, the
uniqueness of PBL lies in its core focus on learning through solving real, open-ended problems
to which there are no fixed solution (Ertmer, Lehman, Park, Cramer & Grove: 2003). This
necessitates students to work alone or in groups first to understand a particular problem
followed by finding possible solutions to the problem.
In the PBL classrooms, the accountability and roles of both teachers and students do
differ from the more conventional types of school-based learning. Commonly, in the PBL
classrooms, teachers act facilitators and coaches of activities that students carry out. Based on
the perspective that teachers are not the purveyor of knowledge, they do not simply transfer
facts and information to students. Instead, teachers in PBL create problems and trigger students
to work on them, assist them in identifying and accessing the materials and equipme nt
necessary to solve the problems, give necessary feedback and support during the problem
solving process, evaluate participation and products of the students as well as helping them
develop their problem-solving and their language and literacy skills (Mathews-Aydinli: 2007).
Students in the PBL classrooms are no longer ‘pupils’ passively listening to the
teachers’ talk. Instead, they are the active participants of the class. Together with teachers,
students become subjects in the learning process. What become objects in the PBL class are
the scenarios designed for triggering students to achieve the aims of the study. In the PBL class,
the students study in small groups guided by teachers. Additionally, they are expected to have
and develop several skills in order to participate in the group discussion such as being able to
collaborate in group discussion, leading groups, listening to others’ opinion, being able to
critically review the literature, studying independently, respecting others’ perspective, using
the learning resources effectively and being able to make a presentation.
PBL leads to the implication in the teaching and learning process, namely the adult
learning and self-directed learning. Central to the process of adult learning is the concept of
andragogy put forward by Knowles (cited in Kaufman 2003). For Knowles, andragogy is the
art and science of helping adult learn and the concept Andragogy is based on the 5 assumptio ns;
1) adults are the people who are independent and self directing; 2) adults can use their
experience and resources for learning; 3) for adults, learning is integrated in their daily life and
needs; 4) adults are generally more interested in the problem centered approach than subject
centered; 5) adults are more motivated to study through internal motivation rather than the
external one (ibid, 2003). PBL necessitates students who have characteristics as adult learners.
Therefore, the process of acquiring the competences of adult learners can be triggered by the
groups’ dynamic. Integrated in the concept of andragogy is the self-directed learning (SDL).
SDL can be defined as a method to organize teaching and learning process where learning is
controlled and directed by students. Armed with SDL, students are able to be responsible for
their own learning, thus enabling them to be autonomous learners. Operationally, SDL involves
students’ methodological, logical, analytical and collaborative ability. SDL also triggers
students’ curiosity, motivation, responsibility, confidence and reflection (Candy, 1991). To
achieve the SDL, students are to develop several skills including asking questions, critiquing
the new information, identifying gaps between knowledge and skills and reflecting the learning
and outcome critically.
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As the name implies, PBL encourages students’ autonomous learning facing students
with real life problems. Challenged with problems, students identify the main issues of the
problems. The main issues help students develop their understanding of various concepts
underlying the principles of knowledge. The discussed issues are in the form of written
problems called phenomena that needs explanation. Activities to obtain knowledge and new
understanding through problem solving are called problem first learning (Dolmans & Schmidt,
1996).
Criteria for Critical Thinking
The ideal of critical thinker can be characterized not merely by her or his cognitive skills but
also how she or he approaches life and living in general. Critical thinking goes beyond the
classsroom. It came before schooling was ever invented. It lies in every roots of civiliza tio n
(Facione, 2007:9). In short, Facione (2007:9) lists some characteristics of critical thinking,
those are as follows:
Clarity in stating the questions or concern,
Self-confidence in one’s own abilities to reason,
Diligence in seeking relevant information,
Open mindedness regarding different world views,
Understanding of other’s opinion.
The first criterion is that critical thinking must be reasonable as opposed to arbitrary or
unreasonable thinking. It must rely on the use of valid supporting evidence and appropriate
inference from which, in general, the best conclusions are drawn. Secondly, critical thinkers
must be reflective. They must consciously evaluate their own and other’s thinking in an effort
to improve it. Third, critical thinking is focused thinking. It is thinking with a purpose. That
purpose is to make the best decision about what to believe or do.
Another expert, Chaffee (2012: 53) has also formulated criteria for those who are called
critical thinkers.
Open-minded : in discussion, they listen carefully to every point, evaluating each
perspective carefully and fairly.
Knowledgeable : When they offer an opinion, it’s always based on fact or evidence.
Curious : they explore situations with probing questions that stimulate the issues
instead of being satisfied with superficial explanation.
Independent thinkers: They are not afraid to disagree with the group opinion.
Creative : they can break out established patterns of thinking and approach situatio ns
from innovative directions.
From the explanation above, it can be concuded that critical thinking is the ability to give a
suitable response toward phenomena that comes up in circumtances. The response that can
make us aware and suvive in life. Thinking criticaly also makes us able to distinguish whether
the information is valid or not.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research is qualitative, hence naturalist and interpretative. It is called naturalist, in the
sense that it studies the participants’ real life setting without the researcher intrusion or
10
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manipulation. Thus the data emerge from natural context (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003). It is
interpretative since the researcher should interpret the data from the participants’ perspective
and experience. Some scholars also argue that qualitative research is constructivist since the
researcher should build the understanding and meaning through the participant’s story and
experience.
The design of the research is a case study. According to Stake cited in Creswell (2003)
in case study, the researcher explores in depth a program, an event, activity and a process. The
term case study is also related with ‘some unit or set of units, in relation to which data are
collected or analyzed; it is a specific form of inquiry that investigates a few cases, often just
one, in considerable depth (Hammersley and Gomn, 2000).
This research setting took place in a vocational secondary school context. The reason
why the researcher chose this site was primarily because the setting is accessible and
manageable to collect the data. The data is taken through the interview with an English teacher
of the school. The interview was transcribed and analyzed. In addition to the data taken from
interview, the documents concerned with the implementation of PBL at the school will also be
analyzed leading to the use of document analysis technique.
The sampling used is purposeful sampling as it is selected by purpose. The sampling
used was not intended as the representation of the population rather to be used as the attempt
to view different perspective to present wholeness in gaining sound description (Hollida y,
2007).
In reporting the finding, this research used descriptive and narrative writing. The researcher
observed and explored human behavior in particular context and then weaved a narrative that
accurately and honestly reflected the lives and voices of a group of people.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Findings
The Teacher’s Perception
The goverment policy about the school curriculum and the needs of the students become two
of teacher’s consideration to stimulate students’ critical thinking through Problem-based
language learning. In relation to the Minister Regulation, the school accomodates scientific based learning in the syllabus model, which the teacher uses as the reference to impleme nt
PBL as the method of teaching be implemented in the English classroom. The key principle in
every stage of learning is motivating and activating learning, manifested in details into: (1)
lesson opening which motivates and focuses students’ attention to participate actively in the
learning process, (2) a systematic lesson body where interactive, inspiring, interesting and
chalenging learning process is broken down into scientific-based learning steps, (3) a lesson
closing which includes summary, conclusion, assessment, reflection, feedback, and follow - up
activities. The stages of opening, main-scientific learning, and closing activity and the key
principle of motivating and active learning in the Minister Regulation Number 41/ 2007 are
well reflected in the teacher’s effort in teaching English using Problem-based langua ge
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learning. The teacher believes that the application of PBL can also build the students’ curiosity
in reading English text. Teacher also argues that she tries to encourage students’ motivation of
reading English text by delivering issues or problems which are close to the students’ world.
In the teaching and learning process, teacher arouses the students’ critical thinking in reading
class through questioning strategies.
The Learning Process
Based on the document analysis, the learning process in the PBL has implemented by the
teacher. The following shows the detail finding of the research:
Stage 1: Opening
Teacher always starts the teaching and learning process by greeting the students. Then, she
asks the students about the material already learned the day before. She reviews and gives
feedback to the previous material by giving questions to the students. Most of the students give
attention to what the teacher says in front of the class. Therefore, the students are able to think
of what will be learned in the classroom. This is not because the teacher is unprepared well for
that day, but she makes a good interaction although it is just a simple question in the beginning
of the class. After that, she checks the students’ attendance, states the objective of the lesson
and also explaines the importance of learning current material. In this phase, the teacher mad e
a good opening class.
Stage 2: Main activity
In main activities, the teacher takes three sub steps; pre-reading activities, while-read ing
activities, and post reading activities. In the pre-reading activities, she gives some stimulus
toward the material. Continuing with the materials, teacher provides stimulus as problem
orientation which drive to the students’ motivation. The teacher tries to relate a problem and
activity which is related to the students’ real life, besides giving the students background
knowledge of bullying. It is also raising the students’ curiosity and interest. Afterwards, the
students are asked to pay attention on the short film, and discuss in groups the characters of the
film and what happen to the characters. In this phase, teacher asks some questions leading to
the students’ understanding of the teaching material. The students answer the teachers’ question
enthusiastically. Most of the students give full attention to the teachers’ activity. It can be
concluded that the teacher succeeds to involve the students to learn to the new materials.
Teacher then continues with the problem being discussed and gives students questions
to check the students’ activity. In doing the tasks, the students are divided into some groups. It
is in line with the teacher’s belief that learning is done in small groups. Students in their groups
are searching for understanding, meaning, or solutions or create an artifact or product of their
learning. While the teacher acts as a facilitator to facilitate student-students interactions and
teacher-students interactions. On the stage, the teacher should involve students in findin g
information about the problem encountered. It is also supported by relevant technique, media,
and other sources.
The next phase, while-reading activity, is called exploration phase. While exploring to
the text, the students are still in small group discussion, where there is a leader in each group.
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The teacher as a key person has a very important role in this stage. She uses some media to
support the implementation of PBL such as picture and short film. Furthermore, she also uses
discussion, question-asking and problem solving as her strategy to stimulate the students’ idea.
The teaching and learning process tend to be student-centered.
The next step is the teacher discusses the main idea, specific information, guessing
meaning of vocabularies of each paragraphs. To prove whether students give correct answers,
the teacher asks the students to read aloud and get the main idea of paragraph one to see what
the purpose of the text is. She asks questions on how to get the main ideas of a text and guides
them to do so. Still in this phase, teacher also gives feedback orally as well as using body
language toward the students’ success, such as saying very good or showing two thumbs up
for the students. Moreover, she facilitates the students to make reflection on the learning
experience. She also acts as problem solver. She helps to solve the problem faced by the
students. In addition, she acts as motivator. She gives motivation towards students doing low
participation.
Stage 3: Closing
In the closing steps, teacher together with the students makes summary of the material. Table
1.1 presents teacher’s teaching and learning activities while implementing PBL.
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PBL phase

Table 1.1 Teacher’s Teaching and Learning Activities on PBL Implementation
Teacher's Activities
Students' Activities

Opening

opening the class

Listening
and
necessary response

reviewing previous lesson

giving

checking the students' attendance
Main Activity
Understand the problem

playing a short film and pictures

facilitating students to work in group to
disscuss about the short film (a model
relating to the problem)

Watching, listening, taking
notes or
giving
other
necessary responses
Listening to the teacher's
guidance/instruction
attentively

Know/ Need to know (define the
issue)

Questioning to promote exploration of
the issue through a short film and
pictures (what the students's know and
don't know about the issue)

Listening to the teacher's
guidance/instruction
attentively, giving necessary
response, taking notes

Define the problem statement

Explaining the problem
objectives learning

Research the knowledge

giving a text model as a means for
searching the knowledge of the issue/
problem

Listening
and
giving
necessary response (taking
notes, etc.)
listening, taking notes, or
giving
other
necessary
response

and

the

Facilitating finding the main idea of
paragraph and vocabulary meaning in
context

Facilitating
exercises

reading

comprehension

listening,
answering
the
teacher's questions, asking
and answering the meaning of
vocabulary,
doing
highlighting
Reading, paying attention,
and accomplishing exercises

Questioning to promote text exploratio n
while explaining the text' s outlining

Exploring a text, answering
teacher's question actively,
taking a note, highlighting

Reviewing the text, making summary
and checking the students understanding

listening to the review and
giving necessary response

Investigate the solution

facilitating small group task and small
group discussion

Evaluation and reflection

giving conclusion about the solution of
the problem, certain text purpose,
structure and language features

working in group, giving
contribution to the discussion,
and presenting the result/
solution
listening
attentively
to
teacher's explanation, giving
appropriate respond, taking a
note

Challenges Using PBL
Challenges for Teacher
The first challenge for teacher is related to introducing problems. The research participant said
that creating scenarios is one of the most difficult parts in PBL. For example, it is difficult to
prepare a scenario that is related to students’ life; and is difficult to select the actual problem;
and the last challenge in preparing the text is adjusting to the English level of the students.
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The second challenge for the teacher is related to grouping and provides resources for students.
The teacher mentioned that the difficulty stemmed from the diverse English level of the
students: “In one group some students speak English fluently, but some don’t. So students who
are not fluent oftentimes are silent, they do not speak”. It is also expressed that the students
having higher English proficiency will tend to dominate the discussion. In addition in grouping
students, providing resources are regarded as a problem by the teacher. For example, the
teacher expressed: “The number of computer for internet access is limited so that it sometimes
becomes a problem”.
The third challenge for teacher in applying the PBL process is observing and supporting
students. Concerned with observing and supporting, the teacher generally considered the
number of students as the main problem. As the teachers acknowledge, since there are 32
students in the class, the teacher encounters difficulty when required to observe students
individually when they discuss in the groups.
Challenges for Students
According to the teacher, students confront two problems in the practice of PBL in the reading
class. The first problem mentioned by the teacher is that when students discuss in groups, they
are tempted to use Indonesian language. The following are the typical comments from the
teacher: “The students often switch from English to Indonesian when they discuss”; “When I
am not observing them nearby, they speak Bahasa Indonesia”; “They switch to Bahasa
Indonesia a lot when they are supposed to discuss in English”.
The other challenge faced by students, according to the teacher is that the students
frequently ask the lecturers to solve the problem in the scenario. The following comments
encapsulate this problem: “Students often ask me to help them answer the questions”; “They
rely on me in solving certain questions”; “Their questions direct me to solve the problems”.
Further Discussion
There exists a perception that teachers in the PBL feel more comfortable as they ‘do not teach’.
In fact, teachers in PBL or generally called tutor, do not act as ‘experts’ like those naturally
used in the teacher-centered who are ready to transfer information to students. The function of
teacher in PBL, however, changes to become facilitators.
Roles of the teachers in PBL vary. The fundamental paradigm shift is that teachers in
PBL are no longer ‘dictator’ figure in the class. In the nutshell of the teachers’ expertise in the
PBL class is their ability to cultivate ‘process expertise’ rather than ‘content expertise’
(Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980). The process expertise refers to teachers’ ability to facilitate and
activate groups to ensure that students are able to make meaningful progress through the
problems discussed. In other words, in a PBL setting, teachers need to de-center their roles as
the source of knowledge by consciously refraining from giving only right-wrong answers and
assisting the students to observe how other resources can help them enhance their knowledge.
Being facilitators and cognitive coaches, instead of content-laden questions, teachers need to
challenge students by questions such as why?; what do you mean? And how do you know that
it is correct (Duffy & Cunningham, 1997). The aim of such questions is to challenge the
student’ critical thinking and to help them consider carefully each stage they take in their
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inquiry. Teachers can also facilitate students through asking specific and general questions,
encouraging reflection, giving suggestions and challenges. However, teachers cannot assist
their students to solve the problems nor can they interfere in the problem solving process
(Mayo, Donelly & Schartz 1995).
The increasing challenges of teachers’ responsibility in the PBL setting. As facilitato rs,
teachers are required to facilitate students to go through at least four stages in the learning
process, namely, being introduced to the problems, exploring what they do and do not know
about the problem, identifying and producing possible solutions to problems and considering
the implications of each solution and selecting most feasible solution. These stages reflect the
fundamental changes from conventional teachers into the PBL teachers as seen in the following
table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Conventional teachers Vs. PBL teachers
PBL teachers
Teachers act as facilitator, co-learner, mentor, coach and
professional consultant.
Teachers work in isolated situation.
Teachers work in teams with different discipline.
Teachers transmit the information to the students.
Teachers create collaboration with students and
encourage students to be responsible for their own
learning.
Teachers organize contents based on the knowledge A team of teachers design learning process based on the
discipline in their teaching
ill-structured problems for students and trigger students
to obtain new information and knowledge.
Teachers consider students as ‘data banks’ into which theTeachers motivate students and encourage them to take
information and knowledge is stored.
initiative.
Conventional teachers
Teachers act as experts.

Comparisons between conventional teachers and PBL teachers
Central to the teaching and learning process in the PBL setting is the changing responsibilities
of the students. As explained before, students in PBL setting should undergo four stages in the
learning process. Instead of being a blank slate where the information is stored, students are
considered to be active participants in the class. For instance, triggered by scenarios, students
then identify what they know, and more importantly, what they do not know and must learn to
solve the problems. In fact, most educators agree that one of the fundamental goals of education
is the development of students who are effective problem solvers especially in the society.
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CONCLUSION
PBL has much to offer in the ELT particularly in ELT classroom. As one of the studentcentered approaches, it has given both linguistic and effective advantages. The former relates
to the opportunity of students to interact in English in PBL setting which promotes the students
activeness. The latter is concerned with the increase of students’ motivation, and autonomy.
As seen from the PBL stages done in the reading class, students engage with steps which
require them to collaborate, share and think critically. All of these skills are highly needed in
the knowledge society and in the professional life.
Teacher and students at the school cannot avoid problems and challenges occurring in
the PBL classroom setting. In order to maximize the benefits of PBL, it is suggested that teacher
and students should be ensured that they understand both the pedagogical principles underlying
the PBL and its actualization in the classroom. Training on PBL for both teachers and students
might be a correct option to be done to increase the likelihood that PBL will be successfully
employed in the ELT with more positive and productive outcomes.
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to identify the factors that affecting consumer’s choice
towards stores selection. Consumers might be the important variable of selection the stores and
in marketing field as well. Consumer choice of stores has limited information due to many
factors. Therefore, this study attempts to observe the factors that influence relationship between
purchase experience, visit experience, augmented experience and repeat past experience with
consumer’s store choice behavior towards selection of store. Primary data was collected
through questionnaire by distributing to the consumer which stayed at Setapak area. A
descriptive analysis has been used in this study. Research findings discovered that purchase
experienced, augmented experience and repeat purchase experience is positively significant
with behavior towards store choice while visit experience and were not significant with the
behavior towards store choice.
Keywords: Store Selection/Choice, Purchase Experienced, Visit Experience, Augmente d
Experience, Repeat Purchase Experience

1.0 Introduction
FELCRA have 11 subsidiaries, and one it known as FELCRA SUPPLY & SERVICES SDN
BHD. It was established on March 1st , 2000 and registered as a contractor with the Ministry of
Finance Malaysia. The purpose of the establishment is to generate revenue from the
subsidiaries as well as with FELCRA in providing the best service to the registered participants
HEMAT outlets are subsidiaries of FELCRA supply & services Sdn. Bhd. The
establishment of HEMAT Outlets throughout the country helps to support any participant of
FELCRA or Bumiputra entrepreneur who is involved in the business world to open space and
opportunity to market Felcra’s product in various markets.
2.0

Literature Review

2.1 Store Choice
Mention by Aaker and Jones (1971), store choice is one of the heavily studied areas in
marketing. Store selection criteria tend to be situation specific and are typically subjected to
shifts over time (McKeever, 2011). The level of pre-purchase information regarding the brand
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determined the type of store chosen (Dash et al, (1976). Swobodo et al. (2012) explain that
tangible products, perceived risk and uncertainty of product quality that offered by the store
may create perception and decision to consumer to purchase at the store. McKeever (2011) said
that the store choice also involves shopping risk such as physical risk include safety, quality of
merchandise, financial risk, psychosocial risk, risk of social and time loss.
2.2.1

Store Image

Store image, or store personality, is described as “the way in which the store is defined in the
shopper’s mind, partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura of psychologic a l
attributes” Martineau, (1958). Store image as a concept has been considered as one of the most
important variables and determinants in the development of retail strategy and economic
success in retailing. Store image is referred to as an overall impression that consumers hold for
a retail store and is usually composed of both cognitive and affective components. Usually
perception of consumer towards the store based on consumer attitude and this will be lead to a
certain behaviour or behaviour pattern. Therefore, most researchers associate store image with
the consumer’s store choice or patronage behaviour Finn& Louviere, (1996).
2.3

Purchase Experience

According to the Cho and Fiorito, one major factor for the retail outlet is can be seen from the
angles of support service, shopping convenience, merchandise quality, variety, after purchase
service, and courtesy extended by the attendants during purchase. The past studies indicated
that the product supply, quality product variety considered as important core or basic store
attributes for consumer to choose the store. Morschett et al. (2005) summarise these to include
product quality, assortment, 1-stop, price, speed and quality of service and the atmosphere of
the in-store experience. From the purchase experience, it has been found that it can influe nce
overall shopper attitude towards retailers and their perception of store attributes.
2.3.1 Product Assortment
Product assortment was identified as the single most influential variable affecting the choice
of retail format across three formats: discount stores, hypermarkets and conventio na l
supermarkets. According to the Briesch et al. (2009) consumer more considered product
assortment most important rather than the priced offered by the store. Consumers are attracted
to large assortment which can influence consumer to come to the store. When the store offers
large product assortment then customer may have variety of product to choose. Stated by the
Chernev (2003), large assortment of product will increase the probability that the assortment
will have the consumers’ favourite option, or ideal point. When customer feel blessed then they
may reward the store. Usually customer more prefer to choose store that offer a large of product
assortment but certain customer they more likely to shop that have smaller product assortment.
Consumer which attached with the large assortment, they are indeed overburdened with choice.
2.4

Visit Experience

The visit experience gives a prominence to parking facilities, cleanliness, environment of store,
and also efficiency at payment counters. This factor can be seen from the side of facilities that
consumers expect while purchasing goods from particular hypermarket and conforms to “the
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store” and services groups of variables (Amine and Cadenat, 2003). According to the Hirogaki
Abdul-Muhmin (2010), the author reveals that customer prefer on cash, debit and credit cards
when they make a payment. Stated by the Sarawat et al (2010), retailers can build a good
reputation of their stores and can create different form other store by the store image which
identifying clear and actionable value proposition that finally can offer different shopping
experience to the customer. Hot weather in most of these places demands special provisio ns
such as air-conditioned walkability and also infrastructure. Stated by Amit Saraswat (2010),
the utility, functional, or tangible aspect refers to the factual or physical store functions such as
merchandise assortment, price range, store layout, or any other possible qualities whiles all the
function can create customer experience toward the store.
2.4.1 Store Layout
Merchandise quality is overall quality perceptions of merchandise and variety in brands and
categories. It was also found that store loyalty intentions depend on service quality and
merchandise quality perception. The manner in which merchandise is available within the store
layout and consumer traffic patterns may affect consumer’s store preference. Consumers are
expected to prefer the shop in a store which has wide aisles, a logical floor plan, and
merchandise within reach. Store preference is positively related with the store attractiveness,
displays and store layout. Store layout has a minimum of clutter throughout the store and wellmarked merchandise location so that a consumer can easily locate the desired merchand ise.
Some of the store service will asked the consumer whether they are easy to find the
merchandise they were looking for in each store.
2.5

Augmented Experience

Augmented experience is needed as additional efforts that can be made by stores to boost their
image. Provision of better deals along advertisement, promotions, contest and also the better
price could be helpful in boosting the store image. Wright and Lynch (1995) found that
advertising is superior to direct experience for searching symbolic product attributes, whereas
direct experiences are more effective for searching pragmatic product attributes. Some study is
focusing on determining the effects of a store window type (flat or arcade) on consumer’s
perception of store windows (promotion, merchandise and fashion) and shopping attitudes
(intentions for store entry and purchase) in the context of retail outlets. Provision of the inhouse praying facility to Muslim consumer is something unique in the religious values. This
also falls down under augmented experience that can affect consumer choice (Yusuf and
Madchie, 2012).
2.5.1

Advertising

Another attributed was advertising. Advertising will attract the consumer towards the stores
through promoting. Brand promotion such as price reduction, feature advertising and special
display will increase sales of brand in the store and decrease the sales of competing brands in
the stores an of both competing and same brand sales in competing stores (Kumar and Leone,
1998). Via mass media, advertising is transmitting all of the information about the goods to the
consumers, in order to persuade them to buy and choose the goods (Eagel, J.E et al, 1990).
Some of the consumer they may comprise all the information they get form the advertising and
they will make a decision which stores will the go for purchase. Advertisement will influe nce
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the consumer attitude and also behaviour and advertising become an important role for store in
order to attract consumer. According to the Lafferty, et al., (1999) consumers’ attitude towards
the advertisement may exposed them with the information and show their constant positive and
negative inclination to the advertisement.
2.6

Repeat Purchase Experience

Consumer of retail store prefers a store with which their repeated visits have instilled some
confidence. This factor can be looked from the perspective of “consumer satisfactio n and
loyalty” (Tsai et al, 2010). According to Nilsson et al. (2015), the missing positive in these
factors- such as, low variety of products, high prices, dirtiness, paying for grocery bags,
untrained staff, non-existence of express checkouts, etc.- can be considered as negative store
attributes. All this negative factor need to be controlled to offer better experience to the
customers or prospects. Kincaid et al. (2010) imply that the service construct of “tangib le
quality” has had a positive impact on the perception of the store, which additionally, had a
positive impact on stimulating return visits to the store. Service quality was measured by three
statements, while quality of food was measured by four statements adopted from Ryu et al.
(2012). Repeat purchasing is critical for the survival and success of any store. Mainspring and
Bain & Company (2000), shows that customer must at least shop four time at the store before
the store can profit from that customer. It is very important for the retailer to understand the
factor why buyers are willing to make repeat purchase through their stores.
2.6.1

Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction as pleasurable fulfilment as such, the consumer views consumption as
satisfying some need, desire, goal, etc., in which its fulfilment is pleasurable (Oliver, 1997).
Customer satisfaction is delineated as the consumer’s evaluation that products or services meet
or fall to meet the customer’s expectations (Oliver and Swan 1989; Yi 1991). Customer
satisfaction consists of post-consumption judgment concerning product or service quality,
given pre-consumption expectations (Kotler 1991). Customer satisfaction has been recognised
as a major success factor in keeping and augmenting the clientele base.
2.7 Hypothesis
Four hypotheses were developed for the purpose of this study:
H1: There is a relationship and effect between purchase experience and store choice
H2: There is a relationship and effect between visit experience and store choice
H3: There is a relationship and effect between augmented experience and store choice
H4: There is relationship and effect between repeat purchase experience and store choice
3.0 Methodology
In this research, exploratory research has been used to obtain information. A survey on a
representative sample was conducted between May and June 2018, and the data gathered
through structure questionnaire. Using convenient sampling, 250 respondents were drawn
among consumer in Setapak, Kuala Lumpur in completing the questionnaire. The total numbers
of population were 76,247 that involve consumer around Setapak area in year 2018.
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4.0 Findings
Demographic
Gender

Age

Employment

Education

Income

Table 1. Demographic Analysis
Categories
Percentage (%)
Male
22.0
Female
78.0
Total
100.00
20-29 Years
79.6
30-39 Years
11.2
40-49 Years
2.8
50-59 Years
5.2
60 Years and above
1.2
Total
100.00
Full time
38.8
Part time
3.6
Retired
3.6
Home Maker
3.6
Student
50.4
Total
100.00
SPM
11.6
STPM
4.8
Certificate
6.4
0 – RM 1000
58.4
RM1000 – RM2999
26.8
RM3000 – RM5000
9.6
RM5000 and above
5.2
Total
100.00

Table 1 show the results from demographic section are presented in frequency and percentage
number to illustrate demographical data. The demographic tables include gender, age,
employment, education and income. The total frequency is 250 respondents in this study.
In this study, a higher distribution of gender is female representing 78.0% while for male
is 22.0 %. In terms of age, majority of the respondent are between 20 – 29 years old
representing 79.6 %. In terms of employment it was divided in 5 categories which are full time,
part time, retired, homemaker and also student. The percentage of respondent for full time is
38.8%, part time 3.6%, retired 3.6%, homemaker 3.6% and student 50.4%. Then in terms of
income of the respondent also was measured. It shows that the majority of the respondent
income was around 0 – RM 1000 (58.4%) while RM1000- RM 2999 (26.8%), RM 3000 – RM
5000 (9.6 %), and more than RM5000 (5.2 %).
Variable
Store Choice
Purchase Experience
Visit Experience
Augmented Experience
Repeat Purchase
Experience

Table 2. Reliability Analysis
No of items
7
4
5
5
4

Cronbach’s Alphas
.820
.801
.868
.826
.707

In Table 2, the Cronbach’s Alpha for Store choice is 0.820 (dependent variable), Purchase
experience is 0.801, Visit experience is 0.868, Augmented experience is 0.826 and Repeat
purchase experience is 0.707 (independent variable). Store choice is dependent variable in this
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study. Since calculated is 0.820 the variables used were good and able to measures the accurate
store choice of consumers. All 3 items (independent variable) obtained a good and reliable
value because the score results were over 0.80, and one variable shows an acceptable result.
As a conclusion, the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient of independent variables in this
study was approximates to good and was positively correlated one to another.
Variable

Table 3. Pearson’s Correlation Analysis
R
C
T
P

Purchase
.460**
Experience
Visit Experience
.228**
.580**
Augmented
.178**
.571**
.722**
Experience
Repeat Purchase
.600**
.446**
.369**
Experience
Store Choice (DV)
.460**
.228**
.178**
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

SIG
.000
.560
.018

.348**

.000

.600**

Table 3 shows Pearson correlation between dependent variable which is behaviour and
variables such as purchase experience, visit experience, augmented experience, and repeat
purchase experience. The correlation could range from -1.0 to +1.0. Davis (1997) proposed the
rule of thumb stated that the closer correlation 1 means that there is positive linear relations hip
or very strong relationship between variables, 0.50 to 0.69 is strong relationship, 0.30 to 0.49
is moderate relationship and 0.10 to 0.29 is low relationship and 0.01 is a very slow
relationship. From the table, the relationship between four variables (purchase experience, visit
experience, augmented experience and also repeat purchase experience) and dependent
variable (store choice) is significantly and positively correlated. The correlation result between
purchase experiences with store choice; the finding shows that r- value is 0.460 or 46.0 percent
at 99 percent confident interval. According to the rule of thumb, this figure represents a
moderate relationship. Next, the correlation between visit experience and store choice is 0.228
or 22.8 percent and it is representing low relationship. Correlation between augmented
experience and store choice is 0.178 or 17.8 percent also representing lower relationship. Only
one correlation shows a strong relationship which is repeat purchase experience and store
choice is 0.600 or 60.0 percent.
Variable

Table 4. Multiple Regression Analysis
Unstandardized
Coefficient Beta

Purchase Experience
Visit Experience
Augmented Experience
Repeat Purchase
Experience
F change
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Durbin Watson
**p<.05

.351
-.043
-1.72

.000
.560
.018

.519

.000

406.672
.432
.423
1.716
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As shown in Table 4, the standardized coefficient is 0.351 for purchase experience, visit
experience is -0.043, augmented experience is -0.172 and repeat purchase experience is 0.519.
R- Square is the proposition of variance in dependent variable (store choice) which could be
predicted from the independent variable. This value indicated that 43.2% of the variance in
store choice can be predicted from the variables of purchase experience, visit experience,
augmented experience and repeat purchase experience. R-square is also called the coefficie nt
of determination.
As shown, the Beta value indicates the strength of relationship between independent
variable and dependent variable. Therefore, purchase experience (β=.351, p<.000) and repeat
purchase experience (β=.519, p<.000) was significant. Besides that, augmented experience
(β=-1.72, p<.018) was significant but it has negative relationship between the independent
variable. For visit experience (β=-.043, p<.560) were not significant predictors of consumer
store choice toward selection store.
The highest Beta indicate that one unit positive change in repeat purchase experience
which expected result 0.519 or 51% coefficient change in consumer store choice. In can be
concluded that hypothesis 1 and 4 was accepted and visit experience result was significant but
has negative relationship also significant while hypothesis 2 was rejected.
Then, it also shows the value of F change is strong, which are 406.672. This is because
the value of F change must be above 3 to make it acceptable and strong. The adjusted R square
values were taken into explanation with .423. It was indicated that the store choice towards
selection store was explained by the independent variable 42% while the rest 58% was
explained by the other variables that were observed. As can been seen from the table, the result
of Durbin Watson is 1.716 which indicates the result is free errors because the measures of
Durbin Watson are good at least 1.5 above.
5.0 Discussion and Conclusion
Regarding to the results, it has been examined that there are three independent variables that
give influence relationship to the consumers’ choice towards store selection which are purchase
experience, visit experience and repeat purchase experience. Two variables have signific a nt
and positive relationship with consumer’s choice towards store selection and it can be conclude
that purchase experience and repeat purchase experience are factors that can influe nce
relationship with the consumer choice toward store selection. While one of variable are
significant but have negative relationship, which is augmented experience. Lastly, the
consumer should aware and used the safe methods when choosing store and hope this study
will help and assist consumer to enhance more effective and efficient plans in future.
H1: There is significance positive relationship and effect between purchase experience and
store choice toward store selection. At this point, researcher wants to state that when
consumer purchased experienced towards their rights was higher, then the consumer store
choice toward their right also higher. This variable is supported by Baumol and Ide
(1956) and Brown (1978) observed that shoppers may be willing to travel further to stores
that offer more products in their assortments than to stores which offer fewer products.
Product supply and quality were considered as important (core/basic) store attributes that
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can influence consumer to choose the store (Reutterer and Teller 2009, Nilsson et al,
2015). Therefore, H1 is accepted.
H2: There is significance negative relationship and effect between visit experiences towards
store choice. This is because consumer tend to emphasize the utilitarian value (such as
convenience) when they shop for household and some grocery items, but they more
prefer on hedonic value (such as fun) when they shop for books, perfume and fashion.
Grid layout also works well for household section may not suitable for an appeal section
in a store (Floch, 1988). In physical environments, Titus and Everett (1995) showed that
store layout is a critical influencing factor of search efficiency within a traditional retail
store. So, we can say that consumer may have their own preference when do shopping
and it must suitable with the situation when they shop. Thus, the result proved that the
hypothesis for this variable was rejected.
H3: There is significant negative relationship and effect between augmented experience and
consumer store choice toward store selection. Price and sales promotion activities have
received considerable attention in the literature (Currim and Schneider, 1991; Pauwels et
al., 2002; Srinivasan et al., 2004). However, some authors have noted certain
disadvantages of sales promotions, including decreases in brand loyalty and quality
perception and increases in price sensitivity and brand switching (DelVecchio et al.,
2006). According to the (Venkatesan et al., 2015) marketing variables such as price and
promotions can have distinct effects. So, we can say that this independent variable was
accepted negative relationship with the independent variable.
H4: There is significant positive relationship and effect between repeat purchase experience
and store choice toward store selection. A positive shopping experience leads to a higher
level of satisfaction, which in turn generates loyalty, greater word-of-mouth, repeated
purchases, increased wallet shares and impulsive buying behaviour (Yoon, 2013). When
consumer satisfied with the store, as the consequences, they will revisit the store.
Therefore, H4 is accepted.
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Abstract: The demand of coffee has gradually increased from time to time. Government has
implemented the empowerment program to the coffee farmers through the grafting technique
in order to supply the coffee. However, its empowerment program does not contribute enough
in achieving the goal of the program. An understanding of social capital of coffee farmers in
the coffee production activities will help the policy makers to design an effective empowerment
program. The study identifies the social capital of coffee farmers in the coffee production
activities. Qualitative method using ethnography approach is used. Participative field
observation and interview data collection methods are employed to obtain the primary data.
Taxonomic and social network analyses are used to gain information on the social capital of
coffee farmers. The findings suggest the trust among the coffee farmers are strongly bonded in
each process of coffee production. In addition, collaboration is found as another variable that
creates the bond stronger in all steps of coffee production but maintenance process. The value
or norm is the last variable found in the study which can tighten among coffee farmers to create
trust and collaboration.
Keywords: Social capital, coffee production process, Coffe e farmers, Ethnography
approach
Introduction
In Indonesia, agriculture becomes one of the main sources of income. In 2015, there are
60,852,517 households that depend on the agriculture sector. In the same year, coffee, as one
of agriculture commodities, has 1,241,712 ha. It is broken into three actors which are
smallholders, national large estates, and private large estates counted 1,194,081 ha or 96%,
22,556 ha or 2% and 25,076 ha or 2% respectively (Directorate General of Estate, 2015).
The number of coffee smallholders is considered as high which makes coffee as the
main commodity for source of income. In Sumatera alone, the land area and production of
coffee are higher than the other islands in Indonesia. As shown in table 1.1, Sumatera has the
largest land area of coffee (63.7%). Sumatera is also the biggest producer among the six regions
with 532,413 tons. Sumatera has the highest productivity with 0.7 t/ha compared to the second
highest productivity, Jawa with 0.5 t/ha.
In 2015, South Sumatera has the largest area of coffee (249,510 ha) and the biggest
producer (135,279 tons) after Lampung and Aceh which have 161,228 ha of coffee with
108,964 tons and 120,619 ha of coffee with 49,540 tons consecutively (Directorate General of
Estate, 2015).
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Table.1: Area (ha), Production (tons), and Productivity (t/ha) of Coffee by Region, Indonesia, 2015
Region
Area
% of Production
% of production
Productivity (t/ha)
(‘000 ha) area
(‘000 tons)
Sumatera
799.5
63.7
532.4
72.1
0.7
Jawa

187.9

15.0

102.4

13.9

0.5

Nusa Tenggara dan Bali

114.2

9.1

43,334

5.9

0.4

Kalimatan

25.1

2.0

7.7

1.0

0.3

Sulawesi

115.9

9.2

50.3

6.8

0.4

11.8

0.9

2.5

0.3

Maluku dan Papua
Total

1,254.4

100

738,735

100

0.2
𝟎. 𝟒

𝒂

a/ is

Note:
Indonesia average
Source: Direktorat Jendral Perkebunan (2014)

Pagar Alam as one of cities in South Sumatera Province becomes the city which people rely
on the agriculture sector. The economic activities in Pagar Alam comprises of 53.43 % of
agriculture sector, 27.20 % of trade sector, 6.36% of service sector, 4.90% of infrastruc ture
sector and 8.17% of other sectors. Coffee has dominated Pagar Alam to be the largest
agriculture sector with 8,323 ha of coffee plantation owned by 7,514 households (Statistics
Indonesia, 2015).
In Pagar Alam, the coffee smallholders maintain the traditional identity with high
values and norms. Scott (2003) argues that Indonesian people have strong communitar ia n
tradition. This becomes the social capital of coffee smallholders of Pagar Alam. It includes the
trust, solidarity, values and norms which can turn into the basis for determining the
development and the sustainability of empowerment program (Tampubolon et al., 2016)
Social capital is defined as the informal values embedded on society which can lead to
the collaboration. The trust can lead to the honesty on the community. This is a value which
can be an effective way to create an efficient community. (Fukuyama, 2004).
Generally, farmers tend to live in rural area. Those people live harmoniously and have
a strong relationship between one and another. They are homogeneous people who keep the
spirit of working together to achieve the set goals.
Coffee smallholders have the mechanical solidarity. High collective society and having
trustworthy are values and norms that occur in their daily practice. It shows on the society’s
behaviour of the coffee production activities. They work collaboratively on the success of
coffee production processes such as land opening, planting, harvesting, drying, and select ing.
Thus, the study aims to identify the social capital of coffee farmers in the coffee production
activities.
Empowerment Concept
Empowerment means is an effort in building capacity of people. Goulet (1989) argues that the
empowerment paradigm is the paradigm of community development in which the beginning of
development begins from the grassroots community. It indicates that the empowerment can
lead to the society as both the actor and the target in the process community developme nt
(Alfitri, 2011).
The empowerment processes can be broken into 6 steps (Azis, 2005), they are: i)
identifying the issue; ii) analyzing the issue; iii) prioritizing the issue; iv) finding the solutio n
of the issue; v) implementing the solution of the issue; and vi) evaluating all processes. These
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processes should be supported by raising the awareness to the society and establishing the
organisation to facilitate the society on the effort of improving their quality’s life (Ohama,
2001).
Social Capital
Basically, the social capital is the social relationship that is tied up in the society. The social
relationship is the result of long–term social interaction which produces social networking,
collaboration patterns, social exchange, trust, and value that is used as the foundation of the
social relationship (Ibrahim, 2006). Social capital can also be defined as relationship structure
among the society (Coleman, 2012). Fukuyama (1997) argues that social capital is the existed
value on the society established through human interaction resulting the trust and collaboratio n
in the community. Furthermore, it can unite society due to the sense of social responsibility,
social solidarity and social community (Ife & Tesoriero, 2008). It is transmitted through culture
mechanism such as religion, tradition and historical habit (Fukuyama, 1996). The social capital
theory suggests that generally the more interaction among people in the society is, the higher
level of trust among people in the society is.
Farming Community
Basically, the management practice of coffee farmers applies the conventional approach who
involve in the farming activities (Lands Beger, 1981). Human becomes one of the factors that
contributes to the productivity.
It is important to know the characteristics of farmers which are:
1. farming activities are the main source of income for farmers;
2. it is a traditional based;
3. their social status is considered as low level; and
4. their households are a single entity in the multidimensional view of society.
Based on above characteristics, the livelihood of farmers is mainly on the agriculture sector.
Furthermore, they have a unique value received from the previous generations. Fukuyama
(2014) argues that society is broken into two categories: Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. The
first type of society is those who have strong and pure social relationship that can be found in
the village community. On the other hand, the second one is those who live in the urban area
that are selfless and have a short term relationship.
Research Design
The study employed ethnography research using qualitative data gained from both primary and
secondary data. Participant observation and in-depth interview were conducted in collecting
information from coffee farmers and Department of Food and Horticulture. Taxonomic and
social network analyses were used to recognize the social capital of coffee farmers associated
with the empowerment program in the coffee production activities. Participation observation
was applied on varies places such as in the coffee plantation during the harvest time, in farm
settlement as well as in the Department of Food and Horticulture.
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Result and Discussions
In this part, it will provide the social capital of coffee farmers in the coffee production activities
and the utilization of social capital of coffee farmers associated with the empowerme nt
program.
Table 2: Social Capital of Coffee Farmers on Coffee Production Using Grafting Technique
Social Capital
No
Activities
Notes
Collaboration Trust Value
1
Main Nursery
√
√
√
conducted together with all coffee farmers
2
Land Clearing
√
√
√
helping each other without hoping any
compensation
3
Digging Holes
√
√
to plant the coffee
4
Planting
√
√
part of the previous step
5
Maintenance
√
generally taken care individually as it considers as
simple activity
6
Harvesting
√
√
√
part of local people’s characteristics
7
Drying
√
√
√
established trust among coffee farmers shown by
not having many theft cases
8
Milling
√
√
√
carrying away the coffee bags for milling process
9
Selling
√
√
sharing information about buying and selling coffee
Source: Observation Result, June 2017

Table 2 shows the coffee farmers equip with the social capital in every single activity of the
coffee production activities. The social capital includes collaboration, trust and value. Among
three, value is the most element that contribute significantly among the coffee farmers. It can
lead to the collaboration among them.
Table 3: The Social Capital Dimension on Empowerment Program of Coffee Farmers

Social Capital Dimension
Collaboration

Empowerment Program
• Creating farmer group
• Training farmer group
• Introducing the cutting-edge
technology
• Extension
• Subsidy
• Creating farmer group
• Extension
• Subsidy
• Creating farmer group

Trust
Value

Source: Processed results of research data, 2017

Table 3 figures that three social dimensions can play an important role in an empowerment
program. Collaboration, trust and value among farmers are able to utilize the empowerment
program activities. Only dimension of trust and value have the same empowerment program.
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Conclusion
The study analyses the utilization of social capital in the farmer empowerment program in
Pagar Alam, Indonesia. The study concludes:
1. The social capital among coffee farmers in Pagar Alam has been established for long
period of time in which the value, collaboration and trust are applied in every activity
of the coffee production.
2. It shows that the established social capital is a mean to be used for achieving the
sustainability of empowerment.
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Abstract: The main objective of this study is to examine the impact of country governance on
Islamic and conventional banks’ productivity by using the Data Envelopment Analysis-Based
Malmquist Productivity Index (DEA-MPI) method under 1st stage of analysis. Meanwhile, the
second stage employed a panel regression analysis to identify its impact of country governance
and others determinants on banks productivity. Generally, the empirical findings indicate that
the productivity of Islamic banks is higher than that of conventional banks. The liquidity and
global financial crisis determinants influence both Islamic and conventional banks’
productivity level. In contrast, bank size, credit risk, market power, management efficiency and
inflation significantly influence the Islamic parts only. On the country governance side, voice
and accountability is found to positively influence both Islamic and conventional banks’
productivity. Regulatory quality and rule of law significantly influences the conventional parts.
Political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, rule of law and control
of corruption negatively influence the banks’ productivity, but this influence is only significant
for the Islamic banks. The issues discussed in this study are important because the related
parties can use the empirical results to identify the micro- and macro-level determinants that
may improve, enhance and maintain the productivity level of the Islamic and conventional
banking sector.
Keywords: Country Governance; Islamic Banks; Conventional Banks; Data Envelopment
Analysis-Based Malmquist Productivity Index; Total Factor Productivity Changes

1.0

Introduction

Since the early 1990s, studies on the efficiency of financial institutions have become an
important part of banking literature (Berger and Humphrey, 1997). Nevertheless, limited
studies have been conducted to investigate whether conventional and Islamic banks have
performed productively as an intermediary. This could partly be due to unavailability of data.
Thus, the question arises how banks perform in terms of their productivity.
Productivity measures the efficiency of converting a set of inputs to a set of outputs.
Measurement of productivity is particularly crucial in process management in order to
determine service capability and to identify improvement opportunities. A decline in
productivity will slow down a firm’s growth and reduce the competitiveness of the firm.
According to Rose and Hudgins (2004), it seems unavoidable that in the future the
productivity of banks will gain increased importance for generating profitability. The
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productivity level of the banks could be influenced by the internal and external determina nts.
The internal determinants focus on bank-specific features and are mainly influenced by a
bank’s management decisions and policy objectives, such as the bank size, credit risk,
capitalization, market power, liquidity and efficiency of the management in the bank. While
the external or the macroeconomic characteristics reflect the economic and legal environme nt
that affects the operation and performance of financial institutions (Kamarudin et al., 2016).
In addition, the governance practice also could impact the productivity level of the
banks. Corporate governance is a set of rules which control and direct the management of an
organization or institution. Even though Islamic and conventional banks have their own
capabilities and strengths to be a greater competitor in the financial system, they are still
affected by governance issue. Effective governance fosters efficient banks and capital markets.
Banks that are deemed to be well governed find it easier to attract funds and clients and are
more cost-effective. The corporate governance of bank is not similar to the governance of
private companies, where it often called as bank governance. This separate analysis of bank
evolves two related characteristics. Firstly, banks are not transparent about the services and
lack of symmetry. Secondly, banks are frequently regulated in accordance with governme nt
regulations since they are crucial for the economic growth. In spite of that, bank governance of
Islamic bank is differing from the conventional one because they are governed based on
Syariah rules.
Mostly, the studies on bank’s efficiency (Chortareas et al., 2012; Hwang and Akdede,
2011) are more focused on the micro dimension of the governance, which has concentrated on
corporate governance or bank governance within the institutions. This is because capital
markets are predominant in the financial sector. However, the country governance has received
surprisingly little attention in the banking industry over the past few decades. In point of fact,
Lensink et al. (2008), Chortareas et al. (2012) and Kamarudin et al. (2016) expands the view
to country governance or macro governance that also may have an overall significant impact
on the efficiency of the banking sector that primarily covers the governance within the country.
Kaufmann et al. (2010) explain that country governance covers three governance
clusters. Firstly, the assessment of voice and accountability (VA) and Political stability and
absence of violence (PV) on how the governments are chosen, monitored and replaced.
Secondly, the evaluation of government effectiveness (GE) and regulatory quality (RQ) on the
government’s capability to effectively formulate and implement sound policies. Thirdly, the
measurement in accordance with the rule of law (RL) and control of corruption (CC) with the
respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and social interactio ns
among them.
In summary, this study extends the work to investigate the earlier contributions on the
productivity of Islamic and conventional banks operating in the four Southeast Asian countries
(Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, and Singapore) banking sectors and to establish new empirica l
evidence on the impact of country governance. To do so, 30 Islamic banks and 137
conventional banks’ data collected over the years 2006 to 2016. The analysis comprises of two
main stages. In the first stage, we employ the Data Envelopment Analysis-Based Malmquist
Productivity Index (DEA-MPI) method to compute the banks productivity. We then employ
panel regression analysis to examine the impact of country governance on the productivity of
both Islamic and conventional banks. The paper also investigates to what extent others potential
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bank-specific characteristics and macroeconomic condition determinants influence the
productivity of the banks.
The paper is set out as follows: In the next section we provide review of the related
literature. Section 3 discusses the methods and variables employed in the study. We present the
empirical findings in section 4. The article concludes and provides discussions on the policy
implications in section 5.
2.0

Literature Review

Most previous studies have discovered mixed findings on the performance and efficiency levels
between Islamic and conventional banks. Few studies (Ariss, 2010; Viverita, 2011; Beck et al.,
2013 and Khan et al., 2017) states that the Islamic banks are performing better than
conventional banks.
Ariss (2010) suggest that Islamic banks are more efficient than conventional banks
because Islamic banks devoted a greater number of shares of their capitals to financ ing
operations and are well capitalized than conventional banks. In addition, Viverita (2011) also
pointed out that Islamic banks are more efficient compared to the conventional banks in
Indonesia during the years from 2004 to 2008. This study found that Islamic banks appear to
be able to produce greater revenue and more profitable compared to the conventional banks.
This study also reveals that Islamic banks are more cost efficient when they are bigger in size
than their conventional banks.
Beck et al. (2013) provided a comparative analysis of the Islamic and conventio na l
banks over a period from 1995 to 2009. This study analyzed the data of 510 banks (422
conventional and 88 Islamic banks) over 22 countries. The indicates that quality of assets and
capitalization of Islamic banks were functioning well during the global financial crisis.
More recently, Khan et al. (2017) also examined the performance between Islamic and
conventional banks by using financial ratios. The data for this research consists of 5 Islamic
and 19 conventional banks analyzed over the period from 2007 to 2014. They found that during
the crisis Islamic bank’s performance declined compare to the conventional banks. However,
the findings show that Islamic banks are performing better than conventional banks in terms of
profitability, efficiency, risk and liquidity management. This could be due to the expansion of
Islamic banking industry and its broad engagement with customers in Pakistan.
While some studies provide contrary findings (Srairi, 2010; Sillah and Harrathi, 2015;
Sukamana and Febriyati, 2016) that conventional banks are performing well compared to the
Islamic banks. According to Srairi (2010), the Islamic banks are less efficient compared to
conventional banks due to size of Islamic banks are relatively smaller than conventional banks,
overall regulation which is not supportive and higher cost of funds and labor incurred in
business operations. Saeed et al. (2013) also pointed out that conventional banks are more
efficient than the Islamic banks due to the conventional bank’s size relatively bigger than
Islamic banks, managerial efficiency, good liquidity position and capital management.
In addition, Sillah and Harrathi (2015) reveals that conventional banks are more
efficient than Islamic banks following 2008 financial crisis. This may be due to conventio na l
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banks are more efficient in adjusting their operations after the crisis and presence of large
international banks are supportive to domestic conventional banks, which makes them
competitively efficient above their local counterparts, including Islamic banks.
Another study by Sukamana and Febriyati (2016) reported that conventional banks are
significantly more efficient in terms of return on assets and better profit than that of Islamic
banks. The reason behind this is conventional banks are successful in giving facilities to attract
more customers into the business, advanced technology used in their operations and efficie nc y
of the bank management.
Chortareas et al. (2012) suggest that the country governance could influence the bank
performance. Kamarudin et al. (2016) seems to suggest that VA positively influence the
revenue efficiency of both banking systems. This could be due to the citizens and state
institutions played their role to promote democracy and eliminate the poverty which tends to
improve the revenue efficiency of banks. This claim is supported by Lin et al. (2010) stated a
greater freedom given to the citizens’ in the government selection process which tend to
increase the bank efficiency. Furthermore, Lensink et al. (2008) identified the higher VA tends
to increase the level of media independence, where the quality of information on local
developments will improve. This could benefit the foreign banks in interpreting local
information or news that will be used to increase the banks’ efficiency. Chortareas et al. (2012)
also suggests that a more developed and democratic system could be built through more
freedom in assertion and media in the country’s system which influences the banks’ efficie nc y.
Hwang and Akdede (2011) examined the impact of GE on public sector efficiency by
using the sample data of 64 countries from the year 1995 to 2000. They reveal that effective
government tends to increase the public sector efficiency. In other words, a positive
relationship between government effectiveness and public sector efficiency could be found.
This claim is supported by Kamarudin et al. (2016), who suggest that greater governme nt
credibility positively influence the revenue efficiency of Islamic and conventional banks in
GCC countries. They point that government’s trustworthiness could be found through its
involvement in formulating and implementing policies and regulations for private sector
development, eventually improves the bank performance.
Furthermore, Kamarudin et al. (2016) revealed that better RQ will enhance the
efficiency of Islamic banks in GCC countries. In terms of regulatory quality, formulation and
implementation of sound policies and regulations could be the reason for the development of
GCC Islamic banking sector. Moreover, better regulatory quality may lead to more professiona l
handling of bureaucracy and accountability of government employees which improves the
banks efficiency. Similarly, Beltratti and Stulz (2009) states that better regulatory quality will
lead to better bank performance. Lin et al. (2010) also discovered a positive link between
regulatory quality and banks’ efficiency.
With the regards on the impact of RL, Lin et al. (2010) state that a positive connection
could be found between RL and banks efficiency level. Lensink et al. (2008) also suggest that
cost efficiency of foreign banks could be affected by the quality of RL, where the effective n ess
of the judiciary involved. They reveal that delays in judgments results cost inefficiency of
banks. Therefore, better quality of rule of law could improve the bank’s efficiency. Kamarudin
et al. (2016) explained respect for order and law, effectiveness of judiciary system and
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enforceability of contracts comprises the better quality of rule of law in GCC countries. This
shall be beneficial to the GCC banks in terms of reducing uncertainty and risk of conducting
and starting businesses and increase private sector investments, which subsequently improves
the banks’ efficiency and strengthen the market.
In addition, Kamarudin et al. (2016) discovered PV leads to higher bank efficie nc y.
The findings supported by the fact that politicians fully used their authority to maximize social
welfare rather than considering their own benefits. This may benefit the banks in terms of cost
reduction and remove asymmetric information that allows banks to operate efficiently in terms
of receiving deposits and providing loans. This directly contributes the development of banking
sector. A comparative analysis by Huang et al. (2011) indicates that positive relation between
political stability and bank efficiency would allow banks to handle transactions more efficie ntly
in terms of deposits and loans.
Chortareas et al. (2012) shows the bank management in non-corruptive markets could
achieve tremendous operational efficiency. In line with this study, Hwang and Akdede (2011)
confirm that higher level of CC indicates higher level of public sector efficiency in terms of
administration, stability and infrastructure. Kamarudin et al. (2016) mentioned the involve me nt
of strong supervisory agencies in controlling corruption influence the efficiency of the banks.
They might have been successful towards disciplining and monitoring banks in order to reduce
the number of corruption, eventually improves the revenue efficiency of the conventio na l
banks.
In summary, most of the studies have focused on the cost, profit and revenue efficie nc y
of banks, while only a few have concentrated on the total factor productivity. The ignorance of
productivity concept may lead to the lower profitability of the banks. Besides, empirica l
evidence on the effect of country governance on Islamic and conventional banks is relative ly
scarce. This lack of knowledge indicates the unawareness of the impact of the country
governance on productivity and subsequently unexplored examination may not produce an
accurate and valid finding. Hence, without the detailed investigation, we may unaware about
the real impact of the country governance whether it may or may not improve the productivity
of the Islamic and conventional banks. The claim is due to previous literatures indicate that the
quality corporate governance may produce inconsistent results on the bank efficiency, but not
on the perspective of country governance.
We try to fill these knowledge gaps and present more advanced study on the existing
literatures in three ways. First, this study examines the productivity of the Islamic and
conventional banks with the effect of country governance over the years 2006 to 2016. Second,
the bank-specific traits and macroeconomic determinants of the productivity level particula r ly
in Islamic and conventional banks are also discovered and revealed. Finally, to the best of
knowledge, few studies, if not none, have been published to locate the impact of country
governance on productivity level specifically in both Islamic and conventional banks
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3.0

Research Methodology

3.1

Data Sources

The study gathers data on the Islamic and conventional banks in the Southeast Asian countries,
namely Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, and Singapore over a period of 2006 to 2016. The primary
source of data for the respective banks retrieved from the Orbis Bank Focus database (formerly
known as BankScope database) produced by the Bureau van Dijk. Orbis Bank Focus is a
worldwide database which provides financial information such as banks’ annual balance sheets
and income statements of both listed and non-listed banks, with both Islamic and conventio na l
banks. For the purpose of data standardization, this study uses the US Dollar (USD) in millio ns
to ensure consistency in the comparison of selected banks across the country. The World
Development Indicators (WDI) database and International Monetary Fund (Internatio na l
Financial Statistics (IFS)) database is used to retrieve the data on the macroeconomic variables
such as inflation and economic growth. Besides, the country governance data are sourced from
Worldwide Governance Indicator (WGI) dataset. The data covers the information on
governance indicators with the views of different stakeholders, including the surveys from
companies and individuals, the assessments of commercial risk rating agencies, nongovernmental organizations and other public sector organizations from industrial and
developing countries globally.
During this study period, the number of observation is varied across time due to bank
entry and exit factor and missing data for the observation years. Therefore, an unbalanced panel
data of 167 banks are taken from 4 countries (30 Islamic and 137 conventional banks) used in
this study. The total observations for Islamic banks consist of 17 banks from Malaysia, 11
banks from Indonesia, one bank from Singapore and one bank from Brunei Darussalam. While
the data for conventional bank includes 29 banks from Malaysia, 90 banks from Indonesia, 17
banks from Singapore and one bank from Brunei.
3.2
First Stage Analysis
3.2.1
Data envelopment Analysis
In the first stage of empirical approach, this study will employ the data envelopment analys is
(DEA) to examine the productivity level of Islamic and conventional banks. Even though both
parametric and non-parametric frontier efficiency approaches are commonly used by the
researchers, the data envelopment analysis (DEA) from non-parametric method is popular
when evaluating the efficiency and productivity of the banking industry. DEA method produces
beneficial, comparative and standard data that could stimulate remarkable improvements and
lead companies to the new business practices.
Charnes et al. (1978) was originally developed the data envelopment analysis, while
the first to involve DEA in the banking sector are Sherman and Gold (1985). DEA is a very
flexible method of comparing the efficiency of various decision-making units (DMUs), which
could be individuals, branches of a company, or entire firm. This approach concentrates on
measuring the relative efficiency of the various DMUs as they convert their inputs into outputs.
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3.2.2

Malmquist Productivity Index

Productivity is a technical concept which measure the efficiency by a ratio of output to input
where the factors of production are used. The Total Factor Productivity (TFP), however,
measure productivity by taking into account all factors of production.
According to Bjurek (1996), the Malmquist productivity index has become the standard
approach in total factor productivity measurement over time. It is a quantity index, defined by
Malmquist (1953). Caves et al. (1982) explains that there are two approaches to measure
productivity changes. First approach describes productivity changes as changes in maximum
output produced on a given level of inputs. This approach contributes to output based
productivity indexes. The alternative approach suggests that productivity changes as changes
in minimum input on a given level of outputs. This idea leads to input based productivity
indexes
There are number of advantage using the measurement of Malmquist index. Among
them which it can be measured without any informatio n on the prices of inputs and outputs and
provides a decomposition of productivity change into technical change and efficiency change,
and thereby offers an insight into the potential sources of change in total factor productivity.
This is essential because efficiency change may show whether a firm or institution is moving
closer to the best practice frontier in running the business operations or vice versa in a particular
sector. While technical change shows whether the best practice frontier (or technology) to
which a firm is being compared is either improving, stagnant or declining.
Over the years, increasing number of studies has utilized DEA-based Malmquist
Productivity Index to study the efficiency change and/or productivity growth in the banking
sector in various contexts (Kamarudin et al., 2017; Sillah and Harrathi, 2015). Matter of fact,
this MPI method do not allow for random errors which can cause biased efficiency scores that
leads to biased Malmquist indices.
For the purpose of this research, the productivity changes of Islamic and conventio na l
banks are measured by employing the output-based Malmquist index and further allocation of
the Total Factor Productivity Change (TFPCH) into technological change (TECHCH) and
Efficiency Change (EFFCH). The EFFCH then leads to changes in Pure Technical Efficie nc y
Change (PTECH) and/or Scale Efficiency Change (SECH) as suggested by Fӓre et al. (1994).
According to Färe et al. (1994) an equivalent way of writing MPI index is:
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(1)
M is the productivity change between years’ t and t + 1 where most recent production
point (x t+1 , y t+1 ) corresponds with the earlier production point (x t , y t ) and Ds are output
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distance functions. Any value greater (lower) than 1.000 will indicate total factor productivity
growth (regress) between two periods, whereas value equivalent to 1.000 signals no change.
The relationship between the MPI and its two sub-indices can be written as:
𝑴𝒐 = 𝐄𝐟𝐟𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐲 𝐂𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐞 × 𝐓𝐞𝐜𝐡𝐧𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐂𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐞
where,
𝐄𝐟𝐟𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐲 𝐂𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐞 =
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The efficiency change index can be further decomposed into its mutually comprehens ive
components of PTECH (∆𝐏𝐮𝐫𝐞𝐄𝐟𝐟 𝒕,𝒕+𝟏), calculated relative to the VRS technology and a
component of SECH (∆𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐞𝒕,𝒕+𝟏 ), capturing changes in the deviation between the VRS and
CRS technologies according to the suggestion of Färe et al. (1994) as shown below:
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All efficiency scores are restricted to lie between zero and one. Since 2006 is the
reference year, the MPI and its components take an initial score of 1.000. Hence, efficiency
scores lower (greater) than one for a firm in subsequent years indicate that it is operating below
(above) the frontier. The efficiency score reflects the radial distance from the estimated
production frontier to the DMUs under consideration.
3.2.3

Variable Specification in DEA Approach

The input-output specification is one of the important elements in measuring the total factor
productivity change using DEA-based Malmquist Productivity Index (DEA-MPI) approach.
The intermediation approach preferably adopted in this study to examine the bank’s
productivity as a whole since the bank considered as intermediary. Furthermore, the
intermediation approach is suitable to determine the production process of both Islamic and
conventional banks which act as intermediaries between depositors and borrowers.
Based on the intermediation approach, this study will include two outputs and three
inputs to examine the productivity of Islamic and conventional banks in selected Southeast
Asian countries from 2007 to 2016. The deposits (x1), personnel expenses (x2), and asset (x3)
are determined as inputs, while loans (y1) and investments (y2) are considered as outputs (y)
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3.3 Second Stage Analysis
3.3.1 Multiple Panel Regression Analysis
In the second stage of analysis, this study employs the Multiple Panel Regression Analys is
(MPRA) framework based on the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and Generalized Least Square
(GLS) methods to investigate the potential determinants of total factor productivity change in
Islamic and conventional banks. This panel regression technique could identify the possible
correlations between data gathered from the financial statements and the macroeconomic data
to measure the performance of banks. This MPRA method is more efficient, informative with
variability and allows better detection and measurement of effects that simply could not be
observed in other traditional analysis techniques. In order to analyze the determinants of banks’
productivity, two-stage least square models are used in this study. However, it is very much
important to conduct the Breusch Pagan and Lagrangian Multiplier test before the results are
based on any models, in order to identify either the data appropriate to be pooled or panel.
Thus, if the p-value of Breusch Pagan and Lagrangian Multiplier Chi-Square (X2 ) is signific a nt
at level 5%, the panel is more suitable than pooled data.
First, we use the pooled OLS model to examine the relationship between productivity
level of banks and other potential determinants such as bank-specific characteristics and
macroeconomic factors. Even though the pooled OLS model has its own advantage, some
additional problems may occur during the data analysis. The possibilities are there when the
panel data involve both cross-section and time dimensions, heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation problems need to be addressed. Additional problems may arise when crosscorrelation in individual units at the same point in time exists. Therefore, both FEM and REM
models based on GLS model are employed in this study to address one or more of these
problems. The FEM is based on the notion that differences across different banks can be
captured in the constant term. In other words, FEM intercept is allowed to differentia te
individual or cross-sectional unit that may have some special characteristics among individua ls.
Therefore, the model is a reasonable approach to be adopted, since it gives confidence on the
identification of differences between banks. On the other hand, REM is adopted in this study
because it is appropriate to use when the sampled cross-sectional units are drawn from a much
larger population. Thus, the individual constant terms are randomly distributed across the
cross-sectional units. Hausman test can be used to identify whether FEM or REM is appropriate
based on null hypothesis. The FEM may be more appropriate to be used if the null hypothesis
is rejected (at 1% to 5% significant levels only), while REM is considered to be more suitable
if the null hypothesis is failed to reject (significant at only 10%)(Kamarudin et al., 2016).
In addition, this study also usesa battery of parametric (t-test) and nonparametr ic
(Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxon) and Kruskal-Wallis) tests to investigate the differences in the
productivity (y-axis) of the Islamic and conventional banks in selected Southeast Asian
countries. Furthermore, we perform a step-wise regression rather than simultaneous regression
models in the test conducted particularly for the country governance variables. This is to avoid
severe multicollinearity or redundant problem (data overlapping) due to high correlation among
some of the variables used in the tests.Finally, 12 regression models are estimated to examine
the relationship between potential determinants and TFPCH of Islamic and conventional banks.
3.3.2
Variable Specification in Regression Models
As mentioned in the previous section, the dependent variable used in the regression models is
TFPCH of the bank in year t. While the description of the independent variables (x-axis) used
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in the second stage of analysis is presented in this section. These variables consist of bankspecific characteristics, macroeconomic conditions, and country governance.
Variable
Bank -Specifics
lnTA

Note

Bank size indicates the natural logarithm of the banks’ total assets (lnTA), to capture cost advantages
associated with economies of scale. A positive relationship between the size of banks and
productivity indicates that higher profitability could be expected in larger sized banks. Mean while,
the bank size can negatively impact the banks’ productivity due to bureaucratic, poor economies of
scale and other possible reasons.
lnLLRGL
Credit risk is natural log of loan loss provisions over gross loan (lnLLRGL). The negative impact of
credit risk on the bank efficiency indicates that banks with higher credit risk will have lower bank
efficiency. Meanwhile, positive relationship between credit risk and bank efficiency level reveals
that the lower credit risk improves the bank performance.
lnETA
lnETA or capitalization represents the earnings over total assets. The positive coefficient of capital
adequacy shows that well-capitalized banks are more efficient. Besides, the capitalization tends to
have a negative relationship with the bank profitability. This indicates that highly capitalized banks
could have lower efficiency levels.
lnBDTD
Market power is proxied by lnBDTD or as a bank’s deposits over the total deposits and a positive or
negative coefficient could be predicted. The positive sign indicates that higher market power leads
to the assumption of smaller credit risk; hence increase the profitability of banks. Meanwhile, market
power could negatively influence the bank efficiency level, which reveals that highly efficient ba nks
tend to have a lower market share.
lnLOANSTA
lnLOANSTA is the natural logarithm of liquidity utilized in the present study. This variable is used
to control the bank-specific lending intensity. The positive coefficient shows that higher liquidity
motivates banks to extend more loans; hence more profit could be acquired. Negative relationship
between liquidity and bank performance shows that higher liquidity tends to reduce bank
profitability.
lnNIETA
The management efficiency proxies the non-interest expense over total assets (lnNIETA). The
negative relationship between overhead expenses and bank efficiency indicates lower personnel
expenses, which constitute better management quality. Meanwhile, management quality also
indicates a positive and significant relationship with productivity change of banks
Macroeconomic Factor
lnGDP
The Gross Domestic Product (lnGDP) is one of the most commonly used macroeconomic indicators
to measure the economic activity in a country. Several studies iden tified a positive relationship
between economic growth and bank efficiency.
lnCPI
The inflation is authenticated by the current period of consumer price index growth rate (lnCPI). The
positive sign indicate if the rate of inflation is anticipated and banks are able to adjust interest rates
accordingly resulting in revenues to increase faster than costs. A negative relationship between
inflation and bank efficiency level states that the failure of management to forecast the future
inflation (unanticipated inflation) and make an adjustment to the costs accordingly will lead to costs
rise faster than revenue.
GFC
GFC or dummy global financial crisis is presented in the panel regression to identify the determinants
of bank productivity during a crisis period 2007 to 2008. The coefficient is expected to be negatively
(positively) impact the banks’ productivity, which indicates the lower (higher) sign of performance
during the financial crisis. A value of “1” taken for the period of crisis and “0” value if indicate
otherwise
Country Governance
lnVA
The higher score of voice and accountability(lnVA) variable signals that greater participation of
citizens in the government selection process, freedom of expression, and free media.
lnPV
The political stability and absence of violence (lnPV) with higher grade shows higher political
stability.
lnGE
The higher scale value in the government effectiveness (lnGE) indicates better commitments of
government to their policies.
lnRQ
The higher value of regulatory quality (lnRQ) indicator reveals the governments’ ability to formulate
and implement good policies and regulations in the country.
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lnRL
lnCC

A higher grade of rule of law (lnRL) represents better quality of contract enforcement, judiciary
system, and property rights.
A higher value of control of corruption (lnCC) shows that better quality of supervisory agency’s
control over the public power to eliminate corruption in the society.

3.4 Estimation Method
In this analysis, the total factor productivity change scores derived from the DEA-MPI will be
the dependent variables (y-axis). The panel regression model estimated as the following
equation:
ln (TFPCH)ijt= α + βijt ln(TA)ijt+ βijtln(LLRGL)ijt+ βijtln(ETA)ijt + βijtln(BDTD)ijt
+ βijtln(LOANSTA)ijt +βijtln(NIETA)ijt + βjtln(GDP)jt+ βjt ln(CPI)jt
+ βjt GFCjt+ βjt ln(VA)jt+ βjtln(PV)jt + βjtln(GE)jt+ βjt ln(RQ)jt+ βjt ln(RL)jt
+ βjtln(CC)jt+ εjit
where,
j
i
t
β
α
εijt
ln
TA
LLRGL
ETA
BDTD
LOANSTA
NIETA
GDP
CPI
GFC
VA
PV
GE
RQ
RL
CC

= observation for a country
= observation of individual bank
= observation for year
= the vector of coefficients
= a constant term (intercept term)
= normally distributed disturbance term
= Natural Logarithm
= Total bank assets (size of bank)
= Loan loss reserve to gross loan (credit risk)
= Equity over total assets (capitalization)
= bank’s deposit over total deposit (market power)
= Total loan over total assets (liquidity)
= Noninterest expenses over total assets (management efficiency)
= Gross domestic product (economic growth)
= Consumer price index (inflation)
= Global financial crisis
= Voice and accountability
= Political stability and absence of violence
= Government effectiveness
= Regulatory quality
= Rule of law
= Control of corruption

4.0 Results and Findings
4.1 Productivity of Islamic and conventional banks and its decompositions
The productivity results depicted in Panel A of Table 4.1 show that the overall banking sector
in four countries has on average exhibited a TFPCH regress of -11.1% (0.889). The results
seem to suggest that all banks have exhibited TFPCH regress, a lower -0.02% (0.998) in the
year 2007 and a higher -1.2% (0.988) in the year 2016. During the period under study, the 11.1% (0.889) regress in the TFPCH of the overall banking sector could be attributed mainly
to the -19.5% (0.805) decrease in TECHCH, as the rate of EFFCH seems to increase at 10.5%
(1.105). The decomposition of the EFFCH index into its PTECH and SECH components
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indicates that the source of the increase in overall banks’ EFFCH was mainly contributed by
pure technical efficiency rather than scale efficiency. Overall, the results imply that during the
period of study, all banks are operating at the wrong scale of operations, although both Islamic
and conventional banks are more managerially efficient in controlling costs.
Panel B of Table 4.1 presents the findings for the Islamic banks individually. Over the
period of the study, the results seem to suggest that the banks have showed a regress in TFPCH
by -5.5% (0.945). The decomposition of the TFPCH index into its TECHCH and EFFCH
components indicates that the regress in the Islamic banks’ TFPCH was solely attributed to the
-13.3% (0.867) decrease in TECHCH, as the EFFCH seems to have a more slowly increasing
rate of 9% (1.090) during the period under study. The decomposition of the EFFCH index
indicates that the dominant source of the increase in the Islamic banks’ EFFCH is manageria l
rather than scale. This implies that although the Islamic banks are good in terms of manageria l
efficiency, they have been operating at a non-optimal scale of operations.
The empirical findings presented in Panel C of Table 4.1 show that the conventio na l
banks’ TFPCH has decreased by -11.1% (0.889), a stronger rate of decline compared to their
Islamic counterparts. Similar to their Islamic peers, the decomposition of the TFPCH index
into its TECHCH and EFFCH components indicates that the -19.5% (0.805) decrease in
TECHCH has largely contributed to the conventional banks’ TFPCH regress. Furthermore, the
conventional banks seem to have exhibited EFFCH progress at 10.5% (1.105).The
decomposition of the EFFCH index into its PTECH and SECH components reveals that the
dominant source of the increase in the conventional banks’ EFFCH was managerial efficie nc y,
rather than scale related. This finding clearly shows that conventional banks have been
operating at the wrong scale of operations.
4.2 Number of banks Analysis for Productivity of Islamic and conventional banks
An analysis based on the productivity levels of banks may be biased by a few observations
(Isik and Hassan, 2002). Hence, performing an analysis based on the number of banks, which
is less sensitive to possible outliers, would be beneficial in this situation (Kamarudin et al.,
2017). To address this concern, in the following analysis, this research elaborates further the
productivity of Islamic and conventional banks by summarizing the developments in the
number of banks experiencing productivity progress or regress. The findings are given in
Panels A-C of Table 4.2.
The results in Panel A of Table 4.2 indicate that 34 (40.48%) banks from all four
countries experienced productivity growth in 2007, inclining gradually to 54 (52.94%) banks
during the year 2009 and increasing to 56 (44.44%) banks in the year 2016. Further
observations in Panel A of Table 4.2 indicate that the number of banks that faced technologic a l
progress increased from 37 (44.05%) during the year 2007 to 95 (93.14%) during the year
2009, drastically declined to 12 (9.60%) in 2014 and increased back to 35 (27.78%) in the year
2016. In contrast, the number of banks that experienced technological regress declined from
47 (55.95%) in 2007 to 7 (6.86%) in 2009 but radically increased to 113 (90.40%) during the
year 2014 before declining slowly to 91 (72.22%) in the year 2016.
The results of the analysis based on the number of Islamic banks facing productivity
progress and/or regress is presented in Panel B of Table 4.2. As the findings indicate, only 7
(50.00%) Islamic banks experienced productivity growth in the year 2007, increasing gradually
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to reach a high of 21 (72.41%) Islamic banks during the year 2012. However, the productivity
level dropped again to 13 (65.00%) Islamic banks in the year 2016. Similarly, Islamic banks
that exhibited technological progress increased from none in 2007 to 21 (91.30%) in 2010 but
decreased to 17 (85.00%) during the year 2016. Furthermore, the number of Islamic banks
shows a technology regress for 14 (100.00%) banks during the year 2007, decreasing to 2
(8.70%) banks in 2010 and increasing to 3 (15.00%) in the year 2016.

In addition, Panel C of Table 4.2 discusses the developments in the percentage changes
of the conventional banks’ productivity progress or regress. From the observations, it can be
seen clearly that the number of conventional banks that indicated productivity progress
increased from 27 (38.57%) during the year 2007 to 52 (49.52%) in 2015 but dropped to 43
(40.57%) in the year 2016.
Table 4.1: Bootstrap Malmquist productivity index decompositions
Year
Panel A: All Banks
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Geometric mean
Panel B: Islamic Banks
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Geometric mean
Panel C: Conventional Banks
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Geometric mean

TFP CH

TECHCH

EFFCH

P TECH

SECH

1.000
0.998
0.995
0.994
0.992
0.992
0.992
0.992
0.989
0.989
0.988
0.889

1.000
0.910
0.909
0.906
0.904
0.904
0.903
1.031
0.891
0.887
0.888
0.805

1.000
1.285
1.280
1.284
1.307
1.308
1.307
1.329
1.371
1.391
1.390
1.105

1.000
1.146
1.146
1.140
1.146
1.146
1.150
1.166
1.173
1.181
1.182
1.059

1.000
1.164
1.159
1.167
1.185
1.185
1.184
1.201
1.251
1.256
1.254
1.042

1.000
1.043
1.036
1.022
1.020
1.021
1.025
1.023
1.022
1.020
1.023
0.945

1.000
0.986
0.984
0.962
0.963
0.962
0.951
0.955
0.962
0.967
0.965
0.867

1.000
1.216
1.204
1.228
1.220
1.228
1.252
1.236
1.222
1.218
1.223
1.090

1.000
1.132
1.129
1.137
1.131
1.138
1.138
1.131
1.127
1.130
1.130
1.062

1.000
1.094
1.091
1.113
1.116
1.113
1.135
1.129
1.122
1.114
1.119
1.025

1.000
0.998
0.995
0.994
0.992
0.992
0.992
0.992
0.989
0.989
0.988
0.889

1.000
0.910
0.909
0.906
0.904
0.904
0.903
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.888
0.805

1.000
1.285
1.280
1.284
1.307
1.308
1.307
1.329
1.371
1.391
1.390
1.105

1.000
1.146
1.146
1.140
1.146
1.146
1.150
1.166
1.173
1.181
1.182
1.059

1.000
1.164
1.159
1.167
1.185
1.185
1.184
1.201
1.251
1.256
1.254
1.042

Note: The table presents the geometric mean of the bias-corrected bootstrap total factor
productivity change (TFPCH) index and its mutually exhaustive components of technica l
change (TECHCH) and efficiency change (EFFCH) that is further decomposed into pure
technical efficiency change (PTECH) and scale efficiency change (SECH).
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Table 4.2: Number and percentage of Islamic and Conventional banks with producti vity progress and regress

P eriod

P roductivity Change
TFP CH
P rogress
Regress
No ∆
# (%)
# (%)
# (%)

Efficiency Change
EFFCH
P rogress
Regress
# (%)
# (%)

2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

34 ( 40.48)
47 ( 52.22)
54 ( 52.94)
32 ( 29.63)
52 ( 49.06)
55 ( 45.45)
40 ( 36.04)
60 ( 48.00)
64 ( 51.20)
56 ( 44.44)

50 ( 59.52)
42 ( 46.67)
47 ( 46.08)
76 ( 70.37)
54 ( 50.94)
66 ( 54.55)
71 ( 63.96)
65 ( 52.00)
61 ( 48.80)
70 ( 55.56)

0 ( 0.00)
1 ( 1.11)
1 ( 0.98)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

32 ( 38.10)
41 ( 45.56)
81 ( 79.41)
25 ( 23.15)
45 ( 42.45)
59 ( 48.76)
74 ( 66.67)
90 ( 72.00)
91 ( 72.80)
66 ( 52.38)

49 ( 58.33)
43 ( 47.78)
12 ( 11.76)
76 ( 70.37)
50 ( 47.17)
46 ( 38.02)
30 ( 27.03)
27 ( 21.60)
21 ( 16.80)
49 ( 38.89)

3 ( 3.57)
6 ( 6.67)
9 ( 8.82)
7 ( 6.48)
11 ( 10.38)
16 ( 13.22)
7 ( 6.31)
8 ( 6.40)
13 ( 10.40)
11 ( 8.73)

2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

7 ( 50.00)
9 ( 56.25)
11 ( 50.00)
13 ( 56.52)
12 ( 54.55)
21 ( 72.41)
11 ( 42.31)
16 ( 66.67)
12 ( 60.00)
13 ( 65.00)

7 ( 50.00)
7 ( 43.75)
11 ( 50.00)
10 ( 43.48)
10 ( 45.45)
8 ( 27.59)
15 ( 57.69)
8 ( 33.33)
8 ( 40.00)
7 ( 35.00)

0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

12 ( 85.71)
5 ( 31.25)
12 ( 54.55)
6 ( 26.09)
13 ( 59.09)
7 ( 24.14)
15 ( 57.69)
15 ( 62.50)
0 ( 0.00)
5 ( 25.00)

1 ( 7.14)
7 ( 43.75)
3 ( 13.64)
12 ( 52.17)
3 ( 13.64)
14 ( 48.28)
6 ( 23.08)
6 ( 25.00)
13 ( 65.00)
10 ( 50.00)

1 ( 7.14)
4 ( 25.00)
7 ( 31.82)
5 ( 21.74)
6 ( 27.27)
8 ( 27.59)
5 ( 19.23)
3 ( 12.50)
7 ( 35.00)
5 ( 25.00)

2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

27 ( 38.57)
39 ( 52.70)
43 ( 53.75)
19 ( 22.35)
40 ( 47.06)
34 ( 36.96)
30 ( 34.88)
44 ( 43.56)
52 ( 49.52)
43 ( 40.57)

43 ( 61.43)
34 ( 45.95)
36 ( 45.00)
66 ( 77.65)
45 ( 52.94)
58 ( 63.04)
56 ( 65.12)
57 ( 56.44)
53 ( 50.48)
63 ( 59.43)

0 ( 0.00)
1 ( 1.35)
1 ( 1.25)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

20 ( 28.57)
33 ( 44.59)
69 ( 86.25)
19 ( 22.35)
32 ( 37.65)
52 ( 56.52)
60 ( 69.77)
75 ( 74.26)
90 ( 85.71)
61 ( 57.55)

48 ( 68.57)
39 ( 52.70)
9 ( 11.25)
64 ( 75.29)
48 ( 56.47)
32 ( 34.78)
24 ( 27.91)
21 ( 20.79)
9 ( 10.59)
39 ( 36.79)

2 ( 2.86)
2 ( 2.70)
2 ( 2.50)
2 ( 2.35)
5 ( 5.88)
8 ( 8.70)
2 ( 2.33)
5 ( 4.95)
6 ( 5.71)
6 ( 5.66)

No ∆
# (%)

Technological Change
TECHCH
P rogress
Regress
# (%)
# (%)
P anel A: All Banks
37 ( 44.05)
47 ( 55.95)
37 ( 41.11)
53 ( 58.89)
95 ( 93.14)
7 ( 6.86)
83 ( 76.85)
25 ( 23.15)
54 ( 50.94)
52 ( 49.06)
40 ( 33.06)
81 ( 66.94)
13 ( 11.71)
98 ( 88.29)
12 ( 9.60)
113 ( 90.40)
24 ( 19.20)
101 ( 80.80)
35 ( 27.78)
91 ( 72.22)
P anel B: Islamic Banks
0 ( 0.00)
14 ( 100.00)
5 ( 31.25)
11 ( 68.75)
6 ( 27.27)
16 ( 72.73)
21 ( 91.30)
2 ( 8.70)
5 ( 22.73)
17 ( 77.27)
24 ( 82.76)
5 ( 17.24)
8 ( 30.77)
18 ( 69.23)
6 ( 25.00)
18 ( 75.00)
18 ( 90.00)
2 ( 10.00)
17 ( 85.00)
3 ( 15.00)
P anel C: Conventional Banks
37 ( 52.86)
33 ( 47.14)
32 ( 43.24)
42 ( 56.76)
1 ( 1.25)
79 ( 98.75)
62 ( 72.94)
23 ( 27.06)
50 ( 58.82)
35 ( 41.18)
16 ( 17.39)
76 ( 82.61)
6 ( 6.98)
80 ( 93.02)
6 ( 5.94)
95 ( 94.06)
6 ( 5.71)
99 ( 94.29)
18 ( 16.98)
88 ( 83.02)

P ure Efficiency Change
P TECH
P rogress
Regress
No ∆
# (%)
# (%)
# (%)

0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

38 ( 45.24)
44 ( 48.89)
60 ( 58.82)
25 ( 23.15)
50 ( 47.17)
55 ( 45.45)
61 ( 54.95)
70 ( 56.00)
65 ( 52.00)
64 ( 50.79)

32 ( 38.10)
28 ( 31.11)
16 ( 15.69)
55 ( 50.93)
25 ( 23.58)
32 ( 26.45)
32 ( 28.83)
30 ( 24.00)
36 ( 28.80)
30 ( 23.81)

0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

10 ( 71.43)
4 ( 25.00)
10 ( 45.45)
4 ( 17.39)
9 ( 40.91)
7 ( 24.14)
7 ( 26.92)
13 ( 54.17)
2 ( 10.00)
3 ( 15.00)

0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)
0 ( 0.00)

28 ( 40.00)
41 ( 55.41)
50 ( 62.50)
21 ( 24.71)
41 ( 48.24)
49 ( 53.26)
55 ( 63.95)
58 ( 57.43)
63 ( 60.00)
61 ( 57.55)

No ∆
# (%)

P rogress
# (%)

Scale Change
SECH
Regress
# (%)

No ∆
# (%)

14 ( 16.67)
18 ( 20.00)
26 ( 25.49)
28 ( 25.93)
31 ( 29.25)
34 ( 28.10)
18 ( 16.22)
25 ( 20.00)
24 ( 19.20)
32 ( 25.40)

33 ( 39.29)
21 ( 23.33)
72 ( 70.59)
32 ( 29.63)
27 ( 25.47)
50 ( 41.32)
74 ( 66.67)
78 ( 62.40)
87 ( 69.60)
45 ( 35.71)

49 ( 58.33)
63 ( 70.00)
20 ( 19.61)
68 ( 62.96)
68 ( 64.15)
56 ( 46.28)
23 ( 20.72)
38 ( 30.40)
25 ( 20.00)
71 ( 56.35)

2 ( 2.38)
6 ( 6.67)
10 ( 9.80)
8 ( 7.41)
11 ( 10.38)
15 ( 12.40)
14 ( 12.61)
9 ( 7.20)
13 ( 10.40)
10 ( 7.94)

1 ( 7.14)
6 ( 37.50)
2 ( 9.09)
10 ( 43.48)
2 ( 9.09)
8 ( 27.59)
10 ( 38.46)
4 ( 16.67)
8 ( 40.00)
6 ( 30.00)

3 ( 21.43)
6 ( 37.50)
10 ( 45.45)
9 ( 39.13)
11 ( 50.00)
14 ( 48.28)
9 ( 34.62)
7 ( 29.17)
10 ( 50.00)
11 ( 55.00)

7 ( 50.00)
5 ( 31.25)
6 ( 27.27)
9 ( 39.13)
9 ( 40.91)
5 ( 17.24)
16 ( 61.54)
16 ( 66.67)
0 ( 0.00)
7 ( 35.00)

6 ( 42.86)
7 ( 43.75)
8 ( 36.36)
9 ( 39.13)
7 ( 31.82)
16 ( 55.17)
5 ( 19.23)
4 ( 16.67)
13 ( 65.00)
8 ( 40.00)

1 ( 7.14)
4 ( 25.00)
8 ( 36.36)
5 ( 21.74)
6 ( 27.27)
8 ( 27.59)
5 ( 19.23)
4 ( 16.67)
7 ( 35.00)
5 ( 25.00)

31 ( 44.29)
21 ( 28.38)
14 ( 17.50)
45 ( 52.94)
24 ( 28.24)
24 ( 26.09)
22 ( 25.58)
25 ( 24.75)
27 ( 25.71)
24 ( 22.64)

11 ( 15.71)
12 ( 16.22)
16 ( 20.00)
19 ( 22.35)
20 ( 23.53)
19 ( 20.65)
9 ( 10.47)
18 ( 17.82)
15 ( 14.29)
21 ( 19.81)

26 ( 37.14)
16 ( 21.62)
66 ( 82.50)
23 ( 27.06)
18 ( 21.18)
45 ( 48.91)
59 ( 68.60)
62 ( 61.39)
87 ( 82.86)
38 ( 35.85)

43 ( 61.43)
56 ( 75.68)
12 ( 15.00)
59 ( 69.41)
62 ( 72.94)
40 ( 43.48)
18 ( 20.93)
34 ( 33.66)
12 ( 11.43)
63 ( 59.43)

1 ( 1.43)
2 ( 2.70)
2 ( 2.50)
3 ( 3.53)
5 ( 5.88)
7 ( 7.61)
9 ( 10.47)
5 ( 4.95)
6 ( 5.71)
5 ( 4.72)

Note: Productivity Growth: TFPCH>1, Productivity Loss: TFPCH<1, Productivity Stagnation: TFPCH=1, Technological Progress: TECHCH>1, Technological Regress:
TECHCH<1, Technological Stagnation: TECHCH=1; Efficiency, Pure Technical and Scale Increase: EFFCH, PTECH and SECH>1, Efficiency, Pure Technical and Scale
Decrease: EFFCH, PTECH and SECH<1, No Change in Efficiency, Pure Technical and Scale: EFFCH, PTECH and SECH=1.
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4.3
Univariate Parametric and Nonparametric Tests
Table 4.3 shows the results of the parametric t-test and nonparametric Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxo n)
test on both Islamic and conventional banks in Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore. The
results from the parametric t-test suggest that the Islamic banks have exhibited a higher TFPCH
compared to the conventional banks (1.094 > 0.961). This result is significant at the 1% level. The
nonparametric Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxon) and Kruskal-Wallis tests also yield similar results. This
might be because the TECHCH index of Islamic banks has a higher mean than conventional banks
(1.073 > 0.842); this is significantly different at the 1% level in both parametric and nonparametr ic
tests. However, both tests reveal that EFFCH is significantly lower in Islamic banks compared to
conventional banks (1.100 < 1.457) and is statistically significant at the 1% level. This shows that
Islamic banks were more technologically progressive than managerially during the period of study.
The findings also exhibit that conventional banks have a higher mean for PTECH, which is
significantly different at the 1% level (1.207 > 1.076). SECH shows that conventional banks have
a higher mean, but this result is significantly different only on parametric t-test. This indicates that
conventional banks are good in terms of managerial efficiency and have been operating at the
optimal scale of operations over the period of observation.
Table 4.3: Summary of Parametric and Nonparametric Tests on Islamic and Conventional Banks

Individual tests
Parametric test
t-test
t (Prb>t)
Test statistics
TFPCH
Islamic
Conventional
TECHCH
Islamic
Conventional
EFFCH
Islamic
Conventional
PECH
Islamic

Test groups
Nonparametric tests
Mann-Whitney
Kruskal-Wallis
(Wilcoxon Rank-Sum) Equality of Population
test
test
2
Z (Prb>z)
x (Prb > x2 )
Mean
Mean
z
x2
rank
rank

Mean

t

1.094
0.961

5.061***

645.07
527.39

-4.880***

645.07
527.39

23.819***

1.073
0.842

7.138***

695.83
514.99

-7.500***

695.83
514.99

56.254***

1.100
1.457

-6.114***

498.01
563.33

-2.709***

498.01
563.33

7.341***

1.076

-3.479***

483.85

-3.460***

483.85

11.973***

Note: *** indicate significance at the 1% levels
4.4

Determinants of Productivity Level in Islamic and Conventional Banks

In Tables 4.4 and 4.5, we have set Model 1 as a baseline regression model, which includes bankspecific determinant variables, namely size of bank (lnTA), asset quality (lnLLRGL), capitaliza tio n
levels (lnETA), market power (lnBDTD), liquidity (lnLOANSTA) and management efficie nc y
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(lnNIETA). In Model 2, we included macroeconomic variables such as economic growth (lnGDP),
inflation rate (lnCPI) and global financial crisis (GFC), along with the bank-specific characteristic
variables. This is followed by Models 3 to 8, which represent all six country governance
determinant variables, which will be explained in the following section. The estimated models
allow us to identify the potential determinants of Islamic and conventional banks’ total factor
productivity level. In the preliminary stage, the results from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show that the pooled
data are most suitable to be used in this study because the p-value of the Breusch Pagan and
Lagrangian Multiplier (BP and LM) Chi-Square (X2 ) test is not significant at the 5% level or lower.
Except for Model 5 of Table 4.4, the test is significant at 5% for Islamic parts only. Therefore,
panel data will be suitable for that particular model.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5, the credit risk (lnLLRGL) has a positive relationship with TFPCH levels
only for Islamic banks, significant at the 1% level in all regression models. This indicates that
higher credit risk leads to higher levels of productivity for banks. Therefore, to maximize long- run
profits, Islamic banks may have rationally chosen to have lower costs in the short run by skimping
on the resources that are devoted to underwriting and monitoring loans. However, they would bear
the consequences of greater problems with loan performance in the future. Previous studies by
Sufian et al. (2016) and Sufian and Kamarudin (2015) also found that there is a positive relations hip
between credit risk and the efficiency of banks.
Likewise in Tables 4.4, the coefficient of the capitalization (lnETA) level to be positive in
Islamic banks (Models 3,4,5,7 and 8) because well capitalized banks leads to more productivity in
banking services. Strong capital structure is essential for banks in developing economies, since it
provides additional strength to withstand financial crises and increased safety for depositors during
unstable macroeconomic conditions. However, lnETA shown a negative relationship with
conventional banks productivity (Table 4.5, Models 6 and 7). Under ceteris paribus assumptio n,
these results seem to suggest that conventional banks tend to keep more equity compared with their
peers. This situation also describes that the bank with lower capital ratios will lead to higher
leverage and risk as well as greater borrowing cost. Therefore, the results imply that Islamic banks
may have been involved in riskier business operations or investment strategies.
Turning to the impact of the market power (lnBDTD), it exhibits a significantly negative
sign for the Islamic banks’ productivity level. The negative relationship between market power and
level of total factor productivity change shows that small market share may contribute to higher
TFPCH levels. This might be due to maintaining lower costs because enlarging and maintaining
market share may involve extra cost and inputs. This situation also indicates that managers will
lower their efforts to maximize banks’ efficiency once they obtain greater market power: They feel
less pressure to keep costs down in a less-competitive market (Kamarudin et al., 2017 and Sufian
and Noor, 2009). lnBDTD has positive sign but only significant at 10% level in conventional banks.
Furthermore, the empirical findings of the proxy measure for liquidity (lnLOANSTA) have
consistently shown a positive relationship with banks’ TFPCH levels under all Islamic and
conventional regression models. The results are statistically significant at the 1% level for all
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Islamic bank models and a minimum of the 5% level in every regression model estimated for their
conventional counterparts. The positive sign strongly suggests that banks with greater liquidity tend
to perform at higher productivity levels. This could be due to higher liquidity motivating banks to
extend more loans; hence, more profit could be acquired. In addition, poor asset quality and lower
liquidity are the main factors in bank failure. Therefore, banks’ deposit resources were effective ly
managed to improve the quantity of loans, which leads to higher productivity levels.
Concerning the impact of management efficiency (lnNIETA) on banks’ total factor
productivity level, lnNIETA was observed to have a significant negative relationship with
productivity level for Islamic banks. This indicates that higher (lower) overhead expenses lead to
lower (higher) TFPCH levels. Efficient managers control expenses (low cost) to improve the
quality of the bank. This improves productivity level and contributes to higher profitability. This
finding implies that poor management generates a negative relationship between bank overhead
expenses and TFPCH levels. Poor management, overstaffing and overlapping tasks may deteriorate
the banks’ productivity. Technology adaptations such as automated teller machines (ATMs) and
other automated means of delivering services can reduce overhead costs and increase the banks’
productivity. The empirical findings by Sufian and Noor (2009) also acknowledged that quality
management will increase profits by minimizing operating costs. On the other hand, lnNIETA has
a significant positive relationship with productivity level for conventional banks, but this is only
significant in Model 1 at the 10% level. This indicates that increases in operating expenses (such
as staff costs, general and administrative costs and other expenses) contribute to the banks’ increase
in productivity level.
The empirical findings in Table 4.4 (Models 3,4,5,7 and 8) show that the positive sign and
significant at 1% level of lnGDP in Islamic banks. That signifies the favourable economic
conditions during the study period have fuelled higher demand for Islamic banking products and
services, reducing default loan probabilities and thus increasing the profitability of the Islamic
banks. High economic growth motivates Islamic banks to serve more loans and improve the quality
of their assets.
The impacts of inflation (lnCPI) is statistically significant at 1% level for Islamic banks
almost to all estimation models except Model 6 (Table 4.4) but is not significant for conventio na l
banks. We find that lnCPI exerts a negative impact on the TFPCH levels of Islamic banks,
indicating that higher inflation rates will lead to lower performance. This could be because
management failed to forecast the future inflation (unanticipated inflation) and make adjustments
to the costs accordingly, leading costs to rise faster than revenue. Therefore, banks will incur higher
operating costs and face declining profits. Furthermore, high-risk borrowers who tend to default on
their loans will enter the market during the inflation period. This will cause banks to limit the
quantity of loans provided and charge higher interest, which then causes low-risk borrowers to exit
the market and discourages productive investments (Kamarudin et al., 2017; Sufian and
Habibullah, 2014; Muda et al., 2013).
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Finally, all regression models indicate that the global financial crisis (GFC) has a
significantly positive relationship with TFPCH levels in the overall view of Islamic and
conventional banking sectors. This shows that both banks types tend to perform well with the
increased productivity level during the crisis period. This could be because the banks are well
managed and remained stable during the crisis. Higher risk-taking investment will be associated
with higher leverage. Therefore, banks with smaller investment portfolios will have lower liquid ity
risk, leading to better productivity during the crisis.
4.5.1 Impact of Country Governance on Banks’ Productivity
Moving forward to analyze the third objective of this study, the impact of country governance on
the TFPCH levels of Islamic and conventional banks has been examined (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). The
empirical findings suggest that voice and accountability (lnVA) has a positive relationship with
TFPCH levels for both Islamic and conventional banks and is statistically significant at the 1%
level. This indicates that greater voice and accountability leads to higher productivity level. This
could be due to the citizens and state institutions playing their role to promote democracy and
eliminate poverty, which tends to improve the performance of banks. According to Tembo (2012),
the theory of change indicates that the participation of citizen in voice and accountabilit y can assist
in avoiding undesired results. Therefore, greater freedom given to the citizens in the governme nt
selection process tends to increase banks’ productivity. The results are consistent with other
findings by Kamarudin et al.(2016), Chortareas et al. (2012), Lin et al. (2010) and Lensink et al.
(2008).
The positive sign of lnRQ indicates that higher-quality regulation leads to the higher
TFPCH levels in conventional banks and should be interpreted with caution as the coefficient of
the variable is statistically significant only at 10% level. The findings suggest that governme nts
have implemented and formulated sound regulation and policies that encourage the developme nt
of conventional banks with higher productivity levels. This shows that the quality of regulation in
this country produces professional handling of the bureaucracy that influences the improvement of
productivity in conventional banks. The findings are in line with studies conducted by Kamarudin
et al. (2016), Beltratti and Stulz (2009) and Lin et al. (2010), who stated that better regulator y
quality will lead to better bank performance.
Furthermore, it can be observed from Models 4, 5, 7 and 8 in Table 4.4 that the variables of
political stability and absence of violence (lnPV), government effectiveness (lnGE) and rule of law
(lnRL) have a significant negative relationship with Islamic banks at the 1% level, and control of
corruption (lnCC) is significantly negative at the 5% level. Kamarudin et al. (2016) also suggested
a negative relationship between these variables and banks’ efficiency.
Referring to the proxy measure of lnPV, the negative sign indicates that political stability
and freedom from violence and terrorism contribute to lower productivity levels in Islamic banks.
This might be because an excessively stable political environment could be harmful for growth.
The theory of public policy and regulation argues that politicians do not maximize the country’s
social welfare but they are more interested in maximizing their own private welfare (Becker, 1983).
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Hence, if politicians have the power to discipline non-compliant banks, they will benefit by
distracting the credit flow of other banks and sanction the banks that are politically connected. In
the process, the politicians may exercise their power to optimize private interest and fail to
discipline the non-compliant banks and improve banks’ total factor productivity level.
The negative relationship between lnGE implies that the higher credibility and quality of
the government’s commitment to policies that are beneficial to the public will lead to lower TFPCH
levels for the Islamic banks. Stevens and Cooper (2010) suggested that government actions and
policies that exhibit higher levels of commitment will lead to efficiency. However, this study
discovers that the quality of government policies does not contribute to higher TFPCH levels. The
government’s taxation policies are a plausible reason for this situation because a higher corporate
income tax rate charged to banks will lead to a higher interest rate applied on loans. This will reduce
the banks’ lending activities and net interest margin because borrowers will be unable to pay the
higher interest charges (Kamarudin et al., 2016). Hence, this will lead to poor demand for bank
services, which will contribute to lower bank productivity levels.
Turning to the impact of lnRL on the Islamic banks’ productivity level, the negative sign
suggests that higher-quality rule of law contributes to the banks’ lower TFPCH levels. The theor y
of judicial behavior suggests that the quality of judicial behavior that is produced by quality rule of
law may drive economic efficiency (Sherwood et al., 1994). However, strict rules will place high
restrictions on banking activities, which reduces banks’ performance (Chen, 2009). In addition,
severe rulings can harm the stability of the banking system because these rulings can reduce banks’
charter value and expose banks to an increase in risk-taking activities. Therefore, the lower
productivity levels among Islamic banks could be caused by the increase in cost of intermedia tio n
and increased risk-taking and restrict bank activities, all of which are directly influenced by an
excessively strict judiciary system.
On the other hand, the proxy measures of rule of law (lnRL) and regulatory quality (lnRQ)
are positively related to the total factor productivity level of the conventional banks, although the
results are only statistically significant at the 10% level. The positive impact of lnRL on the
conventional banks’ productivity indicates that higher quality of rule of law leads to higher
productivity levels of the conventional banks. Respect for order and law, effectiveness of the
judiciary system and enforceability of contracts comprise better-quality rule of law in a country.
This shall be beneficial to the conventional banks in terms of reducing the uncertainty and risk of
conducting and starting businesses and increasing private-sector investments, which subsequently
improves the banks’ productivity levels and strengthen the market. The positive sign of lnRQ
indicates that higher-quality regulation leads to the higher TFPCH levels in conventional banks.
The findings suggest that governments have implemented and formulated sound regulation and
policies that encourage the development of conventional banks with higher productivity levels.
This shows that the quality of regulation in this country produces professional handling of the
bureaucracy that influences the improvement of productivity in conventional banks. The findings
are in line with studies conducted by Kamarudin et al. (2016), Beltratti and Stulz (2009) and Lin
et al. (2010), who stated that better regulatory quality will lead to better bank performance.
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Finally, the negative relationship between the impact of control of corruption (lnCC) and
the change in Islamic banks’ total factor productivity levels states that greater control of corruption
reduces the banks’ productivity levels. The theory of supervision indicates that a powerful
supervisory agency that directly disciplines and monitors banks may improve the efficiency of the
banking industry by reducing corruption in bank lending (Beck et al., 2006). Nevertheless, this
study suggests that powerful supervisors or regulators will focus on supporting their private interest
rather than focus on overcoming market failure. The regulators may use their excessive power for
the benefit of favored constituents, attracting campaign donations and corruption (Barth et al.,
2013). In addition, the restrictions might limit the development of banks in terms of providing
efficient service to customers, processing firm information and building reputational capital.
Hence, stringent control over banks leads to tighter restrictions on bank operations and tends to
lower Islamic banks’ productivity level.
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Table 4.4: Regression Results on Islamic Banks: All Countries
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

P ooled OLS
-2.073***
(0.652)

Model 1
FEM
-4.076***
(1.136)

REM
-2.073**
(0.978)

P ooled OLS
-2.578***
(0.676)

0.004
(0.018)
0.239***
(0.069)
-0.052
(0.074)
-0.072**
(0.028)
0.531***
(0.148)
-0.252**
(0.100)

0.086***
(0.024)
0.174***
(0.060)
-0.251
(0.213)
-0.096**
(0.040)
0.769***
(0.262)
0.160
(0.122)

0.004
(0.037)
0.239***
(0.076)
-0.052
(0.068)
-0.072*
(0.042)
0.531**
(0.226)
-0.252*
(0.148)

0.010
(0.018)
0.215***
(0.069)
-0.038
(0.073)
-0.094***
(0.028)
0.621***
(0.151)
-0.259***
(0.099)

lnGDP

0.177*
(0.098)
-0.288**
(0.111)
0.287**
(0.142)

lnCP I
GFC

lnVA

Model 2
FEM
REM
P ooled OLS
-4.229***
-2.578***
0.798***
(0.725)
(0.940)
(0.076)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.087***
0.010
-0.001
(0.032)
(0.034)
(0.001)
0.177***
0.215***
0.007
(0.064)
(0.068)
(0.008)
-0.261
-0.038
0.005***
(0.243)
(0.054)
(0.002)
-0.098
-0.094**
-0.001
(0.078)
(0.042)
(0.008)
0.789***
0.621***
0.002
(0.254)
(0.226)
(0.002)
0.144
-0.259*
-0.026***
(0.163)
(0.142)
(0.007)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.075
0.177**
0.029***
(0.060)
(0.075)
(0.007)
-0.058379
-0.288***
-0.025***
(0.117)
(0.101)
(0.007)
0.179**
0.287***
0.163***
(0.070)
(0.095)
0.026
Country Governance Variables
0.200***
(0.067)

Model 3
FEM
-4.341***
(0.804)

REM
-2.823***
(1.027)

P ooled OLS
1.073***
(0.12)

Model 4
FEM
-4.268***
(1.090)

REM
-2.552***
(0.939)

0.087***
(0.032)
0.181***
(0.067)
-0.259
(0.242)
-0.102
(0.082)
0.799***
(0.258)
0.133
(0.166)

0.011
(0.034)
0.215***
(0.068)
-0.028
(0.055)
-0.097**
(0.043)
0.644***
(0.229)
-0.255*
(0.140)

0.001
(0.001)
0.010
(0.007)
0.007***
(0.002)
-0.004
(0.007)
0.002
(0.001)
-0.031***
(0.006)

0.088***
(0.026)
0.177***
(0.059)
-0.269
(0.212)
-0.101**
(0.042)
0.804***
(0.253)
0.135
(0.136)

0.010
(0.034)
0.219***
(0.069)
-0.041
(0.054)
-0.095**
(0.042)
0.622***
(0.227)
-0.272*
(0.146)

0.091
(0.059)
-0.057
(0.116)
0.184***
(0.062)

0.188**
(0.076)
-0.259***
(0.099)
0.285***
(0.091)

0.022***
(0.007)
-0.021***
(0.006)
0.122***
(0.019)

0.081
(0.063)
-0.071
(0.105)
0.183**
(0.082)

0.195**
(0.076)
-0.329***
(0.111)
0.302***
(0.101)

-0.075
(0.073)

-0.083
(0.086)
-0.102***
(0.036)

-0.058**
(0.023)

-0.039
(0.029)

0.165
0.124
4.040***
220

0.391
0.259
2.967***
2.670
57.548***
220

0.138
0.097
3.349***

lnP V
lnGE
lnRQ
lnRL
lnCC
R2
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.102
0.077
4.031***
220

0.382
0.265
3.252***
3.090*
61.839***
220

0.102
0.077
4.031***

220

0.136
0.099
3.663***
220

0.388
0.259
3.017***
2.970*
57.119***
220

0.136
0.099
3.663***

220

0.157
0.116
3.818***
220

0.389
0.256
2.936***
3.510*
57.613***
220

0.138
0.096
3.334***

220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.4: Continued
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCP I
GFC

P ooled OLS
-2.748***
(0.694)

Model 5
FEM
1.113***
(0.082)

REM
-2.748**
(1.353)

P ooled OLS
-2.688***
(0.682)

0.013
(0.018)
0.203***
(0.069)
-0.029
(0.074)
-0.097***
(0.029)
0.636***
(0.151)
-0.229**
(0.104)

0.001
(0.001)
0.015**
(0.008)
0.005***
(0.002)
-0.006
(0.013)
0.001
(0.002)
-0.039***
(0.011)

0.013
(0.024)
0.203*
(0.117)
-0.029
(0.094)
-0.097
(0.067)
0.636*
(0.372)
-0.229*
(0.136)

0.011
(0.018)
0.202***
(0.069)
-0.037
(0.073)
-0.095***
(0.028)
0.629***
(0.151)
-0.223**
(0.105)

0.135
(0.105)
-0.207
(0.135)
0.244*
(0.147)

0.047***
(0.011)
-0.042***
(0.008)
0.261***
(0.061)

0.135*
(0.081)
-0.207**
(0.081)
0.244**
(0.103)

0.139
(0.103)
-0.207
(0.132)
0.268*
(0.142)

0.075
(0.071)

-0.111***
(0.038)

0.075*
(0.044)

Model 6
FEM
REM
P ooled OLS
-4.249***
-2.688**
1.038***
(1.132)
(1.345)
-(0.125)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.088***
0.011
-0.001
(0.027)
(0.024)
-(0.001)
0.178***
0.202*
0.01
(0.060)
(0.116)
-(0.008)
-0.262
-0.037
0.006***
(0.214)
(0.095)
-(0.002)
-0.098**
-0.095
-0.004
(0.042)
(0.066)
-(0.007)
0.792***
0.629*
0.002
(0.255)
(0.369)
-(0.001)
0.144
-0.223*
-0.033***
(0.135)
(0.132)
-(0.007)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.074
0.139*
0.027***
(0.065)
(0.079)
-(0.006)
-0.056
-0.207***
-0.024***
(0.105)
(0.076)
-(0.005)
0.173*
0.268***
0.142***
(0.090)
(0.101)
-(0.018)
Country Governance Variables

Model 7
FEM
-4.271***
(1.109)

REM
-2.676***
(0.952)

P ooled OLS
0.952***
(0.102)

Model 8
FEM
-4.321***
(1.142)

REM
-2.680*
(1.366)

0.089***
(0.027)
0.179***
(0.060)
-0.265
(0.214)
-0.099**
(0.042)
0.794***
(0.254)
0.146
(0.135)

0.011
(0.034)
0.205***
(0.070)
-0.033
(0.055)
-0.095**
(0.041)
0.628***
(0.223)
-0.235
(0.145)

0.001
(0.001)
0.010
(0.007)
0.007***
(0.002)
-0.004
(0.007)
0.002*
(0.001)
-0.028***
(0.006)

0.090***
(0.027)
0.174***
(0.060)
-0.256
(0.214)
-0.098**
(0.041)
0.792***
(0.254)
0.157
(0.138)

0.011
(0.024)
0.203*
(0.112)
-0.047
(0.097)
-0.097
(0.067)
0.635*
(0.372)
-0.231*
(0.130)

0.067
(0.063)
-0.053
(0.102)
0.164**
(0.079)

0.149*
(0.081)
-0.226*
(0.116)
0.262***
(0.096)

0.026***
(0.007)
-0.020***
(0.006)
0.127***
(0.022)

0.066
(0.066)
-0.041
(0.108)
0.148
(0.093)

0.138
(0.084)
-0.203***
(0.076)
0.270***
(0.094)

-0.087
(0.132)

0.059
(0.063)
-0.083**
(0.035)
0.160
0.120
3.918***
220

-0.084
(0.097)
0.389
0.256
2.933***
3.590*
55.135***
220

0.100*
(0.058)
0.142
0.101
3.473***

lnVA
lnP V
lnGE
lnRQ

0.077
(0.068)

-0.018
(0.108)

0.077*
(0.041)

lnRL

-0.107***
-(0.038)

lnCC
R2
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.140
0.099
3.411***
220

0.126
0.083
2.943***
3.930**
56.367***
220

0.140
0.099
3.411***

220

0.141
0.100
3.429***
220

0.388
0.255
2.924***
3.830*
55.697***
220

0.141
0.100
3.429***

220

0.167
0.126
4.100***
220

0.388
0.256
2.932***
3.610*
56.777***
220

0.138
0.097
3.354***

220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.5: Regression Results on Conventional Banks: All Countries
Variable
Constant
lnT A
lnLLRGL
lnET A
lnBDT D
lnLOANSTA
lnNIET A

Pooled OLS
-0.394**
(0.198)

Model 1
FEM
0.052
(0.255)

REM
-0.394**
(0.196)

Pooled OLS
-0.376
(0.246)

-0.003
(0.004)
-0.002
(0.019)
-0.034
(0.038)
0.020
(0.040)
0.070**
(0.031)
0.047*
(0.027)

-0.007**
(0.003)
0.024
(0.029)
-0.086
(0.062)
-0.019
(0.046)
0.039
(0.051)
-0.002
(0.060)

-0.003
(0.004)
-0.002
(0.020)
-0.034
(0.035)
0.020
(0.040)
0.070**
(0.030)
0.047*
(0.027)

0.002
(0.004)
-0.009
(0.019)
-0.030
(0.038)
0.023
(0.040)
0.065**
(0.031)
0.047
(0.029)

lnGDP

-0.047
(0.075)
0.007
(0.047)
0.140**
(0.068)

lnCPI
GFC
lnVA

Model 2
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
0.129
-0.376
-0.068
(0.280)
(0.232)
(0.265)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.003
0.003
-0.004
(0.003)
(0.004)
(0.004)
0.009
-0.009
0.003
(0.027)
(0.019)
(0.020)
-0.083
-0.030
-0.050
(0.069)
(0.035)
(0.039)
-0.007
0.023
0.007
(0.049)
(0.040)
(0.040)
0.036
0.065**
0.057*
(0.054)
(0.030)
(0.031)
-0.010
0.047
0.022
(0.054)
(0.029)
(0.030)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.035
-0.047
-0.073
(0.054)
(0.063)
(0.075)
-0.056*
0.007
-0.050
(0.032)
(0.045)
(0.051)
0.159***
0.140***
0.140**
(0.044)
(0.051)
(0.067)
Country Governance Variables
0.354***
(0.117)

Model 3
FEM
0.121
(0.281)

REM
-0.068
(0.245)

Pooled OLS
-0.385
(0.250)

Model 4
FEM
0.224
(0.276)

REM
-0.385
(0.235)

-0.002
(0.003)
0.008
(0.027)
-0.080
(0.070)
-0.005
(0.048)
0.035
(0.054)
-0.012
(0.054)

-0.004
(0.004)
0.003
(0.020)
-0.050
(0.035)
0.007
(0.040)
0.057*
(0.030)
0.022
(0.030)

0.003
(0.004)
-0.009
(0.019)
-0.031
(0.039)
0.024
(0.040)
0.066**
(0.031)
0.049
(0.030)

-0.010**
(0.005)
0.015
(0.030)
-0.099
(0.063)
0.002
(0.044)
0.025
(0.043)
-0.016
(0.052)

0.003
(0.004)
-0.009
(0.019)
-0.031
(0.035)
0.024
(0.040)
0.066**
(0.030)
0.049
(0.030)

-0.035
(0.054)
-0.055*
(0.033)
0.153***
(0.045)

-0.073
(0.062)
-0.050
(0.049)
0.140***
(0.051)

-0.048
(0.075)
0.013
(0.058)
0.139**
(0.068)

-0.046
(0.061)
-0.029
(0.055)
0.154***
(0.052)

-0.048
(0.063)
0.013
(0.055)
0.139***
(0.052)

-0.181
(0.250)

0.354***
(0.106)
0.012
(0.061)

0.227***
(0.079)

0.012
(0.050)

0.023
0.012
2.092**
917

0.153
-0.004
0.975
1.440
17.475*
917

0.023
0.012
2.092**

lnPV
lnGE
lnRQ
lnRL
lnCC
R2
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x 2
Hausman x 2
No. of Obs.

0.014
0.007
2.120**
917

0.138
-0.016
0.894
1.840
9.529
917

0.014
0.007
2.120**
917

0.023
0.013
2.322**
917

0.148
-0.008
0.947
1.400
11.357
917

0.023
0.013
2.322**
917

0.032
0.022
3.026***
917

0.149
-0.009
0.943
1.860
14.948
917

0.032
0.022
3.026***
917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.5: Continued
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCP I
GFC

P ooled OLS
-0.293
(0.254)

Model 5
FEM
0.215
(0.346)

REM
-0.293
(0.279)

P ooled OLS
-0.177
(0.130)

0.001
(0.004)
-0.006
(0.019)
-0.028
(0.039)
0.016
(0.040)
0.060*
(0.031)
0.030
(0.032)

-0.008*
(0.004)
0.002
(0.028)
-0.097
(0.062)
0.001
(0.045)
0.033
(0.051)
-0.015
(0.059)

0.001
(0.003)
-0.006
(0.017)
-0.028
(0.035)
0.016
(0.049)
0.060
(0.045)
0.030
(0.030)

0.001
(0.001)
-0.007
(0.007)
-0.037***
(0.012)
0.025*
(0.013)
0.044*
(0.024)
0.016
(0.011)

-0.031
(0.076)
-0.038
(0.058)
0.154**
(0.068)

-0.044
(0.098)
-0.054
(0.039)
0.158***
(0.056)

-0.031
(0.047)
-0.038
(0.036)
0.154***
(0.042)

-0.026
(0.027)
-0.008
(0.014)
0.090***
(0.021)

-0.072
(0.055)

0.399**
(0.189)

-0.072*
(0.038)

Model 6
FEM
REM
P ooled OLS
0.807**
-0.366
-0.180
(0.317)
(0.232)
(0.129)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.021***
0.001
0.000
(0.006)
(0.004)
(0.001)
0.021
-0.008
-0.007
(0.030)
(0.019)
(0.007)
-0.116*
-0.028
-0.037***
(0.062)
(0.035)
(0.012)
-0.006
0.021
0.026*
(0.044)
(0.040)
(0.013)
0.029
0.063**
0.044*
(0.043)
(0.030)
(0.024)
-0.016
0.040
0.014
(0.052)
(0.031)
(0.011)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.062
-0.041
-0.024
(0.060)
(0.063)
(0.027)
-0.055
-0.011
-0.008
(0.053)
(0.053)
(0.014)
0.157***
0.145***
0.091***
(0.053)
(0.052)
(0.021)
Country Governance Variables

Model 7
FEM
0.755**
(0.318)

REM
-0.358
(0.233)

P ooled OLS
-0.365
(0.247)

Model 8
FEM
0.238
(0.324)

REM
-0.365
(0.233)

-0.022***
(0.007)
0.010
(0.030)
-0.121**
(0.063)
0.002
(0.044)
0.020
(0.043)
-0.021
(0.052)

0.001
(0.004)
-0.008
(0.019)
-0.028
(0.035)
0.020
(0.040)
0.063**
(0.030)
0.039
(0.032)

0.001
(0.004)
-0.008
(0.019)
-0.028
(0.039)
0.021
(0.040)
0.064**
(0.031)
0.041
(0.031)

-0.006
(0.004)
0.008
(0.029)
-0.089
(0.068)
-0.009
(0.050)
0.033
(0.063)
-0.013
(0.052)

0.001
(0.004)
-0.008
(0.019)
-0.028
(0.035)
0.021
(0.040)
0.064**
(0.030)
0.041
(0.031)

-0.023
(0.060)
-0.040
(0.053)
0.157***
(0.052)

-0.042
(0.063)
-0.015
(0.052)
0.146***
(0.052)

-0.044
(0.075)
-0.007
(0.053)
0.139**
(0.068)

-0.027
(0.049)
-0.070**
(0.036)
0.184***
(0.052)

-0.044
(0.062)
-0.007
(0.046)
0.139***
(0.051)

0.356***
(0.092)

-0.021
(0.028)
-0.016
(0.027)
0.023
0.012
2.123**
917

0.057
(0.036)
0.149
-0.008
0.948
1.290
14.297
917

-0.016
(0.021)
0.023
0.012
2.123**

lnVA
lnP V
lnGE
lnRQ

0.020*
(0.011)

0.390***
(0.097)

-0.019
(0.030)

lnRL

0.017*
(0.01)

lnCC
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.024
0.014
2.266**
917

0.151
-0.006
0.964
1.250
12.797
917

0.024
0.014
2.266**

917

0.023
0.012
2.117**
917

0.159
0.003
1.021
1.370
22.401**
917

0.023
0.012
2.117**

917

0.023
0.012
2.133**
917

0.163
0.008
1.050
1.350
24.563***
917

0.023
0.012
2.133**

917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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4.5.2 Robustness Checks: Controlling for Specific Countries
It is important to investigate how different countries react to the same determinants and the
effect of country governance. To address this concern, we proceed to remain the determina nts
variables and interact all six country governance variables against for four countries: Dummy
Malaysia (DM), Dummy Indonesia (DI), Dummy Brunei (DM) and Dummy Singapore (DS)
in Tables 4.6 to 4.9. In general, the preliminary results are based on the pooled OLS model
because all Chi-Square (X2 ) values of Breusch Pagan and Lagrangian Multiplier (BP and LM)
tests are not significant at the 5% level or lower.
Several general comments regarding the test results are warranted. In general, the
results for most variables remains stable across the various regressions tested just several
changed. As we move on to controlling for countries, the proxy measure of bank size (lnTA)
shows a negative relationship with the conventional banks’ TFPCH levels only in Malaysia
(Table 4.6b). This relationship is statistically significant at the 1% level, which implies that
larger (smaller) banks tend to exhibit lower (higher) productivity levels. This might be because
small banks can be more efficient because of their ability to gain economies of scale compared
to large banks.
Turning to the impact of credit risk, as expected, the coefficient of lnLLRGL exhibits
a significantly negative sign in the Malaysian conventional banking sector (Table 4.6b). The
finding shows that conventional banks with higher credit risk tend to exhibit lower productivity
levels. As supported by previous study (Sun and Chang, 2011), the negative sign could be due
to non-performing loans resulting from failure to recognize and create reserves to write off the
impaired assets in the banks. However, in the case of Malaysian Islamic banks the results
suggest that the coefficient of lnLLRGL reduce its explanatory power at 10% significant level
when we control for Dummy Malaysia (Table 4.6a).
Furthermore, the proxy measure for bank capitalization (lnETA) has consistently
shown a significantly negative relationship with banks’ TFPCH levels under the Islamic banks
in Malaysian (Table 4.6a). Similarly, results in Table 4.9b (Dummy Singapore) for
conventional banks also suggest a negative sign. Under ceteris paribus assumption, these
findings seem to suggest that Malaysian Islamic banks tend to keep more equity compared with
their conventional counterparts. Therefore, Islamic banks may have been involved in riskier
business operations or investment strategies (Srairi, 2010).
The empirical findings in Tables 4.7a to 4.9b suggest that the coefficients of market
power (lnBDTD), liquidity (lnLOANSTA) and management efficiency (lnNIETA) are
statistically insignificant under all regression models for the Islamic and conventional banking
sector in Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore. Nevertheless, a closer examination of the findings
suggests that all coefficients significantly influenced the banks’ TFPCH levels when we control
for the Malaysian banking sector (Tables 4.6a and 4.6b). The lnBDTD has shown a negative
relationship with productivity levels of both Islamic and conventional banks. Meanwhile, the
lnLOANSTA and lnNIETA are statistically significant at 1% level in regression models
estimated only for conventional banks (Table 4.6b). The results suggest a positive sign with
conventional banks’ productivity level.
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In terms of checking the robustness of the results, we included macroeconomic
condition variables as additional control variables. When controlling for all four countries, the
empirical findings reveal that the impact of economic growth (lnGDP) and inflation (lnCPI) on
the banks’ TFPCH levels is insignificant at all levels. Referring to the impact of the global
financial crisis (GFC) on the banks’ TFPCH levels, the coefficient of the GFC variable exhibits
a positive sign for conventional banks in all regression models, but the results are not
statistically significant at any level for Islamic banks.
Turning to the country governance indicators, the findings seem to suggest that all six
variables are statistically insignificant when controlling for Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore.
Surprisingly, the coefficient of voice and accountability (lnVA) has a positive impact on the
TFPCH levels of Malaysian Islamic banks, but it is insignificant for their conventio na l
counterparts. However, the results are only statistically significant at the 10% level in the
Malaysian Islamic banking industry.
On the other hand, the coefficients of political stability and absence of violence (lnPV)
turns out to be positive sign and statistically significant at 1% level specifically in Malaysia n
conventional banks but lose its explanatory power when we control for Dummy Malaysia
variable. The positive coefficient of lnPV indicates that political stability and freedom from
violence and terrorism in Malaysia contribute to the conventional banks’ higher TFPCH levels.
This shows that the politicians in Malaysia fully exercise their power to optimize the social
welfare of the country and to discipline non-compliant banks in order to improve productivity
levels. It is also worth noting that the coefficients of lnRQ and lnRL enhanced its explanator y
power from 10% (Table 4.5) to 1% significant level (Table 4.6b) in the conventional banks
when the Dummy Malaysia variable controlled. Lastly, for control of corruption (lnCC), the
coefficient is not significant in any of the regression models estimated when the all dummies
countries controlled.
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Table 4.6a : Regression Results on Islamic Bank in Malaysia
Variable
Constant
lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC
lnVA*DM

Pooled OLS
-0.093
(0.075)

Model 1
FEM
-4.735***
(0.805)

Pooled OLS
-0.080
(0.075)

Model 2
FEM
-4.358***
(0.961)

REM
-0.101
(0.076)

REM
-0.093
(0.078)

Pooled OLS
-0.087
(0.074)

0.088*
(0.051)
0.194*
(0.102)
-0.435***
(0.124)
-0.133***
(0.039)
0.055
(0.189)
-0.076
(0.180)

0.313**
(0.126)
0.108
(0.113)
-0.566**
(0.247)
-0.123
(0.090)
0.652**
(0.326)
0.990***
(0.367)

0.118*
(0.064)
0.155
(0.103)
-0.521**
(0.227)
-0.147**
(0.067)
-0.022
(0.254)
0.022
(0.207)

0.092*
(0.051)
0.166
(0.101)
-0.456***
(0.123)
-0.149***
(0.039)
0.025
(0.188)
-0.143
(0.179)

0.300***
(0.073)
0.148
(0.090)
-0.514**
(0.251)
-0.112**
(0.049)
0.621**
(0.278)
0.945***
(0.284)

0.124*
(0.065)
0.124
(0.101)
-0.536**
(0.231)
-0.162**
(0.065)
-0.044
(0.253)
-0.032
(0.213)

0.078
(0.050)
0.175*
(0.099)
-0.412***
(0.121)
-0.139***
(0.038)
0.124
(0.187)
0.011
(0.180)

0.045
(0.146)
-0.072
(0.217)
0.191
(0.167)

0.085*
(0.045)
-0.081
(0.091)
0.133**
(0.057)

0.021
(0.118)
-0.063
(0.177)
0.129
(0.104)

0.103
(0.151)
-0.069
(0.220)
0.090
(0.157)

0.079
(0.068)
-0.019
(0.108)
0.182***
(0.062)

0.075
(0.108)
-0.051
(0.157)
0.056
(0.101)

0.159
(0.147)
-0.046
(0.212)
0.183
(0.157)

0.650*
(0.368)

-0.501***
(0.165)

0.492
(0.313)
-1.224
(0.872)

-0.252
(0.437)

-1.103*
(0.652)

lnPV*DM
lnGE*DM

-2.736***
(0.834)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-4.301***
-0.093
-0.100
(1.038)
(0.077)
(0.076)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.295***
0.102*
0.076
(0.078)
(0.062)
(0.051)
0.150*
0.148
0.191*
(0.090)
(0.100)
(0.103)
-0.516**
-0.478**
-0.475***
(0.251)
(0.214)
(0.122)
-0.111**
-0.147**
-0.139***
(0.049)
(0.060)
(0.039)
0.620**
0.072
0.026
(0.278)
(0.245)
(0.187)
0.947***
0.095
-0.082
(0.285)
(0.206)
(0.180)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.075
0.124
-0.026
(0.070)
(0.118)
(0.154)
-0.027
-0.025
-0.102
(0.108)
(0.167)
(0.215)
0.186***
0.133
0.224
(0.062)
(0.100)
(0.178)
Country Governance Variables

-0.214
(0.613)

Model 4
FEM
-4.638***
(0.970)

REM
-0.106
(0.075)

Pooled OLS
-0.078
(0.076)

Model 5
FEM
-4.369***
(0.941)

REM
-0.090
(0.078)

Pooled OLS
-0.081
(0.076)

Model 6
FEM
-4.427***
(0.929)

REM
-0.093
(0.077)

0.316***
(0.077)
0.122
(0.096)
-0.519**
(0.250)
-0.115**
(0.050)
0.656**
(0.278)
0.980***
(0.284)

0.109*
(0.065)
0.150
(0.104)
-0.553**
(0.229)
-0.153**
(0.066)
-0.042
(0.251)
0.014
(0.204)

0.091*
(0.053)
0.156
(0.103)
-0.465***
(0.125)
-0.148***
(0.039)
0.024
(0.191)
-0.113
(0.181)

0.305***
(0.075)
0.141
(0.092)
-0.515**
(0.250)
-0.111**
(0.050)
0.639**
(0.278)
0.967***
(0.281)

0.125*
(0.067)
0.113
(0.101)
-0.547**
(0.230)
-0.162**
(0.067)
-0.039
(0.256)
0.002
(0.212)

0.085*
(0.051)
0.161
(0.104)
-0.477***
(0.122)
-0.147***
(0.039)
0.010
(0.188)
-0.127
(0.179)

0.302***
(0.073)
0.107
(0.099)
-0.547**
(0.250)
-0.117**
(0.049)
0.644**
(0.277)
0.961***
(0.279)

0.118*
(0.066)
0.110
(0.104)
-0.564**
(0.234)
-0.163**
(0.067)
-0.057
(0.254)
-0.016
(0.209)

0.123*
(0.069)
-0.050
(0.094)
0.112**
(0.054)

-0.031
(0.121)
-0.087
(0.170)
0.158
(0.105)

0.045
(0.147)
-0.143
(0.216)
0.067
(0.167)

0.062
(0.066)
-0.039
(0.104)
0.157***
(0.060)

0.021
(0.112)
-0.119
(0.170)
0.027
(0.110)

0.054
(0.153)
-0.140
(0.219)
0.088
(0.164)

0.123*
(0.063)
-0.081
(0.099)
0.139**
(0.057)

0.046
(0.113)
-0.129
(0.163)
0.041
(0.106)

-0.570*
(0.312)

0.670
(0.419)
-0.628
(1.340)

-0.611
(0.669)

-0.770
(1.058)
-0.044
(0.454)
0.113
0.070
2.655***
220

-0.533**
(0.256)
0.427
0.303
3.440***
3.690*
48.104***
220

-0.191
(0.361)
0.132
0.091
3.182***

-2.603***
(0.759)

lnRQ*DM

0.876
(0.560)

lnRL*DM
lnCC*DM
R2
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. Of Obs.

0.126
0.084
3.005***
220

0.427
0.303
3.441***
2.450
46.238***
220

0.139
0.098
3.366***
220

0.121
0.079
2.876***
220

0.422
0.297
3.371***
3.440*
44.263***
220

0.139
0.097
3.360***
220

0.156
0.116
3.866***
220

0.422
0.297
3.368***
3.190*
35.220***
220

0.171
0.131
4.304***
220

0.123
0.081
2.930***
220

0.425
0.301
3.414***
2.750*
46.378***
220

0.137
0.096
3.317***
220

0.114
0.071
2.679***
220

0.423
0.297
3.377***
3.750*
46.213***
220

0.133
0.091
3.199***
220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.6b: Regression Results on Conventional Bank in Malaysia
Variable
Constant
lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC
lnVA*DM

Pooled OLS
-0.108***
(0.024)

Model 1
FEM
-0.293
(0.211)

REM
-0.108***
(0.015)

Pooled OLS
-0.108***
(0.024)

Model 2
FEM
-0.628***
(0.209)

REM
-0.108***
(0.015)

Pooled OLS
-0.109***
(0.024)

-0.093***
(0.013)
-0.149***
(0.053)
0.056
(0.076)
-0.084
(0.088)
0.255***
(0.048)
0.244***
(0.071)

-0.104***
(0.018)
-0.142
(0.101)
0.060
(0.164)
0.058
(0.120)
0.347**
(0.149)
0.068
(0.124)

-0.093***
(0.024)
-0.149**
(0.075)
0.056
(0.116)
-0.084
(0.207)
0.255***
(0.074)
0.244***
(0.090)

-0.121***
(0.014)
-0.158***
(0.051)
-0.098
(0.082)
-0.176**
(0.086)
0.206***
(0.046)
0.205***
(0.071)

-0.155***
(0.018)
-0.112
(0.092)
0.058
(0.162)
0.132
(0.117)
0.323**
(0.145)
-0.026
(0.121)

-0.121***
(0.029)
-0.158**
(0.064)
-0.098
(0.114)
-0.176
(0.192)
0.206***
(0.060)
0.205**
(0.083)

-0.095***
(0.013)
-0.136**
(0.053)
0.070
(0.079)
-0.046
(0.094)
0.275***
(0.050)
0.253***
(0.071)

0.035
(0.119)
-0.026
(0.178)
0.087
(0.055)

0.079
(0.092)
-0.072
(0.151)
0.102**
(0.041)

0.035
(0.127)
-0.026
(0.184)
0.087**
(0.039)

-0.173
(0.122)
-0.182
(0.167)
0.071
(0.054)

-0.243***
(0.093)
-0.148
(0.135)
0.106**
(0.041)

-0.173
(0.111)
-0.182
(0.159)
0.071*
(0.038)

0.043
(0.120)
0.029
(0.169)
0.095*
(0.055)

-0.234
(0.518)

-1.223*
(0.668)

-0.234
(1.021)
3.520***
(0.739)

5.740***
(0.848)

3.520**
(1.408)

lnPV*DM
lnGE*DM

-0.354
(0.538)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-0.388
-0.109***
-0.112***
(0.244)
(0.015)
(0.024)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.116***
-0.095***
-0.120***
(0.016)
(0.022)
(0.016)
-0.122
-0.136*
-0.104*
(0.093)
(0.070)
(0.053)
0.091
0.070
0.008
(0.165)
(0.116)
(0.078)
0.058
-0.046
0.027
(0.114)
(0.210)
(0.092)
0.385***
0.275***
0.308***
(0.137)
(0.073)
(0.048)
0.104
0.253***
0.254***
(0.117)
(0.090)
(0.071)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.019
0.043
-0.195
(0.083)
(0.092)
(0.140)
0.027
0.029
0.197
(0.128)
(0.160)
(0.178)
0.107***
0.095**
0.120**
(0.041)
(0.037)
(0.056)
Country Governance Variables

1.026
(0.859)

Model 4
FEM
-0.021
(0.213)

REM
-0.112***
(0.015)

Pooled OLS
-0.112***
(0.024)

Model 5
FEM
-0.316
(0.204)

REM
-0.112***
(0.015)

Pooled OLS
-0.108***
(0.024)

Model 6
FEM
-0.224
(0.206)

REM
-0.108***
(0.015)

-0.161***
(0.025)
-0.044
(0.099)
-0.083
(0.169)
0.048
(0.119)
0.408***
(0.146)
0.121
(0.120)

-0.120***
(0.032)
-0.104
(0.070)
0.008
(0.127)
0.027
(0.197)
0.308***
(0.077)
0.254***
(0.091)

-0.126***
(0.015)
-0.125**
(0.051)
-0.113
(0.086)
-0.109
(0.084)
0.233***
(0.046)
0.230***
(0.070)

-0.149***
(0.020)
-0.050
(0.095)
-0.136
(0.164)
0.059
(0.117)
0.381***
(0.143)
0.116
(0.119)

-0.126***
(0.034)
-0.125*
(0.067)
-0.113
(0.106)
-0.109
(0.181)
0.233***
(0.063)
0.230**
(0.090)

-0.093***
(0.014)
-0.145***
(0.052)
0.058
(0.076)
-0.079
(0.087)
0.258***
(0.048)
0.246***
(0.071)

-0.111***
(0.020)
-0.109
(0.098)
0.032
(0.165)
0.030
(0.119)
0.376**
(0.148)
0.109
(0.121)

-0.093***
(0.027)
-0.145**
(0.071)
0.058
(0.122)
-0.079
(0.203)
0.258***
(0.075)
0.246***
(0.090)

-0.302**
(0.145)
0.275*
(0.159)
0.128***
(0.043)

-0.195
(0.185)
0.197
(0.201)
0.120***
(0.039)

-0.070
(0.118)
0.172
(0.168)
0.106*
(0.055)

-0.073
(0.090)
0.273*
(0.146)
0.133***
(0.043)

-0.070
(0.108)
0.172
(0.195)
0.106**
(0.042)

0.040
(0.134)
-0.012
(0.178)
0.089
(0.055)

0.074
(0.110)
0.005
(0.143)
0.106**
(0.041)

0.040
(0.189)
-0.012
(0.180)
0.089**
(0.039)

1.753***
(0.677)

1.414*
(0.778)
4.366***
(1.056)

4.755***
(1.296)

4.366*
(2.297)
-0.103
(0.422)
0.098
0.088
9.799***
917

-0.406
(0.476)
0.214
0.069
1.474***
0.610
43.241
917

-0.103
(0.912)
0.098
0.088
9.799***

-0.354
(0.774)

lnRQ*DM

1.414***
(0.511)

lnRL*DM
lnCC*DM
R2
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.098
0.088
9.815***
917

0.217
0.072
1.499***
0.540
45.526***
917

0.098
0.088
9.815***

917

0.120
0.110
12.303***
917

0.253
0.114
1.827***
0.060
58.037***
917

0.120
0.110
12.303***

917

0.098
0.088
9.841***
917

0.215
0.069
1.477***
0.790
45.024***
917

0.098
0.088
9.841***

917

0.105
0.095
10.642***
917

0.220
0.076
1.525***
1.150
48.250***
917

0.105
0.095
10.642***

917

0.114
0.104
11.687***
917

0.231
0.088
1.620***
0.590
42.367***
917

0.114
0.104
11.687***

917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.7a: Regression Results on Islamic Bank in Indonesia
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DI

Pooled OLS
0.007
(0.052)

Model 1
FEM
-0.502
(0.318)

Pooled OLS
0.006
(0.052)

Model 2
FEM
-0.609
(0.414)

REM
0.007
(0.058)

REM
0.006
(0.059)

Pooled OLS
0.006
(0.052)

-0.015
(0.025)
0.196
(0.216)
-0.188
(0.240)
-0.128
(0.096)
0.153
(0.551)
-0.603
(0.576)

0.075**
(0.034)
-0.297
(0.271)
-0.155
(0.349)
-0.386***
(0.134)
-0.810
(0.637)
1.543**
(0.614)

-0.015
(0.029)
0.196
(0.185)
-0.188**
(0.088)
-0.128**
(0.059)
0.153
(0.358)
-0.603
(0.457)

-0.014
(0.023)
0.152
(0.220)
-0.165
(0.233)
-0.140
(0.095)
0.391
(0.526)
-0.568
(0.573)

0.078**
(0.032)
-0.367
(0.248)
0.007
(0.379)
-0.411***
(0.128)
-0.203
(0.596)
1.290**
(0.567)

-0.014
(0.024)
0.152
(0.171)
-0.165**
(0.075)
-0.140**
(0.059)
0.391
(0.413)
-0.568
(0.443)

-0.017
(0.023)
0.209
(0.217)
-0.210
(0.236)
-0.132
(0.095)
0.072
(0.492)
-0.564
(0.579)

-0.022
(1.114)
0.238
(0.421)
0.046
(0.112)

-0.196
(0.503)
0.194
(0.260)
-0.021
(0.051)

-0.022
(0.644)
0.238
(0.302)
0.046
(0.058)

-0.535
(1.026)
0.139
(0.431)
0.052
(0.111)

-1.188**
(0.575)
0.157
(0.241)
-0.017
(0.059)

-0.535
(0.553)
0.139
(0.330)
0.052
(0.061)

0.257
(1.047)
0.187
(0.435)
0.053
(0.112)

-0.069
(1.894)

0.763
(0.809)

-0.069
(1.473)
-0.084
(0.083)

-0.106***
(0.037)

-0.084**
(0.039)

lnPV*DI
lnGE*DI

0.141
(0.317)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-0.350
0.006
0.009
(0.403)
(0.057)
(0.052)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.076***
-0.017
-0.012
(0.026)
(0.023)
(0.023)
-0.265
0.209
0.195
(0.270)
(0.186)
(0.216)
-0.177
-0.210**
-0.166
(0.342)
(0.084)
(0.236)
-0.414***
-0.132**
-0.133
(0.147)
(0.062)
(0.095)
-1.007*
0.072
0.262
(0.599)
(0.341)
(0.509)
1.717***
-0.564
-0.649
(0.534)
(0.470)
(0.579)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.025
0.257
-0.378
(0.778)
(0.612)
(1.097)
0.060
0.187
0.288
(0.211)
(0.306)
(0.429)
-0.011
0.053
0.037
(0.048)
(0.054)
(0.112)
Country Governance Variables

0.349**
(0.169)

Model 4
FEM
-0.484
(0.355)

REM
0.009
(0.057)

Pooled OLS
0.009
(0.052)

Model 5
FEM
-0.460
(0.374)

REM
0.009
(0.058)

Pooled OLS
0.007
(0.052)

Model 6
FEM
-0.061
(0.532)

REM
0.007
(0.058)

0.079**
(0.032)
-0.309
(0.269)
-0.132
(0.360)
-0.405***
(0.142)
-0.969
(0.668)
1.730***
(0.639)

-0.012
(0.025)
0.195
(0.186)
-0.166*
(0.087)
-0.133**
(0.055)
0.262
(0.317)
-0.649
(0.455)

-0.009
(0.024)
0.174
(0.218)
-0.142
(0.241)
-0.134
(0.095)
0.426
(0.607)
-0.662
(0.579)

0.077**
(0.032)
-0.291
(0.270)
-0.098
(0.353)
-0.383***
(0.140)
-0.741
(0.621)
1.493**
(0.616)

-0.009
(0.025)
0.174
(0.188)
-0.142*
(0.085)
-0.134**
(0.059)
0.426
(0.315)
-0.662
(0.428)

-0.016
(0.024)
0.197
(0.216)
-0.191
(0.232)
-0.127
(0.095)
0.146
(0.468)
-0.599
(0.575)

0.071**
(0.033)
-0.324
(0.272)
-0.185
(0.383)
-0.402***
(0.136)
-0.963
(0.656)
1.733**
(0.682)

-0.016
(0.027)
0.197
(0.185)
-0.191**
(0.084)
-0.127**
(0.058)
0.146
(0.318)
-0.599
(0.460)

0.028
(0.752)
0.099
(0.308)
-0.017
(0.051)

-0.378
(0.396)
0.288
(0.293)
0.037
(0.058)

-0.800
(1.411)
0.275
(0.423)
0.035
(0.112)

-0.398
(0.621)
0.203
(0.260)
-0.023
(0.050)

-0.800
(0.572)
0.275
(0.309)
0.035
(0.060)

0.013
(0.888)
0.230
(0.430)
0.048
(0.114)

-0.706
(0.594)
0.100
(0.281)
-0.006
(0.057)

0.013
(0.467)
0.230
(0.308)
0.048
(0.067)

0.168
(0.108)

-0.120
(0.115)
-0.255
(0.350)

0.047
(0.137)

-0.255
(0.165)
0.016
(0.206)
0.031
-0.015
0.671
220

0.185
(0.139)
0.239
0.074
1.450*
0.040
33.729***
220

0.016
(0.176)
0.031
-0.015
0.671

0.141
(0.242)

lnRQ*DI

-0.120
(0.207)

lnRL*DI
lnCC*DI
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.031
-0.015
0.671
220

0.237
0.072
1.433*
0.040
31.684***
220

0.031
-0.015
0.671

220

0.036
-0.010
0.776
220

0.243
0.079
1.482**
0.060
33.008***
220

0.036
-0.010
0.776

220

0.032
-0.014
0.691
220

0.242
0.077
1.470**
0.050
34.109***
220

0.032
-0.014
0.691

220

0.033
-0.014
0.705
220

0.239
0.074
1.447*
0.030
34.258***
220

0.033
-0.014
0.705

220

0.034
-0.013
0.725
220

0.236
0.071
1.429*
0.030
30.942***
220

0.034
-0.013
0.725

220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.7b: Regression Results on Conventional Bank in Indonesia
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DI

Pooled OLS
-0.271***
(0.035)

Model 1
FEM
0.059
(0.472)

REM
-0.271***
(0.053)

Pooled OLS
-0.271***
(0.035)

Model 2
FEM
0.363
(0.441)

REM
-0.271***
(0.049)

Pooled OLS
-0.271***
(0.035)

0.001
(0.006)
0.005
(0.025)
-0.040
(0.052)
-0.001
(0.046)
0.023
(0.075)
-0.034
(0.043)

-0.001
(0.005)
-0.018
(0.031)
-0.023
(0.046)
0.003
(0.037)
0.023
(0.061)
-0.058*
(0.035)

0.001
(0.004)
0.005
(0.018)
-0.040
(0.036)
-0.001
(0.034)
0.023
(0.041)
-0.034
(0.033)

0.008
(0.006)
-0.001
(0.025)
-0.023
(0.052)
0.004
(0.046)
0.049
(0.075)
-0.031
(0.043)

0.005
(0.007)
-0.027
(0.016)
-0.008
(0.052)
0.001
(0.035)
0.049
(0.066)
-0.052
(0.041)

0.008*
(0.004)
-0.001
(0.016)
-0.023
(0.035)
0.004
(0.030)
0.049
(0.057)
-0.031
(0.029)

0.009*
(0.005)
-0.003
(0.024)
-0.021
(0.051)
-0.004
(0.047)
0.038
(0.073)
-0.031
(0.043)

0.054
(0.196)
-0.075
(0.125)
0.202***
(0.059)

-0.149
(0.271)
-0.093
(0.090)
0.223***
(0.052)

0.054
(0.124)
-0.075
(0.078)
0.202***
(0.044)

0.051
(0.196)
-0.106
(0.151)
0.205***
(0.060)

-0.347
(0.333)
-0.162
(0.120)
0.227***
(0.072)

0.051
(0.140)
-0.106
(0.105)
0.205***
(0.067)

0.046
(0.196)
-0.108
(0.129)
0.204***
(0.059)

0.774
(0.686)

0.672
(0.530)

0.774*
(0.445)
-0.033
(0.139)

-0.114
(0.107)

-0.033
(0.088)

lnPV*DI
lnGE*DI

-0.163
(0.240)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
0.183
-0.271***
-0.271***
(0.436)
(0.036)
(0.035)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.004
0.009*
0.001
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.006)
-0.019
-0.003
0.006
(0.016)
(0.024)
(0.025)
-0.010
-0.021
-0.037
(0.052)
(0.045)
(0.052)
0.003
-0.004
0.007
(0.036)
(0.047)
(0.046)
0.037
0.038
0.044
(0.072)
(0.070)
(0.072)
-0.053
-0.031
-0.029
(0.042)
(0.043)
(0.043)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.240
0.046
0.192
(0.334)
(0.190)
(0.225)
-0.107
-0.108
-0.082
(0.111)
(0.111)
(0.125)
0.222***
0.204***
0.205***
(0.072)
(0.044)
(0.059)
Country Governance Variables

-0.090
(0.125)

Model 4
FEM
0.500
(0.586)

REM
-0.271***
(0.036)

Pooled OLS
-0.271***
(0.035)

Model 5
FEM
0.232
(0.524)

REM
-0.271***
(0.036)

Pooled OLS
-0.271***
(0.035)

Model 6
FEM
1.236**
(0.611)

REM
-0.271***
(0.050)

-0.006
(0.008)
-0.012
(0.036)
-0.031
(0.083)
0.004
(0.054)
0.020
(0.107)
-0.054
(0.071)

0.001
(0.005)
0.006
(0.025)
-0.037
(0.045)
0.007
(0.046)
0.044
(0.069)
-0.029
(0.043)

0.003
(0.007)
0.004
(0.025)
-0.035
(0.053)
0.004
(0.046)
0.034
(0.074)
-0.032
(0.043)

-0.001
(0.010)
-0.018
(0.035)
-0.022
(0.080)
0.006
(0.052)
0.025
(0.102)
-0.055
(0.065)

0.003
(0.008)
0.004
(0.026)
-0.035
(0.047)
0.004
(0.046)
0.034
(0.071)
-0.032
(0.042)

0.006
(0.005)
0.001
(0.024)
-0.026
(0.051)
0.005
(0.047)
0.049
(0.074)
-0.030
(0.043)

-0.007*
(0.004)
-0.022
(0.015)
-0.037
(0.057)
0.001
(0.036)
0.015
(0.073)
-0.059
(0.041)

0.006**
(0.003)
0.001
(0.016)
-0.026
(0.035)
0.005
(0.030)
0.049
(0.057)
-0.030
(0.029)

0.246
(0.297)
-0.076
(0.122)
0.215***
(0.051)

0.192
(0.205)
-0.082
(0.118)
0.205***
(0.048)

0.148
(0.237)
-0.060
(0.130)
0.202***
(0.059)

-0.173
(0.326)
-0.071
(0.121)
0.218***
(0.047)

0.148
(0.248)
-0.060
(0.114)
0.202***
(0.047)

0.059
(0.197)
-0.089
(0.125)
0.209***
(0.062)

-0.778**
(0.371)
-0.084
(0.096)
0.242***
(0.073)

0.059
(0.141)
-0.089
(0.088)
0.209***
(0.072)

0.181*
(0.101)

0.154*
(0.091)
0.086
(0.120)

0.074
(0.133)

0.086
(0.124)
0.014
(0.050)
0.027
0.016
2.470***
917

0.109**
(0.055)
0.151
-0.006
0.960
0.010
7.115
917

0.014
(0.035)

-0.163
(0.221)

lnRQ*DI

0.154
(0.123)

lnRL*DI
lnCC*DI
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.028
0.017
2.593***
917

0.149
-0.008
0.948
0.020
4.399
917

0.028
0.017
2.593***

917

0.027
0.016
2.468***
917

0.149
-0.008
0.947
0.010
5.492
917

0.027
0.016
2.468***

917

0.027
0.016
2.509***
917

0.149
-0.009
0.944
0.010
4.635
917

0.027
0.016
2.509***

917

0.028
0.017
2.622***
917

0.150
-0.007
0.957
0.010
5.439
917

0.028
0.017
2.622***

917

0.027
0.016
2.514***
917

0.149
-0.009
0.945
0.020
4.780
917

0.027
0.016
2.514***

917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.8a: Regression Results on Islamic Bank in Brunei
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DB

Pooled OLS
-0.003
(0.054)

Model 1
FEM
-0.097
(0.317)

Pooled OLS
-0.003
(0.054)

Model 2
FEM
-0.097
(0.317)

REM
-0.003
(0.058)

REM
-0.003
(0.058)

Pooled OLS
-0.003
(0.054)

-0.491
(1.970)
0.449
(2.674)
1.242
(4.709)
0.013
(0.137)
0.088
(0.096)
-0.050
(0.043)

-0.527***
(0.041)
0.440***
(0.055)
1.204***
(0.033)
0.039
(0.036)
-0.799***
(0.306)
0.359
(0.532)

-0.493***
(0.041)
0.448***
(0.074)
1.239***
(0.080)
0.013
(0.104)
0.086
(0.089)
-0.049
(0.040)

-0.461
(2.167)
0.379
(2.595)
1.259
(4.621)
0.013
(0.137)
0.088
(0.096)
-0.050
(0.043)

-0.503***
(0.056)
0.384***
(0.090)
1.217***
(0.034)
0.039
(0.036)
-0.799***
(0.306)
0.359
(0.532)

-0.464***
(0.057)
0.379***
(0.114)
1.256***
(0.079)
0.013
(0.104)
0.086
(0.089)
-0.049
(0.040)

-0.421
(2.614)
0.359
(2.701)
1.164
(5.362)
0.013
(0.137)
0.088
(0.096)
-0.050
(0.043)

-0.271
(0.813)
-1.226
(-5.172)
0.038
(0.110)

-0.278***
(0.015)
-1.294***
(0.066)
0.062
(0.044)

-0.271***
(0.020)
-1.230***
(0.090)
0.040
(0.070)

-0.251
(0.850)
-1.082
(5.710)
0.038
(0.110)

-0.262***
(0.025)
-1.180***
(0.138)
0.062
(0.044)

-0.252***
(0.031)
-1.088***
(0.145)
0.040
(0.070)

-0.239
(0.957)
-1.020
(6.334)
0.038
(0.110)

0.043
(0.851)

0.034
(0.023)

0.043
(0.032)
-0.275
(5.438)

-0.218
(0.146)

-0.272
(0.206)

lnPV*DB
lnGE*DB

-0.923
(18.214)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-0.097
-0.003
-0.003
(0.317)
(0.058)
(0.054)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.471***
-0.425***
-0.525
(0.076)
(0.083)
(1.952)
0.369***
0.360***
0.449
(0.099)
(0.127)
(2.676)
1.142***
1.162***
1.256
(0.052)
(0.108)
(4.636)
0.039
0.013
0.013
(0.036)
(0.104)
(0.137)
-0.799***
0.086
0.088
(0.306)
(0.089)
(0.096)
0.359
-0.049
-0.050
(0.532)
(0.040)
(0.043)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.253***
-0.240***
-0.286
(0.032)
(0.039)
(0.906)
-1.131***
-1.027***
-1.294
(0.170)
(0.184)
(5.441)
0.062
0.040
0.038
(0.044)
(0.070)
(0.110)
Country Governance Variables

-0.732
(0.490)

Model 4
FEM
-0.097
(0.317)

REM
-0.003
(0.058)

Pooled OLS
-0.003
(0.054)

Model 5
FEM
-0.097
(0.317)

REM
-0.003
(0.058)

Pooled OLS
-0.003
(0.054)

Model 6
FEM
-0.097
(0.317)

REM
-0.003
(0.058)

-0.553***
(0.024)
0.440***
(0.055)
1.215***
(0.034)
0.039
(0.036)
-0.799***
(0.306)
0.359
(0.532)

-0.527***
(0.034)
0.448***
(0.074)
1.253***
(0.079)
0.013
(0.104)
0.086
(0.089)
-0.049
(0.040)

-0.150
(7.385)
2.019
(31.936)
0.783
(11.351)
0.013
(0.137)
0.088
(0.096)
-0.050
(0.043)

-0.256
(0.220)
1.685**
(0.785)
0.840***
(0.245)
0.039
(0.036)
-0.799***
(0.306)
0.359
(0.532)

-0.156
(0.281)
1.998*
(1.129)
0.786**
(0.368)
0.013
(0.104)
0.086
(0.089)
-0.049
(0.040)

-0.426
(2.560)
0.353
(2.744)
1.125
(5.815)
0.013
(0.137)
0.088
(0.096)
-0.050
(0.043)

-0.475***
(0.074)
0.364***
(0.103)
1.111***
(0.070)
0.039
(0.036)
-0.799***
(0.306)
0.359
(0.532)

-0.429***
(0.080)
0.354***
(0.131)
1.124***
(0.130)
0.013
(0.104)
0.086
(0.089
-0.049
(0.040)

-0.290***
(0.008)
-1.349***
(0.038)
0.062
(0.044)

-0.286***
(0.016)
-1.298***
(0.099)
0.040
(0.070)

0.219
(9.585)
-1.033
(6.185)
0.038
(0.110)

0.110
(0.275)
-1.142***
(0.163)
0.062
(0.044)

0.212
(0.378)
-1.040***
(0.175)
0.040
(0.070)

-0.232
(1.032)
-0.986
(6.746)
0.038
(0.110)

-0.247***
(0.035)
-1.104***
(0.188)
0.062
(0.044)

-0.233***
(0.045)
-0.993***
(0.206)
0.040
(0.070)

0.366
(0.245)

0.456
(0.345)
-0.050
(0.043)

-9.401
(6.295)

-11.709
(8.861)
-0.231
(4.555)
0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

-0.183
(0.123)
0.155
0.001
1.006
1.010
0.001
220

-0.228
(0.172)
0.016
-0.031
0.335

-0.911
(0.690)

lnRQ*DB

0.462
(9.111)

lnRL*DB
lnCC*DB
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

0.155
0.001
1.006
2.280
0.001
220

0.016
-0.031
0.335

220

0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

0.155
0.001
1.006
1.010
0.001
220

0.016
-0.031
0.335

220

0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

0.155
0.001
1.006
1.010
0.001
220

0.016
-0.031
0.335

220

0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

0.155
0.001
1.006
1.010
0.001
220

0.016
-0.031
0.335

220

0.020
-0.027
0.420
220

0.155
0.001
1.006
0.960
0.001
220

0.016
-0.031
0.335

220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.8b: Regression Results on Conventional Bank in Brunei
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DB

Pooled OLS
-0.172***
(0.022)

Model 1
FEM
-0.040
(0.038)

REM
-0.172***
(0.046)

Pooled OLS
-0.172***
(0.022)

Model 2
FEM
0.580***
(0.146)

REM
-0.172***
(0.046)

Pooled OLS
-0.172***
(0.022)

-0.009
(0.306)
2.648
(3.144)
2.774
(3.055)
-0.162
(0.600)
-2.175
(2.622)
-0.183
(3.632)

-0.225***
(0.012)
0.870***
(0.195)
4.682***
(0.061)
-0.659***
(0.055)
-5.075***
(0.078)
1.101***
(0.201)

-0.009
(0.029)
2.648***
(0.330)
2.774***
(0.273)
-0.162***
(0.055)
-2.175***
(0.203)
-0.183
(0.373)

-0.122
(0.272)
1.358
(3.186)
1.704
(2.284)
-0.268
(0.457)
-0.254
(3.566)
0.532
(2.731)

-1.030***
(0.135)
-4.158***
(0.727)
14.601***
(1.880)
-3.266***
(0.423)
-23.644***
(3.327)
8.511***
(1.158)

-0.122***
(0.038)
1.358***
(0.395)
1.704***
(0.391)
-0.268***
(0.064)
-0.254
(0.354)
0.532
(0.411)

-0.104
(0.255)
4.082
(7.045)
3.538
(5.474)
-0.610
(0.905)
-4.040
(8.468)
1.733
(3.662)

0.065
(0.358)
0.392
(1.318)
0.154***
(0.053)

-0.030***
(0.010)
0.433***
(0.073)
0.185***
(0.065)

0.065
(0.040)
0.392***
(0.119)
0.154***
(0.056)

-0.063
(0.344)
-0.222
(0.621)
0.156***
(0.053)

-0.247***
(0.049)
1.286***
(0.229)
0.185***
(0.065)

-0.063
(0.039)
-0.222***
(0.055)
0.156***
(0.056)

-0.011
(0.307)
0.370
(1.542)
0.155***
(0.053)

-0.546
(1.339)

-0.435***
(0.080)

-0.546***
(0.101)
-2.542
(7.398)

12.452***
(2.283)

-2.542***
(0.557)

lnPV*DB
lnGE*DB

7.913
(24.353)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-0.016
-0.172***
-0.172***
(0.042)
(0.046)
(0.022)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.342***
-0.104***
0.008
(0.009)
(0.034)
(0.338)
2.129***
4.082***
2.421
(0.426)
(0.861)
(2.903)
5.986***
3.538***
1.606
(0.300)
(0.631)
(2.336)
-1.148***
-0.610***
-0.189
(0.035)
(0.105)
(0.563)
-7.633***
-4.040***
-1.185
(0.391)
(1.027)
(1.691)
2.984***
1.733***
-0.424
(0.145)
(0.458)
(4.175)
Macroeconomic Variables
-0.107***
-0.011
0.119
(0.024)
(0.049)
(0.450)
0.532***
0.370*
0.282
(0.091)
(0.203)
(1.107)
0.185***
0.155***
0.154***
(0.065)
(0.056)
(0.053)
Country Governance Variables

7.832***
(1.436)

Model 4
FEM
-0.035***
(0.002)

REM
-0.172***
(0.046)

Pooled OLS
-0.172***
(0.022)

Model 5
FEM
-0.136***
(0.027)

REM
-0.172***
(0.046)

Pooled OLS
-0.172***
(0.022)

Model 6
FEM
3.339***
(0.651)

REM
-0.172***
(0.046)

-0.217***
(0.010)
0.641***
(0.105)
3.823***
(0.067)
-0.693***
(0.034)
-4.397***
(0.139)
0.913***
(0.162)

0.008
(0.034)
2.421***
(0.319)
1.606***
(0.231)
-0.189***
(0.055)
-1.185***
(0.143)
-0.424
(0.439)

-0.044
(0.257)
4.053
(4.688)
2.359
(2.355)
-0.119
(0.578)
-2.047
(2.099)
-0.100
(3.117)

-0.108***
(0.034)
3.194***
(0.621)
2.891***
(0.267)
-0.297**
(0.122)
-2.858***
(0.485)
0.386
(0.332)

-0.044***
(0.010)
4.053***
(0.138)
2.359***
(0.097)
-0.119***
(0.014)
-2.047***
(0.055)
-0.100
(0.075)

-0.102
(0.252)
2.353
(2.826)
2.499
(2.640)
-0.263
(0.446)
-1.620
(1.783)
0.681
(2.587)

-4.950***
(0.854)
-49.142***
(8.976)
42.882***
(7.066)
-14.026***
(2.396)
-73.857***
(12.535)
33.012***
(5.651)

-0.102***
(0.034)
2.353***
(0.341)
2.499***
(0.276)
-0.263***
(0.055)
-1.620***
(0.144)
0.681**
(0.333)

0.013***
(0.001)
0.361***
(0.041)
0.185***
(0.044)

0.119***
(0.040)
0.282**
(0.110)
0.154***
(0.056)

-0.064
(0.323)
0.083
(0.618)
0.155***
(0.053)

-0.070***
(0.017)
0.090***
(0.010)
0.185***
(0.065)

-0.064**
(0.029)
0.083***
(0.022)
0.155***
(0.056)

-0.055
(0.327)
0.001
(0.574)
0.156***
(0.053)

-1.338***
(0.249)
1.294***
(0.230)
0.185***
(0.065)

-0.055
(0.034)
0.000
(0.049)
0.156***
(0.056)

-1.408***
(0.178)

-1.711***
(0.367)
-2.617
(4.834)

-2.161***
(0.396)

-2.617***
(0.159)
-0.969
(2.390)
0.012
0.001
1.106
917

22.069***
(4.047)
0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

-0.969***
(0.209)
0.012
0.001
1.106

7.913**
(3.100)

lnRQ*DB

-1.711
(4.359)

lnRL*DB
lnCC*DB
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.012
0.001
1.107
917

0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

0.012
0.001
1.107

917

0.012
0.001
1.102
917

0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

0.012
0.001
1.102

917

0.012
0.001
1.100
917

0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

0.012
0.001
1.100

917

0.012
0.001
1.105
917

0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

0.012
0.001
1.105

917

0.012
0.001
1.119
917

0.146
-0.012
0.924
1.030
0.001
917

0.012
0.001
1.119

917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.9a: Regression Results on Islamic Bank in Singapore
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DS

Pooled OLS
-0.042
(0.047)

Model 1
FEM
-0.435***
(0.041)

Pooled OLS
-0.042
(0.047)

Model 2
FEM
-46.025***
(0.418)

REM
-0.041
(0.061)

REM
-0.041
(0.061)

Pooled OLS
-0.042
(0.047)

0.026
(0.108)
-0.264
(0.549)
0.196
(0.480)
0.086
(0.271)
0.042
(0.588)
-0.072
(1.161)

0.002***
(0.003)
-0.242***
(0.009)
2.867***
(0.028)
-0.022***
(0.004)
-0.085
(0.126)
-0.070
(0.194)

0.026*
(0.014)
-0.264***
(0.047)
0.195***
(0.038)
0.086***
(0.023)
0.033
(0.077)
-0.071
(0.156)

0.002
(0.110)
0.090
(0.231)
-1.859
(2.385)
-0.109
(0.217)
0.042
(0.588)
-0.072
(1.161)

-1.336***
(0.012)
-10.817***
(0.082)
43.298***
(3.690)
-2.827***
(0.024)
-0.085
(0.126)
-0.070
(0.194)

0.002
(0.019)
0.090***
(0.027)
-1.859***
(0.395)
-0.109***
(0.027)
0.033
(0.077)
-0.071
(0.157)

0.001
(0.111)
-0.112
(0.429)
1.874
(3.142)
-0.008
(0.215)
0.042
(0.588)
-0.072
(1.161)

0.615
(0.721)
-0.308
(0.430)
0.083
(0.111)

0.427***
(0.014)
-0.413***
(0.002)
0.088*
(0.045)

0.615***
(0.056)
-0.308***
(0.057)
0.084
(0.074)

0.585
(0.704)
-0.430
(0.498)
0.082
(0.111)

-29.220***
(0.243)
-1.447***
(0.011)
0.088*
(0.045)

0.586***
(0.078)
-0.430***
(0.059)
0.084
(0.074)

0.270
(0.547)
-0.286
(0.427)
0.083
(0.111)

3.430
(4.491)

2.223***
(0.019)

3.430***
(0.206)
8.011
(10.761)

-43.601***
(4.707)

8.011***
(1.760)

lnPV*DS
lnGE*DS

-7.764
(12.326)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
-0.567***
-0.041
-0.042
(0.042)
(0.061)
(0.047)
Bank-Specific Variables
-0.023***
0.001
0.048
(0.001)
(0.024)
(0.125)
-0.186***
-0.111
0.164
(0.010)
(0.076)
(0.250)
4.907***
1.874***
0.489
(0.011)
(0.442)
(1.293)
-0.100***
-0.008
-0.044
(0.002)
(0.046)
(0.203)
-0.085
0.033
0.042
(0.126)
(0.077)
(0.588)
-0.070
-0.071
-0.072
(0.194)
(0.156)
(1.162)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.184***
0.271***
0.137
(0.011)
(0.079)
(0.604)
-0.443***
-0.286***
-0.259
(0.002)
(0.076)
(0.423)
0.088*
0.084
0.083
(0.045)
(0.074)
(0.111)
Country Governance Variables

-5.232***
(0.045)

Model 4
FEM
-0.665***
(0.042)

REM
-0.041
(0.061)

Pooled OLS
-0.042
(0.047)

Model 5
FEM
-0.460***
(0.041)

REM
-0.041
(0.061)

Pooled OLS
-0.042
(0.047)

Model 6
FEM
0.537***
(0.038)

REM
-0.041
(0.061)

0.009***
(0.003)
-0.018
(0.011)
4.745***
(0.012)
-0.138***
(0.001)
-0.085
(0.126)
-0.070
(0.194)

0.048
(0.031)
0.165**
(0.076)
0.489
(0.352)
-0.045
(0.052)
0.033
(0.077)
-0.071
(0.156)

0.031
(0.109)
0.233
(0.276)
2.056
(2.901)
-0.068
(0.202)
0.042
(0.588)
-0.072
(1.161)

0.003***
(0.004)
0.073***
(0.012)
4.229***
(0.016)
-0.125***
(0.004)
-0.085
(0.126)
-0.070
(0.194)

0.031**
(0.015)
0.233***
(0.049)
2.056***
(0.154)
-0.068**
(0.031)
0.033
(0.077)
-0.071
(0.156)

-0.084
(0.164)
-0.487
(0.764)
6.982
(8.541)
-0.185
(0.258)
0.042
(0.588)
-0.072
(1.161)

-0.128***
(0.001)
-0.769***
(0.005)
8.300***
(0.019)
-0.199***
(0.001)
-0.085
(0.126)
-0.070
(0.194)

-0.084***
(0.010)
-0.487***
(0.063)
6.982***
(0.622)
-0.185***
(0.018)
0.033
(0.077)
-0.071
(0.156)

0.056***
(0.010)
-0.463***
(0.003)
0.088*
(0.045)

0.137
(0.116)
-0.259***
(0.078)
0.084
(0.074)

0.050
(0.612)
-0.297
(0.427)
0.083
(0.111)

0.058***
(0.010)
-0.414***
(0.002)
0.088*
(0.045)

0.051
(0.061)
-0.297***
(0.061)
0.084
(0.074)

0.271
(0.547)
-0.633
(0.643)
0.083
(0.111)

0.370***
(0.013)
-0.745***
(0.005)
0.088*
(0.045)

0.271***
(0.026)
-0.633***
(0.043)
0.084
(0.074)

-2.548***
(0.022)

-2.959*
(1.673)
-10.152
(13.613)

-6.522***
(0.056)

-10.153***
(0.686)
-25.182
(30.365)
0.030
-0.016
0.657
220

-43.528***
(0.377)
0.160
0.007
1.044
0.190
0.001
220

-25.184***
(2.222)
0.028
-0.018
0.614

-7.765***
(1.669)

lnRQ*DS

-2.959
(6.363)

lnRL*DS
lnCC*DS
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.030
-0.016
0.646
220

0.160
0.007
1.044
0.250
0.001
220

0.028
-0.018
0.603

220

0.030
-0.016
0.643
220

0.160
0.007
1.044
0.210
0.001
220

0.028
-0.018
0.600

220

0.029
-0.017
0.627
220

0.160
0.007
1.044
0.190
0.001
220

0.027
-0.019
0.583

220

0.028
-0.018
0.608
220

0.160
0.007
1.044
0.220
0.001
220

0.026
-0.020
0.564

220

0.030
-0.016
0.643
220

0.160
0.007
1.044
0.210
0.001
220

0.028
-0.018
0.600

220

220

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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Table 4.9b: Regression Results on Conventional Bank in Singapore
Variable
Constant

lnTA
lnLLRGL
lnETA
lnBDTD
lnLOANSTA
lnNIETA

lnGDP
lnCPI
GFC

lnVA*DS

Pooled OLS
-0.178***
(0.023)

Model 1
FEM
-0.079*
(0.043)

Pooled OLS
-0.178***
(0.023)

Model 2
FEM
0.070
(0.104)

REM
-0.178***
(0.024)

REM
-0.177***
(0.025)

Pooled OLS
-0.177***
(0.023)

0.004
(0.018)
0.035
(0.053)
-0.207**
(0.098)
0.157
(0.131)
0.027
(0.062)
-0.019
(0.089)

-0.005
(0.010)
0.175***
(0.039)
-0.552***
(0.126)
-0.019
(0.058)
0.104**
(0.046)
0.361***
(0.079)

0.004
(0.007)
0.035
(0.024)
-0.207***
(0.053)
0.157***
(0.055)
0.027
(0.035)
-0.019
(0.053)

0.010
(0.022)
0.039
(0.054)
-0.217*
(0.115)
0.127
(0.159)
0.014
(0.062)
-0.009
(0.088)

0.030***
(0.010)
0.172***
(0.055)
-0.485***
(0.115)
0.013
(0.063)
0.092**
(0.039)
0.353***
(0.095)

0.010
(0.009)
0.039
(0.033)
-0.217***
(0.084)
0.127*
(0.077)
0.014
(0.024)
-0.009
(0.056)

0.010
(0.019)
0.039
(0.054)
-0.220*
(0.114)
0.122
(0.156)
0.013
(0.062)
-0.008
(0.088)

0.001
(0.122)
-0.035
(0.090)
0.170***
(0.056)

0.120**
(0.055)
-0.100***
(0.037)
0.199***
(0.060)

0.001
(0.060)
-0.035
(0.041)
0.170***
(0.060)

-0.017
(0.122)
-0.007
(0.085)
0.162***
(0.056)

0.062
(0.049)
-0.024
(0.035)
0.191***
(0.044)

-0.017
(0.061)
-0.007
(0.046)
0.162***
(0.040)

-0.020
(0.123)
-0.008
(0.085)
0.161***
(0.056)

0.546
(0.603)

0.895***
(0.218)

0.546**
(0.224)
0.120
(0.662)

-1.846**
(0.904)

0.120
(0.350)

lnPV*DS
lnGE*DS

0.136
(0.545)

Model 3
FEM
REM
Pooled OLS
0.295***
-0.177***
-0.177***
(0.081)
(0.025)
(0.023)
Bank-Specific Variables
0.001
0.010
0.004
(0.005)
(0.007)
(0.026)
0.172***
0.039
0.041
(0.045)
(0.033)
(0.054)
-0.562***
-0.220***
-0.233*
(0.086)
(0.079)
(0.120)
-0.009
0.122*
0.114
(0.050)
(0.069)
(0.150)
0.102**
0.013
0.016
(0.0420)
(0.024)
(0.061)
0.367***
-0.008
-0.010
(0.077)
(0.056)
(0.088)
Macroeconomic Variables
0.084**
-0.020
-0.023
(0.035)
(0.061)
(0.123)
-0.052*
-0.008
-0.005
(0.027)
(0.044)
(0.084)
0.198***
0.161***
0.161***
(0.068)
(0.040)
(0.056)
Country Governance Variables

-3.002***
(0.546)

Model 4
FEM
-0.081
(0.077)

REM
-0.177***
(0.050)

Pooled OLS
-0.177***
(0.023)

Model 5
FEM
-0.133
(0.111)

REM
-0.177***
(0.050)

Pooled OLS
-0.177***
(0.023)

Model 6
FEM
0.491**
(0.219)

REM
-0.177***
(0.025)

0.024
(0.016)
0.170***
(0.057)
-0.516***
(0.129)
-0.011
(0.064)
0.092**
(0.042)
0.342***
(0.096)

0.004
(0.006)
0.041
(0.032)
-0.233***
(0.077)
0.114**
(0.045)
0.016
(0.018)
-0.010
(0.047)

0.005
(0.024)
0.041
(0.054)
-0.235**
(0.119)
0.109
(0.154)
0.014
(0.061)
-0.010
(0.088)

0.016
(0.014)
0.169***
(0.058)
-0.515***
(0.129)
-0.009
(0.063)
0.092**
(0.042)
0.341***
(0.098)

0.005
(0.007)
0.041
(0.032)
-0.235***
(0.078)
0.109**
(0.047)
0.014
(0.017)
-0.010
(0.048)

0.008
(0.019)
0.041
(0.054)
-0.229**
(0.115)
0.109
(0.158)
0.012
(0.062)
-0.008
(0.088)

-0.008
(0.011)
0.170***
(0.046)
-0.556***
(0.085)
-0.006
(0.055)
0.102**
(0.040)
0.358***
(0.076)

0.008
(0.007)
0.041
(0.033)
-0.229***
(0.080)
0.109
(0.067)
0.012
(0.024)
-0.008
(0.056)

0.087*
(0.050)
-0.036
(0.037)
0.191***
(0.044)

-0.023
(0.067)
-0.005
(0.040)
0.161***
(0.055)

-0.030
(0.126)
-0.008
(0.084)
0.161***
(0.056)

0.088*
(0.050)
-0.033
(0.036)
0.192***
(0.045)

-0.030
(0.067)
-0.008
(0.042)
0.161***
(0.055)

-0.024
(0.123)
-0.010
(0.085)
0.160***
(0.056)

0.078*
(0.041)
-0.044
(0.036)
0.197***
(0.068)

-0.024
(0.062)
-0.010
(0.045)
0.160***
(0.040)

-0.383
(0.764)

0.300
(0.218)
0.342
(0.802)

0.236
(1.198)

0.342
(0.274)
0.223
(0.579)
0.018
0.007
1.668*
917

-4.630***
(1.672)
0.153
-0.004
0.975
0.500
12.244
917

0.223
(0.243)
0.018
0.007
1.668*

0.136
(0.228)

lnRQ*DS

0.300
(0.755)

lnRL*DS
lnCC*DS
2

R
Adj R2
F-statistic
BP & LM x2
Hausman x2
No. of Obs.

0.019
0.008
1.736*
917

0.154
-0.003
0.984
0.530
12.521
917

0.019
0.008
1.736*

917

0.018
0.007
1.656*
917

0.153
-0.004
0.976
0.510
12.537
917

0.018
0.007
1.656*

917

0.018
0.007
1.659*
917

0.154
-0.003
0.980
0.510
12.971
917

0.018
0.007
1.659*

917

0.018
0.007
1.669*
917

0.152
-0.005
0.969
0.500
11.586
917

0.018
0.007
1.669*

917

0.018
0.007
1.672*
917

0.152
-0.005
0.969
0.500
11.530
917

0.018
0.007
1.672*

917

917

Note: ***, **, * indicates significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. Figure in parentheses ( ) are standard error.
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5.0
Conclusion
It is significant and useful to examine the productivity levels of Islamic and conventio na l
banking sectors using a new approach that primarily focuses on the concept of total factor
productivity change. The primary purpose of this study is to provide empirical evidence on the
impact of chosen determinants on the productivity of Islamic and conventio nal banks in
Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore over the period of 2006 to 2016. In the first stage
of analysis, a nonparametric data envelopment analysis–based Malmquist Productivity Index
method is employed. The data are tested by a series of parametric (t-test) tests and
nonparametric Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxon) and Kruskal-Wallis tests.
The empirical findings suggest that Islamic banks have statistically higher productivity
levels compared to the conventional banks, which is mainly attributed to an increase in
technological level rather than in efficiency level. The results are further substantiated by the
analysis of the specific countries. The level of productivity in Islamic banks overall is
significantly higher than in conventional banks in all countries. On the other hand, conventio na l
banks have exhibited productivity regress due to a decline in technological changes, but they
have been highly productive in terms of efficiency level during the period under study.
The results from the panel regression analysis reveal that liquidity (lnLOANSTA) and
the global financial crisis (GFC) have a positive relationship with Islamic and conventio na l
banks’ TFPCH levels. The credit risk (lnLLRGL) and economic growth (lnGDP) have a
significantly positive relationship with the productivity level of Islamic banks solely. While,
the inflation (lnCPI) negatively influence the productivity level only on the Islamic banks.
The capitalization (lnETA) variable shows a negative relationship with the conventio na l
banks’ TFPCH but positive to the Islamic banks’. On the other hand, market power (lnBDTD)
and management efficiency (lnNIETA) exhibits a positive relationship with the conventio na l
banks’ TFPCH levels but is negatively related to the Islamic banks’.
Moving on to the impact of country governance on the banks’ productivity level, greater
voice and accountability (lnVA) is found to have a positive impact on the Islamic and
conventional banks. Furthermore, the dimensions of rule of law (lnRL) and regulatory quality
(lnRQ) are positively connected with the conventional banks’ productivity. Meanwhile,
political stability and absence of violence (lnPV), government effectiveness (lnGE), rule of law
(lnRL) and control of corruption (lnCC) negatively affect the TFPCH levels of their Islamic
counterparts.
Therefore, the results from the second stage indicate that most of the bank-specific
characteristics, macroeconomic conditions and country governance determinants significa ntly
influence the productivity levels of the Islamic and conventional banks. Only the sign of the
relationship with the banks’ productivity level varies.
This study has examined total factor productivity, its potential determinants and the
effect of country governance on the productivity of Islamic and conventional banks. This
information could have several implications for regulators, bankers, investors and researchers
in Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore.
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A mechanism to improve the banks’ productivity level, which enhances the profitability
of the banks, could be found by regulators and policymakers. Productivity is the most crucial
concept in identifying banks’ profitability; improving productivity level in the Islamic and
conventional banking system is important to a country’s economic growth, which depends on
the banking institutions. In designing new policies and regulations for future undertaking,
policymakers could focus on examining the specific dimension on the country governance side.
The empirical findings on the effect of country governance in all countries showed that
policymakers should introduce several policies; the findings reveal significant effects of voice
and accountability (lnVA) on the productivity levels of both Islamic and conventional banks.
Free intervention of citizens in the governance process must be allowed in the policies created.
This initiative could create greater transparency and credibility, which drive economic growth,
which in turn influences the productivity of the financial institutions.
Additionally, the policies also should be implemented in the Islamic banks because the
results show that political stability and absence of violence (lnPV), government effective ness
(lnGE), rule of law (lnRL) and control of corruption (lnCC) have significant effects on the
banks’ productivity level. First, the policies should oversee politicians’ actions to avoid them
mixing personal interest with public welfare. Second, policymakers must take initiative in
controlling tax collection activities to improve the banks’ investments and service demand.
Third, the policies must contribute to Islamic banks to reduce their intermediation cost and risktaking and encourage activities that lead to higher productivity levels. Next, the new policies
implemented should be effective in controlling corruption to promote banking operations.
These policies will be reflected in the higher productivity level of Islamic banks.
The potential bank-specific characteristics and macroeconomic conditions that
influence productivity level have been identified in this study. The management teams of
Islamic and conventional banks could use this information to improve their productivity levels
and create a more sustainable, competitive environment in the future. They can also mainta in
a stable and healthy financial system to support the efficient allocation of resources and
minimize the risks across the banking industry. Furthermore, the results provide a direction in
which management should look for both technological and efficiency factors to improve the
overall performance of their respective banks in future planning.
In addition, the information of this study could provide guidance for investors whose
primary focus is to earn higher profit from their investments. Total factor productivity is one
of the most important factors leading to higher or lower profitability. Therefore, the find ings
from this study could help investors to choose efficient investment portfolios by measuring the
performance of the Islamic and conventional banks. Investors also can make wise decisions
today that will determine the level of expected return in the future.
Finally, very few studies have used total factor productivity to examine the performance
level of banks, particularly in the Islamic and conventional banks from Southeast Asian
countries. Hence, the empirical results from this study will be useful to academicians to fill
these scholarly gaps. Moreover, the findings revealed in the present study show the potential
internal and external determinants of the productivity level in Islamic and conventional banks,
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which could be a guide to explore and obtain new findings. The results on the effect of country
governance on the banks’ total factor productivity also contributes new dimensions in the
literature.
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TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY AND RETURN TO SCALE IN
THE MALAYSIAN ISLAMIC BANKS
Nazratul Aina Mohamad Anwar1 Fakarudin Kamarudin2
Ahmed Razman Abdul Latiff3

Abstract: This paper investigates the efficiency level of Islamic banks in Malaysia on technical
efficiency (TE) [overall efficiency (OE)], pure technical efficiency (PTE) and scale efficiency
(SE) with the return to scale. Both PTE and SE represent the potential factors that influence
the efficiency of the Islamic banks. There are 10 Malaysian Islamic banks observed in this study
over the period 2005 until 2009. The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), a non-parametric
method using variable returns to scale (VRTS) under Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (BCC)
model, was used with assets and deposit (as input) and loan, income and financial investment
(as output). On average, the results show that Islamic bank in Malaysia are operating with
technical efficiency (TE) or managerially efficient but contaminated by the scale inefficiency
(SIE) since they were mainly operating at the wrong scale. Furthermore, the results indicate
that while the larger banks (the five largest) tend to operate at constant returns to scale (CRTS)
or decreasing returns to scale (DRTS), the smaller banks (the five smallest) susceptible to
operate at either CRTS or increasing returns to scale (IRTS).
Keywords: Technical efficiency; Pure Technical Efficiency; Scale Efficiency; Return to
Scale; Islamic Banks in Malaysia.

1. Introduction
The globalization era has improved the financial institutions all over the world through greater
deregulation and liberalization. Islamic Banking is the one of the fast growing institutions and
has become more competitive. The practice of Islamic banking has now spread world-wide,
from Malaysia to Bahrain to Europe and the USA. International Monetary Fund (2005) reported
that the number of Islamic financial institutions increased from 75 to over 300 in 1975 to 2005,
covering more than 75 countries. The total assets of the Islamic financial institutions are
estimated to be US$250 billion, which is rising at about 15% per year, three times the rate for
conventional banks. According to Ghafour (2007) and Dubai Islamic Bank (2006), the size of
the world-wide Islamic banking industry assets is estimated to have grown to the excess of
$265 billion from merely hundreds of thousands of dollars in the 1970s.
In Malaysia, separate Islamic legislation and banking regulations exists side-by-side
with those of the conventional banking system. The legal basis for the establishment of Islamic
banks was the Islamic Banking Act (IBA) which came into effect on 7 April 1983. The IBA
provides BNM with powers to supervise and regulate Islamic banks, similar to the case of other
licensed banks. The Government Investment Act 1983 was also enacted at the same time to
empower the Government of Malaysia to issue Government Investment Issue (GII), which are
government securities issued based on Syariah principles. As the GII are regarded as liquid
assets, the Islamic banks could invest in the GII to meet the prescribed liquidity requireme nts
as well as to invent their surplus funds (Haron and Azmi, 2009).
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The first Islamic bank established in the country was Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
(BIMB) which commenced operations on 1 July 1983. In line with its objectives, the banking
activities of the bank are based on Syariah principles. After more than a decade in operations,
BIMB has proved to be a viable banking institution with its activity expanding rapidly
throughout the country with a network of 80 branches and 1,200 employees. The bank was
listed on the Main Board of the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange on 17 January 1992 (Haron and
Azmi, 2009).
On 1 October 1999, a second Islamic bank, namely Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad
(BMMB) commenced operations. The vision of Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad is to be a
strong, progressive and modern Islamic bank offering innovative, quality and competitive
product and services. Their mission is to build the bank into a modern, dynamic and strong
Islamic bank providing a viable alternative to the conventional system and contribute to the
development of modern Malaysia. The establishment of BMMB was the effect of the spin- off
following the merger between Bank Bumiputra Malaysia Berhad (BBMB) and Bank of
Commerce (Malaysia) Berhad (BOCB). Under the merger arrangement, the Islamic banking
assets and liabilities of BBMB, BOCB and BBMB Kewangan Berhad (BBMBK) were
transferred to BBMB, while the conventional operations of BBMB, BOCB and BBMBK were
transferred to BOCB accordingly. In addition, BMMB was given 40 branches of BBMB and
BBMBK in various locations throughout Malaysia and a staff workforce of 1,000, migrated
from BBMB, BOCB and BBMBK (Overview of Islamic Banking).
Theoretically, Islamic Banks are expected to be efficient since they can be assumed to
be more stable than conventional banks, as they are not allowed to involve in risky trading
activities. An efficient bank could lead to the improvement in its profitability, better prices and
service quality for customers, greater amounts of funds intermediated and greater safety and
soundness if some of the efficiency savings are applied towards improving capital buffers that
absorb risk (Berger et al., 1993). Despite most of the previous studies suggesting that Islamic
banks are more efficient on overall efficiency (TE) than conventional banks but there is no
conclusive evidence in this regards (Hussien, 2004; Yudistira, 2004; Hassan and Bashir, 2003;
Samad and Hassan, 1999). In the case of Islamic bank in Malaysia, several studies assert the
opposite result where the efficiency level of Islamic banking is still less than of the conventio na l
banks (Mokhtar et al., 2007 and Samad, 1999). The main problem that contributes to the
inefficiency of Islamic banking in Malaysia is not as a result of PTIE (managerially inefficie nt)
but SIE (wrong scale or size of operations). The scale or size of bank’s operation was identified
as a main factor to determine its efficiency from the scale aspect (Sufian, 2007). This fact also
suggests that, the scale inefficiency (SIE) could lead to the technical inefficiency (TIE) and
hence would contribute to the incapability of the banks to achieve higher target and serve a
better quality of services.
The objective of this study is to identify the TIE of the Islamic bank in Malaysia
dominated either by PTIE or SIE by extending the period study by Sufian (2006 and 2007).
The PTE represents managerial efficiency, while the SE refers to the scale or size of operation
efficiency. Most prior studies suggest that the main factor that contributes to the TIE of the
Islamic bank was due to the SIE. The SIE resulted from the bank’s operating at the wrong scale
of operation either too small (banks that are considered as IRTS) or too large (banks that are
considered as DRTS). Therefore, this study will also investigate the magnitude of Malaysia n
Islamic banks operated at CRTS, DRTS or IRTS since the size of the banks varies. The total
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assets (size) of Malaysian Islamic banks over the periods 2005 to 2009 is summarized in Table
1.1. In a study by the International Monetary Fund (2005), the number of Islamic banks rose
from 75 in 1975 to over 300 in 2005, in more than 75 countries. Their total assets are estimated
to be US$ 250 billion, which is growing at about 15% per year; three times the rate for
conventional banks. Nevertheless, the three top conventional banking groups in 2005 had much
larger assets: UBS of Switzerland (US$ 1,533 billion); Citigroup of the USA (US$ 1,484
billion); and Mizuho Financial Group of Japan (US$ 1,296 billion). Further, Bank of America,
ranked as the tenth, has assets of US$ 1,110 billion, which is four times greater than the assets
of all Islamic financial institutions in the world.
Table 1.1. Total assets (size) of Malaysian Islamic Bank
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
(RM)
(RM)
(RM)
(RM)
(RM)

TOTAL
(RM)

Bank Islam

15,848,906

14,605,316

19,091,175

23,559,424

27,488,204

100,593,025.00

Bank Muamalat
Maybank
Islamic
CIMB Islamic
Berhad
AmIslamic Bank
Berhad

10,269,647

13,464,241

13,814,692

14,415,669

16,720,327

68,684,576.00

-

-

26,924,720

34,026,600

60,951,320.00

RHB Islamic
Hong Leong Islamic
Bank Berhad
Affin Islamic Bank
EONCAP Islamic
Bank Berhad
Citibank Islamic
Berhad

521,232
7,623,666
3,328,974
1,074,989

2,516,254

8,989,030

18,654,029

27,330,213

58,010,758.00

8,886,987

9,508,237

13,390,798

16,682,021

48,468,043.00

8,092,265

8,404,436

9,369,580

11,205,509

44,695,456.00

6,433,661

6,224,290

8,120,820

9,141,960

29,920,731.00

3,902,886

6,267,026

6,069,603

6,525,769

26,094,258.00

5,135,018

6,119,634

7,095,219

7,020,036

25,369,907.00

1,762,806

892,292

3,733,902

4,872,208

12,336,197.00

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1. The Theory of Islamic Banking
At the outset, the most important departure of Islamic banking from conventional banking is
the prohibition of Riba and promoting Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) as an alternative to Riba.
The prohibition of interest is obvious in the Quran as well as in the Sunnah. Riba origina lly
meant 'increase and growth'. This meaning is taken from the Quran (22:5). Increase means the
increase over capital or nominal amount, the increase being either large or small. According
to Islamic law, Riba technically refers to the premium that must be paid by the borrower of
funds to the lender along with its principal amount as a condition for an extension in its
maturity.
2.2. Technical, Pure Technical and Scale Efficiency
The technical efficiency (TE) measures the proportional reduction in input usage that can be
attained if the bank operates on the efficient frontier, or the effectiveness of the limited set of
inputs is used to produce maximum of outputs. On the other hand, the allocative efficie nc y
(AE) measured the proportional reduction in costs if the bank chooses the right mix of inputs
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to be used (English et al., 1993 and Al-Sharkas et al., 2008). TE is related to managerial factors,
AE is often associated with regulatory factors (Isik and Hassan 2002). Meanwhile, pure
technical efficiency (PTE) is the measurement of technical efficiency devoid of the scale
efficiency or firm’s size efficiency (SE) effects (Sufian, 2004 and Coelli, 1998).
2.2.1
International Islamic and Conventional Banks
Sufian et al. (2008) perform an analysis on the efficiency of Islamic Banks using empirica l
evidence from the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) and Asian Countries. Using the nonparametric Data Envelopment Analysis method (DEA), they estimate three different types of
efficiency measures, namely technical, pure technical and scale efficiency. The result shows
that PTIE outweighs SIE in the Islamic bank. Although the Islamic banks have been operating
at a relatively optimal scale of operations, they were managerially inefficient to exploit their
resources to the fullest.
On the other hand, Hassan and Hussein (2003) study the efficiency of the Sudanese
banking system during the period of 1992 and 2000. They apply a variety of parametric and
non-parametric DEA techniques to a panel of 17 Sudanese banks. They discover that the
Sudanese banking system have exhibited 37% allocative efficiency (AE) and 60% technica l
efficiency (TE), suggesting that the overall cost inefficiency of the Sudanese Islamic banks
were mainly due to the technical efficiency (managerially related) rather than allocative
efficiency (regulatory).
Yudistira (2004) provides an analysis of the efficiency levels of Islamic Banking in an
empirical analysis of 18 Islamic banks during the period of 1997-2000 which are made
available by the London-based International Bank Credit Analysis LTD’s BankScope database.
The sample are grouped by total assets in which banks with more than $600 million of assets
are categorized as large size and banks below this level are categorized as small-to-medium
size. Concentrating on SE, it is clear that the largest degrees of SIE come from large size Islamic
bank (i.e. DRTS). It is interesting to note that all but one of the large size Islamic banks in 1997
to 1998 exhibited DRTS, whilst in 1999 to 2000 most large size banks show CRTS. The level
of TIE in 1998 is more attributable to PTIE rather than SIE.
Saaid (2003) investigates the X-efficiency (TE and AE) of 12 Sudanese banks using
Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA). He asserts that the overall inefficiency could be attributed
more on TIE rather than on allocative inefficiency (AIE). Thus, the inefficiency in the Sudanese
Islamic banks could be associated more with input wasting (TIE) rather than choosing the
incorrect input combinations (AIE).
Drake (2001) finds that the big four UK banks suffer from DRTS over the period 19841995. However, X-efficiencies are exhibited by these banks and are similar to US banking
studies, which suggest that very large banks are likely to minimize their costs better than
smaller counterparts. Evidently, the result shows that these banks have higher technica l
efficiency than scale efficiency.
Size (SE) and technology are also important considerations. Research by Ferrier and
Lovell (1990) on a sample of 575 US commercial banks found that 88% exhibited IRTS (a
result which supports our choice of the VRTS variant of the DEA model). Somewhat
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surprisingly, the most efficient banks in the sample belonged to the smallest size class. This
was attributed to the successful application of technology, which allowed smaller banks to
overcome capital cost disadvantages and distribute products more effectively. The results prove
that the banks were higher in PTE compared to SE.
Fukuyama (1996) finds that the major factor contributing to TIE is PTIE, not SIE. This
would suggest that size is not an important factor for Japanese banks to perform efficiently. On
the contrary, the recent study of Japanese banks by Drake and Hall (2003) reveals powerful
size-efficiency relationships between PTE and SE, explaining the logic of the large scale
merger in Japanese banking system.
As a conclusion, based on the literatures above, most of the International Islamic banks
face the similar problem where their PTIE outweighs SIE. In other words, although the Islamic
banks have been operating at a relatively optimal scale of operations, they were manageria lly
inefficient to exploit their resources. On the other hand, the opposite is true for the internatio na l
conventional bank. Most of these studies have presented inefficiency from the scale side
(wrong scale of operations).
2.2.2
Malaysian Islamic and Conventional Banks
Samad (1999) was among the first studies that investigated the efficiency of the Malaysia n
Islamic banking sector in respect to the relative performance of the full- fledged Malaysia n
Islamic bank compared to its conventional bank peers. He found that the PTE (manageria l
efficiency) of the conventional banks was higher than full- fledged Islamic bank. On the other
hand, the results also show that profit earned by the full- fledged Islamic bank is also lower than
the conventional banks, reflecting the weaker efficiency position of the full- fledged Islamic
bank.
There were few efficiency studies that had been done on Malaysian banks. However,
most of them have concentrated on conventional banking. For one, Katib (1999) studies the TE
of Malaysian commercial banks from 1989 to 1995. The results show that, on average, the
banks do inefficiently combine their inputs. The findings signify that banks with a higher level
of TE had lower costs of labour. In this case, the Malaysian banks are efficient in manageria l
rather than allocative function.
Tahir and Haron (2008) examine the TE of the Malaysian commercial banks over the
period of 2000 to 2006 using the stochastic frontier approach (SFA). The findings indicate that
Malaysian commercial banks have exhibited an average TE of 81% implying an input waste of
19%. The result also found that the level of overall efficiency has increased during the period
of study.
Other study by Sufian (2006) examines the efficiency of the Malaysian Islamic banking
sector during the period 2001 to 2004 by using the non-parametric DEA method. The result
shows that the SIE outweighs PTIE in the Malaysian Islamic banking sector. Therefore, it
suggests that Malaysian Islamic banks have been operating at non-optimal of operations.
Sufian (2007), employing a non-parametric DEA method, analyze the TE, PTE, and SE
of Malaysian contemporary banks, which offered Islamic banking window services over the
period of 2001 to 2004. The source of inefficiency of Malaysian Islamic banks in general has
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been scale, suggesting that Malaysian Islamic banks have been operating at the wrong scale
operations.
Therefore, it can be argued that the conventional and Islamic banks in Malaysia
experience a similar situation where the OE or TE of both banks are not dominated by scale
efficiency, but rather dominated by PTE (managerial efficiency). Based on the previous
literatures observation, the contra findings discovered between studies on the internatio na l
Islamic bank and Malaysian Islamic bank. TIE of international Islamic bank is dominated by
PTIE (managerially inefficient) while the TIE of Malaysian Islamic banks is dominated by SIE
(inefficient bank’s size).
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Data Collection
This study uses secondary data comprising financial ratios extracted from the annual reports of
banks, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) books and serial publications, and other relevant
published literature. The panel data sets are constructed from balance sheet and income
statement of individual banks. This study covers the entire population of 10 Islamic Banks in
Malaysia for five years from 2005 to 2009. The population size of this study is quite similar
with other studies that employ DEA technique.
3.2. Sampling Technique
This study covers the entire 10 Islamic banks in Malaysia and the test period is from 2005 to
2009. The list of Islamic banks in the sample is stated in Table 3.1.
Banks

Table 3.1: 10 Islamic banks in Malaysia during the period 2005-2009
2005
2006
2007
2008

2009

1
2

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

3

Affin Islamic Bank Berhad

√

√

√

√

√

4
5

RHB Islamic Bank Berhad
CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

6

Citibank Islamic Berhad

√

√

√

√

√

7
8

Hong Leong Islamic Bank Berhad
EONCAP Islamic Bank Berhad

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

9

AmIslamic Bank Berhad

√

√

√

√

10

Maybank Islamic Bank Berhad

√

√

3.3. Inputs, Outputs Definition and the Choice of Variables
It is commonly acknowledged that the choice of variables in efficiency studies significa ntly
affects the results. The problem is compounded by the fact that variable selection is often
constrained by the paucity of data on relevant variables. The cost and output measurements in
banking are especially difficult because many of the financial services are jointly produced and
prices are typically assigned to a bundle of financial services. Two approaches dominate the
banking theory literature: the production and intermediation approaches (Sealey and Lindle y,
1977).
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Under the production approach, pioneered by Benston (1965), banks are primarily
viewed as providers of services to customers. This approach has primarily been employed in
studying the efficiency of bank branches. Under the intermediation approach, financ ia l
institutions are viewed as intermediating funds between savers and investors. In our case, the
intermediation approach is used where Islamic banks produce services through the collectio n
of deposits and other liabilities and in turn these funds are invested in productive sectors of the
economy, yielding returns uncontaminated by usury (riba’).
The Islamic banks are modelled as multi-product firms producing three outputs and two
outputs (refer Table 3.2). Outputs consists of Total Loans (y1), which includes short term loan
and long term loan, Net Income (y2), which includes income derived from investment of
depositors’ funds and other income from Islamic banking operations, and Financing (y3),
which includes Financing, advances and other loans. While, two inputs selected namely, Total
Asset (x1), which include Cash and short-term funds and other assets and the last is Deposit
(x2) include deposit from customer and from the other banks. All variables are measured in
millions of Ringgit (RM) and are deflated against the respective countries inflation rates (refer
Table 3.3).
Table 3.2: Output and input variables
Output
y1: Total loans
y2: Income

Input
x1: Total Assets
x2: Deposit

y3: Financing
Table 3.3 : Summary statistics of the Variables input and output in the DEA model (in million of RM)
Asset (x1)
2005

2006

Max

Financing (y3)

14,840,697.00

15,118,725.00

41,484.00

9,168,596.00

521,232.00
6,444,569.00

432,590.00
5,886,892.67

437,015.00
6,086,894.50

-507,807.00
-68,993.67

6,236.00
2,984,986.00

SD

5,448,062.17

5,126,959.14

5,199,292.08

197,091.85

3,142,852.57

14,605,316.00
1,762,806.00

14,449,544.00
462,313.00

14,883,156.00
1,671,954.00

86,362.00
-1,296,789.00

8,501,362.00
235,577.00

7,199,937.11

5,906,912.33

6,805,248.78

-105,484.56

3,768,118.56

SD
Max

4,281,023.04
19,091,175.00

4,651,552.33
17,650,890.00

4,261,957.16
18,076,963.00

422,240.15
232,460.00

2,589,696.74
8,472,014.00

Min

892,292.00

653,902.00

788,744.00

17,968.00

149,369.00

8,812,312.44
4,882,102.28

7,773,296.44
4,541,029.36

8,267,079.78
4,737,628.01

75,394.44
61,697.21

4,253,252.89
2,565,429.58

Max

26,924,720.00

41,467,893.00

25,239,880.00

384,117.00

20,897,966.00

Min
Average

3,733,902.00
13,133,376.40

3,004,821.00
13,131,018.00

3,537,354.00
12,321,834.00

-1,762.00
91,720.70

2,130,278.00
7,032,533.00

7,383,021.17

11,002,382.03

6,990,577.98

104,991.03

5,152,829.79

Max
Min

34,026,600.00
4,872,208.00

27,236,927.00
4,279,840.00

31,468,139.00
6,127,698.00

357,419.00
17,319.00

25,302,763.00
2,112,137.00

Average

16,101,284.70

14,526,063.20

15,554,370.20

115,474.60

8,832,156.60

9,749,054.93

8,147,222.52

8,757,075.41

96,566.34

6,893,706.55

Max
Min

SD
2009

Net income (y2)

15,848,906.00

Average
SD
2008

Loan (y1)

Min
Average

Average
2007

Deposit (x2)

SD
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3.4.
Data Analysis
The non-parametric Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method was employed with the
variable returns to scale (VRTS) model, to measure input-oriented technical efficiency of
Islamic Banks in Malaysia. The VRTS model was proposed by Banker, Charnes and Cooper
(1984). The BCC model (VRTS) extended the CCR model proposed by Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978).
The CCR model presupposes that there is no significant relationship between the scale
of operations and efficiency by assuming CRTS and it delivers the OE or TE. The CRTS
assumption is only justifiable when all DMUs (decision making unit) are operating at an
optimal scale. However, firms or DMUs in practice might face either economies or
diseconomies of scale. Thus, if one makes the CRTS assumption when not all DMUs are
operating at the optimal scale, the computed measures of TE will be contaminated with SIE.
Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (1984) extended the CCR model (CRTS) by relaxing the
CRTS assumption. The resulting BCC model was used to assess the efficiency of DMUs
characterised by VRTS. The VRTS assumption provides the measurement of PTE, which is
the measurement of TE devoid of the SE effects. In fact, the TE measure the efficiency of the
DMU’s managerial. The PTE measure the efficiency of the DMU’s pure managerial without
contaminated by scale. Meanwhile, the SE measures the size of the DMU. If there appears to
be a difference between the TE and PTE scores of a particular DMU, then it indicates the
existence of SIE (Coelli, 1996 and Sufian, 2004).
The score of the TE will take a value between zero and one. If the score shows less than
one, it is indicating that the DMU is relatively technically inefficient and not operating at the
efficiency frontier. On the other hand, the DMU will be considered as fully technically efficie nt
if the TE’s score shows the value of one (i.e. operating at the efficiency frontier).
3.5.
Input and Output Orientations
The TE has two types of measurements namely input and output orientated. If it is an output orientation measurement, TE is a bank’s ability to achieve maximum output given its sets of
inputs. An input-orientation TE measure however, reflects the degree to which a bank could
minimize its inputs used in the production of given set of outputs. Many studies tend to select
the input-orientated models because many DMU’s have particular orders to fill. Hence, the
input quantities appear to be the primary decision variables, although this argument may not be
as strong in all industries. However, in some industries the DMUs may be given a fixed quantity
of inputs and required to produce as much output as possible (Coelli, 1996). Thus, in this case,
an output orientation will be more suitable. Nevertheless, this study will use the input
orientation DEA model to measure the TE. Furthermore, in many instances the choice of
orientation will have only minor influences upon the score obtained (Coelli and Perelman,
1999).

3.6. DEA model
3.6.1.
The Constant Returns to Scale Model (CTRS) Under CCR model
Assume there is data on K inputs and M outputs on each of N firms or DMU’s . For the i-th
firm or DMU these are represented by the column vectors

x i and yi , respectively. The K x N
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input matrix, X and the M x N output matrix, Y represent the data for all N firms or DMU’s.

For each firm, we measure all outputs over all inputs in form of ratios as u yi / v xi where u is
an M x 1 vector of output weights and v is a K x 1 vector of input weights. As such, the
following mathematical programming is used to solve the optimal weight (Coelli et al., 1998):

max u ,v
subject to

(u yi / vxi ),
u y j / v x j  1,

j = 1,2,, N

(3.1)

u, v  0.
One problem with this particular ratio formulation is that it has infinite number of solutions as
the original mathematical formulation is not linear; to avoid this, one can impose the constraint
v xi , which provides:

(  yi ), t

max  , v

  y j − vx j  0,

subject to

vxi = 1,
j = 1,2,, N ,

(3.2)

 , v  0,
Where the change of notation from u and v to  and v is used to stress that this is a different
linear programming problem. Using the dual form of the above problem, one can derive an
equivalent envelopment form as:
min  ,  ,

subject to - yi + Y  0,

 xi − X  0,
  0,

(3.3)

Where :





is a scalar and
is a N  1 vector of constant.

This envelopment form involves fewer constraints than the multiplier form (K + M  N + 1) ,
and hence is generally the preferred form to solve (Coelli et al., 1998).
3.6.2.

The Variable Returns to Scale Model (VRTS) and Scale Efficiency (SE)
Under BCC model

3.6.2.1. The Variable Returns to Scale Model (VRTS)
The CSR linear programming problem could be simply modified to account for VRTS by
adding the convexity constraint: N 1 = 1 to equation 3.3 to provide (Coelli et al., 1998):

min  ,  ,
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subject to - yi + Y  0,

 xi − X  0,
N1 = 1
  0,
Where :
N1

(3.4)

is a N  1 vector of ones.

This approach forms a convex hull of intersecting planes which envelope the data points more
tightly than the CRTS conical hull and thus provides technical efficiency scores which are
greater than or equal to those obtained using the CRTS model.

3.6.2.2.

Calculation of Scale Efficiencies

TE scores obtained from a CRTS DEA can be divided into two components, one due to SIE
and one due to the PTIE. This may be completed by conducting both a CRTS and a VRTS
DEA upon the same data. If there is a different in two TE scores of DMU, it indicates that the
DMU has SIE and the SIE could be measured from the difference between the VRT`S TE
(PTE) score and CRTS TE (TE) score (Coelli et al., 1998). Although the SE measure will
provide information concerning the degree of inefficiency resulting from the failure to operate
with CRTS, it cannot provide the information as to whether a DMU is operating in an area of
increasing returns to scale (IRTS) or decreasing returns to scale (DRTS). This may be
determined by running an addition DEA problem with non-increasing returns to scale (NIRTS)
imposed. This can be done by altering the DEA model in equation 3.4 by substituting the N
1 = 1 restriction with N 1  1 , to provide:

min  ,  ,

subject to - yi + Y  0,

 xi − X  0,
N1  1
  0,

(3.5)

Therefore, the nature of the scale inefficiencies, due to either IRTS or DRTS could be
determined by the difference between the NIRTS TE and VRTS TE score Where:
If the VRTS TE @ PTE  NIRTS TE, then DMU is operating at IRTS
IF the VRTS TE @ PTE = NIRTS TE, then DMU is operating at DRTS
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section will discuss on the TE change of the Malaysian Islamic banking sector that is
measured by the DEA method and its decomposition into PTE and SE components. In the event
of the existence of SIE, this study could provide evidence on the nature of the returns to scale
of each bank.
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According by DeYoung and Hasan (1998), Bauer et al. (1998) and Isik and Hassan
(2002), constructing an annual frontier specific to each year is more flexible and more suitable
than estimating a single multiyear frontier for the banks in the sample. Based on the earlier
studies, for the purpose of the study, separate annual efficiency frontier for each year is more
preferable. Therefore, there were five separate frontiers constructed for the study. According
to Isik and Hassan (2002), the principal advantage of having panel data is the ability to observe
each bank more than once over a period of time. The issue is also critical in a continuo us ly
changing business environment due to the technology of a bank that is most efficient in one
period may not be the most efficiency in another. In addition, it also may reduce the problems
related to the lack of random error in DEA by allowing an efficient bank in one period to be
inefficient in another, assuming that the errors owing to luck or data problems are not consistent
over time (Isik and Hassan, 2002 and Sufian et al., 2008).
4.1.
Efficiency of the Malaysian Islamic Banking Sectors
Table 4.1 illustrates the mean efficiency scores of the Malaysian Islamic banks for the years
2005 (Panel A), 2006 (Panel B), 2007 (Panel C), 2008 (Panel D), 2009 (Panel E) and All Years
(Panel F). The results seem to suggest that the Islamic banks’ mean TE has been on a declining
trend from 69% to 65.9% during the year 2005 to 2006, increased to 91.6% during the year
2007, before declining again to 66.1% in year 2008 and finally increased to 92.8% in year 2009.
The decomposition of TE into its PTE and SE components suggests that SIE dominates PTIE
of Malaysian Islamic banks during all years except for the years 2006 and 2008. The both years
are excluded due to the higher in SE rather than PTE.
The results for all banks in all years (Panel F) have, in general, confirmed the earlier
findings the scale is the dominant factor influencing Malaysian Islamic banks efficie nc y.
During the period 2005 to 2009, the results from Panel F suggest that, Malaysian Islamic banks
have exhibited mean TE 77.8%% with input waste of 22.2%. The decomposition of the TE into
its PTE components suggests that the inefficiency could be attributed mainly to SIE (13.3%)
rather than PTIE (11.8%).
Thus, the results imply that Malaysian Islamic banks could have produced the same
amount of outputs with only 77.8% of the amount of inputs used. In another word, Malaysia n
Islamic banks could have reduced their inputs by 22.2% and still could have produced the same
amount of outputs. Overall the results imply that during the period of study, although the
Islamic banks were more managerially efficient in controlling costs, they were mainly
operating at the wrong scale of operations.
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Table 4.1: Summary Statistics of Efficiency Scores
Efficiency Measures

No. DMUs

Mean

Min

Max

Std. Dev.

PANEL A : ALL BANKS 2005
Technical Efficiency

6

0.690

0.078

1.000

0.391

Pure technical efficiency

6

0.844

0.379

1.000

0.260

Scale Efficiency

6

0.740

0.206

1.000

0.326

Technical Efficiency

9

0.659

0.280

1.000

0.333

Pure technical efficiency

9

0.805

0.377

1.000

0.294

Scale Efficiency

9

0.815

0.352

1.000

0.231

Technical Efficiency

9

0.916

0.613

1.000

0.141

Pure technical efficiency

9

0.966

0.730

1.000

0.089

Scale Efficiency

9

0.946

0.761

1.000

0.090

Technical Efficiency

10

0.661

0.241

1.000

0.303

Pure technical efficiency

10

0.817

0.283

1.000

0.297

Scale Efficiency

10

0.824

0.310

1.000

0.219

Technical Efficiency

10

0.928

0.642

1.000

0.117

Pure technical efficiency

10

0.964

0.665

1.000

0.105

Scale Efficiency

10

0.963

0.836

1.000

0.059

Technical Efficiency

44

0.778

0.078

1.000

0.284

Pure technical efficiency

44

0.882

0.283

1.000

0.227

Scale Efficiency

44

0.867

0.206

1.000

0.203

PANEL B : ALL BANKS 2006

PANEL C : ALL BANKS 2007

PANEL D : ALL BANKS 2008

PANEL E : ALL BANKS 2009

PANEL F : ALL BANK ALL YEARS

4.2.
Scale inefficiency on Increase Returns to Scale (IRTS) and Decrease Returns to
Scale (DRTS)
As stated before, bank could operate at CRTS or VRTS where CRTS signifies that an increase
in inputs results in a proportionate increase in outputs and VRTS means a rise in inputs results
in a disproportionate rise in outputs. Further, a bank operating at VRTS could be either at DRTS
or IRTS. Thus, DRTS defines that an increase in inputs results in lesser output increases, while
IRTS means that an increase in inputs results in a higher increase in outputs.
Table 4.2 lists the banks that lie on the efficiency frontier. During the period of study,
Bank Islam, Citibank Islamic Berhad and Bank Muamalat seem to have dominated the
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efficiency frontier (CRTS) compared with other Malaysian Islamic banks. In general, the
results indicate that while the large banks (the five largest) tend to operate at CRTS or DRTS,
the small banks (the five smallest) tend to operate at CRTS or IRTS, the findings which are
similar to the earlier studies by among others McAllister and McManus (1993), Drake (2001),
Yudistira (2004). To review, Drake (2001) posit that further increase in size of bank would
only result in a smaller increase of outputs for every proportionate increase in inputs of the
large banks, resulting from the fact that the large banks have been operating at DRTS during
the periods. Based on the results, banks that are exposed with the higher DRTS categorized
under the large size of bank (large on total assets) is CIMB Islamic Berhad.
On the other hand, according to the McAllister and McManus (1993), small banks have
generally exhibited IRTS. The result is consistent with what has been discovered from this
study, where the small Islamic banks have faced IRTS in their operations during the period of
the study. The smaller Islamic banks, which have been operating at IRTS, could achieve
significant cost savings and efficiency gains by increasing its scale of operations because
proportionate increase in inputs in small banks would result in more than a proportionate ly
increase in outputs. In another words, substantial gains could be attained from altering the scale
via internal growth or through mergers and acquisitions in the sector. Therefore, the banks that
experience IRTS should either eliminate their SIE via internal expansion or will become a
prime target for acquiring banks because it can create value from underperforming bank and
eliminate redundancies and inefficiencies (Evanoff and Israelvich, 1991). Based on the results,
banks that are exposed with the higher IRTS categorized under the small size of bank (small
on total assets) are RHB Islamic and Affin Islamic Bank. Radam et al. (2008) discovers the
small enterprise is relatively more technically efficient than the medium enterprise due to the
efficient use of inputs. Therefore, the efficient usage of resources (input) for the small and large
size of firm could contribute to the higher returns.
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Table 4.2: Evoluti on of Efficiency Score over the Years 2005 to 2009

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Total Assets
(RM)

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Count
Bank
(CRTS)

Bank Islam
Bank
Muamalat

100,593,025.00

CRTS

CRTS

CRTS

DRTS

CRTS

4

68,684,576.00

CRTS

DRTS

CRTS

CRTS

DRTS

3

Maybank Islamic
CIMB Islamic
Berhad
AmIslamic Bank
Berhad

60,951,320.00

-

-

-

DRTS

CRTS

1

58,010,758.00

CRTS

CRTS

DRTS

DRTS

DRTS

2

48,468,043.00

-

DRTS

CRTS

DRTS

IRTS

1

RHB Islamic
Hong Leong
Islamic Bank
Berhad

44,695,456.00

IRTS

DRTS

CRTS

IRTS

IRTS

1

29,920,731.00

-

CRTS

IRTS

DRTS

DRTS

1

Affin Islamic Bank
EONCAP Islamic
Bank Berhad
Citibank Islamic
Berhad

26,094,258.00

IRTS

IRTS

IRTS

CRTS

CRTS

2

25,369,907.00

-

IRTS

CRTS

DRTS

CRTS

2

12,336,197.00

DRTS

CRTS

CRTS

CRTS

CRTS

4

Bank

Count Year (CRTS)
3
4
6
3
5
CRTS = constant returns to scale, DRTS = decreasing returns to scale, IRTS = increasing returns to scale. Count
Bank (CRTS) = number of times a bank has appeared on the efficiency frontier during the period of study. Count
Year (CRTS) = number of banks appearing on the efficiency frontier during the year

5. CONCLUSION
This paper examines the relative efficiency of the Islamic banking industry in Malaysia by
analyzing a panel of banks during the period of 2005-2009. The nonparametric Data
Envelopment Analysis approach was used to examine efficiency of this bank. The empirica l
findings suggest that SIE outweighs PTIE on the Malaysian Islamic banking sector. During the
period 2005 to 2009, the results suggest that, Malaysian Islamic banks have exhibited mean TE
77.8%% with input waste of 22.2%. The decomposition of the TE into its PTE and SE
components suggests that the inefficiency could be attributed mainly to SIE (13.3%) rather than
PTIE (11.8%).
This may indicate that while the Islamic banks have been more managerially effic ie nt
in controlling costs, they are mainly operating at the wrong scale of operations during the period
of study. The empirical findings seem to suggest that the Bank Islam, Citibank Islamic Berhad
and Bank Muamalat seem to have dominated the efficiency frontier (CRTS) compared with
other Malaysian Islamic banks. In general, the results indicate that while the large banks (the
five largest) tend to operate at CRTS or DRTS, while the small banks (the five smallest) tend
to operate at CRTS or IRTS. Therefore, the banks that experience IRTS (such as RHB Islamic
and Affin Islamic Bank) should either eliminate their SIE via internal expansion or will become
a prime target for acquiring banks because it can create value from underperforming bank and
eliminate redundancies and inefficiencies (Evanoff and Israelvich, 1991). On the other hand,
Malaysian Islamic banks that operate at DRTS (such as CIMB Islamic Berhad) are advised not
to increase their size or be involved with mergers and acquisitions event because further
increase in the size of the bank will only result in a smaller increase of outputs for every
proportionate increase in inputs of the large banks.
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Abstract: In today’s era of millennium, women entrepreneurs play vital characters and they
have become significant part of the global business environment. It is important for a sustained
Malaysia’s economic development and social progress. The main purpose of this study is to
understand the leadership styles of prominent women business leaders and to illustrate the
attributes of prominent women business leaders in Malaysia. The transformational and
paternalistic leadership styles and the respectis characteristics of prominent women business
leaders were highlighted as one of the main findings in this research. On the basis of this study
some suggestions are given to encourage the spirit of women entrepreneurship to become a
successful entrepreneur.A semi-structured interview session were utilised with prominent
women business leaders and their employees.
Keywords: Women business leaders, Leadership style, Transformational, Paternalistic

Introduction
The prominent women entrepreneurs are highly growing in the economies of almost all
countries around the world. Malaysia is in the process to improve its socio-economic growth
through the transformational initiatives preserved in the Government Transforma t io n
Programme (GTP) and the Economic Transformation Programme (ETP). The six National Key
Result Areas (NKRAs) and the New Economic Model, with its eight Strategic Reform
Initiatives, are the frameworks for the nation’s economic transformation. In achieving these
transformation programmes, women’s contributions cannot be denied as they have always
played a decisive role in nation building. The study on characteristic of prominent women
business leaders is quite limited in the context of Malaysia. These factors have pushed the
researchers to reveal the strong characteristic of leadership styles of prominent women
business leaders. Evaluation of literature reveals various types of leadership styles such as the
authoritarian, the democratic, the laissez- faire, the transactional, the paternalistic, the
participative and the transformational styles.
Characteristic of Transformational and Paternalistic Leadership Style
This paper focuses on the characteristics of transformational and paternalistic leadership
style.Transformational leaders motivate followers by appealing to higher ideals and moral
values. They define and articulate a vision for the firm, and inspire followers to carry it out
(Bass, 2003; Yammarino, Spangler & Bass, 1993; Tracy, 2016). Researches have shown that
transformational leadership embodies four primary dimensions: idealized influe nce,
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inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized consideration (Sashkin,
2004). These leadership characteristics are important because they invoke: (1) strong responses
from followers, such as performance beyond expectations (Alam, Jani & Omar, 2011; Rowold
& Heinitz, 2007); (2) changes in the fundamental values held by followers and devotion to the
leader (Sashkin, 2004; Schepers, Wetzel’s & Ruyter, 2005) and (3) a willingness on the part of
subordinates to sacrifice their personal interests for the collective good (Howell & Avalio,
1993; Howell & Shamir, 2005).
Transformational leadership style may be associated with a leader’s moral and ethical
orientation. Transformational leaders tend to be fundamentally concerned with doing what is
‘‘morally right’’ and protecting the rights and dignity of individuals (Aronson, 2001).
Consistent with this perspective, transformational leaders have been shown to demonstrate
higher perceived integrity (Aronson, 2001; Parry & Proctor-Thomson, 2002); greater moral
development (Bass et al., 2003) and a higher degree of ethical behavior (Aronson, 2001; Brown
& Trevino, 2006). Given the link between moral development and diversity (Brown & Trevino,
2006), it is anticipated that transformational leaders will take actions that are more consistent
with the spirit of inclusivity and social responsibility (Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Transformatio na l
leaders may also be better able to convince followers that managing diversity is an important
moral obligation and not simply an issue of legal compliance with a government mandate (Ng
& Sears, 2012; Narli & Oner, 2018).
Transformational leaders are inclined to place a strong emphasis on protecting the welfare of
individuals in society and ensuring the fair treatment of all people in their actions (Ewest,
2018). In this regard, transformational leaders may be drawn to managing diversity because it
will enhance the well-being of the organization and its members (Lu et al., 2018).
Paternalistic leaders, on the other hand, act as a father or mother figure, where they portray
complete concern for their followers and workers. In this work culture, relationships are
arranged hierarchically (Farh et. al., 2006; Karakitapoglu Aygun, Gumusluoglu & Scandura,
2018). The leaders retain all information and decision-making authority; and managers closely
supervise employees, giving employees little flexibility (Wang et. al., 2018). The leaders
provide their subordinates with good working conditions and fringe benefits. It is assumed that
employees will work harder out of gratitude, and leaders receive the complete trust and loyalty
of their people (Idris & Ali, 2008; Pellegrini & Scandura, 2006). However, this leadership style
has been criticized for generating antagonism and resentment among the subordinates,
particularly those who do not like their interests to be looked after by a ‘godfather’. A semistructured interview session were utilised with prominent women business leaders and their
employees.
Findings
The Late Datuk Dr. Maznah Hamid-The Securiforce
Previously, the Late Datuk Dr. Maznah Hamid was the Group Chairman of Securiforce Group.
She was popularly known as the Iron Lady of Malaysia for her involvement in a male dominated industry, i.e., the security business. She started her business in September 1980 after
seeing the opportunity in the field. With a small amount of capital and no permanent staff, she
was still very determined to venture into this business. With her hardwork and support of the
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family, Securiforce now is a leading security company in Malaysia, in an industry that has more
than 400 companies. She is now monitoring 65 branches with over 6,000 employees. Her
company has spread its wings internationally, to Singapore, Thailand, China, Korea, Turkey
and Germany. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah has now ventured into property development and
logistics businesses as well.
Due to her great interest in human capital, she has successfully set up the Maznah Motivatio na l
Centre (MMC) which conducts entrepreneurship seminars and human development training
series.
She coined
the, ‘Zero to Hero’ and ‘Awaken the Spirit
of
Entrepreneurship/Intrapreneurship’ terms and used them in seminars to spur and instill the
entrepreneurial spirit in every individual. The interviewed conducted with Late Datuk Dr.
Maznah shows that she is a very determined person. This is clearly seen in a number of
occasions. For instance, her decision to move to Kuala Lumpur in order to succeed at a very
young age of 17 years. At that time, she did not have her Malaysian Certificate of Education
(MCE) results yet, but her drived to change her life from a village girl to a successful person
compelled her to take that leap. She took the Administrative Business Executive course at
Stamford College with the intention of migrating. She studied International Marketing,
Business English and Mandarin Language, which she felt it would be an advantage to her. Her
steely determination once again surfaced when she decided to venture into the security business
despite knowing that it is a male-dominated industry and a very challenging business. She
learned from scratch and even undertook the tasks of a guard when there was a need to replace
her staff who took leave.
For Datuk Dr. Maznah, integrity is crucial in her business. When clients entrust her with their
property and wealth, it is her responsibility to safeguard them. She feels that integrity is the
main reason for the sustainability of her business. She highlights that:
“Integrity is my branding. I am dealing with gold bar, money. You need to earn that trust from
your client”.
Late Datuk Dr. Maznah describes herself as an easy going person. For her, being in an industr y
which is dominated by men, she has to befriend and work well with them. Also, she likes to
have intelligent people as her friends in order to learn from them. She has been practising this
from a very young age, when she mingled with her English language teachers. Through her
easy going manner and desire to learn and emulate, she is surrounded by friends from all over
the world, who provide her with a potpourri of experiences and knowledge. She says:
“If you want to be rich, you must be among those rich people, if you want to be intelligent, you
must be among those intelligent people. If you want to be pious, mix with the pious people”.
Late Datuk Dr. Maznah claims that passion and hard work are important for a business leader.
In her case, she is very passionate about her work. That is why she does not mind working late
and spending most of her time at the office. For her, in business, it is not the regular office
hours from 9.00 am to 5.00 pm, but one must be willing to work 24 hours a day. Yet, she enjoys
every minute of it even though she has to sleep in the office. She reiterates that:
“You have to be passionate (about your business) and willing to sacrifice. You need to enjoy
the job. Otherwise, do not involved in business. If you sell clothes or fabric like Jakel, you still
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need to work till midnight. If you make cookies or open a restaurant like Chef Wan, you have
to enjoy cooking. There are people who do business but they do not like it. They are forced to
do it. They will not succeed. You have to enjoy doing business”.
For Datuk Dr. Maznah, her eloquence also contributes to her success. She can speak with
confidence to convince her clients. When she first started the business, she approached Tun
Ismail Mohd Ali, the Governor of Central Bank at that time to be her client even though she
had only a few staff at that time. With her knowledge in international marketing and experience
in dealing with people of diverse backgrounds, she is confident that she can sell almost
everything:
“I’m a great speaker. I can sell anything, at any time, at any cost”.
Late Datuk Dr. Maznah personally believes in leading by example. As a trainer herself, she
wants her employees to be entrepreneurs. She wants them to work hard and uphold integrity in
order to succeed. She demonstrates this herself when she comes to office at night or during the
weekend. She believes that when her employees observe her diligence, they will join her. Over
time, working hard will become the culture of Securiforce.
From her employees’ perspective, Late Datuk Dr. Maznah is a person with a vision and specific
goals. She makes sure her employees understand the vision and are working in congruence
towards its achievement. She is aware that the vision of Securiforce cannot be achieved without
the help and support of her employees. Hence, teamwork is very much emphasised in the
company. In Securiforce, everyone needs to pull his or her own weight and contribute all that
it takes to ensure the achievement of the vision and mission.
From the eyes of her employees, Late Datuk Dr. Maznah is a hardworking employer and
highly disciplined. She only has two to three hours of sleep a day but always appears fresh in
the morning. She expects all her staff to be particular about their appearance too and they have
to not only work smart but dress smart because they are the front-line staff who will meet
customers and win over their confidence towards the services rendered by the company. Hence,
Late Datuk Dr. Maznah is meticulous about the whole package - smart, confident and capable
staff that can communicate, negotiate and make clients feel like they are dealing with a
company par-excellence. Should any of her staff members have slack in these qualities, she
would talk and advise them sincerely. Some of the staff regarded Late Datuk Dr. Maznah as a
mind-reader; within a short span of meeting with staff, she can sum up their strengths and their
weaknesses. In short, Late Datuk Dr. Maznah has won the admiration of her staff for her
capability, spirit and true grit.Late Datuk Dr. Maznah is indeed very ambitious. She believes
that success does not belong to one person. All staff must be provided with the right motivatio n
towards self-success and the success of the company as well. As and when the need arises, she
sends the staff for further external training, for instance, for English classes and marketing
courses. For Datuk Dr. Maznah, it is of utmost importance that the staff is continuo us ly
developed. The staff and their family members admire her capability and regarded her as an
iron lady. They agree that by just observing her unmitigated determination and leadership style,
they get motivated.
Though being known as an iron lady, Late Datuk Dr. Maznah has a personal touch and is quite
friendly with her staff. She treats her employees as family members and makes frequent visits
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to company branches to meet the staff. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah is liked by her staff as she
would show her appreciation and gratitude by approaching and thanking them in person for
their contribution and efforts. She is also regarded as a caring employer when she enquires into
the welfare of her staff and their family members. Staff or family members who are ill feel
touched when Late Datuk Dr. Maznah takes her time to visit them. For Datuk Dr. Maznah,
staff must care for their health; otherwise, it would affect their performance. All managers in
Securiforce take after Late Datuk Dr. Maznah in showing care and concern for the staff’s wellbeing. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah exhibits a transformational leadership style. She wholehearted ly
trusts her employees. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah likes to promote from within. One of the example
is her Director cum CEO, Mr Jalil. He started as a junior officer at the Cash-in-Trans it
Department. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah saw the potentials in him and tranferred him from one
department to another to enable him to learn about the company as a whole. After some time,
he was promoted and is now highly regarded in the Securiforce Group. Another example is Mr
Azdi. He started as Operations Manager and now is a regional manager. With the belief that
success cannot be created alone, Late Datuk Dr. Maznah has groomed her staff to succeed
together with her. As a transformational leader, the continuous development of her staff is of
utmost importance to her. Her leadership quality is admired by not only her staff and their
family members but also the public at large when she makes public appearances. These
examples exhibit the transfomational leadership style of Datuk Dr. Maznah, including her
ability to be visionary, inspiring and recognising her employees’ potential.
Datuk Khatijah Ahmad (KAF Group)
Datuk Khatijah Ahmad graduated with a Bachelor in Monetary Economics (Honours) from
The London School of Economics (LSE) before coming back to perform her first job at the
Bank Negara Malaysia. Other than Bank Negara, she also served the government and semigovernment organisations, such as the Lembaga Padi dan Beras Negara (LPN) for seven years
and Malaysia Airlines System (MAS). During that time, she held managerial positions in the
human resource, finance and government-relations departments.

In 1973, Datuk Khatijah decided to start her own business. She established KAF, a foreign
exchange and money broking licensed company. A year later, in 1974, Datuk Khatijah set up
a KAF investment bank, known as KAF Discount Berhad. Her business did so well that in
1984, she was able to buy Seagroatt & Campbell, a UK stock broking company, which was
renamed KAF Seagroatt and Campbell Securities Sdn. Bhd. In 1990, she ventured into fund
management or wealth management and established KAF Fund Management Sdn. Bhd.
Datuk Khatijah describes herself as a person who never shies away from work challenges.
When she was young, she had to do a lot of things. She handled human resources, finance and
government relation tasks. To her, when people keep dumping work on you, it simply means
they know you can do the work. She did grumble initially, but later learned that learning by
doing is the only way to make the right decisions. She shared:
“Everybody’s work gets dumped on me…it is a lesson people must learn no matter how much
work people dump on you. When you are young, take it and learn from it and make the most
of it”
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Datuk Khatijah is very concerned about planning and putting things in order. As an organised
person, she does not leave things to chance. She cannot tolerate a sloppy attitude and
surrendering things to fate without making an effort. For her, life is too complicated and too
messy and requires one to be well-organised. She knows the importance of being wellorganised when she had to manage her time, resources, money. During the financial crisis in
1997, she knew being organised had paid off:
“During the Asian financial crisis in 1997, we didn’t lose our money. Everybody is losing. The
banks lost hundreds of millions. They asked me whether I want to buy their companies but I
refused. I don’t want to swallow small face. I don’t want all that headache. The thing is you
have to be organised, you have to be prepared for the worst.”
For Datuk Khatijah, being involved in the stock broking business requires her to think fast and
make quick decisions. If a decision has to be made within half an hour, then, by hook or by
crook, that decision must be made or one has to face the risk of losing the business. With her
experience of more than 40 years in the industry, she believes that she has acquired the ability
to put together all relevant information and make the right decisions. Sometimes, she has had
to make decisions even when she was away from the company. In such a situation, her staff
would fill her in with all the necessary information through emails or text messages, and then
she would make a virtual decision. Her emphasis on fast decision-making is illustrated below:
“We make quick decisions. That’s why we are successful. We are a creature in the mark et, we
are the function of the market, we are driven by the market, we are dependent on the market
and the market waits for nobody”.
Datuk Khatijah believes that being among the pioneers in the industry has given her an added
advantage. When she started her business, the Malaysian capital market at that time was very
small. As the capital market expanded (for instance, Islamic banking), her business also grows.
For her, in order to succeed, the company has to grow with the industry and there is no point in
overshooting the industry. Also, she always advises her staff to focus on their niche and to
know their strengths and limitations. For example, since they know their company is relative ly
small, they must not try to compete with the big companies.
“We are small but I said we have a niche. We got a very good return, that’s what matters. Even
the rating agency said that we are one of the most successful, we are very profitable”.
Datuk Khatijah is not pleased with the proposition to have a quota for women in higher
positions and feels insulted by it. Datuk Khatijah firmly believes that it requires the same skills set and talent for men or women to succeed. To her, setting a quota for women on corporate
boards is pointless if they simply sit there without a feel for the business. That is why when she
herself needs to identify board members, she will choose women who really can add value and
can contribute to the company, and not simply because they are ex-government servants or
public figures. She is proud that Malaysia has so many clever women who can be selected to
be directors on corporate boards.
Datuk Khatijah Ahmad is an example of a paternalistic leader, as she treats all her employees
as family members. In fact, KAF Group is short for Khatijah & Family Group. Hence, she
inculcates closeness among employees. She wants them to feel that they are part of the KAF
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Group family.She believes that the sense of belonging would make them protected and care
about their family name and the company as a whole.
Datuk Khatijah is also a leader who ultimately has the decision-making authority. Since she
has been in the finance industry for more than 40 years, she knows much about the industr y,
where the problems are, where the opportunities are and what and when decisions have to be
made. She would make split-second decisions after obtaining the necessary up-to-date
information. Being a game player in this industry, she believes that decisions need to be made
fast; so, up-to-date information is crucial. As Datuk Khatijah mentioned herself, the business
they are in is very much driven and dependent on the market and the market waits for nobody.
As a leader, Datuk Khatijah provides her employees with a conducive working environment as
well as attractive fringe benefits and expects them to work hard. In return she expects the staff
to give her their complete trust and loyalty. One unique aspect of Datuk Khatijah is that she
expects staff to follow the CNBC or Bloomberg news at night as the market is global and new
information becomes available round the clock. In this way, staff can furnish her with the latest
information but it is Datuk Khatijah herself who would make all the final decisions. In other
words, Datuk Khatijah has the big picture of the market while staff may have only isolated
pieces of news.
Everybody would have access to Datuk Khatijah as their leader. She believes that if the
employees are treated well, they would remain loyal. That is the reason why her employees
have been working with her for 20 to 30 years. She respects them for their talent, and gives
them credit when it is due. As a leader, Datuk Khatijah shares the success of the company by
giving out lucrative annual bonuses. She believes that profit must be shared and not amassed
just by her. As a paternalistic leader, Datuk Khatijah encourages her staff to develop their
organisational skills. She has even permitted them to organise a company trip to Japan as a
form of reward for their hard work and to learn more from the Japanese.
Conclusion
Research has shown that transformational leadership embodies four primary dimensio ns :
idealized influence (Forbes, 2016), inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and
individualized consideration such as the prominent women business leader highlighted Late
Datuk Dr Maznah Hamid. Late Datuk Dr. Maznah idealized influence among her employees
and she always provide inspirational motivation to her employees during the morning prayer
in the company. On the other hand, paternalistic leaders act as a father or mother figure, where
they portray complete concern for their followers and workers. In this work culture,
relationships are arranged hierarchically. Paternalistic leader, Datuk Khatijah always had the
decision-making authority. Since she has been in the finance industry for more than 40 years,
she knows much about the industry, where the problems are, where the opportunities are and
what and when decisions have to be made. She would make split-second decisions after
obtaining the necessary up-to-date information. This revelation of prominent women business
leadership styles is hoped to provide encouragement to the Malaysian women business leaders
to maximize the opportunity offered by conducive businesses environment in Malaysia. It is
hoped that the findings would add to the existing literature on leadership attributes and styles
of women business leaders, particularly in the ASEAN region.
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Abstract: In this era globalization with the economic situation is up and down, the motivation
of the individual will be affected. It can show either their motivation level is increase or
decrease through the job that they perform. This study is conducted to identify the factors that
affect employee motivation in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. This research was conducted at
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd, Tampin, Negeri Sembilan, which is one of the authorized dealers
of Honda in Negeri Sembilan. This particular research is a quantitative research, thus
questionnaires are widely used as the method of gathering the needed data, by taking the
individual employees as the unit of analysis. For the sampling technique that used is based on
sample size of the employees for 40 respondents. Independent variables in this research are
monetary instrument, working environment, job description and communication as moderating
variable. Meanwhile, employee motivation is the dependent variable. Limitation of this study
has identified such as number of respondents, limitation of time for answering the
questionnaire and others. As result, greater factor that affected employee motivations is money
instrument. In future, this research will be conducted in different region, large of respondents
and different independent variables.
Keyword: Motivation, Communication and Money Instrument.

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background of study

Nowadays, the employees have their own desired when work in one organization. It is
including the employees from public sector and private sector. As we know, employees who
have being worked in public sector, their job may be secure because they have several of
protection. Not for employees in a private sector because they need to perform their task if
they want to receive some incentives or bonus. If their performance is poor, so the chances to
receive such incentives is very small. To become a good performers, the employer need to
provide a good facilities, good working environment and offer a good compensation and
benefits. It is because when the employer provide such things, it will increase the employee
motivation to perform better in order to achieved organization goals and objectives.
Moreover, some employees will be demotivated if the employer failed to serve or offer
a good benefits to them. It will lead to the low productivity among the employees. They will
find another job or jump to other companies which offer a better facilities, protection and can
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secure their job in future. As we can see, there are so many factors that can affect level of
motivation of the employees. For example, fairness in terms of compensation, the evaluatio n
of the employee performance, the career development and many more. In order to understand
what the need and wants of the employees, the employer should make a meeting the employees
either personally or in a small group discussion. The responsibility of the employees is very
big because they need to work harder make the organization generate the profit with less defect
of products and achieved the objectives. If the employers take care their employee’s welfare,
they can feel more appreciated and have positive vibes when perform their task. It is important
for employers to ensure that employees feel comfort and happy to work at the organiza tio n
without any dissatisfaction because of mistreated or feel taken advantage from their employers.
From employee’s perspective, to increase their level of motivation, the employers must
look in each of dimension what they can improved to retain the employees and also make them
feel loyal to the organization. For example, the employers must make a survey with other
organization on how they make their employees feel worth to serve at their organization. Some
employers may set up the employee’s salary based on their qualification, experienced, skill and
ability. In some organization, the will pay their employees based on seniority which mean the
length their service in organization, the higher pay they receive. Other than that, the employers
may share their profit with the employees such as give bonus, incentive, travel package,
employee stock ownership and so on. This can boost the employee motivation.
So, by given such benefits, good working environment, better facilities and job secure,
the employers may retain their current employees and also can attract the new applicant to join
the organization. The employees also may feel satisfy and will loyal with the organiza tio n
because the employers fulfill their needs and wants. The most important is the employees will
stay motivated and will be more productive in order to help the organization become successful.
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd located at Tampin, Negeri Sembilan which is one of the
authorized dealer of Honda. In this company it consists four departments which are Sales
Department, Service Department, Admin Department and Account Department which the total
number of employees is 40.
1.2

Problem Statement

Since the employee have contribute too much effort and working harder to their employers and
make the organization sustain in the market, as a rewards, the employers should give the best
offer for their employees to make them keep motivated when perform the task. It is because,
failure to give rewards which worth with their effort, the employees will shows their
dissatisfaction towards the organization and also feel demotivated when perform their task. In
addition, the employers need to know their employees situation in order to survive with the
economic downturn, which the things become more expensive. When the employers do not
give the comparable worth of payment for their employees, it will burden them to support their
family members. As we can see, almost every day the employees received a new task from
their manager or supervisor and also need to complete the challenging task and it can lead to
job burnout and the employees become more stressful. Sometimes the employees do not have
enough quality time with their family or their self because they need to complete the task that
are given from the manager before the dateline. The employees may do not have work life
balance because of the workload.
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Furthermore, the employees can increase their level of motivation if the employers can
look into the job itself. It means the employers must revise the job description of the
employees, so that the employees can do their job without stressful because they can delegate
the task with their team members and can reduce the workload. The factors that is most
important to increase the employee’s motivation is money. The employers need to give the
bonus or incentive in the forms of cash because it is more relevant due to goods and services
become more expensive and the employees need more cash to buy such things. Other than that,
the motivation of the employees can be affect from the training itself. It means when the
employees do not have any skill or knowledge when perform the task, they will feel
demotivated because do not have confidence and fear to make a mistake. As the employers, it
is their responsibility to provide training to the employees to improve the skill and knowledge,
so the employees become more motivated to do their job because they gain new knowledge
from the training.
According to NUMBEO.com (March 2018), cost of living in Malaysia for the year 2018
is 38.53% which is less than United States, this is based on aggregate data for cities, rental is
not be consider. Meanwhile, rental in Malaysia is 69.40% less than in United States, this is
data average for all towns. As we know, United States is the developed country compare to
Malaysia which is developing country. So, cost of living in Malaysia and United States will
show the differences. Employee motivation may be affected from the salary that received by
the employee. According to Bernama (2017), Minister of Human Resource, Datuk Seri Dr
Richard Riot Jaem, minimum salary for the year 2018 for private sector in Peninsular Malaysia
is RM1,000. Meanwhile, in Sabah, Sarawak and Labuan the minimum salary is RM920. We
can see that, with the amount of salary that employees received is not acceptable with the
current economic situation. It is because the employee has a lot of commitment.
According to statistical data that provided by Central Bank of Malaysia (2018), nationa l
accounts at current price for Business Services is RM37,510 million which is the largest
contribution for Gross Domestic Product. It shows that, employee who worked in business
services like Honda Dealers Company are the larger contributors in Gross Domestic Product.
1.3

Research Objectives
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3

1.4.4

1.4

To determine the factor that have influence in employee motivation in Greater
Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
To identify the relationship between the factors to increase employee motivatio n
in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
To determine the most significant factors that have influence employee
motivation in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
To identify the relationship between communication towards employee
motivation in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd as a moderating variable.

Scope of Research

The scope of this research is to identify what factors influenced and give effect to the employee
motivation in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. The respondents to be selected are from various
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department. The respondents are employees in Sales Department, Service Department, Admin
Department and Account Department. A total of 40 respondents will be taken as sample from
40 employees in various department. From the sample will be seen frequency between three
independent variables which is monetary instruments, working environment and job
description that influenced the employee motivation. There is no sample number set for each
department as a respondent, which means that all employees are selected as respondent.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Employee Motivation (EM).

When discuss about employee motivation, it will lead to the job satisfaction. Once the
employee achieved the job satisfaction it will show that employee have higher motivation level
in perform their task. According to Richard, Claire and Arthur (2000), one of the main issue
for competitive advantage is come from effective of employee motivation and satisfactio n.
There some factors that affect the employee motivation level such as training, money factors,
job itself and good management which the highest motivating factors, (Richard et al., 2000).
Meanwhile, being paid, the job description, the management technique, coaching among
colleagues, that suit lifestyles and responsibility is the part for employee satisfaction which
meet the higher rate. Moreover, according to Justine and Golnaz (2003), state fundamental for
human behavior is come from motivation. So, we can see that motivation can give effect to
the human behavior itself. In addition, employee motivation is very difficult for employer to
measure either their employees have achieved their satisfaction when do their job and can loyal
to the organization in a long period of time. According to Justine and Golnaz (2003), individ ua l
in America do not have a loyalty attitude to their organization when they are work because they
are more focus on their self and their family. The employers can increase the employee
motivation level by provide a good working environment, the pay is reasonable and the job
itself is not to burden them. If the job is burdening the employees, they may do not have work
life balance because of the workload.
2.2

Monetary Instrument (MI).

One of the major factor can contribute to increase the level of employee motivation is come
from pay. Basically, the employee received the pay based on what they have contributed to the
organization in order to generate profit. Most of the employee will received the total
compensation as the employment relationship from the employers. The employers may give
the employees the salary by at the end of the month or weekly and also it depends on what kind
of job that employees do. According to David, Amit and Marc (2015), based on hygiene theory
or extrinsic factor, the pay and job security will be contributed to the dissatisfaction and can
make people demotivate if it cannot met what the employee expects. Other than that, according
to Vroom (1964), rewards can become positive or negative, if the employee received more
positive reward, it can lead to make the level of employee motivation become higher. So, it
shows that money factors can affect the employee motivation level since money are very
important for people to survive their daily life. It is because most of the employees have a
commitment such as need to pay back the debt, the loan, for rise their children and so on. If
the pay is not worth with the job that they perform, it can give impact to them such as need to
plan their budget because of the small amount of pay they received in order to survive until the
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next day salary. According to Osterloh et al. (2002), extrinsic motivation take place when the
employees have ability to fulfill their needs indirectly through monetary compensation. It
shows that with the compensation system, it can make the employees obtained the motivatio n
because what they received is enough and can make them feel satisfy. Moreover, both factors
such extrinsic and intrinsic can make employees become motivated by fulfil their perceptions
by concerning the success, reward and satisfaction, (Dimitris, 2007).
2.3

Working Environment (WE).

In order to measure the level of employee motivation, we can focus on the employees working
condition. The working condition is a place for employees to perform their task. Some
organization will provide a good facilities and equipment for their employees to ensure they
become more productive because they feel comfort with the environment and can become
motivated. According to Smith et al. (1984), in order to create a working environment, it must
boost the rewards and recognition. It is can create a positive relationship between employees’
satisfaction with extrinsic incentive, (Dimitris, 2007). According to Rafikul and Ahmad
(2008), it is the employer responsibilities to develop a proper climate in order to ensure the
employees have potential to growth. If the employers do not provide the suitable environme nt
for their employees to do their task, the employees may feel demotivated, no satisfaction and
also can lead to the poor performance. Furthermore, according to Alderfer (1972), based on
Maslow’s theory known as ERG theory, he merges five levels of Maslow hierarchy become
three levels which is existence (E), relatedness (R) and growth (G). In existence level that
consist physiological factors such as food, shelter, clothes, compensation and benefit,
comfortable working environment and so on. We can see that; how important good working
environment can give effect to the level of employee motivation. Other than that, according to
Tracy, Kelly and Dail (2016), the employees must have understanding on how assessment of
the work environment in order to enhance furnish of employees who have motivation related
to employee motivation to lead thus help the organizations ensure the growth a pool of potential
leaders. In each organization with different industries, aspects of work environment like pay,
growth opportunities and job design are may be not change, (Tracy et al., 2016). It shows that,
the employers should focus on how they can provide the good working condition, to ensure the
employees have ability to growth and develop their career.
2.4

Job Description (JD).

Level of employee motivation may be measure through job that employee do itself. If the job
is not related with their field, the employees may do not have satisfaction and may not feel
enjoy when doing their job. According to Adrian, Andreas and Thomas (2009), hygiene factors
such extrinsic and intrinsic factors in job design may lead to employee dissatisfaction if both
factors are not met with another. However, in intrinsic for the job itself that consist
development, achievement, responsibility and recognition have been categorized as important
factors of motivation, (Adrian et al., 2009). In addition, based on the employee job description,
they may do the same job with other employee with the same level of position, but each of the
employees have their own certain standard while performing the task because they have
different ability and skill. So, they employees will compete among themselves. According to
O’Reilly (1980), it show that people have different way when doing their job, even in the job
description and task they need to perform is persistent, it will effect on work attitudes through
people differences.
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The job that employees do can reflect to their attitudes and behavior, by that it can give an
affect to their motivation and show the result either the level of motivation become increase or
decrease. The employees must have satisfaction when performing the task because it can create
a positive impact to the employee itself. The organization need to have a clear and specific
goals in order to ensure employee behaviors will increase the performance of the organizatio n,
(Marginson and Ogden, 2005), thus it will give a meaningful intrinsic factor to the employee’s
job, (Hackman and Oldman, 1976).
2.5

Communication.

When talk about communication, it will relate with the employee engagement. In the
organization, communication is the important tools that make employee interact with another
to ensure the organization will run smoothly. Communication may become either verbal or
non-verbal. For verbal communication, the employee interacts with another by face to face.
Meanwhile, non-verbal the employee communicates using e-mails or social media to send
messages.
The receiver need to analyze the information to ensure there is no
miscommunication between the senders. The good communication can make organiza tio n
achieved their objective. If the organization do not have a good communication, it can affect
the employee when they perform the task. As a manager, they need to have a good
communication skill to ensure their subordinate can perform the task based on the clear
instruction. According to Marie and Leyland (2001), organizational success is from employee
communication which consist main elements of employee contentment and productivity.
Other than that, it is the role for the manager to communicate and interact with their employees
to gain or build a positive relationship in the organization. The effective communica tio n
between managers and employees can create a harmonization environment in the workplace
that can contribute to the successful of the organization because of good relationship. The
employees can boost their interpersonal skill when their managers ask to actively participate to
communicate with each other. According to James (2012), the interaction between superior
and subordinate is very important in the organization to build trust and create a good
relationship so communication between superior and subordinate can be repeated in the
organization.
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2.6

Conceptual framework
Independent Variables
Monetary Instrument

Moderating Variable

Dependent Variable

(Abdul Hamid et al., 2014)

Employee

Working Environment
(Jacob et al., 2004)

Motivation
(Jacob et al., 2004)

Job Description
(Amar, A. D., 2004)

Communication
(Jan et al.,

2004)
Figure 2.1: Conceptual
framework.
Sources: For independent variables which is Monetary Instrument were adapted from journal
“Impact of Compensation on Employee Performance (Empirical Evidence from Banking
Sector of Pakistan”, (2014). For working environment and employee motivation which is
dependent variable were adapted from Employee Relations Journal, “Work motivation and job
satisfaction in the Nordic countries”, (2004). Job description were adapted from European
Journal of Innovation Management, “Motivating knowledge workers to innovate: a model
integrating motivation dynamics and antecedents”, (2004). Lastly, for moderating variable
which is communication were adapted from Journal of Managerial Psychology, “Implicit
communication in organisations: The impact of culture, structure and management practices
on employee behavior”, (2004).

CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
3.2

Research Design

Research design can be referring as the blueprint for the collection, measurement, and analys is
of data that was based on the research question of the study. There are a lot of element in the
research design which is the purpose of the study, the research strategy, the study setting, the
researcher interference, time horizon and the unit of analysis. The design of the research shows

the detail of the research in the easier way to understand because it show the whole collectio n
of data.
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3.2.1

Purpose of study

Descriptive study, this study is continuity of research that already been done by other researcher
regarding of the employee motivation and study on common matters such as factors, effects
and others. A descriptive study is the study that was used to describe something, to be exact,
this study used to collect the data that describe the characteristic of persons, event and situatio ns
such as the what effect the motivation of person, how does one events will bring affect to the
person and many more whether is quantitative or qualitative, (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013). This
research was taken on Tampin, Negeri Sembilan where it included a survey to the employee at
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd that based on the affect of employee motivation. This research
to determine what factor that affect of employee motivation in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
3.2.2

Extent of researcher interference

According to Sekaran and Bougie (2013), the extent of interference by the researcher either the
study undertaken is correlational or causal. A correlational study were conducted in a natural
environment with minimal interference by the researcher with the normal flow of events. The
extent of researcher interference in this study is minimal, it is because less interaction towards
the respondent which is only distributed questionnaire.
3.2.3

Study setting

The study setting used in this research is non-contrived settings. It done in natural setting by
distributing a questionnaire in the day to day of working time of the employees. Non-contrived
settings is a study that can be conducted in the natural environment where events proceeds
normally, (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013). It refers to the place where the data are collected. Study
setting for my research is field of study which is data has been collected at Greater Tampin Oto
Sdn Bhd.
3.2.4 Research strategies
Survey research was used for collecting information from the employees to describe, compare
or explain their knowledge, attitudes and behavior through questionnaire, (Fink, 2003). The
survey includes setting the objectives for data collection, designing the study, preparing reliable
and valid survey instruments, administering the survey, managing and analyzing the survey
data and lastly reporting the results, (Fink, 2003). The distribution of questionnaire by using
Likert Scale in the questionnaire.
3.2.5

Unit of analysis

The data will be collected from an individual which is face to face with the employees when
giving the questionnaire. To identify the affect of employee motivation in Greater Tampin Oto
Sdn Bhd based on their position.
3.2.6

Time horizon

Time horizon for this research is cross sectional or one shot which the data are gathered just
once time, perhaps over a period of days or weeks or months, in order to answer a research
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questions. My data was collected from the employees is between three weeks to study the
affect of employee motivation. The questionnaires were distributed within two to three weeks.
3.3

Population

This research was done by distributing the questionnaire to the selected group of population in
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. The selected group that was choosing based from the entire
group of people or thing of interest in the company is the technical staff and administrative
staff as the respondent for this research. The reason why the different staff is chosen as the
respondent, it is because they have their own interest that affect their motivation. For this
research, the distribution out of 40 questionnaires.
3.3.1
3.3.2

The population in this research are employees in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
The sample size focus on all employees in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
xxxTable 3.3.2.1: Sample size of employees in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
DEPARTMENT

TARGET
RESPONDENT

ACTUAL
RESPONDENT

TOTAL

20
13
3
4
40

20
13
3
4
40

Sales
Services
Admin
Account

3.4

Sample

Respondent selected is employees in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
3.5

Instrument

Questionnaire. It is to collect large numbers of quantitative data where it is generally gathered
through structured questions. Questionnaire also can be administered through three ways
which are personally, mailed to respondents and electronically distributed. In this research,
questionnaires are distributed through personally which means the researcher approach the
respondents personally. The reason why using this distribution way is because it will help the
researcher to collect the data. If there is ambiguous regarding the questionnaires, the
respondents can ask directly to the researcher to get clear explanation so that they will able to
answer the questions. This questionnaire are using five-points Likert Scale where the
respondents were asked to provide response from ranking number 1 to 5 starting from strongly
disagree, disagree, fair, agree and strongly agree. In addition, this questionnaire have being
through pilot testing to know whether the questions are understood by the respondents or not.
This pilot testing involves only small numbers of respondents in order to test about the
appropriateness of the questions before this question being distributed officially.
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3.5.1

Questionnaire design

Questionnaires for employee motivation which is dependent variable, independent variables
for monetary instrument, working environment and job description and also moderating
variable which is communication is adapted from Jacob, Kai and Anders (2004), Dimitr is
(2007) and Adrian, Andreas and Thomas (2009).
3.6

Data Collection

Used sample from all the employees in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. That consists of 40
respondents from four different department which are Sales Department, Service Department,
Admin Department and Account Department. The questionnaires were distributed according
to the department and every department will be answered based on total number of employees
in the department. The questionnaires will be returned back two to three weeks after researcher
given the questionnaires. 40 respondents returned back the questionnaire and out of 40 were
accepted.
CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS
4.1

Demographic and background information analysis.

Sample respondents from 40, majority 28 of male and 12 are female. The highest age is 20 –
29 years old which is 24 of respondents, followed the lowest age is 60 – 69 years old is one
respondent. Meanwhile based on position, technical staff is the highest which is 27 of
respondents and the lowest is administrative staff which is 13 of respondents. For marital status
of respondents, married status is the highest which is 24 of respondents and followed by single
status is the lowest which is 16 of respondents. According to the salary, the highest is
respondents who received RM1,000 – RM1,500 which is 25 of respondents and followed by
the lowest is respondents who received RM4, 600 – RM5, 000 is one respondent. Based on
department, the respondents from Sales Department is the highest which is 20 of respondents
and followed by the lowest which is Admin Department with the 3 of respondents.
4.2

Descriptive Analysis (Mean, Standard deviation for ratio question)
Table 4.2.1: Descriptive Analysis.

Monetary instrument
Working environment
Job description
Communication
Employee motivation

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

40
40
40
40
40

1.29
1.29
1.14
1.14
1.71

5.00
4.86
4.86
5.00
4.86

3.8929
3.8357
3.8964
3.8857
3.9179

Standard
Deviation
0.64762
0.67979
0.67161
0.67488
0.55929

The standard deviation for monetary instrument is 0.64762. The variability is 0.64762 / 3.8929
= 16.64%. Next, the standard deviation for working environment is 0.67979. The variability
is 0.67979 / 3.8357 = 17.72% (the highest). The standard deviation for job description is
0.67161. The variability is 0.67161 / 3.8964 = 17.24%. Meanwhile, standard deviation for
communication is 0.67488. The variability is 0.67488 / 3.8857 = 17.37%. The standard
deviation for employee motivation is 0.55929. The variability is 0.55929 / 3.9179 = 14.28%
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(the lowest). Rating given by the respondents for the maximum rate is 5.00 which are monetary
instrument and communication. Meanwhile, for the minimum rating received 1.14 are job
description and communication.
4.3

Reliability Analysis

Monetary instrument
Working environment
Job description
Communication
Employee motivation

Table 4.3.1: Reliability Analysis.
Number of items Cronbach alpha
7
0.843
7
0.879
7
0.905
7
0.904
7
0.837

Interpretation
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good

Based on the table above, it shows that the Cronbach alpha for all the variables. For the
dependent variable which is employee motivation the number of item that are being asked is 7
and the Cronbach alpha is 0.837 which is good. For independent variable which is monetary
instrument, the number of items being asked is 7 and Cronbach alpha is 0.843 which is good.
Next, working environment with the number of items is 7 and the Cronbach alpha is 0.879
which is also good. For job description, the number of items being asked is 7 and the Cronbach
alpha is 0.905 which is excellent. Lastly, the moderating variable which is communication and
the number of items being asked is 7 and Cronbach alpha is 0.904 which is excellent.
4.4

Pearson Correlation

MI

Table 4.4.1: Pearson Correlation.
Correlations
MI
WE
JD
**
Pearson Correlation
1
.836
.798**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
N
Pearson Correlation

WE

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

40
1

40
.717**
.000
40

Pearson Correlation
JD

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Pearson Correlation
CO
MM Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
EM Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1

COMM
.799**
.000

EM
.708**
.000

40
.
706**
.000
40

40
.538**
.000
40

.878**
.000
40

.558**
.000
40

1

.661**
.000
40
1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
There is positive, moderate and significant association between monetary instrument and
employee motivation (r = 0.708, p < 0.05). There is positive, moderate and signific a nt
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association between working environment and employee motivation (r = 0.538, p < 0.05).
There is positive, moderate and significant association between job description and employee
motivation (r = 0.558, p < 0.05). There is positive, moderate and significant association
between communication and employee motivation (r = 0.661, p < 0.05).

4.5

Regression Analysis
Table 4.5.1: Model Summary
Model Summary

Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R
Std. Error of
Square
the Estimate
a
1
.749
.561
.511
.39113
a. Predictors:
(Constant), Communication, Working Environme nt,
Monetary Instrument, Job Description
b. Dependent Variable: Employee Motivation

DurbinWatson
1.547

The R2 is 0.561. It means that 56% of the variance in employee motivation can be explained
by the three independent variables which are monetary instrument, working environment and

job description and can be explained by moderating variable which is communication. Another
44% of the variance cannot be explained.
Table 4.5.2: Model Summary

Model Summary
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Std. Error of the
Square
Estimate
a
1
.714
.510
.470
.40734
a. Predictors:
(Constant), Job Description, Working Environme nt,
Monetary Instrument
b. Dependent Variable: Employee Motivation

DurbinWatson
1.493

Based on the table above, the model summary is without moderating variable which is
communication. The R2 is 0.510. It means that 51% of the variance in employee motivatio n
can be explained by the three independent variables which are monetary instrument, working
environment and job description. Another 49% of the variance cannot be explained.

Model

1

Regression
Residual
Total

Table 4.5.3: ANOVA Table.
ANOVA
Sum of
df
Mean Square
Squares
6.845
4
1.711
5.354
35
.153
12.199
39

a. Dependent Variable: Employee Motivation
b. Predictors: (Constant), Communication,
Instrument, Job Description

F
11.186

Sig.
.000b

Working Environment, Monetary
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This model is statistically significant (F = 11.186, p < 0.05).

Model

(Constant)
Monetary Instrument
Working Environment
Job Description
Communication

1

Table 4.5.4: Coefficient Table.
Coefficient
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
1.519
.401
.627
.213
.726
-.156
.170
-.190
-.271
.208
-.325
.415
.206
.501

t

3.786
2.938
-.920
-1.302
2.011

Sig.

.001
.006
.364
.201
.052

a. Dependent Variable: Employee Motivation
Based on coefficient table, only monetary instrument has influence on employee motivation (b
= 0.726, p < 0.05). Meanwhile, working environment and job description does not influe nce
on employee motivation as p > 0.05. Lastly, communication as a moderating variable has
influence on monetary instrument toward employee motivation. When the employees do their
job based on the command from their manager which offer some incentive if they achieved
target sales, it can increase level of employee motivation.
4.5
No

Hypothesis Table
Table 4.5.1: Hypothesis Result.
Hypothesis

H0

There is no relationship between monetary instrument and employee
motivation.

H1

There is positive relationship between monetary instrument and
employee motivation.

H0

There is no relationship between working environment and employee
motivation.

H1

There is positive relationship between working environment and
employee motivation.

H0

There is no relationship between job description and employee
motivation.

H1

There is positive relationship between job description and employee
motivation.

H0

There is no relationship between communication towards employee
motivation as a moderating variable.

H1

There is positive relationship between communication towards
employee motivation as a moderating variable.

Result
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05.
Accepted
It is significant p <
0.05.
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05.
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05.
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05.
Rejected
Not significant p >
0.05.
Accepted
It is significant p <
0.05.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
5.1

Conclusion

In conclusion, based on the result, it shows relationship between monetary instrument and
employee motivation has influence which is significant (p < 0.05) and make it as the highest
positive relationship. Meanwhile, communication has influence towards monetary instrume nt
that shows positive relationship to employee motivation which is significant (p < 0.05). The
findings of this study also show that communication do not have influence on working
environment and job description towards employee motivation which is negative relations hip
with the significant (p > 0.05). The monetary instrument is the important factor for employees
in order to collect a tangible asset and intangible asset based on their performance in the
organization. Based on the analysis, there are conclusion or justification according to the
research objectives had stated previously listed below:5.1.1 To determine the factor that have influence in employee motivation in Greater
Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
There are four main factors influence in employee motivation, but monetary instrument has
strong influence towards employee motivation. According to Vroom (1964), rewards can
become positive or negative, if the employee received more positive reward, it can lead to make
the level of employee motivation become higher. It stated in work and motivation that were
published by John Wiley and Sons.
5.1.2 To identify the relationship between the factors to increase employee motivation in
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
There is positive relationship between monetary instrument and employee motivation in the
organization. Next, there is positive relationship between communication towards employee
motivation. According to Marie and Leyland (2001), organizational success is from employee
communication which consist main elements of employee contentment and productivity. It
stated in Journal of Communication Management which the title is Intranet and employee
communication: PR behind the firewall. Meanwhile, working environment and job description
do not influence employee motivation. According to Richard et al., (2000), there is negative
relationship between job descriptions as motivating factor stated in staff motivation in small
food manufacturing enterprises (2): The perceptions of owners and managers in British Food
Journal. For working environment, according to Muhammad Rafiq, Muhammad Javed,
Mustajab Khan, and Maqsood Ahmed (2012), intrinsic job rewards such as poor working
environment, less challenging job and low job involvement as an instrumental factor shows the
low availability. It stated in Interdisciplinary Journal of Contemporary Research in Business.
5.1.3 To determine the most significant factor that have influence employee motivation in
Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd.
Monetary instrument is the most significant factor to influence employee motivation in the
organization which (p < 0.05). According to Richard et al. (2000), the main component in
organization is money because to determine job satisfaction and motivation among employees
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and they willing to work long hours without considerate the impact. It stated in British Food
Journal.
5.1.4 To identify the relationship between communication towards employee motivation
in Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd as a moderating variable.
There is relationship between monetary instrument and communication towards employee
motivation. According to Richard et al. (2000), poor communication among employers and
employees to make negotiation about reward will create the barrier in relationship between
employers and employees and failure to identify the organization goals. It stated in Britis h
Food Journal.
5.2

Recommendation

Based on result, it shows that the employees will more focus on the task that they perform if
they take consideration of the position, working experience and educational background that
will make them received the compensation worth with the task. The employers need to ensure
that compensation and benefit of the employees is based on the working experience, the
qualification and consider the economic situation of the country. So, it can lead to increase
employee motivation level because the rewards is important factor to the employees. For
example, give incentives if the achieved sales target. Other than that, the success of the
organization is come from the good communication between superior and subordinate. It is
because they can contributed their ideas to make the organization achieved the goals or
objective. The employees also may share their opinion or exchange the information with their
colleagues. They may use internet or social media such as Facebook or Twitter to gather
information from outside organization.
5.3

Limitation of Research

There are some limitations in this research such as the limitation of time. The research was
conducted only on a small size of population which is only involved employees in Greater
Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. There is no variation or diversification of the respondents since selecting
only one dealer of Honda. Next, the limited number of respondents. In Negeri Sembilan, there
is four Honda Dealer Company such as Ban Lee Heng Motor Sdn Bhd, Wanija Classic (M)
Sdn Bhd, Global Amity Nilai Sdn Bhd and Greater Tampin Oto Sdn Bhd. Therefore, to
generalize the results for larger groups, the research have to involved more respondents at
different dealer. Lastly, the results might be affected as the respondents have workload, which
there are busy to service the car and entertain customers who comes to the dealer. So, it might
discourage respondent’s interests to read thoroughly and answer correctly since they need to
answer six parts in the questionnaire.
5.4

Future Research

In the future, the research could be conducted in a large number of population instead focus on
the Honda dealer company in Negeri Sembilan only. The researcher can include southern
region of Honda Dealer Company such as in Selangor, Melaka and Johor. So, the findings can
be more generalize and the research were conducted covers different areas in order to confir m
the validity and reliability.
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5.5

Implication

There is positive relationship between monetary instrument and employee motivatio n.
Communication have influence on monetary instrument that will leads to the employee
motivation. If the organization give the relevant incentives to the employees and the employees
do their job based on superior command which the work the employees do will be paid
according what they contributed to the organization. For example, the employees would be
more motivated if may pay reflected the rate of work they do, a job that provides many features
additional to pay effect employee motivation, the management make any possible effort to
create a mutual understanding among employees to rely on open and honest communica tio n
and to share knowledge and information in all direction. This will increase employee
motivation when they do their job.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHARACTER EDUCATION
THROUGH REGIONAL CULTURE AND ART AS A
CONTRIBUTION TO MENTAL REVOLUTION SUPPORTING
CHILDREN’S WORTH CITY
Dr. Siti Supeni1 SH2 M.Pd3
Slamet Riyadi University

Abstract: The research objective is to analyze the needs and attitudes of children in
implementing character education in their behavior based on the culture of the city-surakarta
viewed from the educational, recreational and competitive aspects. Literature studies as
research method covers interviews, observation and documentation. The data analysis uses
model of regional culture development based on character education that supported by
psychological, educational, and socio-cultural approach through qualitative descriptive
analysis. Further, the findings are: (1) the identification of various child-worthy city activities
based on regional cultural arts (2) the identification of child-worthy city figures; in Surakarta,
Bali and East Jakarta (3) the formulation of regional culture-based character education. The
findings of the study have been described in various regional arts and culture through
children's forum activities that are oriented to the development of regional cultural arts based
on character education in realizing child-friendly cities in the regions.
Keywords: regional cultural arts, character education, city worthy of children.
The Background of the Research
In accordance with globalization era that continues to go along with the development of
technology resulting regional art and culture especially for the world of children has begun to
shift, thus influence the values of the nation through regional art and culture has gradually
begun to be abandoned, with the presence of technology "Gadget". On the other hand, children
will prefer on instant culture that is more interesting and fun. When this is not anticipated early,
it is likely to shift and children will be more interesting of other culture than the identity of
national culture itself, especially their regional culture.
A serious concern that can be felt by the older generation (teachers and mentors), that
there are still many children who do not have a strong mental and character, especially who
love the arts of their own regional culture, even the percentage is very low if the education of
cultural arts does not continue to be taught to children in school and in the community.

Since it was established as a children’s worth city in 2006 by the State Ministry of
Women's Empowerment of the Republic of Indonesia, in instilling the values of character
education can be done through regional cultural arts activities that are implemented to the
potential and cultural background of each region, on the other hand need to be conserved
continuously as a foundation for children's education and can be used as a model for child worthy cities in Indonesia based on regional arts and culture. The cities of Surakarta, Bali and
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Jakarta as some of the cities of art and culture in Indonesia which proclaim the children’s worth
city also strengthens cultural arts institutions that support and optimize all institutional elements
that are child-friendly, followed by other regions / provinces and are expected througho ut
Indonesia.
In order to develop innovation and creativity of children, it is necessary to develop a
model of character education carried out by social engineering programmed through five
Children's Forum Clusters, including the following:
a. Cluster 1 Children's Forum Program: Cultural Expression of Freedom, contents of the
activities through: (1) cultural community (dancing, singing, traditional games), (2) wall
magazine (expo) work of children, (3) Competition for reading and composing regional
languages, (4) Training for out-of-school children, (5) Collection of profiles, situatio ns
and conditions of children.
b. Cluster 2 Children's Forum Program: Alternative Care, through: (1) Dissemination of
prevention of early marriage under the age of 18, (2) Socialization of parents on good
childcare methods.
c. Children's Forum Program Cluster 3: Basic health rights and welfare: (1) Clean culture
habits, (2) Healthy Food Culture / Nutrition socialization, (3) Socialization of nonsmoking areas, (4) Outbound (5) larvae monitoring - mosquito larvae (2 x a week), (6)
Healthy days, direct survey to the field (regency) about the birth and death rates of
children and their causes.
d. Cluster 4 Children's Forum Program: Education, Utilization of spare time and Cultural
Arts activities: (1) Community learning hours, (2) cheerful Sundays, (3) Children's
Studio, (4) Reading Gardens, (5) Environmental Discourses, (6 ) Environmental Cultur e
Festival (FeBuLing).
e. Cluster 5 Children's Forum Program: Special Protection, through (1) Disaster Simulatio n,
(2) Non-Smoking Zone, (3) Socialization of the dangers of smoking, (4) Non-smoking
villages, (5) Learning hand skills
Based on the five cluster Children programmes forum mentioned above, the authors
only want to limit the character-based arts and culture of the region to the Cluster 4 activities,
namely: Education, Utilization of leisure time and cultural arts activities, especially in the field
of cultural arts development in inculcating character education through activities programmed
in the area of the city (Surakarta), Jakarta and Bali especially at the Cultural Arts Festival.
Based on the assessment from the ministry level, Surakarta became a decent city. The best
children in Indonesia in 2015 were followed by the city of Denpasar, Bali and other cities
(Jakarta).
Based on observation held in Solo, spending of leisure time and having art and
cultural activities has been carried out by all levels of society, starting from neighborhood units
(RT) to Regional Device Organizations (OPD) through forming smart parks or playgrounds in
each village. Currently there are 13 smart parks and Javanese cultural arts studios from 51 urban
villages in Surakarta City, but still need to be optimized in other villages, the results of this
study can be used as a reference or model for children’s worth city throughout Indonesia.
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Problem Statement
How can the implementation of character education through local cultural arts contribute to the
mental revolution to support the Children’s worth City?
Disscussion
1.
Character Education
Character development is the embodiment of the Pancasila Mandate and the Preamble of the
1945 Constitution, so character education is one of the national development priority programs
and affirmed in the functions and objectives of national education. The aim of character
education according to Daryanto (2013; 44) is to form a nation that is strong, competitive,
noble, moral, intolerant, collaborative, patriotic, dynamic, science and technology oriented, all
of which are imbued with faith and piety to the Almighty God based on Pancasila.
Character education can be done through families, education units, and civil society.
Furthermore Daryanto (2013: 68) mentions the role of education in character building: (1)
Coaching of character (honest, intelligent, caring, and tough) which is the main task of
education (2) Change bad habits step by step for the better (3) Character is a nature that is
embedded in the soul and with a spontaneous nature that exudes attitudes, actions and actions
(4) Character is a trait that has the driving force to display commendable behavior. Character
education values come from: (1) Religion (2) Pancasila (3) Culture. These cultural values are
used as the basis for giving meaning to a concept and meaning in communication between
community members (4) National Education Objectives. (5) Law of the Republic of Indonesia
no. 17 of 2007 concerning (National Long Term Development Plan: Tough, competitive, noble,
moral, tolerant, cooperative, patriotic, dynamic, cultured and oriented Science and Technology
(Science and Technology) based on Pancasila and imbued by faith and piety to God Almighty
(Daryanto, 2013: 70).
2.
Mental Revolution
The Mental Revolution was a movement to force Indonesian people to become new humans,
white-hearted, steel-willed, eager eagles, with a fiery spirit. "The idea of a mental revolutio n
was first made by President Soekarno on the Independence Day on August 17, 1956. There 8
principles of the Mental Revolution (1) Mental Revolution is a social movement to get together
for a better Indonesia (2) Must be supported by the Government's political will (3) Must be
cross-sectoral. (4) Community collaboration, private sector, academia and government (5)
Performed with a "value attack" program to always remind the public of strategic values in
every public space. (6) Program design must be easy to implement (user friendly), fun (popular)
for all segments of society. (7) The values developed are primarily aimed at regulating public
(social) morality private (individual) (8) the impact can be measured and the benefits felt by
citizens.
3. Regional Culture
According to Koentjaraningrat, Spradley, Taylor, and Suparlan, it has categorized human
culture into a container of local wisdom to ideas, social activities, artifacts (Koentjaraningr at,
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2009: 112). Culture is all knowledge possessed by human groups and used as a living guide to
interpret their environment in the form of their daily actions.
The formation of education and cultural people and ecosystems that berecarkter
explained in the indicators of the success of development in the field of culture, as follows
No.
1

Table. Indicator of the Success of Cultural Development
Target
Indicators
Government
1. Development of partnerships between the central and regional
governments, as well as other stakeholders, both the
community and the business world
2. Protection, development and actualization of values and
traditions in order to enrich and strengthen the nation's cultural
treasures.
3. Protection, development and utilization of cultural heritage
Increased research and development and utilization of culture

2

Community
Collaboration

1. Increasing public awareness and understanding of cultural
diversity (diversity) to support the realization of the character
and identity of a nation that has cultural resilience.
2. Increased trust between citizens (among others by opening
space
3. Cultural dialogue, performing arts, festivals (traditional
medicine, culinary), community sports, traditional games.

3

Developing values

1. Education of character and character of the nation based on the
values of local wisdom
2. Strengthening the character and character of the nation based
on the values of local wisdom

4. Model for the development of Character Education Based on Cultural Arts:
Character Education through the development of Cultural Arts in their respective regions
(Surakarta, Bali, and Jakarta) is the freedom of expression in cultural arts with all the potential
and characteristics of the form of "cultural art" carried out by children with a pleasant
atmosphere to channel Children's talents and interests, will continue to be developed and
preserved and determined as unique and interesting regional cultural wealth for domestic
tourists and foreign tourists.
Character Education Development Based on Cultural Arts is an educational expression of the
character of tenderness, cheerfulness, discipline and a sense of responsibility and a sense of
belonging and love the culture of the region as the State of Indonesia wealth that attracts foreign
tourists to come to visit Indonesia by enjoying the cultural arts, among others: traditional music
(gamelan), regional dance, folk songs, traditional games, and others. Regional cultural arts
activities are pioneered and carried out through activities in the Cultural Studio outside the
school formed by the community and the support of the Regional Government in its facilities
and infrastructure. Cultural arts activities are carried out in activities: (1) Madding (expo)
competition for children's work, (2) Carnival / cultural carnival in each region, (3) Competitio n
for the interests of reading and composing regional languages, (4) Regional cultural arts
competition others.
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5. Understanding of children’s worth city
Children Limitation
It is stated according to The Minimum Age Convention Number 138 of 1973, namely
individuals under 15 years of age. However, in the Convention on the Right of the Child in
1989 the Indonesian government ratified it through Presidential Decree No. 39 of 1990 which
meant that children were individuals aged 18 years and under. While UNICEF said, residents
aged between 0 and 18 years. While in the Republic of Indonesia Law Number 4 of 1979
concerning Child Welfare, children are those who are not yet 21 years old and unmarried. In
fact, if you look at the Marriage Law, it sets a 16 year age limit (Huraerah, 2006: 19). It can be
concluded that the age range of children lies on a scale of 0 to 21 years. But in this study using
age limits for children under 18 years.
6. Children’s worth City
Indicator of Children’s worth city as in the Regulation of the Minister of Women
Empowerment and Child Protection No.12 in 2011, Saturday (04/04/2013), among others:
Article 8 describes the indicator for the civil rights and freedom clusters, including: (1) the
percentage of children registered and obtaining a Birth Certificate Quotation; (2) appropriate
information facilities available to children; and (3) number of groups for children, includ ing
forums for children, in regencies / cities, sub-districts and villages / kelurahan.
Article 9 mentions indicators for family environment and alternative care clusters
including letters (1) percentage of first marriage age under 18 years; (2) there is a consultatio n
institution for parents / families about care and care for children; (3) social welfare institutio ns
are available.
Article 11, among others, regulates indicators for education clusters, utilization of leisure
time, and cultural activities including letters (1) the rate of participation of education in early
childhood; (2) the percentage of compulsory education for 12 (twelve) years; (3) the percentage
of schools friendly to children; (4) facilities for creative and recreational activities that are
child-friendly outside of school, which can be accessed by all children.
In developing a model of all elements of society, involving the government, teachers,
families, and all levels of society related to the activity program, actively involved in a team to
formulate the character values to be built. Modeling activities, teaching, and strengthening the
environment need to be done on all elements of society.
7. Surakarta as a Children’s Worth City
Surakarta is known as a children-worth city since 2009-2015, through the President Republic
of Indonesia award, due to its cultural diversity. Currently, Surakarta city government is trying
to reintroduce Javanese culture to children; like puppets, traditional gamelan games, "Dolana n
Bocah" activities are implemented with wayang orang held in Sriwedari, this event is held
every Saturday afternoon and followed by high school and junior high school students in
Surakarta. That Event mostly will continue to be published at the national level even to the
international level.
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Conclusion
The implementation of character education through regional cultural arts can contribute to the
mental revolution to support child-worth cities through the identification of various child-worth
city activities based on regional cultural arts; the identification of child-worth city figures; in
Surakarta, Bali and East Jakarta principally both want to preserve regional cultural arts that are
adapted to the age of the child carried out at school and in the community and to provide
character education through regional cultural arts.
The findings of the study have been described in various regional arts and culture
through children's forum activities that are oriented to the development of regional cultural arts
based on character education in realizing a child-friendly city in the region, characterized by
the characteristics of each regional cultural art in building the character of the nation's
generation.
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Abstract: The increase in crime rates involving adolescents in our country is increasingly
alarming with the increase in juvenile cases and index crime involving adolescents. This issue
needs the attention from all parties, especially the authorities and the society to find a holistic
solution. Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to identify the characteristics of
adolescents’ juvenile risk behavior based on Antecedent and Marker System Model by Burt,
Resnick and Novick (1998). Library research based on systematic review method have been
carried out to identify literally construct and relationship between Risky Antecedent,
Psychology at Risk and Marker System among adolescents at risk of juvenile behavior. Finding
shows that firstly, adolescent at risk of juvenile behavior face the Risky Antecedent which
malfunction of family system or failure to receive support from family, peer and school, and
have low socioeconomic status (SES). Second, from the psychological aspect, these adolescents
also have low level of resilience, coping skills and empathy, but at the same time, high level of
aggression. Third, they also shown through Marker System characteristic, they have low level
of academic achievement and involvement in school activity, but high level of truancy and
delinquency. Lastly, outcome from literature research shows that there is significant
association between Risky Antecedent, Psychology of Risk and Marker System. As the
conclusion, we hope a preliminary action plan to address and overcome this juvenile issues
can be done based on Antecedent Model and Marker System, produce a related instrument and
reinforce the adolescents’ psychological aspect through intervention program such as
psychoeducation and counselling program. This study is also aligned with the Malaysia
Education Blueprint Mission 2013-2025 which is to develop individual potential through a
quality education approach.
Keywords: Adolescents at risk of juvenile behavior, Antecedent and Marker System
Model, Risky Antecedent, Psychology at Risk

Introduction
According to Kurt and Ergene (2017), adolescence is a milestone in human growth and
development as a turbulent period of transition from childhood to adulthood characterized by
coexistent changes where it is a critical period of life in which a great deal of biologic a l,
psychological, and social changes. Adolescence comprise a period of development between the
age of 10 to 19 years old (World Health Organization, 2017). The increase cases of juvenile
crime from year to year in Malaysia are worrying as the increase rates of student disciplinar y
cases including crimes. The authorities and society need to working together to find a holistic
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solution to this issues as this issues should be addressed by all parties. Many new cases emerged
although there is various development program, treatment and rehabilitation has been carried
out by different parties but, it still difficult to overcome this problem.
The has been a dramatic increase in the involvement of juvenile activity with crime
index 7816 cases in 2013 compare to 3700 cases in 2012 (Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, 2013). There
also an increase in the amount of 47% in the index of violent crime across the country in 2013
that are committed by underage adolescents between the ages of 12 and 17 years, and some
have been involved in the rape and murder (Straits Times, 17/4/2014). In 2012, Royal Malaysia
Police reported a total of 4,474 criminal cases in 2011 were committed by children and
adolescents and those arrested were children between 7-10 years old involved in 28 cases
(0.6%), 11-12 years been involved in 90 cases (2%), 13-15 years old involved in 1,271 cases
(28.4%), and 16-18 years in 3,085 cases (69%) (Daily News, 12/01/2012).
So, one of the approach to overcome this problem is by the early prevention step through
Antecedent and Marker System Model. Based on Antecedent and Marker System Model, it
comprises of four variables which are Antecedent at Risk (support from family, peer and
school, and socioeconomic status), Psychology at Risk (resilience, coping skill, aggressio n,
empathy and depression) and Marker System (truancy, academic achievement and involve me nt
in school activity) and juvenile risk behavior. Adolescent who grow up under negative
circumstance face the risk of getting involve in juvenile behavior. When they got low support
from family, peer and school and also live in low socioeconomic status, they are vulnerable to
have low level of resilience, coping skill, empathy, high level of aggression and depression.
After that, they have possibility to getting involve in truancy at school, low academic
achievement and not actively involved in school activity. As the conclusion, adolescent who
have been through all these negative circumstances are very risky to juvenile behavior.
Literature Review
The development of children and adolescents is influenced by social factors such as families,
communities and wider social institutions (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Processes in families, peers,
social support and community resources, neighbourhood security, quality of life, and wider
institutions such as schools influences these social factor. Usually, children or adolescent that
have characteristics of juvenile risk behavior come from a negative or risky environment such
as family dysfunction or unable to receive support from parent or family (Schulte & Petermann,
2011; Faisal & Mohammad, 2012; and Henggeler & Sheidow, 2012), living in poverty (McNeil
et al., 2013; Yoo, Jeong Ah & Huang, Chien-Chung, 2012; and Calderón-Almendros, 2011),
risky environment comprising neighbourhood (Tam & Reisthler, 2015); and Tompsett et al.,
2016), peer groups (Weermen et al. 2015; Reynolds et al., 2015; and Rulison et al., 2014) and
schools (Synder & Smith, 2015; et al., 2015; Lo et.al, 2011).
Family dysfunction, poor support from peer and school, living in poverty or low socioeconomic
status, and negative neighbourhood environment act as risky environment and later become as
antecedent of risk or factors that lead adolescent getting involve in problematic behavior
including crime and juvenile. If they being rise in this environment within some period, they
are said to be fragile which have a low resilient and no social competence. They will fail to
adjust or adapt their behavior when facing risky a stressful or risky environment, and they are
prone to engage in juvenile behavior (Rovis et al., 2015; Mann et al., 2015; and Yates et al.,
2012).
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Besides, these risky adolescent can be identified through psychological characteristics
such as having low level of resilience (Flett & Hewitt, 2014; Newsome & Sullivan, 2014; and
Fougere et al., 2012), poor coping skills, (Mia-Ja Lee & Sung-Je Cho, 2014; Woessner &
Schneider, 2013), aggression (Lee et al., 2014), low level of empathy (Shazia et al., 2014;
Marshall & Marshall, 2011; and Owen & Fox, 2011), high in aggression (Lee et al., 2014) and
also high in depression (Francisco, Loios, & Pedro, 2016; Kurt & Ergene, 2017; Monahan,
VanDerhei, Bechtold, & Cauffman, 2014; Reynolds & Crea, 2015).
Apart from psychology at risk aspect, based on the marker system, adolescent and
children who are at risk can be detected at early stage based on certain characteristics prior to
emerging symptoms of behavioral problems (Burt, Resnick & Novick, 1998). The
characteristics are, they have low level of academic achievement, frequently involve in truancy
at school and inactively participate in school activity program (Dryfoos 1990; Muhammad
Shariff Mustaffa & Suria Abd Jamil 2012; The Consortium on the School-based Promotion of
Social Competence 1996).
Adolescents at risk carrying a set of assumptions of dynamics that put children or
adolescents in a negative and dangerous situation in the future (McWhirter et al., 1995). For
example, teens who are addicted to cigarettes are at risk for alcohol-use and alcohol-addic ted
adolescents on the other hand are at risk for drug abuse. So, the cigarette use behavior lead to
early indicators of problematic behavior in the future. As the conclusion, risk behaviours do
not directly refer to the current situation, but rather acting as a potential assumption of
potentially problematic behaviour in the future if there is no attempt to identify the
characteristics of early behavioural risk and to identify and implement the strategy in the form
of development and prevention interventions among adolescents who involved.
According to Mohammad Nasir (2006) and McWhirter et al. (1995), if risky adolescent
is not assisted in the next development process, there are at risk of being involved in various
behavioral program such as discipline problem at school, substance abuse (tobacco, drug,
alcohol), engage in early sex activities, run away from home and high in delinquency and
criminal behavior. So, based on the literature above, adolescents at risk of juvenile risk behavior
in this study have these following characteristics; i. Early and mid-level of adolescence (12 to 15 years old)
ii. Experience risky antecedent: Dysfunctional of family, poor support system (family, peer and school)
and living in poverty.
iii. Psychology at risk: Low level of resilience and empathy, poor coping skills, high level of aggression
and depression.
iv. Marker system: Truancy, low academic achievement and low involvement in school activity.

Method
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement
(Moher et al., 2009) was followed in conducting this part. Throughout the entire working
process, all steps were documented in a review protocol to ensure reproducibility. We focusing
only on risky antecedents, psychology at risk, marker systems and juvenile risk behaviour that
have been conducted in cross-sectional or longitudinal studies and published in English or
Malay language. Seven electronic database that involve was ProQuest, Sage, Elsevier,
Springer, Ebscohost, Wiley, and MyCite in order to conduct this systematic literature and to
ensure that the results were relevant, the search in all databases was limited to articles that were
published between January 2011 to May 2018 using the keywords that are listed as below;
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a. Adolescent
b. Risky antecedent
c. Psychology at risk

: (adolescent* OR teenagers* OR children* OR youth*) AND
: (social support* OR family* OR peer* OR friends* OR
school* OR teachers) AND
: (resilience* OR coping skills* OR aggressive* OR empathy*

OR depression) AND
d. Marker system
e. Juvenile risk behavior

: (truancy* OR academic achievement* OR school activity
involvement* OR co-curricular activity*) AND
: (crime risk behaviour* OR risky behaviour* OR juvenile* OR
delinquent* OR risky behaviour* OR misconduct behaviour* OR
externalizing behaviour*)

This information below was extracted from the included studies using an extraction form.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Citation details (authors’ name, title, place and date of publication)
Information on the study (design, language, procedure, sample size)
Study population (age or grade, gender)
Instrument that being used or classification status that being apply
Factor that lead adolescent to involve in crime risk behaviour

Results and Discussion
Phenomenon related to adolescent’s delinquency have been studied by various parties over the
last few decades. Among the problematic behaviour that are often related to them are drug
addiction (Dahl, 2016; Henry, Knight, & Thornberry, 2012), alcoholism (Mason et al., 2010;
Salom et al., 2016b; Salom, Williams, Najman, & Alati, 2014), delinquent behavior (Bao, Li,
Zhang, & Wang, 2015; Curcio, Mak, & George, 2017; Marotta & Voisin, 2017; Mustafa,
Suandi, & Ismail, 2016), rules breaking such as school truancy (Mustaffa & Abd Jamil, 2012;
Veloo & Kim, 2014; Yahaya, Hashim, Boon, & Chan, 2005) and aggression (Kamaludd in,
Shariff, Othman, Ismail, & Saat, 2015; S. A. Lee, Rice, Callan, Brame, & Lee, 2015).
Adolescent development problems involve negative external and internal environme nts
or risk factors that are closely related to behavioral problems among adolescents. Processes in
families, peer groups, poverty and social support are among the factors involved as well school
as an institution fail to helps identify factors related to the problematic behavior (Baharudin,
Krauss, Yacoob, & Pei, 2017; Haggerty, Skinner, McGlynn-Wright, Catalano, & Crutchfie ld,
2013; Kurt & Ergene, 2017; Mendelson, Turner, & Tandon, 2010; Palomar-Lever & VictorioEstrada, 2016; Reynolds & Crea, 2015; Rovis, Bezinovic, & Basic, 2015; Yahaya et al., 2005).
According to Bronfenbrenner (1979) through ecological approaches, this approach
demonstrates social factors such as families, communities and wider social institutions affect
the children and adolescents development where these factors encompass the processes in
families that are either direct and indirect. In addition, other social factors that also affect them
are peers, social support, community resources, neighborhood security, life satisfaction and
institutions such as schools. Hence, through an ecological approach that have been stated, this
approach indicates that adolescent who is at risk are more likely to come from negative or risky
environment such as failure in family functioning (Francisco, Loios, & Pedro, 2016;
Henneberger, Durkee, Truong, Atkins, & Tolan, 2013; Shek & Lin, 2016), failure to receive
support from parent (Gault-Sherman, 2012; C.-Y. S. Lee, Lee, & August, 2011; Moses &
Villodas, 2017a), peer (Moses & Villodas, 2017b; Yahaya, Boon, Ramli, Hashim, & Idris,
2010), and school (Snyder & Smith, 2015; Veloo & Kim, 2014) and poverty (Banovcino va,
Levicka, & Veres, 2014; Omboto, Ondiek, Odera, & Ayugi, 2013; Yoo & Huang, 2012).
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Negative or risky environment which are failure to get support from family, peer and
school and poverty become as Antecedents of Risk to adolescent. Within a certain a period of
time, children and adolescent who have been or currently been arised in these environme nt,
tend to have one or all of these characteristics which are low level of resilience (Fougere,
Daffern, & Thomas, 2012; Palomar-Lever & Victorio-Estrada, 2016), coping skills (Boxer,
Sloan-power, Mercado, & Schappell, 2012; Francisco et al., 2016; Schalkwijk, Stams, Stegge,
Dekker, & Peen, 2016), empathy (Hepper, Hart, Meek, Cisek, & Sedikides, 2014; Jolliffe &
Farrington, 2011; Williford et al., 2016) and high level of depression (Francisco et al., 2016;
Monahan, Oesterle, Rhew & Hawkins, 2014; Reynolds & Crea, 2015; Salom et al., 2016a;
Saraceno, Heron, Munafò, Craddock, & van den Bree, 2012) and aggression (Fontaine,
Brendgen, Vitaro, & Tremblay, 2016; Mustafa et al., 2016) which known as Psychology of
Risk.
Children or adolescents who have these above characteristics are vulnerable to
situations in which they will fail to adapt when facing a crisis or a stressful situation to them
and expose themselves to involve in delinquent behaviour in future (Berger, Batanova, &
Cance, 2015; Boxer, Sloan-power, Mercado, & Schappell, 2012; Clapp & Thomas, 2016;;
Francisco et al., 2016; S. A. Lee et al., 2015; Newsome & Sullivan, 2014; Piko & Pinczés,
2014; Reynolds & Crea, 2015; Schalkwijk, Stams, Stegge, Dekker, & Peen, 2016).
Adolescent at risk can be identified at early stage based on external charateristics or in
this study, cited as the marker system which is before the emergence of a symptom of
delinquent behavior. Dryfoos (1990) stated that one of the charateristics adolescent at risk is
low level of academic achievement, low involvement with school activity, incolve in truancy
activity and adolescents who stayed at welfare centres. His statement supported by researchs
that found children and adolescent who involve in delinquent behaviour either have low
academic achievement (Bryan et al., 2012; Kwon & Wickrama, 2014; C.-Y. S. Lee et al., 2011;
Mazur, Kowalewska, Zawadzka, Dzielska, & Wais, 2016; Wang, 2014), don’t involve too
much in school activity (Anthony & Robbins, 2013; Bryan et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2012) and
engage in truancy activity (Dahl, 2016; Nawi, Roslan, Idris, & Hod, 2017).
Based on the findings, the following recommendations may be made to school
counsellors and psychologists working with adolescents at schools or other institutions. This
study has shown that social support was the most important factor in predicting adolescent
crime risk behaviours. Practicing school counsellors and psychologists may undertake
protective and preventive work to increase the social support that students receive from family,
teachers and peers. Group guidance programs for peers and psychoeducational programs to
develop relationships between counsellors, students, families, and teachers may be useful.
Results of this study also indicated that social support has a protective effect against the
indicators of internalizing behaviours. Thus, school counsellors and psychologists working
with adolescents may ensure that adolescents have higher perceived social support so that the
indicators of internalizing behaviours such as depression, aggressive, inefficient coping skill
and low level of resilient and empathy are minimized.
Research according to the above construct is crucial to explain issues regarding to
adolescent at risk of crime behaviour in Malaysia so that we can find a better and holistic
strategies in the form of prevention and development programs to address the problem of crime
risk behaviour to buffer the negative effect of risk factor and in future, we can have a better
generation which can lead to better nation. Besides, an intervention program or module need
to be develop as one of the way to overcome these negative issues.
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LEARNING OF CULTURE AND ART IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN IMPLEMENTING
CHARACTER EDUCATION BASED ON REGIONAL
CULTURE TO SUPPORT CHILDREN’S WORTH CITY
Feri Faila Sufa1
1 Slamet

Riyadi University

Abstract: This article describes learning of regional cultural arts in the implementation of
character education to support the children’s worth city. The focus of this research is finding
the children's need, supporting and inhibiting factors in art learning in early childhood, using
qualitative methods analyzed through data collection, data reduction, data presentation and
data conclusion /verification. The results show that in the learning culture art, it requires
modeling and habituation. Globalization and rapid technological developments are
challenging in itself to create character values for children. Consistency is required in
implementing good character values in the school environment through educators and
institutions, family environment and surrounding community. Early childhood learning is an
important foundation when it can be maintained until the next stage, so that children’s worth
city can be implemented based on regional cultural values.
Keywords: Early Childhood Learning, Character Education, Cultural Arts, Child-worthy
Town

Introduction
Character Education is the best given from an early age. Early childhood education is an overall
effort to foster child development. (Sudarna; 1, 2014). It means how physical and spiritua l
development is well stimulated. This is intended so that they can grow and develop optimally.
Ministerial regulation number 137, 2014 concerning national standard for early childhood
education (ECE) states that early age of children is from birth to six years old. Whereas Ellen
G White in Sarumpaet (2001;12) tells us that character education is the most important effort
ever given to humans. There are two opinions about it. First, character is innate. Second,
character can be changed through education. In Indonesia Character education platform was
pioneered by Ki Hajar Dewantara concept, The Educatione figure; Ing Ngarsa sung tuladha
(in the front of give the example). Ing Madya mbangun karsa (when in the middle built the
will), Tut Wuri handayani (and when behind gives encouragement). Therefore, to imple me nt
character in early childhood is needed model.
Plutarch states character is simply habit long continued. Aristoteles says “We are what we do
repeatedly do excellence, and then is not an act, but a habit. While Arthur welleshley argued
that habit is ten times nature (in Daryanto etc, 2013;3). It means that character needs a habit.
Habits will become characters. That’s why the role of teachers and parent is needed to
encourage children to behave positively. To form positive characters, they need to be trained
through habituation: Independence, courtesy, creative, agile, diligent, and responsible.
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In today’s gadget era, we can see both the benefits and the negative side. We can enjoy
various information and ease of communication. However, the influence of gadget makes
children lazy to learn, forgetting their assignment, because they are stuck with the gadget. This
can affect their physical and psychological health. Physical influence, it can interfere children’s
health due to radiation. Likewise, the psychological aspects can disturb children’s
development.
Technological advancements ease their owners with the potential for the mentality of
children who cannot stand the difficulties. This technological era makes children accustomed
to live instantly. It causes to their laziness, not having the spirit to fight, lack of socializa tio n
and not sensitive to the environment. This behaviour can inhibit the growth of local culture.
Local culture is very important because there are many values of wisdom that reflect positive
character.
Factuallly, there is so much to explore through the traditional learning process. While
over internet, it’s cannot replace the depth of knowledge. If this is not observed properly, there
will be a tendency for future generations to become generations who are quickly satisfied and
think superficially.
In order to develop innovation and creativity, a model for the development of character
education is needed in early childhood education through learning art and culture. As in
ministrial regulation number 146/2014 explained that the structure of the curriculum in early
children education includes programs for developing religious and moral values, psychomotor,
cognitive, language,social emotional and art.
The art development program is realized in order to develop children in the phase of
exploration, expression, and appreciation of art in the context of play. This means that all
learning processes in early children education are through educational stimuli which carried
out by educators in learning activities through playing atmosphere.
The nature of play is an activity carried out by a person to get pleasure without
considering the end result (Ahmad susanto, 2017: 97). Playing is an approach to the
implementation of early childhood education. Through playing, children are invited to explore,
discover, use objects around them (Directorate of Early Childhood, 2003: 3). Moreover,
learning through playing is a teaching technique that makes children happy, very memorable,
rising to satisfy children so that learning program will be effective if given through playing.
The development of art as one of the contents in the early children education
curriculum is directed at the acquisition of learning outcomes or competencies in the aspects of
knowledge and basic skills of art and attitudes related to the ability to the sense art - beauty and
creativity development. In Article 10 paragraph 7 of Ministry of Education and Culture
Regulation Number 137 of 2014 stated that the art learning referred to above includes the ability
to explore and express themselves, imagine with movement, music, drama and various other
art fields (painting, fine arts, crafts) and be able to appreciate the work art, motion and dance
and drama.
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Art according to Aristotle is a form whose appearance and performance never deviates
from reality. Whereas According to Ki Hajar Dewantara, art is the result of beauty so that it
can bring up the beautiful feelings of those who see it.
Art cannot be separated from the word culture. Culture is a way of life that can develop
together in a group of people through generations from one generation to the next. Culture is
formed from many elements including political and religious systems, customs, clothing,
language, tools, artwork and buildings. Edward Burnett Tylor explains that Culture is the whole
of the complex which contains a belief, art, morals, knowledge, customs, law and other abilities
that are acquired by a person as a member of society.
While Andreas Eppink argues that culture contains a form of the overall understanding
of social values, social norms, science and the overall religious, social and many other
structures. Furthermore, Harry Sulastianto gives an understanding of art and culture is an
expertise to bring out beautiful ideas and thoughts, including realizing the ability and
imagination of the view of the atmosphere, objects or works that can create a sense of beauty
so as to create a more advanced civilization. Whereas M. Thoyibi explained that the definitio n
of art is the embodiment of a sense of art that has been entrenched, which is included in the
aspect of culture, can already be felt by many people in the period of history of human
civilization (In Sofyan Hadi; 2015).
The explanation of culture and art above, if it is implemented in early chidren learning
can be interpreted as learning in which the competency that is expected to be reach by the
children is they can realize a sense of art that can be entrenched as a form of social, moral,
scientific value development and also involves children’s phsychomotor elements.
Problems:
To implement learning culture and art, it needs to be identified what are the supporting and
inhibiting factors, and how is the implementation of cultural arts learning in early children
education insisting character education.
Discussion:
Arts and culture education is essentially multidimensional learning, which ultimately touches
on the development of cognitive aspects, social, emotional, creative, ethical and aesthetic.
Commitment to the learning of art and culture is aimed at habituation in the context of insisting
positive characters. Based on observations and interviews conducted in early children
education in Surakarta related to child-friendly city, it can be described as follows:
1. Inhibiting factors and supporting character education.
Based on the results of research in 3 cities (Denpasar, Surakarta and West Jakarta), in
implementing character education, especially in the learning of cultural arts in early child hood
education institutions, there are indeed a number of constraints as well as strengths in their
implementation. Some obstacles that occur include; (1) less of teachers’ competency. There are
still many early children educations’ teachers who are skillfull enough and being standardized
by the government. This is because the diversity of teachers’ educational backgrounds which
are not linear with their profession. In observation, there are still many teachers who do not
understand the early children education teachers’ competence. Especially for unprofessio na l
teacher (cadre); it is a person who is not capable enough to teach early children education
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because she/he is not graduated from the early childhood education department. On the other
hand, it is decreased due to the existence accreditation agency for early childhood education
programs; in which requires minimum standard for early children education program. (2) Lack
of consistency. This often happens to families or parents who often ignore the development of
their children. Parent education is also very important to support character learning in schools.
Because the nature of character education is habituation at home in which the role of parents
(parenting support) is needed. Parents and institutions need to have continuo us ly
communication about the development of their children to be more optimal (3) Infrastruc ture
is very important in supporting the learning process. Most early children education institutio ns
are managed by the community or it is self-management; whose main funding comes from
parents and government assistance. Whereas, based on observations there are still many early
children education institutions that are not yet in accordance with standards, in the provision of
educative teaching aids, either which are safe comfortable for child development or in creating
child-friendly schools. For example in the arrangement of children's outdoor areas, there are
still many that do not meet the standards. Besides that, many children's playgrounds are cast in
concrete so that they are not child friendly. School buildings without gates, (4) Rapid
technological developments also have an impact on cultural shifts. Children who are born today
are native digital generation, which of course affects the development of those who ultimate ly
prefer instant things, which provide convenience. Of course this is very influential on the values
of children's character.
As for the supporting factors as potential, among others: (1) the reappearance of
competency-based art education curriculum in the content of the curriculum is very necessary
because early childhood is a critical period, a sensitive period for optimizing its developme nt
because early childhood is golden age of development. (2) Early childhood education learning
is oriented to local wisdom, so that the insertion of cultural and artistic moral values is based
on local potential. (3) Government commitment and strong community elements in supporting
government culture. The role of the community in inserting the moral and artistic arts of the
government is very important.
1. Implementation of cultural arts education in early childhood education based on
character education
As Thomas Lickona (1991) said “Education is a deliberate effort to help people understand,
care about and acts upon core ethics values”. It means character education is an attempt to
familiarize positive behavior based on regional cultural values. Although each region has a
different culture of character, Daryanto (2013, 73) good character must support good
knowledge (moral knowing), a good feeling (loving good) and good behavior (moral action)
that merges with someone. In implementing it in the art and culture learning activities, some of
the methods used cannot stand alone, complement each other and complete one another so that
learning objectives will be achieved effectively and efficiently. In its implementation a strategy
is needed through active learning with assessment using remediation and enrichment programs.
Cultural education in which there are regional cultural values based on national character can
be developed through the themes of learning in which there are various aspects of moral,
cognitive, language, social emotional, phsychomotor development and certainly art.
Some habituation and culture activities are carried out by conditioning, routine activities,
spontaneous activities, modelling and programmed-activities. In school activities, parents at
home and the community can seek the implementation of character education as impleme nted
in school to be in harmony. As an assessment of the success of character education, schools
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can make questionnaires for families and the environment closest to students. In detail can be
explained in table 1.
Table 1. Character education activities in early childhood education
Types of Activities
routine activities

spontaneous activities

Modeling

programmed activities

Examples
Activities carried out continuously. For
example: Pledge, or march before
entering class, pray before and after the
lesson
Spontaneous activities are done by the
child at that time, for example children
collect donations when there are friends
who are sick or there are natural disasters
It is the attitude of the teacher, education
staff and parents and students themselves
who can be role models
It is an activity programmed to create
conditions
that
support
the
implementation of character

Character Values
Integrity;
religious

Discipline,

Mutual cooperation ; caring
for the environment, socialcaring
The teacher arrived early
and was not late, worked
hard, kept the environment
clean etc.
Tidying up his own toy
items, throwing trash in the
trashcan, wearing shoes
and putting things in proper
place

Naturally children are born with the potential of artistic ability. They are able to develop
imagination. Children 1 year old have started scribbling anything. He/she began to learn and
absorb everything that happened in the surrounding environment. Every object that is played,
functions according to the child's imagination. Open learning is an effort to maximize the
various intelligence potentials of children.
The example or material given in art learning in early childhood education is through
activities such as singing children's songs, playing pat, guessing tones and songs, and playing
artificial musical instruments, as well as motion and songs, tasting, batik, drawing, playing
coloring drama, finger painting, singing, dancing, playing music like angklung, gamelan and
drum band. Besides that there are also traditional culture-based games. As in Java, there are
games for children ; engklek, jamuran, dakon, bekelan, , cooking, cooking (guessing). All these
game activities can stimulate intellectual intelligence, emotional intelligence and creativity, as
well as their kinesthetic intelligence.
2. Character education in early chilhood education in supporting of children’s worth city
Children’s worth city is a city development model that has a child rights-based developme nt
system by integrating the commitment and resources of the government, community and the
business world as a whole and the sustainability that is oriented towards fulfilling the Rights of
the Children (Ministry of women and child protection of the Republic Indonesia). Developme nt
of children’s worth city is one of the government's efforts to unite the issue of children's rights
in urban planning and development. Integrating the concept of child protection into urban
programs will be easier compared to realizing the Convention on child rights directly. The
policy of children’s worth city is regulated by the Regulation of the Minister of Women
Empowerment and Child Protection of the Republic of Indonesia Number 13 of 2011
concerning Guidelines for the Development of Child-Friendly Districts / Cities, and
subsequently Regulation 12 of 2011 concerning children’s worth city.
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To reach a child-friendly city in this study focused on cluster 4, with indicators includ ing
fulfillment of education, utilization of sparetime and cultural activities. Fulfillment of children
education is how children start at an early age and age of 12 years of compulsory education
deals with how early childhood can participate in child-friendly education programs and
encourage children to be able to use their sparetime through cultural activities that reflects
positive character.
Based on sources from the Center for data and statistics, education and culture (2016)
regarding early children education participation rates in three cities as research locations
(Surakarta, Bali and West Jakarta), it can be explained in Table 2.
City/ Levels

Table 2. Rough Educati on Participation Numbers Figures
Central
Java Bali (Denpasar)
Daerah
Khusus
(Surakarta)
Ibukota
(Jakarta Barat)
Children 86,83
99,97
62,38
Program

Early
Education
(PAUD)
Elementary
School
(SD)
Junior High School
(SMP)

95,16

96,04

96,16

87,04

98,50

93,67

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture, Data Center and Educational and Cultural
Statistics, 2016
The level of participation which shows an increasing trend is certainly very good in children’s
character building. This is because the learning outcomes in early chilhood education are not
mastery of science and technology, but are more focused on how the character of children is
formed early. Independence, soft skills, creativity, sense of responsibility, discipline are
expected to be internalized in children from an early age. In carrying out daily activities at
home there are still many parents who are overprotective in caring for their children so that
children are less independent and can even cause children to lack confidence.
Due to the importance of the implementation of character education in early childhood
education, steps are needed to make the program runs effectively. These are devided into the
planning stage, implementation and assessment phase, then development stage. At the
preparation stage, an agreement and commitment from all citizens, parents, leaders, teachers,
education personnels and the surrounding environment is needed to carry out moral values
implementation to children. Why is it important? Because character education is a consistenc y
of habituation from an early age so that all elements are needed to be involved. Choose and
determine the values that are prioritized by considering the facilities, infrastructure and existing
conditions. The principal has a commitment to socialize character building through values that
have been prioritized to parents, students and the surrounding community to support the
implementation of character education.
The implementation phase is carried out after the socialization has been carried out,
according to the agreement that has been made. For example; parents deliver and pick up
students until the gate, to train independence, courage, discipline and so on. Implement agreed
programs which related to learning programs before, during and after learning; includes when
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taking a rest. Establish habituation behavior and basic skills development according to the field
of development in early childhood education. Besides that, it is also necessary to provide the
necessary infrastructure to support character education, for example; throwing garbage in its
place, it is necessary to provide separate bins for organic and non-organic.
The assessment phase is carried out to measure the success of the internalization values,
including how to carry out character education, the commitment of parents to harmonize
character values. Moral support and fulfillment of infrastructure facilities also need to be
completed. The indicator of its success is how the reflection of character values on students has
been carried out routinely, in spontaneous activities or programmed in daily activities.
The development phase is carried out as evaluation results’ follow-up. Based on the
needs, recomendations and suggestions from the parents of the community, there is a stage of
development, such as adding character values to be developed or habituating that character
values after children has internalized positive character values on him.
Conclusion:
1. Learning art and culture in early chilhood education is very important; because in their
early age, it is very effective habituate their moral values, honing their creativity and
imagination according to their developmental tasks.
2. The development of children's moral, psychomotor, emotional, social and intellectual also
their local language will be stimulated through the learning of cultural arts.
3. Character education can also be implemented through learning cultural and arts based on
local culture. Introducing local culture able to lead to love and have high loyalty to the
homeland as a manifestation of gratitude to God.
4. The research findings have been described that learning art and culture in early chilhood
education based on regional cultural arts able to build positive character education,
therefore it will help to realize children’s worth city in an area with different colors and
characteristics of each regional cultural arts.
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Abstract: “Health care services” is referring to any medical or premedical care or services
that are recognized under state law which is including supplies delivered in connection with
the care or services. This research was conduct at SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital which
offering a comprehensive range of medical, surgical and consultative services. It is affordable
and acceptable to all people in Senawang and its surrounding areas. This is the only one
specialist hospital at Senawang area.This research is focus on the experience gained by
customer of SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital whether the customers are satisfied or not
with the service and facilities that has been provided. The overall results confirmed that the
five factors; customer care services, specialist and doctor services, food and beverages
services, admission and discharge services, and facilities and accommodations are the factors
of customers experience towards service provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital.
Each of the factors has significant relationship with customer satisfaction, while, for customers
satisfaction also the result has significant with behavioral intentions.
Keywords: Health Care, Customer Experience, Customer Satisfaction, Behavioral
Intention
Introduction
Health care is a highly competitive global industry. People rather travel around the world in
order to receive the best service quality as they hope for. Patients usually prefer go to private
hospital even the cost of services are expensive, hoping to receive high service quality of
treatment. Thus, this research will focus on the customer experience and satisfaction with the
hospital services in order to evaluate their view customer behavioral intentions towards the
hospital. SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital is the suitable place for the researcher to
conduct this research because this hospital is one of the private hospital that offer many
services. The researcher will closely look at the customers experiences to measure customer’s
satisfaction and based on the experiences and satisfaction will affect the customer’s behaviora l
intentions for the future visit.
Problem Statement
In the health care sector, customer experience is one of the most essential factors that help to
improving the business performance. Besides that, the customer who is the patients it helps in
strengthening core comprehensive and to put the business into a strategic position of
marketplace. The first problems that make the researcher want to conduct this research are due
to the issues of service provided are crucial enough to guarantee the customers satisfactio n
based on their experiences. It occurs when health care services have a distinct position among
other services due to the highly involving and risky nature of services because the health care
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services is involved the people life and it is very important to the hospital to maintain the
customer satisfaction and enhance the customer intentions. Most of the customers are willing
to pay more for the services so that it is responsibility of the hospital to deliver the services that
meet with the customer want and needs.
Most of time, there are always a complaint on the satisfaction of services such as in
term on how the employee treat and serve the customers, and also the facilities that has been
provided by the hospital are not very satisfy even the customers pay the highest fees for the
services.
The other problem that occurs is from academic sight where is limited research was
conducted by student at SALAM Senawang, the previous research is to measure the staff
satisfaction only but not customer satisfactions. Thus, the researcher took the opportunity to
conduct the research about the customer satisfaction based on the experiences gained by the
customers of SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital.
Research Objectives
The purpose of this research is to know the customers experience towards service quality at
SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital and identifying the effects of the customer experience
and satisfaction. There are a few research objectives listed below to answer the above questions.
1. To identify the factors of customer experience towards service provided by SALAM
Senawang Specialist Hospital.
2. To determine the relationship between customer experience and customer satisfaction.
3. To investigate the relationship between customer satisfaction and behavioral intention.
Research Questions
The questions are used to analyze the customer experience toward service provided at SALAM
Senawang Specialist Hospital. Below are the research questions:
1. What are the factors of customer experience towards service provided by SALAM
Senawang Specialist Hospital?
2. What are the relationship between the customers experience and customers’ satisfaction?
3. What are the relationship between the customer’s satisfaction and behavioral intention?
Scope of the study
This research study cover the service provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital
which are Customer Care Services, Specialist and Doctor Services, Food and Beverages
Services, Admission and Discharge Services and Facilities and Accommodations. For the
respondents, the respondents are cover the total customers which are include inpatients and
outpatients that has been visited SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital in a month.
Literature review
Customer experience
According to Mellens and Venden Abele, (1997), the aim of customer experience manageme nt
is to enhance relationships with customers and build customer intentions. If the customer’s
gained good experience at the hospital, it will create relationship and will affect the intentio ns
to the customers.
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Customer Care Services
According to past research done by Tafreshi et al. (2007), called nurses’ care as to fulfill the
needs and wants of those to whom they are looking after. The nursing care involves the
friendliness behavior, availability of nurses on time, and providing satisfactory medical care.
The customer care in the hospital are not only refer to the staff that seat at front desk only, the
customer care are referring to the those staff that always deal with the patients such as people
customer service, registration counter, admission or discharge counter, the pharmacy and so
on. Even the nurse that give treatment to the patients also will deliver the customer care service.
Specialist and Doctor Services
According to Gaur et al. (2011) found that when a patient enhances their conﬁdence it will
improve the relationship satisfaction with their doctors, and, simultaneously, increase patient
loyalty. Consequently, Garman et al. (2004) point out that the relationship between patient
satisfaction and doctors signiﬁcantly increases the likelihood of the patient returning to the
hospital for treatment. If the patients feel comfortable with the doctors, they will come again
and choose the same consultant again.
Food and Beverages Services
According to the past research done by Gregoire (1994); DubeÂ et al.,(1994), the attitude of
staff who serve and deliver meals can affect patients' satisfaction and perception of the quality
of a meal. Each of the hospitals needs to ensure that the food and beverages services are good
enough because that hospital food is an important part of the patient experience. Nowadays,
there are many complaints about the hospital food in term on the taste of the food, how the
serve, the menu of the food and so on.
Admission and Discharge Services
In the hospital industry, admission and discharge services are referring to the Operational
activities which involve discharge and exit procedure (Duggirala et al., 2008a), admissio n
process, maintaining file records, check-up procedure, procedure of transparent billing
submission, and many other administrative functions (Chahal and Sharma, 2004). It is very
important for both departments to work very efficient to avoid any circumstances; because the
admission will record all the patients’ data which is very confidential, from first time they come
to the hospital while for discharge; they will calculate all the fees for each of the services that
they have given to the patients. If both of the departments failed to deliver good services, it
may cause problems to the customers and will affect the customer’s satisfaction towards the
hospital services.
Facilities and Accommodations
For inpatient health care services, the customer not only visits the service facility but also lives
in it. Few service industries have their customers sleep over: hospitals do. Even when service
quality is superb, the experience of hospitalization is likely to compound the inherent stress
that accompanies illness. Hospitals are frightening places where patients undergo medical
procedures and/or receive medical treatments. Patients are not in control and cannot come and
go at will. Patients do not enjoy themselves in hospitals (Berry and Bendapudi, 2007, p. 114).
Customer satisfaction
According to Oliver, (1989) and Hunt, (1977), satisfaction is not the pleasure of the experience,
it is evaluating the experience was at least as good as it was supposed to be. Means that each
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of the services that have been delivered to the customers must be good and customers must
satisfy with it. There are no reasons why the services did not satisfy the customer because each
of the services are paying with the high fees and the hospital must always give the service that
can meet the level of customers satisfactions. Different customer will have varying levels of
satisfaction for an experience, which is essentially the same.
Behavioral intention
According to Zeithaml et al. (1996), behavioral intention as a signal of whether customers will
remain or exit the relationship with the service provider. There are two situations will occurs,
the first one, the customers will convey a positive word of mouth, revisit intention, and loyalty
if they gained good experience and satisfy with the services while for the second situations, the
customers will, spread a negative word of mouth and conveys their negative experiences to
other customers if they gained bad experiences and not satisfy with the services. From both
situations, it shows that the experiences are mostly affecting the customer’s intentions towards
the hospital. It is very important to the hospital and health care industry to deliver the good
services because each of the experience that gained by the customers will create the new
intentions to the customers itself whether they want to stay at the same hospital or they want
switch to the other hospital.
Research Methodolgy
Sampling Size
According to Barlett, Kotrlik and Higgin (2001), determinant sample size is to avoid the
inappropriate, inadequate, or excessive sample sizes that can influence the quality and accuracy
of the research data. The minimum number of targeted respondents is 92. However,
questionnaires were distributed to the 150 respondents. The researcher uses the G-Power
analysis software 3.1.9.2 to find the number of the respondents.
Sampling Technique
The researchers use the convenience sampling technique. Convenience sampling technique is
one of the main types of non-probability sampling methods. The researcher used this
convenience sampling technique because it easy to reach people and this technique helped the
researcher to gather the data in short time. For this research, researcher distributes the
questionnaires randomly to the people in Senawang area and there are 158 of the questionna ires
that have been distributed to the respondents but there are 150 questionnaires that were returned
back. The 8 questionnaires are missing and not fully answered by the respondents.
Questionnaire
150 questionnaires will be distributed to the people that ever visit SALAM Senawang Specialist
Hospital and the place nearby.
Data Analysis
Pilot test
10 questionnaires were distributed to the respondents. After the surveys were gathered, the
reliability test was conducted by using the statistical project for Social Science (SPSS) Version
20. According to Hair et al (1998), Cronbach’s value that is greater than 0.7 indicates the
highest degree of consistency which is said to be reliable. The result shows that the reliability
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for all the factors of customers experience is which are Customer Care Services, Specialist and
Doctors Services, Food and Beverages Services, Admission and Discharge Services, and Also
Facilities and Accommodations are reliable because all the factors are above than 0.70, thus,
the questionnaires are accepted and valid.
Data Analysis Procedure
In this research, the researchers will use IBM SPSS Version 20.
Frequency Analysis
Frequency analysis is simple data analysis technique which allows researcher to get a big
picture or understand the data more. From frequency distribution, researcher can see how
frequency the specific value are been observe and what are their percentages are for the same
variable.
Descriptive Analysis
The purpose of descriptive analysis is to summarize research data that had been obtained at the
field work. The data is arrays by assigned numerical value, with columns for percent, valid
percent and cumulative frequency (Cooper & Schindler, 2006). The data is presented into
graph, chart, and others related ways that associated to this study.
Reliability Analysis (Cronbach’s Alpha)
Reliability of research can be gathered from Cronbach’ Alpha coefficient value. Cronbach’
Alpha is use to determine how well the items measuring the concept use together as a set and
correlated to one another. If the value of Cronbach’ Alpha value is less than 0.60, it is indicates
to be poor and if 0.60 and above, then the internal consistency reliability is acceptable (Sekaran
& Bougie, 2009). The closer the Cronbach’ Alpha value to 1, it means the higher the interna l
consistency reliability.
Pearson Correlation Analysis
Pearson Correlation is a tool of analysis to measure the relationship between variables that have
been explored. If the Pearson Correlation is above 0.70, it indicates the very strong positive
relationship between independent and dependent variable, if thePearson Correlation is between
0.50 and 0.69, it indicates the strong relationship while if the Pearson Correlation is between
0.30 and 0.49 it indicates as moderate relationship between independent and dependent
variables.
Findings
The main objective for this research is to identify the factors analysis of customer experience
at SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital. The study had been made with 5 variables, which
are Customer Care Services, Specialist and Doctor Services, Food and Beverages Services and
also Facilities and Accommodations. All the independent variables have chosen because it
seems suitable to apply in this research.
To measure the first objective for this research, the descriptive analysis (mean) is used
to analyze the factors used to produce the mean and standard deviation as indicates the factors
analysis of customers experience towards service provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist
Hospital. The results have found that the respondents agree all of the factors as the factors
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analysis of customer experience towards service provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist
Hospital.
Besides that, from the test that had been run such as correlation analysis that used to
measure the second objective which is to determine the relationship between customer
experience and customer satisfaction, the researcher knows which independence variable
(Customer Care Services, Specialist and Doctor Services, Food and Beverages Services and
also Facilities and Accommodations) that has strong or weak relationship with dependent
variable (customer satisfaction and behavioral intention). Based on the correlation analysis that
had been done, all of the hypotheses were accepted with strong positive relationship.
The researcher also used correlation to investigate the relationship between customer
satisfaction and behavioral intention, which is for the third objective. From the result, the
hypothesis is accepted with strong positive relationship. All the factors of customers
experiences which are customer care services, specialist and doctors services, food and
beverages services, admission and discharge service and also facilities and accommodatio ns
have create good experience and the customers are very satisfy with all the services that has
been provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital. This means that the patients are
looking for a hospitals provides services, when the patients have problems, the hospital will
show a sincere interest in solving the, the hospital also offer a wide range of product and
services.
Conclusion
Based on the findings, it can be conclude that all the respondents which are the customers of
SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital have gained good experiences during they visited and
get services from this hospital. The overall results confirmed that the five factors – customer
care services, specialist and doctor services, food and beverages services, admission and
discharge services, and facilities and accommodations – are the factors of customers experience
towards service provided by SALAM Senawang Specialist Hospital. Each of the factors has
significant relationship with customer satisfaction, while, for customers satisfaction also the
result has significant with behavioral intentions.
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Abstract: Nowadays, many organizations have been relying on group or team work to achieve
organizational goals. In a group or team, the employees are diverse due to different
background, such as education level, gender, races, as well as ages. Although group members
might be diverse, an effective group could be developed by sharing mutual objectives and
visions to reach optimum results in organizations. Employees’ diversity has been a human
resource challenge that could not be avoided. It is known as a challenge in human resource
field because employees with different backgrounds could have different ways in dealing
matters in organizations. The differences or diversity among employees could be a barrier in
the process of task accomplishment. Hence, the understanding of the linkage between
employees’ diversity and organizational performance is essential in the literature of human
resource management. However, it was claimed that the direct linkage between employees’
diversity and organizational performance has been questioned and remained unclear. Hence,
the past studies that investigated the relationship between employees’ diversity and
organizational performance among employees are important for this review paper. This review
writing involved the articles that are ranged from 2008 to 2018, which is a decade. From the
past studies, it was found that the relationship between employees’ diversity and organizational
performance among employees is inconsistent. Some studies revealed significant relationship,
while other studies claimed that there is non-significant relationship between the variables.
The inconsistency of findings has caused ambiguity to the linkage between the variables. Due
to the inconsistency of findings, it is recommended that future studies should conduct more
studies about the relationship between employees’ diversity and organizational performance
among corporate personnel. Future studies are also suggested to conduct their studies in
longitudinal form in order to capture the trend of changes throughout their research.
Keywords: Diversity, Organizational Performance, Review Paper, Diverse Employees

Introduction
Nowadays, the workforce has become diverse due to the different backgrounds of employees,
such as different nationalities, ethnics, abilities, skills, personalities, as well as knowledge
(Ejikeme & Ebubechukwu, 2018). Organizations have been gradually implementing team work
arrangements that consist of different backgrounds among employees (Knippenberg &
Schippers, 2007). This phenomenon could be seen when organizations have been depending
on several types of group work, for example project teams, and focus groups (Ejikeme &
Ebubechukwu, 2018). Effective business should have acknowledged that labour diversity has
become a business conduct (Childs, 2005). In order to be a sustainable and competitive
organization, worldwide organizations have been initiated to pay attention on the diversity
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concept (Süβ and Kleiner, 2007). The understanding of the effect of employees’ diversity on
organizational performance should be gained (Childs, 2005). It was claimed that the signific a nt
influence of diversity on organizational performance could not be overlooked in this century
because its influence has become a major priority in organizations (Cho, Kim, & Mor Barak,
2017). The issue of diversity should be concerned because organizations, especially group based organizations, need to ensure that diverse employees are well blended in order to improve
the organizational performance (Ejikeme & Ebubechukwu, 2018). Diverse employees could
consist of different cultural backgrounds, as well as different educational backgrounds, which
make diverse employees think differently (Ejikeme & Ebubechukwu, 2018). It should be noted
that the differences could be challenging for an organization. When employees’ diversity is
well managed, many opportunities might be created in organizations (Ugwuzor, 2014). In
contrast, issues or challenges could be happened if workforce diversity is not well managed.
This is supported by Farrer (2004), where the scholar mentioned that solely embracing diversity
could not help organizations to achieve success, organizations need to manage it well.
Recently, the scholars of human resource management field have been putting much effort to
investigate the linkage between terms of diversity and organizational performance (Trigue ro Sánchez, Peña-Vinces, & Guillen, 2018). However, Triguero-Sánchez et al. (2018) claimed
that, although many studies have been conducted to examine the effects of diversity on
organizational performance, the effect of diversity has not reached agreement in the literature.
Triguero-sánchez, Peña-Vinces and Sánchez-Apellániz (2011) mentioned that the effect of
diversity types was not explained. The effects of diversity are yet to be confirmed because it
was claimed that the linkage between diversity and organizational performance is theoretica lly
complex (Badal & Harter, 2014). Besides, it was argued that previous diversity researches did
not successfully indicate consistent findings on the linkage between diversity and performance
(Valls, Gonzalez-Roma, & Tomas, 2016). Based on the issues above, it was highlighted that
the linkage between diversity and performance has been questioned (Triguero-Sánchez et al.,
2018). Hence, due to the problem statement, the authors intended to review the relations hip
between employees’ diversity and organizational performance in the past decade (2008-2018).
Literature review
Definition and concepts of employees’ diversity
Diversity is defined in several ways. There are scholars mentioned that diversity is related to
demographic, or diversity of surface-level, which includes ethnicity, age, working experience,
religion, and genders (Owoyemi, Elegbede & Gbajumo-Sheriff, 2011). While, another scholar
argued that diversity exists in terms of deeper level, which consists of personality, attitudes,
and values (Jehn, & Kanutto, 2003). Due to the differences of background, diversity is defined
as the dissimilarities among people which help to recognize that an individual is different from
another (Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). O’Flynn et al. (2001) explained that, diversity is define d
as apprehending the dissimilarities in both unobservable and observable individualities, which
includes mental ability, physical abilities, values, attitudes, social status, economic status, and
genders. Similarly, Kundu (2001) explained that employees’ diversity is defined as the
existence of individuals with different culture, races, social, and ethnic background in an
organization. Besides, diversity is also described as the differences of perception between the
people (Ragins & Gonzalez, 2003).
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Definition and concepts of organizational performance
According to Hancott (2005), organizational performance has been defined based on several
indicators, such as rate of profit growth, return of shareholders, and the development of market
share. Som (2008) described that, organizational performance can be related to few
perspectives of organization, which includes customer service satisfaction, return of
investment, quality, profits, and productivity. According to Hult et al. (2008), organizatio na l
performance is described as how far objectives are accomplished, which includes overall
effectiveness, operational performance, and financial performance of organizations. Robbins
and Coulter (2002) described organizational performance as the effectiveness and efficiency of
objectives accomplishment. While, Anderson (2006) argued that, organizational performance
is defined as the rate of profits when organization’s goals are achieved. Besides profits,
Schermerhorn et al. (2002) described organizational performance as the amount and excelle nce
of each employee or team work accomplishment.
Methodology
In this review paper, the methodology that adopted was named literature searching and
reviewing, where the discussions or debates about employees’ diversity and organizatio na l
performance were reviewed and compared during the process of writing. The objective of this
review paper was to determine the differences of linkage between employees’ diversity and
organizational performance among different backgrounds of respondents. In order to
accomplish the objective of this paper, the authors reviewed the empirical research papers
which are ranged between the years of 2008 to 2018. The articles were comprehensive ly
searched through several databases, such as Scopus, Elsevier, and Google Scholar. Besides,
four exclusions were determined in order to collect the papers that are suitable for this review
paper. Firstly, the authors excluded non-empirical papers, such as theoretical papers. The
authors included only empirical papers that provided results of studies, such as case studies,
field studies, and surveys. Secondly, we excluded those studies that did not provide the values
of reliability and validity of instruments. Without valid information of instruments, it can affe ct
the validity of findings. Third, we excluded those studies that examined diversity among
student samples. It was claimed that student samples and personnel samples are significa ntly
different in research. Next, we excluded those irrelevant variables. The authors focused on the
selected variables in this review paper only, which are employees’ diversity and organizatio na l
performance.
Results
After reviewing the past studies ranged from 2008 to 2018, it was found that there are few past
studies that examined the relationship between employees’ diversity and organizatio na l
performance. Employees’ diversity is able to influence organizational performance among
employees, where it was revealed that employees’ diversity has significant linkage with
organizational performance (Boone & Hendriks, 2009). The scholars measured diversity as
functional-background diversity, where this type of diversity could help to improve
organizational performance. While, Choi and Rainey (2010) measured diversity in terms of
demographic diversity, which included age, races, and genders. The scholar revealed the
consistent finding, where there is a significant relationship between diversity and
organizational performance. The finding is consistent with another study that was conducted
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by Kunze, Boehm, and Bruch (2011). The scholars measured diversity in terms of demographic
diversity as well. With similar dimension of diversity, Kunze et al. (2011) revealed the similar
findings, where there is significant linkage between the variables among the respondents. This
suggests that, similar dimensions of variables could contributes to the similarities of findings.
Inconsistently, another study that was conducted by Julizaerma and Zulkarnain (2012) revealed
that, diversity did not have significant relationship with organizational performance. The
scholars measured organizational performance in forms of return of investment (ROI). It was
found that diversity did not have significant relationship with ROI. Similarly, another study
showed that there is no significant linkage between diversity and organizational performance
(Valls et al., 2016). However, although there are studies agreed there is non-signific a nt
relationship between diversity and organizational performance, Van De Ven, Rogers, Bechara,
and Sun (2008) revealed different finding, where there is significant relationship between
diversity and organizational performance. The scholars measured organizational performance
as profitability, productivity, and customers’ satisfaction in their study. Hence, it can be
claimed that employees’ diversity could help to enhance the organization’s profits,
productivity, and stakeholders’ satisfaction. Similarly, Munjuri and Maina (2013) revealed that
there is significant relationship between diversity and organizational performance. The
difference between these studies could be due to different dimensions of organizatio na l
performance.
Other than that, it was also found that there is significant relationship between the variables
(Badal & Harter, 2014). Contradictory with previous studies, both dimensions of organizatio na l
performance (net profit and comparable revenue) were significantly influenced by employees’
diversity in the study. Followed by next study, Ali (2016) measured diversity among nonmanagement staff and management staff. While, as for organizational performance, Ali (2016)
measured it in terms of productivity and market performance. The scholar revealed that, nonmanagement staff’s diversity did not significantly influence market performance, but
significantly influence productivity. As for the diversity of management staff, the diversity
significantly influence market performance, but insignificantly influence productivity. On the
other hand, another study which was conducted by Triguero-Sánchez et al. (2018) revealed that
there is no significant relationship between diversity and organizational performance.
Contradictorily, Ejikeme and Ebubechukwu (2018) reported that diversity of employees could
affect organizational performance. The finding was similar with another study which was
conducted by Cho et al. (2017), where the scholars mentioned that there is a signific a nt
relationship between the variables. To conclude, it can be clearly seen that the relations hip
between employees’ diversity and organizational performance is remained uncertain due to the
findings of relationships are inconsistent.
Conclusion
To conclude, this review paper summarized the relationship between employees’ diversity and
organizational performance by revealing the trend of linkage from 2008 to 2018. It is clear that
the linkage between employees’ diversity and organizational performance is remained
ambiguous and inconsistent. It can be seen that some of the scholars mentioned that there is
significant linkage between the variables, while some of the scholars did not find any
significant relationship between employees’ diversity and organizational performance. The
results differs from one context to another. In order to improve the inconsistency of findings,
future studies are recommended to examine employees’ diversity dimensions specifica lly.
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Especially the types of diversity, it is crucial to examine the differences among the types of
diversity in organizations. Besides, it is recommended to conduct future studies in differe nt
industries in order to confirm the linkage between the variables. From the findings, it can be
seen that most of the studies were conducted in cross-sectional design, hence calling for more
future studies that can be conducted in longitudinal design to capture the trend of changes. It is
suggested that human resource practitioners of organizations should put effort in managing
diversity among employees, which in turn improving organizations’ performance. It should be
cautioned that, improper diversity management could put organizations in danger.
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Abstract : The purpose of this study is to obtain the reliability of Post Traumatic Growth
Counseling module (PTGC). The PTGC module contains five training modules namely Module
1: Introduction to Post Traumatic Development; Module 2: Introduction of Domestic Violence;
Module 3: Symptoms and Effects of Domestic Violence; Module 4: Intervention of Domestic
Violence; and Module 5: Self Care which include eleven activities. The value of reliability is
obtained through a written response from a group of subjects among counselors of three
different settings. To measure the reliability of a total of 78 counselors were selected from three
different settings, namely, the Sultan Idris Education University, the Ministry of Health
Malaysia and private institutions in Malaysia. The results show that the PTGC module has a
high reliability value of the overall KPPT module of .973. This finding shows that the KPPT
module is acceptable and reliable and can be used in counselor training to improve the
counselor's efficiency in handling domestic violence counseling. The implication of this study
is directly to improve the counseling and counseling practices of counselors in the context of
domestic violence, post-traumatic development and mental health particularly in the area of
domestic violence counseling among counselors in various settings.
Keywords: Post Traumatic Growth Counselling module, Domestic Violence, Trauma,
Crisis, Mental Health.

Introduction
Domestic violence is still considered as a personal matter of the family. Stigma and lack of
understanding of domestic violence cause many individuals to take a passive approach to this
issue because of the believe that it 'is not their problem'. But in fact, domestic violence is
everyone's problem. The statistics of domestic violence cases from the Royal Malaysian Police
(PDRM) and the Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development (KPWKM) show
that the rate of domestic violence cases is one of the largest contributors (40%) of all cases of
violence against women and children in Malaysia reported (WAO, 2015). Some other issues
that have been reported as violence against women and children are rape cases, incest, domestic
workers abuse and child abuse. Violence against women in any form highlights a larger
outbreak in society, either explicitly or implied, that is, the misgivings of women who place
women at lower levels than men. To change this notion and lead to non-violence society where
women are treated equally, every member of the community including family and friends of
the victims, government agencies concerned, and NGOs should work together to actively
intervene. In line with the increased cases reported, the profession helps such counselors play
an important role in addressing such social issues where the impact of domestic violence not
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only affects the individual's well-being (abused) but also includes collective dynamics and
community harmony.
The role of a counsellor and other helping profession should not be underestimated even though
there are many psychiatrists and medical doctors nowadays treating patients with mental and
traumatic disorders. Moreover, counsellors are one of the main pillars who have helped their
clients to achieve and stayed positive mentally. Counselling could guide an individual to realise
the importance of maintaining a positive mental health in accordance with the objectives of the
Ministry of Health of Malaysia, as well as with what was stressed by the World’s Health
Organisation (WHO). A competent counsellor would be able to help a traumatic victim to
regain emotional stability and increase mobility. However, not every counsellor possesses the
competence and expertise in mental health and trauma especially in recognising the symptoms
of domestic violence, to diagnose, and treat clients with mental disorders and trauma. There
are counsellors who have failed to diagnose accurately due to lack of knowledge in mental
health, mental disorders, mental disease and trauma.
As such, the Post Traumatic Growth (PTGC) module for domestic violence survivors is
developed based on the needs to have a guideline to systematically increase the knowledge and
competency of counsellors and the mental health practitioner in handling cases caused by
traumatic experiences due to domestic violence. This module consists of theoretical and
practical aspects to increase knowledge, skills and practices of counselling. It contains five
training modules and 11 activities. These five modules include the important components
underlying the PTGC module which involve the aspects of awareness, knowledge and skills
which could help to increase competency level of counsellors in dealing with trauma and other
mental health issues related to domestic violence (Samsiah et. al, 2014).
Problem Statement
Our country is often surprised by news about domestic violence involving children and women.
Astro Awani (March 10, 2016) reported that domestic violence cases investigated in 2014 were
4,807 and 1,426 of those cases were accused in court. The Home Ministry (MOA) reported
that 358 cases of the total were sentenced. In 2015, 5,014 cases were investigated, 1,404 cases
were charged in court and 146 cases were sentenced. In January 2016 only 461 cases were
investigated, 151 cases were charged in court and 13 cases were sentenced. The MOA reported
that among the government's efforts to reduce the domestic violence case was to provide
counseling services at the police station and crime prevention programs at schools.
This data demonstrates the need and importance of counselors improving their efficiency in
handling cases involving domestic violence such as physical, emotional, and mental abuse.
According to Rusell (1974), reliability testing of a module was carried out by measuring the
coping ability of counsellors towards the content of the module. Sidek and Jamaludin (2005)
agreed that the method to identify the reliability of a module is similar with the method to
identify the reliability of a test or a measurement tool; because both were made for a particular
purpose. Abu Bakar Nordin (1987), stated that any measurement tool which has not fulfilled
the requirement related to reliability is considered useless; therefore, result acquired from it is
unacceptable. Julie (1995), stressed that a measurement tool is considered reliable and steady
when there are proof of its reliability coefficient. As such, in order to identify the reliability
coefficient of Post Traumatic Growth module, a research query was addressed: Is the reliability
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coefficient value of the PTGC training module high? This study was carried out to identify the
reliability of PTGC training module among the counsellors in Malaysia.
Research Aims
This research was carried out to identify the reliability coefficient of the training module
practised by counsellors in three different settings. In detail, this research would examine and
identify the reliability coefficient of the five sub-modules of PTGC, namely i) Introduction to
Domestic Violence; ii) Nature of Domestic Violence; iii) Symptoms and Effects of Domestic
Violence; iv) Domestic Violence Intervention; v) Self-care,
Research Methodology
Research Design
A Survey was conducted to test the reliability of the built-in draft modules. The main focus is
on the value of reliability through written responses from a group of subjects among counselors
at the Counseling Psychology Department, Ministry of Health Malaysia and private institutio ns
in Malaysia.
Research Location
In order to test the reliability of the module, research location was set in Jabatan Psikologi and
Kaunseling and Universiti Education and Research Lab (UERL) at the new campus in Proton
City Tanjung Malim, Perak
Research Sample
This reliability study involved a total of 78 trainee counsellors from UPSI, Counselling
Psychologist and counsellors from private institutions selected based on purposive sampling.
According to Kerlinger and Lee (2000), purposive sampling could selectively select the
respondents in order to fulfil the aim of research and solve research problems. The selection of
respondents was based on these criteria:
i. At least a Diploma or Degree in Counseling or Counseling or psychology from any
institution recognized by the government.
ii. Experience as a counselor and psychologist in a professional setting for at least 1 year.
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Research Tool
Researchers have designed the tool to determine the reliability coefficient value of PTGC
module. The items of question designed were based on the steps in each activity listed in each
sub-module of PTGC. The idea was based on study by Jamaludin & Sidek (2005) and Vale
(1998), in which the items of question created to test the reliability coefficient value of a module
must be based on the steps in each activity as listed in the module itself. This method is also in
congruent with study by Mohammad Aziz Shah (2010), Mohammad Nasir(2006) and Md Noor
(2012). In this research, the reliability was tested through the 78 counsellors from three
different sectors that had participated in the PTGC workshop. These counsellors were selected
based on the specified criteria. After they had completed the activities within the module, they
would be given the reliability questionnaire.
Statistic Data Analysis
Reliability value of PTGC module was tested with Alpha Cronbach because this is a suitable
technique to test an instrument or test-tool. A constructive reliability value for an instrume nt
should exceed α value of 0.6 at significant level of .05 (Kerlinger, 1979). However, the best α
value of a construct for an instrument should exceed 0.7; bearing in mind that α value exceeding
0.6 is still acceptable (Gay, 1996).
Research Findings
After correction, improvement and refinement, the PTGC module was finally distributed to the
counsellors of three different selected sectors. During this process, the revision, correction,
improvement and refinement of the PTGC module was an on-going process. This was in
congruent with Rusell (1974), who stressed that the most important process in determining the
reliability coefficient value of a module was the process of module testing by evaluating the
feedbacks of the participants.
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Findings on Reliablity Testing
This Post Traumatic Growth Counselling Module was designed to help counsellors enhance
their level of competency and practices in helping victims of domestic violence in improving
their coping skills. Apart from validity, a good module must be tested in terms of reliability.
Sidek and Jamaludin (2005) explained that a good and usable module must possess high
reliability value. As a result, this module would be consistently usable for long term.
In order to test the reliability of the module, a set of questionnaire was designed based on
study by Sidek and Jamaludin (2005). The questionnaire consists of items to test the steps in
each activity listed in the module in order to find out the reliability coefficient value of it.
After the questionnaire was ready, it was distributed to a group of research subjects. These
research subjects have earlier gone through the practical exercises based on the steps of
activities listed in the module.
In the context of this research, the reliability was tested based on the internal consistency of
the module by using Alpha Cronbach test as specified by Valette (1997). A total of 78
counsellors were involved as subjects in this research. Table 2 and 3 below showed the value
of reliability for Post Traumatic Growth Counselling module for the overall module and by
sub-modules.
Table 2: Overall Reliability Values of PTGC Module
N
78

Total of Items
50

Alpha (α) Value
.973

Level
High

Table 2 above indicates the research findings based on the overall PTGC module’s
questionnaire; consisting of 48 items to test the reliability of the module based on Alpha
Cronbach test analysis towards the 78 research subjects. Result shows that Alpha (α) value is
.947. A good reliability value for a construct of a questionnaire must be higher than α value
0.6 at significant level of .05 (Kerlinger, 1979). However, the best α value for a construct
must be higher than 0.7, while α value more than 0.6 is still acceptable (Gay, 1996). As such,
the reliability value based on the internal consistency of the Post Traumatic Growth
Counselling Module is at high level.
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Table 3: Reliability Values of PTGC Module Based on Sub-constructs

Sub-modules

N

Total of
Items

Alpha
Value

Level

78

10

0.812

High

Nature of Domestic Violence

78

10

0.923

High

Symptoms and
Domestic Violence

Effects of

78

10

0.832

High

Domestic

78

10

0.894

High

78

10

0.934

High

Introduction
Violence

Intervention
Violence
Self-care

to

for

Domestic

Table 3 above indicates the analysis result of the questionnaire of the Post Traumatic Growth
Counselling sub-modules: i) Introduction to Domestic Violence; ii) Nature of Domestic
Violence; iii) Symptoms and Effects of Domestic Violence; iv) Domestic Violence
Intervention; v) Self-care, which consist of 10 items for each sub-modules to test the reliability
of sub-modules based on Alpha Cronbach test towards the 78 research subjects.
Result of Alpha Cronbach test analysis shows that the alpha values for the sub-module of
Introduction to Domestic Violence is .812; alpha value for sub-module of Nature of Domestic
Violence is .923; alpha value for sub-module for Symptoms and Effects of Domestic Violence
is .832; alpha value for sub-module of Intervention for Domestic Violence is .894; and lastly
the alpha value for sub-module of Self Care is .934
Based on the overall findings, the reliability of each sub-module of the Post Traumatic Growth
Counselling module are high. This indicates that PTGC module is acceptable, reliable and
usable in counsellors’ practices so as to improve their competency level in helping domestic
violence survivors.
Discussion
Findings of this research confirm that the PTGC module possessed high level of reliability
coefficient value. Based on the results, the Self Care sub-module scored the highest reliability
coefficient value, followed by Nature of Domestic Violence sub-module, and then Interventio n
for Domestic Violence, Symptoms and Effects of Domestic Violence and the lowest was
Introduction to Domestic Violence sub-module. All of the reliability coefficient values of the
components of KKMT module were higher than .80. These were in congruent with study by
Edward and Richard (1979) whereby the minimum reliability coefficient value of a
measurement tool is .80, as scored by the Intervention for Domestic Violence, Symptoms and
Effects of Domestic Violence and Introduction to Domestic Violence sub-module. Moreover,
the reliability coefficient value of Self Care and Nature of Domestic Violence were even higher
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than .90. These were also in congruent with Hopkins (1998), who stated that the reliability
coefficient value of a measurement tool must be higher than .90.
Among the sub-modules of PTGC, results showed that the Self Care sub-module scored the
highest reliability coefficient value with .934, followed by the Nature of Domestic Violence
sub-module with .923, Intervention for Domestic Violence sub-module with .894 and then the
Symptoms and Effects of Domestic Violence sub-module with .832. The lowest scored was
Introduction to Domestic Violence. Even then, both of these still fulfilled the recommended
score addressed by Edward and Richard (1979), Mohd Majid Konting (1998), Valette (1977),
and Fraenkel and Wallen (1996). In conclusion, the reliability coefficient value of PTGC
module was good and fulfilled the requirements set by experts from abroad.
Research Implications
Findings indicated that the PTGC module possessed high level of reliability coefficient value.
In other words, this module has confirmed the objectives of the research; therefore, suitable for
implementation by the target groups. Besides, this module could indirectly serve as an
intervention to improve the competency level of counselling practices in general, and the
domestic violence, mental health and trauma counselling practices, in specific. Besides helping
to improve the coping skills of domestic violence victims, this module could also be used by
school counsellors to recognise students with traumatic stress which could have lead to severe
effect (such as suicide, consuming substance and run away from home) if there was no early
intervention. Apart from welfare and hospital setting, PTGC module is also suitable for school,
organizational, and rehabilitation center setting that often faced with cases like obvious
depression, sadness, and anxiousness. Since most counsellors are well-equipped with basic and
higher counselling skills, therefore, this PTGC module could serve as a value-added reference
in their practices while carrying out their duty. Moreover, PTGC module could be useful in
these programs to educate and to spread the information on mental health, trauma and crisis.
This method had been practised by several researchers and applied in some programs
throughout the world (Van Houten & Tom, 2006; McEvoy & Ziegler, 2006; Jordons, 2002; EU
Lifelong Programme, 2006).
It is hope that this module would be used widely in every school in the country; even better, to
serve as a reference and guidance for counsellors in various setting such as in rehabilitatio n
centre, welfare centre, in public as well as in private organisations. Schools could also design
similar module to be used in schools so that the usage of modules could be extended in the
future.
Research Suggestion
This research revolved around the development of PTGC module. It is hope that the next
researcher would expand the study to wider scopes and look at the effect of PTGC module on
counselling competency. Furthermore, study on domestic violence counselling supervis io n
should also be explored given the complexity of this field.
Since the reliability coefficient value of the PTGC module was high; therefore, the module is
recommended to be comprehensively practise in all counselling settings in Malaysia as well as
in the government and private institutions that offer support services. Besides, further research
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related to reliability coefficient value of the PTGC module could also be practise in other states
throughout the country. If the findings concerning the psychometric quality are the same as in
the PTGC module; therefore, it is suggested that the PTGC module should be practise
throughout the country.
The nature of the PTGC module was general. There are still plenty of competency constructs
related to positive development of psychology. Among them are skills, knowledge, and
personality which could be study by future scholars. Besides, this research can be repeated
using wider scope of samples while focusing on response from different settings such as school,
organizational, hospital, rehabilitation centre and welfare centre. This would reveal the
compatibility of this module in different setting. Comparison study could also be done whether
on gender comparison, demography, small treatment cluster and bigger treatment group.
Moreover, module comparison based on theory could also be done such as attitude cognitive
theory, individual psychology theory, and human-centred theory.
Finally, this research revealed that the reliability coefficient value of a module could be found
by using the questionnaire survey approach based on steps in the module’s activity as
recommended by Vale (1998). As such, it is hope that future scholars would use the
questionnaire survey approach based on the steps of module’s activity to find out the reliability
of the module.
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Abstract: Tax literatures have recognized that taxpayers’ perceptions and ethics, as well as
the tax education do exert significant influence on tax evasion decision. Nevertheless, few have
studied on the students’ ethical perception towards tax evasion regardless of the fact that this
group of people will grow up being the potential taxpayers. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to replicate the work of previous researchers on ethics and tax evasion realm, in order to
investigate the perception of accounting and non-accounting students related to ethics in tax
evasion. A survey instruments consisting of 16 statements was distributed to these students at
Universiti Teknologi MARA Kelantan, Malaysia. The statements will be ranked from the
weakest to the strongest in order to examine the students’ perception towards tax evasion.
Scores between the two groups of respondents will be compared to determine whether there is
significant difference in perception towards tax evasion between accounting and nonaccounting students. The findings of this study suggested that universities offering social
science courses should include preliminary taxation course as a core subject to all of their
students as it will create awareness on the ethics regarding tax evasion amongst these potential
taxpayers.
Keywords: Ethics, Tax Evasion, Accounting Students, Non-Accounting Students, Potential
Taxpayers

Introduction
Tax evasion in general is defined as an illegal practice where people intentionally avoid paying
their tax liability. Meanwhile, tax avoidance has been defined as legal tax planning, and is the
right of all citizens to reduce the amount of taxes payable by them as long as it is by legal means
(Greene, 2009; Harun, Abu Bakar & Tahir, 2011). Tax evasion is commonly perceived as
unacceptable on the ground that it involves intentional non-compliance of tax law. Although
the tax evasion law has been enforced in Malaysia, the number of tax evasion cases is increasing
over years, as reported by the Chief Executive Officer of Inland Revenue Board, Malaysia in
the Annual Reports of Inland Revenue 2008 to 2012 (Yee, Moorthy & Soon, 2017).
The issue of tax evasion from economic or finance perspectives and its impact on the
economy has been widely discussed by concerned parties around the globe. However, very few
discuss it on the ethical aspects (McGee & Ho, 2006; Harun et. al, 2011). According to
Nickerson, Pleshko and McGee (2008), there is a probability to avoid tax when taxpayers think
that tax evasion is reasonable and they can have justified it morally.
While several research findings have reported a positive relationship between
taxpayers’ view of tax evasion as wrong and tax compliance behaviour (Grasmik & Bursik,
1990; Kogler, Batrancea, Nichita, Pantya, Belianin, & Kirchler, 2013), there were some past
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researches indicated that tax evasion is not viewed as being morally wrong or considered as a
serious crime especially when it involved just a small amount of money (Song and Yarbrough,
1978; Westat, 1980; Yankelovich, Skelly & White, 1984).
In a research carried out in the US and Hong Kong, Chan, Troutman and O’Bryan
(2000) found that age and education are the main drivers of US respondents’ decisions to
comply with their tax laws. Meanwhile, Hong Kong respondents have a lower level of moral
development, a less favorable attitude towards the tax system, and consequently a lower level
of tax compliance. In New Zealand, Lin and Carrol (2000) studied students enrolled in an
introductory taxation course in a tertiary institution and their results indicated that an increase
in tax knowledge did not have a significant impact on perceptions of fairness and tax
compliance attitudes. As for Malaysia, there has been little research dealing with taxpayer
attitudes on tax evasion and compliance (Tee, 2012).
Tax literatures has recognized taxpayers’ perceptions as one of the important variables
that can influence tax evasion decision. Nevertheless, few have studied on the potential
taxpayers’ ethical perception towards tax evasion and the possible factors influencing their
perception towards tax evasion. Considering the fact that these group of young people will
grow up, earning income and paying tax in the near future (McGee, 2006), thus, an enhanced
understanding of Malaysian potential taxpayers’ attitude and perception on tax evasion is
needed to seek solutions toward reducing the level of tax evasion.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to replicate the work of previous researchers on
ethics and tax evasion realm, in order to understand potential taxpayers’ perceptions on tax
evasion as well as to examine the determinants (personal attributes and professional attributes )
to their ethical perceptions.
Literature review
Tax evasion and tax avoidance
There has been a lot of definition distinguishing between tax evasion and tax avoidance. Tax
evasion is defined as an illegal practice where people intentionally avoid paying their tax
liability. Meanwhile, tax avoidance has been defined as legal tax planning, and is the right of
all citizens to reduce the amount of taxes they pay as long as it is by legal means (Greene, 2009;
Harun et. al, 2011). However, distinguishing between tax evasion and mere tax avoidance is
not always easy in practice. In other words, it is not always easy to draw the line between
legality and illegality.
Previous research shows that tax evasion is a worldwide phenomenon and has caused
huge amount of losses in terms of government revenue (Greene, 2009; Choong & Wong, 2011;
Ahangar, Bandpey & Rokny (2011); Ross & McGee, 2011). Greene (2009) reported that 25%
of US taxpayers admitted to deliberately cheating on their taxes. They also reported that the
level of non-compliance with tax laws is higher in majority of Europe and higher still in the
developing countries.
Along the same line, Stowhase and Traxler (2004) observed significant levels of tax
evasion in almost all developed countries. This study will only examine tax evasion and not tax
avoidance.
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Perceptions toward tax evasion
While many would agree that tax evasion is ‘wrong’ or ‘unethical’ (Harun et. al, 2011; Greene,
2009), many would be hesitant to either categorized it as a crime, offence, or violation. Burton,
Karlinsky and Blanthorne (2005) conducted a study to investigate US taxpayers’ perception of
the severity of tax evasion relative to other offences in general and white-collar crimes in
particular. The study found that tax evasion was viewed as only “somewhat serious”.
In general, white collar offences tend to be more “morally ambiguous” than blue collar
crimes. As such, tax evasion also draws different perceptions from different people. Harun et.
al (2011) conducted a study on accounting and business students in a local university and found
that accounting students seemed to believe that tax evasion is never or almost never ethical,
while business students perceived that tax evasion may be ethical under some circumsta nces
and unethical under other circumstances. Greene (2009), mentioned that data obtained through
the World Values Survey indicated that a significantly higher percentage of citizens outside the
US also believe that cheating on one’s taxes is not wrong.
Thus, one reason for the steady increase of tax gap may simply be because taxpayers
do not perceive tax evasion as a particularly serious offence, and people seemed to view tax
evasion more like a violation than a crime and fail to see the seriousness of the act. Burton et.
al (2005) mentioned a report by the Wall Street Journal, which showed that under reporting of
income by US taxpayers, is one of the contributing factors to the US economy deficit. The tax
gap was USD95 billion in 1992 and USD 275 billion in 1998. The current tax gap is estimated
to be approximately USD310 billion. Thus, this study believes that there is a need to examine
the potential taxpayers’ perception towards tax evasion and what factors influencing their
perception.
Potential taxpayers’ perception on tax evasion
In recent years, a number of studies have solicited the opinions of university students for their
views on tax evasion. Many studies are conducted to compare the attitudes of male and female
respondents. The findings are of no conclusion as most of the studies found that male and
female differences were not significant, where as some other found that there is a signific a nt
difference between male and female regarding ethics on tax evasion (McGee & Susana, 2007;
McGee & Yuhua, 2007; Kasipillai, Aripin & Amran 2003).
According to McGee and Yuhua (2007), the difference in education level exerted
insignificant effect on the students’ perception on the ethics of tax evasion. This finding was
somehow contradicted to the studies in Korea, Japan and the Mainland of China, where the
finding shows that the education level will influence the ethics on tax evasion. Consistent to
this, another study conducted by McGee and Gelman in 2009 found that students with lower
and upper level of education are less evade tax while those in the middle level is opposed to
tax.
Prior research by McGee also found that graduate students were more opposed to tax
evasion than undergraduate students, but the reason for the difference in opinion was unclear.
One possible explanation is that graduate students generally are older than undergradua te
students, and since older people tend to be more opposed to breaking the rules in general, and
are more opposed to tax evasion in particular, it would be reasonable to expect that graduate
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students might be more opposed to tax evasion than undergraduate students. Another possible
explanation might be that people who are more educated tend to be more averse to tax evasion
than people who are less educated.
From the previous finding also, it can be said that the same region under study has
different arguments regarding tax evasion. For example, in China (Mainland), the finding
shows that the different sample (business and economics students and law, business and
philosophy students) will result in different ranking of arguments. Both samples chose
statement number 11 (Tax evasion is ethical if a significant portion of the money collected
winds up in the pockets of corrupt politicians or their families and friends) as the strongest
argument. One might think that accounting majors would be more opposed to tax evasion than
other majors because accounting students are taught from the very first accounting class what
the rules are and why they need to be obeyed. Some studies confirmed this initial, a priori belief
but other studies did not. Therefore, it can be concluded that, the different background of study
and courses taken by students will influence their perception regarding tax evasion.
Results suggest that accounting students’ opinions were quite different to that of
business students’ opinions (Harun et. al, 2011). We believed that one of the reasons why that
is so is because business students were not being exposed with the consequences of tax evasion.
In Malaysia, students that are exposed to formal tax education at tertiary level are only
undergraduate from accounting disciplines or some business discipline. However, the sample
of this study of BBA students at Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA) are not taking any
taxation paper. This finding was supported by the study of Kasipillai et. al. (2003) where their
finding showed that the types of education will influence the attitude of students.
Research objectives & Hypothesis
Tax literature has recognized taxpayers’ perceptions and ethics as one of the important
variables that can influence tax evasion decision. Nevertheless, few have studied on the
potential taxpayers’ ethical perception towards tax evasion and the possible factors that
influence their perception towards tax evasion. Therefore, this study aims at examining
accounting and non-accounting students’ opinions in ethics on tax evasion. Specifically, the
objectives are as follows:
1. To test whether there were any significant differences in perception towards the ethics
of tax evasion between accounting and non-accounting students
2. To test whether there were any significant differences in perception towards the ethics
of tax evasion between genders
3. To test whether there were any significant differe nces in perception towards the ethics
of tax evasion between diploma and degree students.
Based in the research objectives above, the hypothesis is developed as follows:
1. Accounting students will be more strongly opposed to tax evasion (will have higher
scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than non-accounting students
2. Female students will be more strongly against tax evasion (will have higher scores for
at least 10 out of 16 statements) than male students
3. Degree students will be more strongly opposed to tax evasion (will have higher scores
for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than diploma students
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Methodology
This study is carried out to examine the perception of accounting and non-accounting students
pertaining to the ethics of tax evasion. This research will be conducted at Universiti Teknologi
MARA Cawangan Kelantan (UiTMCK). Questionnaires were based on previous research
studied the opinion of accounting and business students towards the tax evasion (Harun et. al,
2011) and will be distributed to groups of accounting and non-accounting students (diploma
and degree). The questionnaires were adopted from previous research, with the addition of one
item: “Tax evasion is ethical even if I am a Muslim and paid zakat” to encounter students where
all are Muslims students. These statements were measured using a 5–point scale with the
following anchors: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree and 4 = strongly agree. A
frequency distribution was used to describe the sample. Mean and standard deviations of the
statements are also computed. Finally, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures
were performed to the data set to test whether the mean of the students’ opinions differ by
course (accounting and non-accounting), gender (male and female) and education level
(diploma and degree).
Results & discussions
The questionnaires were distributed to 150 students that enrolled various courses in UiTMCK.
The response rate is 94.6% of which 142 questionnaires were found usable out of 150
questionnaires distributed. The descriptive results on demographic profile of respondents are
summarized as per table below.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics on demographic profile of respondents
Demographic Profile
Gender
Faculty
Education Level
Industrial Training

Current CGPA

Working Experience

Taxation Lesson

Percentage

Male

26.76%

Female

73.24%

Accountancy

54.23%

Non - accountancy

45.77%

Diploma

23.94%

Degree

76.06%

Completed

32.39%

Not Yet

53.52%

Not Applicable

14.08%

2.00-2.49

4.93%

2.50-2.99

26.06%

3.00-3.49

40.14%

3.50-4.00

28.87%

Yes

66.90%

No

33.10%

Yes

35.20%

No

64.80%

The summary of means and standard deviation scores of the 16 statements in relation to the
accounting versus non-accounting students is presented in the Table 2 below.
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Table 2: Summary of means and standard deviation scores of the 16 statements
Non-Accounting
All Students
Accounting Students
Students
Statement No. Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15

3.0407
3.3468

1.1693
1.1193

3.0339
3.3529

1.1762
1.1015

2.9798
3.3100

1.1951
1.1254

2.8699

1.2865

2.8390

1.2875

2.8485

1.3121

2.8145
3.5000

1.2775
1.1722

2.8067
3.5294

1.2840
1.1632

2.7900
3.5100

1.2894
1.1236

3.0323

1.1889

3.0336

1.1927

3.0300

1.1760

3.2823
3.1138

1.1726
1.1956

3.3025
3.0924

1.1685
1.2002

3.3000
3.0101

1.2019
1.1473

3.2661

1.1833

3.2857

1.1871

3.2900

1.1308

3.2177
3.0081

1.1445
1.3881

3.2185
3.0084

1.1362
1.3991

3.2500
2.9100

1.1135
1.3933

3.6129

1.0098

3.6050

1.0186

3.6100

0.9629

3.2846
2.8145

1.1053
1.2387

3.2689
2.7563

1.1100
1.2210

3.2121
2.7900

1.0716
1.2333

3.6048

0.9179

3.6387

0.8804

3.5700

0.9455

S16

3.1935

1.1940

3.2017

1.1831

3.1500

1.2340

Average

3.1877

3.1859

3.1600

In general, the average means conveyed that both accounting and non -accounting students are
ethical with average means above 3.00 on all 16 statements under questions. Additionally, the
mean comparison between accounting and non-accounting students indicated that generally
accounting students are slightly more ethical (average mean: 3.18) as compared to nonaccounting students (average mean: 3.16).
In hypothesis 1, it is expected that accounting students will be more strongly opposed
to tax evasion (will have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than non-accounting
students. The results indicated that only one statement (S15) is significant at 10% (p = 0.088).
Therefore, it is concluded that there are no significant differences between faculties on
ethics on tax evasion. The hypothesis 1 is therefore, rejected. The summary of the results is
summarized in the Table 3 below.
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Table 3: Ethics on Tax Evasion and Faculty (Accounting & Non- Accounting) of ANOVA

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if tax
rates are too high?

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if tax rates are not too
high?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if the
tax system is unfair?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
wasted?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if most of the money
collected is spent
wisely?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on projects that
you
morally
disapprove of?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on
worthy
projects?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on projects that
do not benefit you?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if a large portion of the
money collected is

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups

Sum of
Squares
0.002

df
1

Mean Square
0.002

182.822

140

1.306

182.824

141

0.032

1

0.032

163.067

140

1.165

163.099

141

0.662

1

0.662

220.743

139

1.588

221.404

140

0.253

1

0.253

223.691

140

1.598

223.944

141

2.542

1

2.542

186.106

140

1.329

188.648

141

0.008

1

0.008

188.985

140

1.350

188.993

141

0.327

1

0.327

183.504

140

1.311

183.831

141

2.105

1

2.105

187.790

140

1.341

189.894

141

0.658

1

0.658

187.821

140

1.342

F
0.002

Sig.
0.966

0.027

0.869

0.417

0.520

0.158

0.691

1.912

0.169

0.006

0.937

0.249

0.618

1.569

0.212

0.491

0.485
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

spent on projects that
do benefit you?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
everyone is doing it?

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
significant portion of
the money collected
winds up in the
pockets of corrupt
politicians or their
families and friends?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if the
probability of getting
caught is low?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
some of the proceeds
go to support a
country which has no
diplomatic
relation
with us?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
you can’t afford to pay
the tax?

Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if it means that if you
pay less, others will
have to pay more?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical
because you are a
Muslim and paid
zakat?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

188.479

141

0.320

1

0.320

171.546

140

1.225

171.866

141

0.227

1

0.227

257.660

140

1.840

257.887

141

2.580

1

2.580

142.455

139

1.025

145.035

140

0.056

1

0.056

162.684

140

1.162

162.739

141

0.038

1

0.038

201.145

140

1.437

201.183

141

2.515

1

2.515

118.957

140

0.850

121.472

141

0.867

1

0.867

190.408

140

1.360

191.275

141

0.261

0.610

0.124

0.726

2.518

0.115

0.048

0.827

0.026

0.871

2.960

0.088

0.638

0.426

Significant level is p = 0.05

Based on hypothesis 2, it is expected that female students will be more strongly against tax
evasion (will have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than male students. Oneway ANOVA test was performed to test on the ethics on tax evasion based on gender and the
results were presented in the Table 4 below. The results indicated that out of the 16 statements,
4 statements (S4, S5, S10, S12, S14) were significant at 5% (while 1 statement was signific a nt
at 10% (p-value 0.076). These results however showed that there was no significant differe nce
in the thoughts of ethics in tax evasion in male or female. Therefore, hypothesis 2 was rejected.
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Table 4: Ethics on Tax Evasion and Gender (Male and Female) of ANOVA
No.

1

2

Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if tax Groups
rates are too high?
Within
Groups
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical even if Groups
tax rates are not too high? Within
Groups
Total

3

4

5

Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if the Groups
tax system is unfair?
Within
Groups
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if a Groups
large portion of the Within
money
collected
is Groups
wasted?
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical even if Groups
most of the money Within
collected is spent wisely? Groups
Total

6

7

8

9

Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if large Groups
portion of the money Within
collected is spent on Groups
projects that you morally
Total
disapprove of?
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if a Groups
large portion of the Within
money collected is spent Groups
on worthy projects?
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if a Groups
large portion of the Within
money collected is spent Groups
on projects that do not
Total
benefit you?
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical even if Groups
a large portion of the Within
money collected is spent Groups
on projects that do
Total
benefit you?

Sum of
Squares
1.443

df
1

Mean Square
1.443

181.381

140

1.296

182.824

141

0.790

1

0.790

162.308

140

1.159

163.099

141

0.564

1

0.564

220.840

139

1.589

221.404

140

5.684

1

5.684

218.260

140

1.559

223.944

141

6.020

1

6.020

182.628

140

1.304

188.648

141

1.411

1

1.411

187.581

140

1.340

188.993

141

0.839

1

0.839

182.992

140

1.307

183.831

141

0.005

1

0.005

189.889

140

1.356

189.894

141

1.090

1

1.090

187.389

140

1.338

188.479

141

F
1.114

Sig.
0.293

0.682

0.410

0.355

0.552

3.646

0.058

4.615

0.033

1.053

0.306

0.642

0.425

0.004

0.951

0.814

0.368
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Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if Groups
Within
10 everyone is doing it?
Groups
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if a Groups
significant portion of the Within
money collected winds Groups
11
up in the pockets of
Total
corrupt politicians or
their
families
and
friends?
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if the Groups
probability of getting Within
12
caught is low?
Groups
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if some Groups
of the proceeds go to Within
13
support a country which Groups
has
no
diplomatic
Total
relation with us?
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical if you Groups
can’t afford to pay the Within
14
tax?
Groups
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion is ethical even if Groups
it means that if you pay Within
15
less, others will have to Groups
pay more?
Total
Do you agree that tax Between
evasion
is
ethical Groups
because you are a Within
16
Muslim and paid zakat? Groups
Total

4.982

1

4.982

166.885

140

1.192

171.866

141

1.324

1

1.324

256.563

140

1.833

257.887

141

3.263

1

3.263

141.772

139

1.020

145.035

140

0.150

1

0.150

162.590

140

1.161

162.739

141

12.495

1

12.495

188.688

140

1.348

201.183

141

0.716

1

0.716

120.756

140

0.863

121.472

141

0.531

1

0.531

190.743

140

1.362

191.275

141

4.179

0.043

0.723

0.397

3.200

0.076

0.129

0.720

9.271

0.003

0.830

0.364

0.390

0.533

Significant level is p = 0.05

In the hypothesis 3, it is expected that degree students will be more strongly opposed to tax
evasion (will have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than diploma students.
Table 5: Ethics on Tax Evasion and Education level (Degree & Diploma) of ANOVA
No.
1

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
tax rates are too high?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups

Sum of
Squares
11.611
171.213

df
2

Mean Square
5.805

139

1.232

F
4.713

Sig.
0.010
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Total

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if tax rates are not too
high?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
the tax system is
unfair?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
wasted?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if most of the money
collected is spent
wisely?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on projects that
you
morally
disapprove of?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on worthy
projects?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a
large portion of the
money collected is
spent on projects that
do not benefit you?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if a large portion of
the money collected is
spent on projects that
do benefit you?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
everyone is doing it?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if a

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups

182.824

141

2.090

2

1.045

161.009

139

1.158

163.099

141

6.345

2

3.173

215.059

138

1.558

221.404

140

3.056

2

1.528

220.888

139

1.589

223.944

141

4.259

2

2.130

184.389

139

1.327

188.648

141

2.421

2

1.210

186.572

139

1.342

188.993

141

0.378

2

0.189

183.453

139

1.320

183.831

141

1.176

2

0.588

188.718

139

1.358

189.894

141

2.104

2

1.052

186.375

139

1.341

188.479

141

5.404

2

2.702

166.462

139

1.198

171.866

141

1.793

2

0.897

0.902

0.408

2.036

0.134

0.961

0.385

1.605

0.205

0.902

0.408

0.143

0.867

0.433

0.649

0.784

0.458

2.256

0.109

0.487

0.616
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12

13

14

15

16

significant portion of
the money collected
winds up in the
pockets of corrupt
politicians or their
families and friends?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
the probability of
getting caught is low?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
some of the proceeds
go to support a
country which has no
diplomatic
relation
with us?
Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical if
you can’t afford to
pay the tax?

Within
Groups
Total

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical even
if it means that if you
pay less, others will
have to pay more?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Do you agree that tax
evasion is ethical
because you are a
Muslim and paid
zakat?

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

256.094

139

1.842

257.887

141

1.286

2

0.643

143.749

138

1.042

145.035

140

4.853

2

2.427

157.886

139

1.136

162.739

141

7.008

2

3.504

194.175

139

1.397

201.183

141

0.336

2

0.168

121.136

139

0.871

121.472

141

9.469

2

4.735

181.806

139

1.308

191.275

141

0.617

0.541

2.136

0.122

2.508

0.085

0.193

0.825

3.620

0.029

Significant level is p = 0.05

The results for hypothesis 3 indicate only 2 out of 16 statements are significant at 5% while 1
statement is significant at 10%. They are statement number 1 (p= 0.010), 14 (p= 0.085) and 16
(p= 0.029). These may indicate that there is difference in thoughts between degree and diploma
students on ethics on tax evasion however the association may not be strong enough. The
hypothesis 3 is therefore rejected as well.
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No.
1.

2.

3.

Table 6: Summary of results on each hypothesis
Hypothesis
Results
Accounting students will be more strongly opposed to tax evasion 1 out of 16
(will have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than statement is
non-accounting students
significant
S15, p = 0.088
Female students will be more strongly against tax evasion (will 4 out of 16
have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than male statement is
students
significant
S4, p = 0.058
S5, p = 0.033
S10, p = 0.043
S12, p = 0.076
Degree students will be more strongly opposed to tax evasion (will 3 out of 16
have higher scores for at least 10 out of 16 statements) than diploma statement is
students
significant
S1, p = 0.010
S14, p= 0.085
S16, p = 0.029

Hypothesis
rejected

Hypothesis
rejected

Hypothesis
rejected
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Conclusion and future research
The results obtained indicated that there are no significant differences between field of study,
gender and education level for ethics on tax evasion. These are proved by looking at the table
of results. Even though it is expected that female, degree level accounting students, will be
more ethical when it comes to issues on tax evasion as compared to non-accounting students
the results however prove otherwise. The results are in conformity with finding of Harun et. al,
(2011). The additional statement added by the author (S16: Do you agree that tax evasion is
ethical because you are a Muslim and paid zakat?) also prove no significant differences.
It is suggested that the results should not be taken as a generalized statement on potential
taxpayers’ ethics on tax evasion. In the future, researchers might consider adding more samples
or adding more variables in study. It is believed that this area of researches is particula r ly
important to ensure that future taxpayers are aware of the acts of tax evasion and tax avoidance
to understand their perception on tax evasion, as suggested by Burton et. al (2005). This
particular research, even though found insignificant relationship between field of study, gender
and education level and the ethics on tax evasion, it is hoped that it may provide a little insight
on the field of study of potential taxpayers’ ethics and their perception on tax evasion.
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Abstract: Nowadays, the government focus on work ethics to enhance performance, efficiency
and reduce the unethical acts among civil servants. Previous studies show that there is a
positive relationship between work ethics and job performance among employees. However,
most studies concentrate on work ethics and job performance among employees but not
underemployed employees. This study aims to analyze the relationship between work ethics
and job performance among underemployed employees in local government. Several
researchers found, most of the underemployed individuals/ employees will not work hard
because they find their jobs pointless, meaningless and demotivating (Borgen, Amundson, &
Harder, 1988 cited in Bashshur, Hernandez, & Peiro, 2011) therefore, performance will poor.
However, according to Edwards & Shipp (2012), there is a positive effect on
underemployment’s performance. The paper reviews past studies and literature by others
researcher and conclude, work ethics is an essential role in the government sector to enhance
and improve employee’s performance. As a result, the paper recommends the organization to
focus and emphasize work ethics to the underemployed employee to perform better as long as
their contribution is recognized by an organization.
Keywords: Work Ethics, Job Performance, Underemployment, Local Government,
MWEP

Introduction
The increasing level of education of the workforce, unfortunately, it is shown that the
opportunities for employment in Malaysia are still focused on low and medium job skills
(Ibrahim & Mahyuddin (2016). Nunley, Pugh, Romero, & Alan Seals (2017) found substantia l
evidence that subsequent employment prospects are harmed by becoming underemplo yed
whereas they considered accepting jobs that below their skill level Abel, Deitz, & Su, 2014).
Feldman (1996) declared underemployment as an inferior, lesser, or lower quality type of
employment in the organization. The other literature closely related invisible underemployme nt
as over-education in the labor market (Chevalier, 2003, 2008; Green & Zhu, 2010; Maynard &
Parfyonova, 2013). In addition, as respond by Kamarozaman Abd Razak, who is President of
the National Union of Teaching Profession of Malaysia (NUTP), the Malaysia Governme nt’s
decision to extend full payroll study leave facilities with scholarships to non-management and
professional groups to further their study (Bernama, 2016). Hence the number of civil servant
who has high qualifications in their current position becomes high and automatically they
become underemployed employees after graduation.
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Table 1: Criteria of Underemployment by Feldman (1996)
No
1

Dimension
Education

Definition
Employees which is do not use their skills, education or availability to work (Kimberly, 2016) and also
working in a field that is unrelated to one’s area of education they received (Feldman, 1996).
Respond by Abel et al. (2014), the widespread experience of college graduates who accept jobs below
their skill level (i.e. underemployment) which is many recent college graduates who were able to find
work took jobs that were below their skill level.

2

S kill or
Experience

3

Wage or
S alary

Similarly by Fogg & Harrington, 2011; Vedder, Denhart, & Robe (2013) mention, the underemployment
which is a job that typically do not require a college degree in their current job or work and being
underemployed often equates to being underpaid (Bhugla, 2016).

4

Job Field

5

Job S tatus

M ismatched employment occurs when individuals’ skills or preferences do not fit the characteristics of
their job (Kalleberg, 2008).
An involuntary employment condition where employees are in jobs, either part-time or contract, but
desire to involve full time work, in which their knowledge, skills and work experience are technically
underutilized and thus undervalued relative to those of other individuals who have made equivalent
investments in skill development (Glyde, 1977).

Early research has examined the relationship between work ethics and job performance
among employee and found that work ethics has a positive impact in enhancing employee’s
performance. However, this study will give a different approach whereby the work ethics and
job performance among underemployment (full-time worker) will be explored. Several
researchers found that, most of the underemployed individuals/ employees will not work hard
because they find their jobs pointless, meaningless and demotivating (Borgen, Amundson, &
Harder, 1988 cited in Bashshur, Hernandez, & Peiro, 2011) therefore, performance will poor.
However, regarding Edwards & Shipp (2012), there is a positive effect on underemployme nt’s
performance. In the same way, some studies state, there is a positive relationship between
overqualification or underemployed employees and job performance where the supervisor
rating of performance (Holtom et al., 2002; Fine & Nevo, 2008). Thus, the paper, therefore,
aimed to identify the relationship between work ethics and job performance among
underemployment via review of the literature and past studies that have been done.
Statement of Problem
Nowadays, job mismatch is a potential threat in labor market outcomes and also a negative
effect on employee performance (Kim & Choi, 2018). The employees are unable to utilize their
skill, experience and knowledge in the current job. Furthermore, Verbruggen, Emmerik, Gils,
Meng, & Grip (2015), define underemployed employee also suffer in part of human capital
whereby lack of practicing their skills and absolutely less training opportunities due to task in
an organization that less commitment. Then underemployed employee will earn a low salary,
allowance and also difficult to gain promotion, thus they will less moral and become low
perform in the organization.
As observed by (Bashshur et al., 2011; Maynard, 2011), there is less involve me nt
research to examine the relationship between underemployment and performance and also the
perception of other such as supervisor, peers or subordinates at the organizational level. Along
with (Bebel, Piotrowska, & Kosny, 2018), further research of underemployment issues is
necessary.
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Significant of The Study
The findings from this research will contribute to creating awareness in an organization by
emphasizing the work ethics elements in employee’s daily task to enhance performance and
deliver services efficiently. Furthermore, with the implementation of work ethics, it is able to
enhance and improve the image of the organization from immoral behavior. As mention Prime
Minister, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamed in Mansor (2018), the success of Japan rely on their
work ethics and the value of their resident's life of the country. Thus the Malaysian employees
proposed to adapt Japan culture and success to build Malaysia as Japan in the short-term period.
Second, the findings also may provide useful information about underemployme nt
performance to utilize and maximize their skill, knowledge and experience efficiently. Hence
the underemployed employees is a potential employee to be developed, as for declaring by
Mohamed (2011) accomplishment of human capital towards the knowledgeable, multi-skilled,
innovation, excellent identity, ethical, high qualification, well-trained and equivale nt
employment with the education certificate and salary.
Literature review
Job Performance
According to Fogaça, Rego, Melo, Armond, & Coelho (2018), job performance refer to the
attitudes of employees engage while at the job, perform the task and carry it out over the course
of a set period of time (Motowildo, Borman, & Schmit, 1997) either the employees perform
the finest of his/her ability to achieve a maximal performance (Deadrick & Gardner, 2008) or
vice versa. As noted by R. M. Yusoff, Ali, & Khan (2014), job performance considers as a
significant indicator to the employee’s performance for the efficient operation of organizatio ns,
which is the employee performing their job into “can-do” it and “will-do” it (Schmitt & Chan,
1998). Hence, the success of an organization is relying upon the performance of its employee
in the organization (Siddiqui, 2014). As proposed by Motowidlo & Van Scotter (1994), the
performance design should be comprised of the task and contextual performance in an
assessment of employee’s performance in a wider scope and fair. Goodman & Svyantek (1999)
found that, the findings provide further support for the ASA (Attraction-Selection-Attritio n)
model that suggested by Schneider’s (1983) in Schneider, Goldstein, & Brent Smith (1995).
The variables used are all related to ASA Model (task and contextual performance) which is
measures equally in employee’s performance assessment. Furthermore ASA Model as a part
of performance appraisal procedures in an organization which is supervisor evaluations towards
employee’s performance (task and contextual performance) based on supervisors’ perceptions
of each employee in an organization.
Task performance has two elements of behavior which is including a working process
(Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994), and formally defined as job activities whereby
underemployed employee will be supplied a list of tasks in the job description which consists
complete set of functions and responsibilities assigned to work activities daily. The second
element is maintaining the working process such as supervising, monitoring and coordinating
(Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994) to complete the organization’s purpose, objectives and goals.
As noted by Ismail, Loh, Ajis, Dollah, & Boerhannoeddin (2009), supervising where
supervisors are responsible to arrange and monitoring the daily and routine task of their
subordinates. Hence supervisor requires monitoring the employees or workgroups’
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performance to ensure their ongoing achieving the goals. Yamoah (2014) define, there are three
(3) types of monitoring which is regulatory for employee performance is needed to evaluate
their progress task, while ongoing monitoring is to verify the employees are fulfilling the
standard of the task given and monitoring regularly to assure the irrelevant performance can be
detected immediately and reduce the risk of the failure at the end of the tasks. Coordination is
a necessary procedure whereby the combination of organization objectives with a diversity of
employee’s task that enables the goals is able to achieve. Thus, coordinating is important to
restructure the organization’s operation based on multiple employees work tasks and abilities.
The contextual performance consists of behavior that does not directly contribute to
organizational performance or technical core but supports the organizational, social and
psychological environment or activities (Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994; Sonnentag, Volmer,
& Spychala, 2008). Thus, contextual performance is unformal activities in the organiza tio n
instead it is needed to enhance and support the task performance being:i. Volunteering without being forced for activities beyond formal task or job descriptions.
ii. The high intention of spirit continuously to complete the necessary task requirement.
iii. Assist the team member or others in the organization.
iv. Following the rules and recommended procedures even it is awkward and
v. Protecting the organization’s objectives openly.
Regarding the five (5) categories of contextual performance emphasized by Borman &
Motowidlo (1993) cited in Motowidlo & Van Scotter (1994), it shows that contextua l
performance is an individual or employees effort which is not related to their major task but it
is essential to outline the organizational, social and psychological context (Werner, 2000). It
would fair to define job performance is connecting to multiple behaviors that are included in
generating good and services, activities or exercise that allowed indirect support for the
organization’s mission and vision (Kahya, 2009), therefore Sonnentag & Frese (2005) declare
job performance is a multi-dimensional.
Work Ethics
Currently, the global highlighted and give emphasis on the elements of ethics in administratio n,
operation, manufacturing, services, sales and marketing to prevent unethical activities occur.
O.A. Johnson (1984) cited in Ahmad & Owoyemi (2012) interpret ethic is the science of
conduct and act as a science in a sense of intellectual and enquiry that promote knowledge
(Ahmad & Owoyemi, 2012). Ethics basically is the element regarding right and wrong choices
and the good and evil act of individual or community and society (Ljungblom, 2014).
Furthermore, ethics is a system or code of rules towards moral basis, custom culture, behaviora l
or morality of individual, organization or society itself.
The earlier concept of work ethics was introduced and wrote by Max Weber 1904-1905
in the 20th century via his books of “The Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism” (Weber,
1930). This book was written regarding the rising of economic growth rapidly and also the
increasing of Protestant religion that will consequence the people or worker to engage in work
and etc. Weber (1920) responds that the conceptualization of work ethics consider as a
multidimensional construct.
Work ethic is able to illustrate as attribute and behavior of employees on how they
assign importance and excellence to work in the organization (Hill & Fouts, 2005).
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Additionally, work ethics refer to the behavior of the employees to implement and react to the
task or responsibility given and complete the organization’s objective. According to Miller et
al., (2001), the seven work ethics dimension (self-reliance, morality/ethics, leisure, hard work,
centrality of work, wasted time and delay of gratification) measures presented in Table 1 were
established to measure Weber’s work ethics construct (consists 5 elements of Protestant Ethics
including; i. Hard Work, ii) Use of Time, iii) Saving, iv) Innovation, v) Honesty.)
NO

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

Table 2: Measurement of Previous Work Ethics used
Scale
Number of
items
Protest Ethic Scale (Goldstein & Eichorn, 1961)
Pro-Protestant Ethic Scale (Blood, 1969)
Protestant Work Ethic Scale (Mirels & Garrett ,
1971)
Spirit of Capitalism Scale (Hammond & Williams ,
1976)
Work and Leisure Ethic Scales (Buchholz, 1978)
i. Work Ethic Subscale
ii. Leisure Ethic Subscale
Eclectic Protestant Ethic Scale (Ray, 1982)
Australian Work Ethic Scale (Ho & Lloyd, 1984)

4
8
19
6

7
8
18
7

Related Works on Work Ethics and Job Performance
Job performance as Dependent Variables is one of the most important criterion measures in the
industrial and organizational/ department psychology research and also commonly in
international studies (Wall et al., 2004; Fogaça, Rego, Melo, Armond, & Jr, 2018).
Furthermore, Sonnentag & Frese (2005) noted, most of the previous studies and researches
showed the performance as the dependent variable in their research framework. It is to assess
the employee performance which is able to produce positive outcomes such as maximize the
profit, efficiency, and quality of works.
The independent variable is a work ethics which is underemployed employees will be
measured their ethics which is to define the study of behavior standards, specific rules of right
and wrong while morality is used to describe how people act, (Gbadamosi, 2004).
Several recent studies examine the relationship between work ethics and job
performance towards their employees by using multiple instruments of work ethics to measure
the level of employee’s performance. For example the study of relationship between work
ethics and job performance used MWEP (Multidimensional Work Ethics Profile) by Salahudin,
Alwia, Baharuddin, & Halimata (2016), along with Osibanjo, Akinbode, Falola, & Oludayo
(2015), used instrument of SWE (Strong Work Ethics) and WWE (Weak Work Ethics),
similarly to Abdi, Muhamad Nor, & Radzi (2014), used IWE (Islamic Work Ethics) and Imam
et al. (2013) used a scale of Islamic Work Ethics (IWE). All the different instrument found that
strong work ethics outcome in magnificent employee’s work performance.
Conceptual Framework
Based on the variety of instrument used, this study intends to used MWEP (Multidimensio na l
Work Ethic Profile) (Miller et al., 2001), whereby Miller et al., (2001) assume that work ethics
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as unidimensional. Furthermore, (Salahudin et al., 2016), found that relationship between work
ethics and job performance are significant.

Self-Reliance
Morality/ Ethics
Leisure
Hard Work
Work Centrality
Wasted-Time
Delay of Gratification

i. Relationship between job performance and self-reliance
Self-reliance is an important element in an organization where the capability of employees to
work independently to complete the task through multiple efforts without relying on others
individual or employees only. Miller et al. (2001) stated, self-reliance indicate a striving for
independence in employees routine works and also redefining towards independence in task
accomplishment (Meriac, Woehr, Gorman, & Thomas, 2013). Self-reliance is depending on
oneself but not relying on others employees to accomplish the task (Dwyer, 2012; Meriac,
2012) and allowed to adjusting himself to a new environment and accepting new ideas (Van
Ness, Melinsky, Buff, & Seifert, 2010) in an organization. Furthermore as respond by Wahyudi,
Haryono, Riyani, & Harsono (2013), employees with outstanding self-reliance, competent to
complete the task independently without assisted from others.
Thus, Salahudin et al. (2016), found that self-reliance had a significant effect on job
performance among employees. It shows that self-reliance among employees creative for
searching new information to produce new ideas and innovation to enhance their level of
performance. The effect of self-reliance to the organization is to maximize the performance and
minimize the cost of operation (employees able to accomplish the task with less error, complete
the task according to time given and use the limited sources wisely).
ii. Relationship between job performance and morality/ethics.
Moral or ethics is a part element to control, prevent and eliminate the immoral and unethic a l
behavior in daily work. The knowledge of moral and ethics in work is essential to ensure the
employees recognize what the behavior will involve into the immoral and unethical situatio n,
how to prevent from engaging and where to report when immoral and unethical behavior arise
among members in organization, customers or others that related to the organizatio n.
According to Teulon (2014, morality is a division between good and bad, fairness and consider
be used as a trademark in community or society decision-making to respecting individual as a
human being.
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Ethics is a knowledgeable or science with the determination of human acts to determine
both it is good or bad and the pattern of the behavior is produced by the human mind logica lly.
In fact, as stated by D. F. Thompson, (1992), ethics able to contribute for good governme nt
which is produce ethic rules (example; code of ethics, ethical guidelines) and assist by construct
and preserves confidence in government especially towards the public.
Thus Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Morality/ Ethics had a significant effect on job
performance among SME’s employees.
iii. Relationship between job performance and leisure.
The leisure time is a non-work time. It gives employee opportunity to recharge their energy,
maintain standards of excellence in work, avoid continuing stress by spent the quality time with
family and members and doing things what you like to do (Taneja, 2013), such as being
freedom without tied to work, such as being freedom without tied to work such as attending
event, sightseeing or traveling while at free time. According to Leuty, Hansen, & Speaks,
(2015), leisure activities with individual’s interest may enhance an individual’s job satisfactio n
that less tied of their personality and reduce the feeling of stress. Thus the increasing
employee’s satisfaction with their leisure period, the satisfaction in their life will they gain.
Numerous of organization neglects employee’s welfare where the leisure time or leave time,
the employees required to work overtime in the hope that they continue to maintain the quality
of work. However, it affects the employee’s mental health thus the performance of the
employees will be affected to become worst.
Thus Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Leisure had a significant effect on job
performance among SME’s employees.
iv. Relationship between job performance and hard work.
The government demand increases the loyalty of employees to work hard and achieve the
organization objectives (Hassan & Mahmood, 2016) regarding the Malaysia Plan Programme.
To increase the sense of hard work among the employees, the government essential to identify
and ensure the culture of work will affect the motivation of employees to focus and achieve the
organizational objectives.
Thus Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Hard Work had a significant effect on job
performance among SME’s employees.
v. Relationship between job performance and work centrality.
(Van Ness et al., 2010) define, the centrality of work is indicates the importance of that work
in employees life situation. However, work centrality has connected to attitudes and satisfactio n
that embedded, reflects perceptions and thought of work in a person’s life and work-related
experiences (Ucanok, 2011; Uçanok & Karabati, 2013; Tziner, Ben-David, Oren,
& Sharoni, 2014). While it is related to the attitudes, the employee feels uncomfortable when
the organization provides a little work than their ability to complete the task perfectly. Thus it
will give the benefits to the organization due to their desire to complete the task that who work
for something that he/she value (Ucanok, 2009) to enhance and challenge their level of
performance. Indeed Sharabi & Harpaz (2010) state that high work centrality reflects positive
performance and attitudes of employees.
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Thus Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Hard Work had a significant effect on job
performance among SME’s employees.
vi. Relationship between job performance and wasted-time.
Time management is the steps of planning the amount of timing underemployed employees
spend on their daily activities or tasks equally among life. Wasted time describe to belief and
attitudes that affect an active and productive use of time in an organization (Miller et al., 2001).
Wasted time is not a wasting time without doing anything or do unnecessary activities but waste
time as they work long hours (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Jamal, 1991 as cited in Tipu &
Ryan, 2016) or overtime than ordinary time to complete the current task or another extra task.
Thus, Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Wasted Time had a significant effect on job
performance among SME’s employees.
vii. Relationship between job performance and delay of gratification
Miller et al., (2001) declare delay of gratification present to a future orientation and delay of
rewards to the employees. Other interpretation is to sacrificing the short-term rewards (either
intrinsic or extrinsic rewards) to achieve long-term objectives that required a lot of self-contro l
and discipline among employees in an organization.
Thus Salahudin et al. (2016) found that Delay of Gratification had significant effect on
job performance among SME’s employees.
Methodology
i. Population & Sampling
This study will be conducted in the City Council of Iskandar Puteri in Johor that acquired 731
employees and 62 of them are underemployment. Use the cluster sampling to target respondent
in every department need to be clustered. In City Council of Iskandar Puteri has 16 departments,
every department has underemployment, and supervisor to evaluate underemployed employees
performance.
ii. Data Collection Methods
This research was to investigate the relationship between work ethics and job performance. As
a result, a survey method such as questionnaire was used to collect the primary data. In this
study, quantitative research contribute the questionnaire that supervisor to collect data in
selected sample from target population. The data collected and given by respondents tabulated
after the distribution and collection of the questionnaire were done successfully. Then the
completed data will be analyzed by using PLS-SEM (structural equation modeling) analyses
and could identify the influence of work ethics to the employee’s job performance in an
organization.
iii. Research Instrumental
The questionnaire will be sent to the supervisor at City Council of Puteri Iskandar to obtain
their opinions. The questionnaire designed and divided into section A, Section B, and Section
C. The section A consists of demographic information whereby respondent was required to fill
in their personal particulars such as job position, department and years of working.
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Section B, MWEP (Multidimensional Work Ethic Profile) (Miller et al., 2001), consist
seven (7) Weber-associated elements such as Self-reliance, Morality/ Ethics, Leisure, Hard
Work, work centrality, Wasted-time and delay of gratification. Each question was tested using
five-point Likert Scale and respondent asked to choose the one closest to their viewpoint in the
question.
For section C, job performance used an instrument from Goodman & Svyantek (1999)
and Likert Scale to tested. There are three parts to disseminate the questionnaires to the
supervisor to gain the specific and statistical data which includes demographic data, work ethics
and job performance scale.
Measurement of Job Performance and Work Ethics.
According to Saunders et al. (2016), Likert-style rating frequently used in which the respondent
is asked how strong she/he agrees/disagrees with a statement in the questionnaire, usually in a
form of four-, five-, six- or seven-pointing rating scale.
Table 3: Likert-style rating Scale to Job Performance
Score
Answer Scale
1
Strongly Disagree
2
Disagree
3
Moderate
4
Agree
5
Strongly Agree

According to Yusoff et al. (2014), Goodman & Svyantek (1999), Job Performance scale
provided consistent and valid result after assessing the performance among teacher in Pakistan.
Thus, it is therefore concluded that this scale effective used for evaluating the performance in
Pakistan’s university.
Miller et al. (2001), who develop Multidimensional Work Ethic Profile (MWEP) has
been used in Salahudin et al. (2016) study, there is a significant relationship between work
ethics and job performance among SME’s employees. Furthermore, work ethics demonstrate
good predictor of employee’s performance.
Conclusion
Based on the synthesization from the previous literature, it is able to conclude that there is a
direct relationship between work ethics and job performance among employees. Although this
study focuses on employees, it is relevant because the underemployed employee is a part of
employees in an organization. Furthermore, the high demand for knowledge, skill and
experience employees is quite challenging for local government. As stated by Ngah (2009),
local government essential to focus on the establishment and evolution of the knowledge
worker to enhance the capabilities of local government in management and capacity in
reviewing system and procedures efficiently. Hence, Djomo & Sikod (2012) define,
underemployed employee able to interpret as human capital which is considered as the stock
of competencies, knowledge and personality attributes demonstrate in the capacity to perform
work or job, so as to acquire the economic value. This is the best platform whereby the
organization applies the work ethics procedure only to enhance underemployed employee’s
performance and at the same time offer intrinsic and extrinsic rewards to appreciate their efforts
and sacrifices. As stated by Baldwin (2017), hire the underemployment to the better position
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or reward because they contribute more skills, experiences, and capabilities than a current job
at the same talent cost in an organization.
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Abstract: Alumni can be defined as the graduated students whom have completed their study
in education institution, and being perceived as important stakeholders of an institution due to
their contributions whether in financially or non-financial/socially contribution, especially for
non-profit organisation’s institution. The alumni relations being built with the education
institution / university are perceived as loyalty relation, and could be developed from the
students’ experiences gain during their years of study in the university institution. In fact
positive and negative student experiences will influence the students whether to contribute
efforts back to their higher education institution either in the form of money donations, become
volunteer to help in campus activities or spread the positive word of mouth about their
university to public. Therefore, the determinant of perceived experience by the current higher
institution students is important to be studied and to determine the behavioural intention of
maintaining the alumni relations with the institution in future.
Keywords: Alumni Loyalty, Experience, Non Profit Private University, Malaysia

1.0 Introduction
The role of alumni engagement is significant important for a university institution especially
non-profit universities to continue to be successful and sustainable. Alumni can be defined as
the individual or graduated group whom have completed their study in the institution (Ahmad,
Kim-Soon, Mdyusoff & Yahya, 2015). Alumni can be acknowledged as one of the important
stakeholder group of an educational institution due to their contributions whether in financ ia l
or non-financial/socially contribution (Rau and Erwin, 2015).
Despite of the primary source of student tuition fees, the non-profit private univers ity
always need to seek for alternative source of funding for better development of co-curriculum
and programmes offered. Therefore, the alumni philanthropy culture has been recognized as
significant important engagement in contributing the form of giving either in monetary or nonmonetary terms. Nevertheless, several challenges facing by the non- profit private univers ity
in obtaining the contribution from the alumni who are less awareness, attention and
involvement in building the alumni relation with the university (Ahmad et al, 2015), graduated
students’ restriction on time and distance, family commitment in participating alumni
association activities (Dolbert, 2002). It is not an easy task on motivating the contribution of
time and money from the alumni. Current study also identified that in Malaysia, students who
graduated from the university may be liable for enormous of educational loans to repay-back,
and the high living cost as the fresh graduate in the workplace. Furthermore, Khatimi (2011)
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highlighted that the level of satisfaction and experience gain during the campus study may lead
to the student’s commitment to the university alumni.
Therefore, the current study would like to focus on the current undergraduate students’
awareness and intention on building alumni relations and engagement with their univers ity.
The objective of the research is to examine the factors of student experiences gain in the
university, and the tendency to engage or maintain closely good alumni relations with the
institution or university after graduate from the study.
2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Alumni Relations
Alumni can offer support in many ways and can be divided into financial or nonfinanc ia l
contribution such as donating money, mentoring students and recruiting students (Ahmad at
el., 2015; McAlexander & Koenig, 2001). Furthermore, graduated students can provide
services which become event committee and aggressive in participating campus events
(Lertputtarak & Supitchayangkool, 2014), and supporting their institution through servicing as
a strong source of positive work of mouth publicity (Khanfar, Swaidan & Mujtaba, 2009).
Alumni relations can be perceived as loyalty relation and could be stimulated or developed
from the students experiences gain during their years of study in the higher education
institution.
Meanwhile, positive or negative experiences gained would influence the students’ intentio n
to contribute efforts back to their institution and maintain the high alumni engagement relations
closely with the institution (Ahmad at el., 2015). The student life experience of value, attitude
and cultural that received during their study time, and the involvement of co-curriculum and
programme will lead to the alumni contribution (Gaier, 2005). The satisfaction resulted from
the undergraduate experience showed significantly contribution to the alumni engageme nt
(Gaier, 2005).
2.2 Experience
Experience can be defined as the feeling which consists of sensory, emotional, cognitive,
behavioural and relational values, which generated from the responses of customers on the
items or service by the company (Gentile, Spiller and Noci, 2007; Lemon and Verhoef, 2016;
Schmitt and Zarantonello, 2013). Therefore, experience is stringently personal and engaging
consumer at different level of rational thinking, emotional feeling, sensorial, physical, and
spiritual of interaction with the event or environment (Holbrook, 2006; Walls, Okumus, Wang,
Kwun, 2011). An experience gained or generated when a customer has any sensation feeling
or knowledge acquisition resulting from some level of interaction or usage with the differe nt
elements of context in the consumption (Gupta, 2000; Helkkula, 2011). The current research
categorized the student experience in higher educational learning as the overall of satisfactio n
that reflected the delightful of their experiences.
Higher education focuses on student’s satisfaction experiences because of it have the
potential impact on future alumni relations on motivation, retention, recruitment efforts, and
fundraising (Gaier, 2005). The delightful of experiences are the student’s perceived value of
the educational learning experiences at the institution years. Educational satisfied experiences
that gain by the students will have a positive impact on alumni relation engagement in
participating the future alumni programming and alumni donation (Gaier, 2005; Lertputtarak
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& Supitchayangkool, 2014; Mc Addo, 2010; Sun, Hoffman and Grady, 2007), and they will
continue involving with the university post-graduation (Gaier, 2005). The stronger and satisfied
the student experience, the more the probability that a student will become alumni and
contribute to institution: “Happy students make happy alumni ... [and] happy alumni become
happy donors” (Taylor and Martin, 1995). Therefore, the alumni that are satisfied with their
undergraduate experiences are more likely to donate than those who are unsatisfied (Khanfar
et al, 2009; Wastyn, 2009; Tsao and Coll, 2005). Furthermore, alumni engagement attitude is
being developed from the emotional attachment to the university during the years of study, and
will be more willing to contribute back (Hoyt, 2004; Taylor & Martin, 1995).
During the undergraduate studies, students will shaped their experience and perception of
campus life on their perceived satisfaction on the core educational work: the quality of
coursework and teaching, faculty commitment and interaction relationship with students
(Garier, 2005); the student extracurricular activities, career council, and academic
improvements (Sun, et al.,2007). Furthermore, the experience of career development and
attainment on the student career relevant skills and career choice will have impact on student
alumni relations (Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005).
2.3
Engagement
Student engagement has become the attention in enhancing the student learning experiences
among the higher education institutions. Trowler (2010) defined the concept of student
engagement as: “the interaction between the time, effort and other relevant resources invested
by both students and their institutions intended to optimise the student experience and enhance
the learning outcomes and development of students and the performance, and reputation of the
institution”. Unlike participation or involvement, engagement comes together with feeling and
action. Trowler (2013) classified the student engagement into: (1) behavioural engageme nt
(time on task), (2) emotional engagement (interest and value), and (3) cognitive engageme nt
(self-regulation and learning strategies).
The behavioral engagement can be referred as the activities that student attending academic
classes and participating in others education in social or co-curriculum activities (Fredricks,
McColskey, Meli, Mordica, Montrosse, Mooney, 2011). The emotional engagement consists
of students’ belongingness feeling or happiness in achieveme nt academic-related activities that
triggered from relations with teachers, classmates or peer in education institution (Biggs, 1999;
Trowler, 2010). Cognitive engagement involved students’ thoughtful willingness in academic
learning process, and efforts in mastery the academic difficulties and to comprehend advance
knowledge skills (Fredricks et al., 2011; Trowler, 2010).
2.4
Physical Environment
Physical environment is defined as servicescape that created by service provider includ ing
overall layout, design, decoration, and aesthetics (Hightower Jr, Brady & Baker, 2002).
Physical environment is playing a major role in service operations and activities functioning to
determine the excellent performance in delivering services including education (Hoffman and
Turley, 2002). In educational learning perspective, the physical environment consists of
classrooms, laboratories, libraries, recreational equipments, accommodation, and other
furniture and facilities arrangement that directly facilitate the student campus life and learning
experiences (Fleming, Howard, Perkins & Pesta, 2005; Suleman and Hussain, 2014). The
physical environment played an important role in facilitating effective instruction for teaching
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processes and enhanced student’s comfortability and ability in learning (Fisher, 2008; Suleman
and Hussain, 2014). The physical environment can be studied in the perspective of lighting, air
quality, colour, noise and arrangement layout (Cheryan, Ziegler, Plaut & Meltzoff, 2014).
The surroundings of physical can influence customers’ behaviour, level of satisfactio n
experiences and the intention to stay loyalty for the future (Pareigis, Edvardsson & Enquist,
2011). The customer’s experience on the behavioural satisfaction and emotion can be affected
by the high perceptions of the physical environment. Therefore, physical environment of a
campus in an important feature that influences student’s attraction to and satisfactio n
experience with a particular university institution (Brooks & Gaalema, 2012).
2.5
Service Quality
Service quality has been become the main focus by higher education institution in order to gain
competitive edge in future and the students satisfaction on the unique educational experience
that they will remember for a life time (Asaduzzaman, Hossain & Rahman, 2014; Gallifa and
Batalle, 2010; Khodayari and Khodayari, 2011). In educational perspective, curriculum
teaching activities is a service while student’s learning process is an experience. Therefore,
service quality in higher education is a unique and multifaceted concept where education
consists of educational/instructional teaching, administrative and auxiliary of service settings
(Quinn, Lemay, Larsen, Johnson, 2009). The educational quality perspective focus on the
curriculum instructional experiences where student gain knowledge and skills that to fulfil the
requirement of external industrial, accreditation bodies, professional bodies, etc. (Quinn et al.,
2009). Others than that, different aspect of operations in administration and auxiliar y functio n
(example, the university alumni department) also playing the important role in enhancing the
overall educational quality. In the competition for funding, resources, and ranking status,
student satisfaction experiences on service quality become the major motivator of improveme nt
for the university (Quinn et al., 2009).
Most of the researcher (Asaduzzaman et al., 2014; Gallifa & Batalle, 2010; Khodayari &
Khodayari, 2011; Quinn et al.,2009) has been agreed that the evaluation of service quality
perception on the higher education institution can be based on the SERVQUAL model,
developed by Parasuraman et al. (1988). This model explained the service quality into five
dimensions: (1) Tangibles (physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel); (2)
Reliability (ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately; (3)
Responsiveness (willingness to help customers and provide prompt service; (4) Assurance
(knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust and confidence; (5)
Empathy (caring, individualised attention the firm provides its customers). Therefore, the
perceived service quality on the evaluation of numerous service encountered were the customer
judgement on the overall satisfaction of experience or superiority (Berry, Wall, Carbone, 2006;
Sundbo, 2015).
2.6
Teaching Quality
The ability performance of higher educational institution is being expected to produce welltrained graduates who possess knowledge and skills that fulfil the National Education
Philosophy, industry demand and employability requirement, professional bodies
accreditation, entrepreneurship, and contribution to society (Suarman, Aziz & Yasin, 2013;
Quinn et al., 2009). Despite of producing highly employable graduates, graduates were also
being evaluated on their independence, openness of mind, creativity and problem solving
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skills (Ramsden, 2008). Therefore, the effectiveness and efficiency of teaching quality are
relate to the student engagement in active learning, variety of teaching approaches and create
creating intellectually ambitious task to students (Darling-Hammond, 2000; 2010). The
predictors of quality teaching and effectiveness are the teacher’s cognitive ability, personality
attributes; classroom management, commitment and responsibilities (Abd Hamid, Hassan,
Sariah & Ismail, 2012). Meanwhile, student expectation on educational qualities are on
gaining professionally relevant knowledge and curriculum, great personal benefit and enjoy
life-changing experiences in their campus relationship with institution (Ramsden, 2008).
Student evaluation on the teacher’s teaching quality has been implemented widespread in
university campus by using questionnaire evaluation. The practices of teaching qualities
assessment is to measure the satisfaction of learning experiences and gain feedback from the
student perspective (Spooren, Mortelmans, & Denekens, 2007). The assessment rating on the
teacher and instructional quality being measured in varies of perspective in academic ability,
subject matter and teaching knowledge, critical tough and problem solving, recognizing student
needs, and etc. (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Spooren et al, 2007).
3.0 Conceptual Framework
Based on the discussion above, the conceptual framework developed for this study is presented
as follows:
Engagement
H
Physical
Environment
Service
Quality
Teaching

1
H
2
H

Student

H

Experience

5

Student Alumni
Relation

3
H
4

Quality
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of the Student Experience towards Creation of Student Alumni
Relation

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework of student experience towards creation of student
alumni relation. This study presents by the dependent variable as student alumni relation (AR),
and independent variables such as student engagement (SE), physical environment (PE),
service quality (SQ), teaching quality (TQ) and mediating variable of student experience (EX)
towards creation of alumni relation at Malaysia higher institution. The conceptual framework
proposed the below hypothesis for testing the relationship among the identified variables:
H1: There is a significant relationship between student engagement and student experiences
in campus.
H2: There is a significant relationship between physical environment and student
experiences in campus.
H3: There is a significant relationship between service quality and student experiences in
campus.
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H4: There is a significant relationship between teaching quality and student experiences in
campus.
H5: There is a significant relationship between student experiences and alumni relations in
campus.
4.0 Research Methodology
4.1 Research Design and Sampling method
From the study of the literatures, student alumni relation will be the function of student
experience. Subsequently, student experience itself will be also the attributes of many other
factors, among the important attributes are the student engagement (SE), physical environme nt
(PE), service quality (SQ), and teaching quality (TQ). Therefore, student alumni relation (AR)
as an equation of student experience (EX) is assumed to be determined as follows:
AR = α0 + α1EX + e1

In subsequently; student experience (EX) as an equation with related factors is assumed to be
determined as follows:
EX = β0 + β1SE + β2PE + β3SQ + β4TQ + e2

Where, SE = Student Engagement; PE = Physical Environment; SQ = Service Quality; TQ =
Teaching quality; α0 and β0 = intercept; α1 and βs = coefficients of independent variables; es
= residuals.
With the current objective to analyse the graduate students’ experience in campus life and their
tendency becoming strong alumni relation with the university, the research has been conducted
with a cross-sectional questionnaire survey. The quantitative methods were used in collecting
data from the sampling respondents. The targeted respondents were selected by random
sampling from the list of alumni obtained from alumni division of the nonprofit private
universities. There were 300 survey questionnaires distributed to respondents by email, and the
rate of response was 76.9% and 260 respondent data collected. The following section represents
the technique of statistical data analysis that has been employed for analysing the respondent
demographic profiles, reliability test for each variables, and findings for the hypothesis test
relationship among variables using the correlation analysis and regression analysis for the data
collection.
5.0 Results Analysis
This study represents the entire data analysis and result interpretation consisting the
demographic profiles, test on the reliability of the scales, the correlation analysis, regression
analysis, hypothesis testing etc. Demographic variables for the purpose of this study showed in
Table 1. It only provides a general view on the demographic information of the populatio n
under the study. Only three questions on the demographic factors were collected that were
gender, age and education background.
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5.1 Sample profile
Variable
Gender
Discipline of study

Study Year

Table 1: Sample characteristics (n=260)
Classification
Male
Female
Business Management
Sciences and Engineering
Social Science and Art
Languages
Others
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Graduated

(% )
46.5
53.5
60.9
22.3
8.8
5.0
3.0
11.5
13.5
44.2
12.3
18.5

Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of the respondents. In this research, proportion
distribution of gender between male and female graduates was quite equal, where 53.50%
respondents were female and 46.50% of respondents were male. Respondents were mainly
from business management discipline of study which consist of 60.90% followed by sciences
and engineering (22.30%), and the respondents from social science & art and others discipline
of study are almost similar which are 8.80% and 8.00% respectively. There are 44.2% of
respondents from study year 3, and 18.5% from graduated student. The rest of 37.3% consists
of study year 1, 2 and 3 students.
5.2 Scale Reliability
In table 2 shown the scale reliability tests on evaluation the coefficient alphas for the six
variable constructs. The widely accepted social science cut-off point for the value of alpha
coefficient is 0.70 which to be considered acceptable (Hair et al, 2010). Therefore, there is good
internal consistency of the measured items as each of the studied constructs Cronbach’s alpha
value falls within the acceptable range (0.599 to 0.868) in this study.
Variables

Table 2: Reliability Test
Cronbach’s Alpha

Number of Items

Student Engagement (SE)

0.599

5

Physical Environment (PE)
Service Quality (SQ)
Teaching Quality (TQ)
Student Experience (EX)
Alumni Relations (AR)

0.782
0.868
0.851
0.744
0.827

5
10
8
12
7
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5.3 Model Analysis
The current study employed the regression analysis to identify the relationship in between
student experience and alumni relation variables with a hypothesized relationship, and
estimated the parameter value to develop the regression equation. Table 3, represents the model
summary of alumni relation with the determinant coefficient of R-Square value is 0.217 is
means that only 21.7% of the variation in the alumni relation can be explained by student
experience. The F value presented in table 4 is significant at 71.494, and therefore, the
relationship in between the two variables is significant at the value which is less than α 0.01
level (t-value= 8.455, p<0.01) which r=0.466.
Model
1

R
0.466

Table 3: Model Summary of Alumni Relation
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
0.217
0.214
0.56816

Dependent variable: Alumni Relation
Predictors: (Constant), Student Experience
Table 4: The ANOVA for Alumni Relation
Sum
of
df
Mean Square
Squares
1
Regression
23.079
1
23.079
Residual
83.283
258
0.323
Total
106.363
259
Dependent variable: Alumni Relation
Predictors: (Constant), Student Experience
Model

Table 5: Determinant Coefficient of Alumni Relation
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
0.47
0.264
Student Experience
0.643
0.076
0.466
Dependent Variable: Alumni Relations (AR)
Model

F

Sig.

71.494

.000

t

Sig.

3.582
8.455

0.000
0.000

The equation of Alumni Relation (AR) is 0.47 + 0.643 (Student Experience) + 0.264e1 . The
p-value of student experience is less than α 0.01 level which is the student experience is the
significant predictor of alumni relation with every unit increase in student experience, the
alumni relation is expected to increase by 0.643. Therefore, H5 is accepted and thus implies
that student experience has a significant positive regression weights on alumni relations.
Furthermore, the Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) analysis has also been employed in
the current study to test the indicated four hypotheses in the conceptual framework in order to
estimate the relationship among variables towards student experience creation. The study on
the dependent variable of student experience is determined by the four independent variables
that consist of student engagement, physical environment, service quality, and teaching quality.
Therefore, the below Table 6 represents model of summary of student experience, and showing
the determinant coefficient of R-Square value is 0.247 that explain 24.7% of the variation in
student experience was influenced by the four independent variables. The model fitness is
confirmed with the value of F=20.873; P=0.000<0.05 which presented in the below table 7.
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Model
1

R
0.497

Table 6: Model Summary of Student Experience
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
0.247

0.235

0.405851

Dependent variable: Student Experience
Predictors: (Constant), Engagement, Physical Environment, Service Quality, Teaching Quality
Table 7: The ANOVA for Student Experience
Sum
of
df
Mean
F
Squares
Square
1
Regression
13.750
4
3.3437
20.873
Residual
41.995
255
0.165
Total
55.745
259
Dependent variable: Student Experience
Predictors: (Constant), Engagement, Physical Environment, Service Quality, Teaching Quality
Model

Table 8: Determinant Coefficients of Student Experience
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
t
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
1.573
0.216
7.297
Engagement
0.166
0.048
0.196
3.458
Physical Environment
0.094
0.044
0.141
2.142
Service Quality
0.136
0.051
0.185
2.697
Teaching Quality
0.155
0.053
0.183
2.898
Dependent variable: Student Experience
Predictors: (Constant), Engagement, Physical Environment, Service Quality, Teaching Quality
Model

Sig.
.000a

Sig.

0.000
0.001
0.033
0.007
0.004

Table 8 indicated that the student engagement in learning exerts a significant positive influe nce
on student experience in campus (t-value= 3.458, p<0.05) with standardised coefficient value
of 0.196. It showing the strongest impact on the student experience variable, therefore, H1 is
supported. The student perception on service quality and teaching quality in their learning
process also has the strongest significant positive influence on their student experience in
campus (t-statistic = 2.697, 2.898; p <0.05) with standardised coefficients of 0.185 and 0.183
respectively. Hence, the student perception on service quality and teaching quality is important
predictor to support the H3 and H4 for estimating the student experiences. The weakest
predictor on student experience among the four independent variables is physical environme nt
with coefficient value 0.141, yet, H2 to be supported with significant at t-value= 2.142, p<0.05.
Thus, the MLR model for the testing of the hypotheses of this study is as follows:
Student Experience= 1.573 + 0.166 (Engagement) + 0.094 (Physical Environment) + 0.136
(Service Quality) + 0.155 (Teaching Quality)
Table 9 shows the result summary on hypotheses testing based on the above Regression
Analysis to explain the relationship among the predictor variables on the effect of students’
experience and alumni relation.
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Table 9: Hypotheses Testing of Student Experience and Alumni Relation
H(x)
Hypothesized Statement
Significant Level
H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

There is a significant relationship between
engagement and student experiences in
campus.
There is a significant relationship between
physical environment and student
experiences in campus
There is a significant relationship between
service quality and student experiences in
campus
There is a significant relationship between
teaching quality and student experiences
in campus.
There is a significant relationship between
student experiences and alumni relations
in campus.

Finding

Sig = 0.000, p<0.05

Supported

Sig = 0.000, p<0.05

Supported

Sig = 0.000, p<0.05

Supported

Sig = 0.000, p<0.05

Supported

Sig = 0.000, p<0.05

Supported

6.0 Discussion
The hypotheses testing resulted in supporting the current research objective in studying the
factors of student experience creation which therefore contribute to alumni relation engageme nt
with their institution or university. The student’s engagement in the learning process, the
perception of physical environment, service quality and teaching quality in campus have
significant role in building their student experience in campus life. Furthermore, the enrichme nt
of student campus life experience will also tend to enhance their commitment or engageme nt
as strong alumni relation with the university institution.
The current research show that the student’s campus life experience perception generated
from their individual emotional feeling, happiness, satisfaction, fun, enthusiastic, contentme nt,
or even can be described as stressed, frustration, irritating and boring. Such experience
perception can be influenced by their personal behavioural engagement in academic learning
activities, classroom and other curriculum participation, and others social interaction in
building relations between students, peer and academic staff. On the another hand, the quality
of teaching from the academic staff’s capability, knowledge, skills and experience in facilita te
the student learning process will also enrich the student experience. Other factors such as
physical environment and service quality in a comfortable learning environment and supporting
service will contribute to the student’s satisfaction experiences in pursuing their education in
the particular university institution. Ultimately, such experience in campus life will create the
student memorable and valuable experiences which able to lead the strong alumni relation
engagement in future. Therefore, student may have confident to further study at the current
university, positive word of mouth on recommendation to others, provide financ ia l
contribution, act as a volunteer for university activities or others engagement networking with
the university after graduation.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the idea of a critical analysis of social indicator framework
for sustainable development. The paper has reviewed the concept of dev elopment and its
measurement as well as its evolution over seven decades. The concept of development has
evolved from economic growth to human resource development, poverty alleviation,
sustainable development, human development, and most recently the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) towards Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). A preliminary findings show
that the concept of development in conventional economic literature has focused more on the
physical and material aspects of development, although of recent after introducing SDGs these
literatures have begun giving emphasis on the social and moral aspects of development as well.
Besides that, the common indicators of development from conventional perspective are Human
Development Index (HDI), Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) and Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) per capita income. The paper aims to identify the concept of development and its
measurement from related modern literature on development and argues for the need of a new
social indicator framework for sustainable development. The paper adopts meta-analysis and
content analysis methods by reviewing and analysing of related literature, works, and papers
in books, journals, reports, and conferences. The final outcome of this paper reveals that there
is an urgent need to develop a social indicator framework for sustainable development.
Keywords: Development Index, Indicators, Social Indicator Framework, Sustainable
Development.

Introduction
The concept of development dates back to the 19th century and has been used in several
fields including natural sciences, social sciences and physical sciences (Cobbinah et al, 2011).
For instance, in the natural sciences, it was used by Aristotle to explain the nature of all things
that develop, and Charles Darwin in his theory of evolution of species (Cobbinah et al, 2011).
However, in the field of social sciences, the concept of development was mainly used in the
context of economic development and constantly evolved over the decades. Accordingly, the
main idea of economic development expanded from economic growth to human resource
development, poverty alleviation, sustainable development, human development and most
recently the millennium development goals (MDGs) towards sustainable development goals
(SDGs). Unquestionably, the concept of development in conventional economic literature has
focused more on the physical and material aspects of development, although of recent after
introducing SDGs these literatures have begun giving emphasis on the social aspects of
development as well.
Social development is a multidimensional phenomenon which has been debated
nationally and globally. A review of the multidisciplinary literature on social developme nt
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reveals a lack of a comprehensive theoretical framework for understanding social developme nt
and its components. Many scholars have described the definition of social development is
vague and does not capture some components which are very fundamental to developme nt.
Indeed, it has been described as the most conceptually elusive dimensions in sustainab le
development discourse (Thin, 2002; Murphy, 2014). In addition, the social dimensions of
sustainability have not received the same treatment as the other two dimensions: economic and
environment (Cuthill, 2011; Vavik & Keitsch, 2010) and there are various inter-pretatio ns
regarding what issues should be addressed (Dixon & Colantonio, 2008; Murphy, 2014).
Therefore, social development remains a diverse and practical set of activities driven by good
intentions rather than well-defined theoretical principles (Aziz et al., 2015). This implies that
there is an urgent need to develop a clearer understanding of what social the developme nt
means and relates objectives.
Following the evolutions in conception of development, the measurement of
development also evolved. The common indicators of development from conventio na l
perspective are Human Development Index (HDI), Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) as
well as Gross Domestic Product GDP per capita income (Ray, 2008). Over the years,
researchers have found that these indicators are not sufficient to be used to measure
development. In view of the insufficiency of existing development indicators proposed, there
is a need to develop a new social indicator framework for sustainable development. This paper
attempts to provide an overview of the existing development concept and its indicators as well
as its evolution over the years, and categorize this development concept and its indicators based
on the various development concept. The paper further argues for the need of a new social
indicator framework for sustainable development.
Data and research methods
This paper is evaluative in nature and has focused mainly on qualitative informatio n
gathering and analysis. The analysis depends on library research and information from books,
journals, development reports, discussion papers, conference papers and articles. A systematic
literature review utilizing available library sources related to development and its dimens io ns
was conducted throughout the research process.
Literature review
The evolution of the concept of economic development
The concept of development has constantly evolved over the decades. The main idea of
economic development expanded from economic growth to human resource developme nt,
poverty alleviation, sustainable development, and most recently sustainability towards human
development. There has also been a fresh look at the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
and the sustainable development goals (SDGs).
In the 1950s, development was mainly used in the context of economic development,
eventually becoming the focus for the newly independent countries. Development in general
was seen as progress by nations for societal welfare (Awan et al., 2012). During the period,
economic growth became the focus and the main instrument to bring about structural and
functional changes to individuals and society as well. Hence, economic growth became the
main objective of development. Although many developing countries realized their economic
growth targets, the living conditions of the masses did not change (Anto, 2009). Mass poverty
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continued in the developing countries and many people did not have access to quality
education, health facilities, employment and a decent lifestyle. This implied that there was
something wrong with the perception and definition of economic development itself, along
with its policies. Because economic development was supposed to involve a number of changes
quantitative as well as qualitative. However, economic development during the period was only
focused on quantitative aspects rather than the focus of the qualitative aspects that depend on
non-economic aspects, which are very fundamental to development. This was a reason for
disappointing concept of economic growth. Therefore, in the late of this period, most of the
economists demanded for dethronement of economic growth, and defined development in
terms of removal of poverty, illiteracy, disease and changes in the composition of input and
output.
In the 1960s, the dimensions of economic development expanded to include the notion
of human resource development and socio-economic development. The term human resource
development (HRD) was widely used as the process of increasing the knowledge, the skills,
and the capacities of all the people in a society. According to Kelly (2006) economically, HRD
was used as the accumulation of human capital and its effective investment in the developme nt
of an economy, while it was politically used to prepare people for adult participation in politica l
processes, particularly as citizens in a democracy. In terms of social and cultural, the
development of human resources used to help people to lead fuller, richer lives (Kelly, 2006).
During the period, human resource development became a widely used term, but conceptions
or perceptions of the term vary widely. It implied that the broad approach to HRD was a
necessary but not sufficient element of the broader economic development objective. This was
because, even though real income rose in several developed and developing countries in the
period, the self-reported subjective well-being of their populations not only failed to increase,
but also declined (Chapra et al., 2008). The reason was that well-being of people was positive ly
associated with higher income only up to the level where all basic needs get fulfilled, includ ing
nutritious food, clean water, adequate clothing, comfortable housing with proper sanitation and
essential utilities, timely medical care, transport, education, and a clean and healthy
environment. Beyond that, it remained more or less unchanged unless some other needs, which
were considered indispensable for increasing development, were also satisfied.
In the 1970s, the concept of development shifted from human resource development to
the distribution of income and poverty alleviation. During this period, discussions of the goals
of development emphasized the reduction of poverty at an individual level, rather than raising
average income per se (Yap & Cabalfin, 2008). Therefore, economic development was
supposed to increase the economic growth of a country and at the same time decrease poverty
at an individual and national level as well (Anto, 2009). However, greater attention was given
to income distribution and poverty in the period. The concern on equity particularly proved to
be longstanding with the debate centering on the relationship between inequality and growth
(Yap & Cabalfin, 2008). The relationship between growth and poverty also received similar
attention. This relationship depends on the level of income (Barro, 1999). Higher income
inequality retards growth in poor countries but not in rich countries. This approach did not
change the living conditions of the masses of people in poor countries. In the late of the period,
the emphasis shifted to basic needs which became important in the context of understand ing
poverty. In line with that, the International Labor Organization introduced a signific a nt
contribution to the popularization of this approach, which in one of its reports, stated that the
basic needs also included education, nutrition, health, sanitation and employment for the poor
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(Michałowski, 2016). “This new focus of development was characterized by relatively less
concern with economic aspects, but emphasized the quality of human life and conservation of
the natural environment” (Cobbinah et al., 2011). However, this approach failed to reduce the
numbers of the poor and put pressure on environment with the consequences of polluted and
inadequate living space. At the same time resulted in certain environmental failure s :
desertification of vast agricultural lands, destruction of forests and water bodies due to acid
precipitation, and global warming due to the combustion of fossil fuels (Tomislav, 2018). These
concerns led to the establishment of the World Commission on Environment and Developme nt
(WCED) (Yap & Cabalfin, 2008). The Commission found that many development trends leave
increasing numbers of people poor and vulnerable, while at the same time degrading the
environment. This led to an expansion in the concept of development into sustainab le
development in 1980s (WCED, 1987).
In the 1980s, sustainable development became one of the key points to redefining
development, which means “development meets the needs and aspirations of the present
generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs’’
(WCED, 1987). Based on this definition, sustainable development shifted the focus of
development to social, economic, and environmental aspects (Tso & Li, 2012). There were
three main components of sustainability according to Boggia and Cortina (2010):
environmental, social and economic. Environmental sustainability was keeping the natural
capital intact without depleting the functions of the environment, while social sustainability
was interaction between individuals of the society to achieve and maintain basic human needs
and interests of the present and future generations; and economic sustainability mea ns
economic activities of a country were feasible when social and environmental objectives were
maintained. Among the three elements of sustainable development, there were limited literature
that focused on social sustainability to the extent that a comprehensive study of this concept
remained missing. Missimer (2015) argued that social sustainability concept was not grounded
on theory but rather on a practical understanding of plausibility and current political agendas.
In addition, more recently study by the OECD pointed out that social sustainability dealt with
the social implications of environmental politics rather than as an equally constitutive
component of sustainable development (Biczyńska, 2015).
Therefore, social development is a multidimensiona l and complex phenomenon which
related to human welfare and it is difficult to comprehend as it is vaguest (Awan et al., 2012).
Although the issue of social development was already explored broadly having akin traits the
definition is still poor. More clearly the idea of social development can be viewed as a
dispensation of human well-being by the state and it aims to promote productive and healthy
life for all with integration of society as well as nature (Awan et al., 2012). Social developme nt
is “the promotion of a sustainable society that is worthy of human dignity by empowering
marginalized groups, women and men, to undertake their own development, to improve their
social and economic position and to acquire their rightful place in the society” (Kumar, 2017).
This approach explained that social development referred to people’s welfare or relations hips
between individuals and groups within a society. Social development is a practice
encompassing the commitment of individual welfare and empowering individuals to determine
their own needs, to influence the decisions which affect them and incorporates communa l
interests in developing economic initiatives and policies. Social development specifica lly
targeted disparities among the human being, minimize them and maximize human welfare.
Hence, the welfare of people depended on the rate of development and its distributive feature
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as well. However, it was seen globally that development outcomes were not equally distributed
among countries, causing disparities and imbalances in economic and social development.
In the 1990s, human development appeared as the primary goal of development, it
makes income as a means instead of an end. During this period, the United Nation Developme nt
Programme (UNDP) launched the first Human Development Report (HDR) putting people at
the center of the development agenda (Kumar, 2014). The report elaborated the concept of
human development and gave fundamental articulation on the issue. The report stated that
“people are the real wealth of a nation”. The report defined human development as the process
of enlarging people's choices (Kovacevic, 2010) and improving human capabilities: the range
of things that they could do or be in life, freedoms, guaranteed human rights and self-respect
so they could live a long and healthy life, access to education and a decent standard of living,
participate in their community and the decisions that affect their lives. Based on the definitio n,
there are two main approaches towards human development: first look at the constitutive
requirements of a good life and another one concerns primarily with the necessary requireme nts
of such a life (Stewart & Samman, 2006). The first one put less emphasis on material aspects,
while those exploring the necessary requirements for such a life tend to emphasize more on
material aspects. This expansion in the idea of human development and wellbeing and the
integration of the economic and non-economic domains is known as social development. This
idea indicated to the importance of social development in development which was emphasized
twice: first, on the sustainable development concept, and later, on the human developme nt
concept. Therefore, social development became more widely when the United Nations
organized the World Summit for Social Development Copenhagen 1995, to recognize the
significance of human well-being and social development for all (Awan et al., 2012). The
Summit defined social development in terms of three basic criteria: poverty eradication,
employment generation, and social harmony. The leaders of state or government agreed that
development should aim at improving and enhancing the quality of life of all people. They also
affirmed that economic and social goals are inextricably linked and that both economic and
social factors contribute to sustainable development (Hashim et al., 2012). Despite these
achievements, social development remained poorly defined and there was widespread
disagreement about what issues should be addressed. Many different activities undertaken by
community workers, aid officials, policy makers, and other practitioners are subsumed under
the term social development and few attempts have been made to articulate key concepts, ideas
and theories that can define the framework and support social development practice (Midgle y
2003; Aziz et al., 2015). As a result, social development remains a diverse and practical set of
activities driven by good intentions rather than well-defined theoretical principles.
In the 2000s, the concept of sustainable development was extended in the form of the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as a new vision to the global efforts on developme nt
over the next 15 years. In this new concept, eight goals were spelled out. These goals mainly
focused on social development. It was expected that by 2015, the human race socially would
have achieved the following: the ending extreme poverty, hunger, achieving quality education
for all and preventable disease. However, by 2015 much of these goals were not achieved
because the MDGs focused on poverty which understood as meeting basic needs, and its
alleviation. This was a new and narrow conception of development. For decades, as we
discussed, development focused on enlarging the productive capacity of economies to make
possible improved living standards of people. The eight MDGs and 21 targets were limited to
ending extreme poverty. Due to these limitations of MDGs, a new concept of emerged
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It was intended to remedy the weaknesses in MDGs.
The sustainable development goals (SDGs) are about sustainable development as a new
guidance for the world after 2015, which adopted by the United Nations as a guiding princip le
for economic, environmental, and social development (Fukuda-Parr, 2016). This incorporates
ending poverty as a core objective, but the 17 goals and 169 targets set out a broader agenda
that includes environmental, social, and economic sustainability.
A review of the multidisciplinary literature on social development reveals a lack of a
comprehensive theoretical framework for understanding social development and its
components. The review shows that the definition of social development is vague. It does not
capture some components which are very fundamental to development. Social developme nt
also describes as the most conceptually elusive dimensions in sustainable developme nt
discourse (Thin, 2002; Murphy, 2014). Besides that, social dimension of sustainability does
not receive the same treatment as the other two dimensions of development: economic and
environment (Cuthill, 2011; Vavik & Keitsch, 2010) and there are various interpretatio ns
regarding what issues should be addressed (Dixon & Colantonio, 2008; Murphy, 2014).
Furthermore, many different activities undertaken by community workers, aid officials, policy
makers, and other practitioners are subsumed under the term social development and few
attempts have been made to articulate key concepts, ideas and theories that can define the
framework and support social development practice (Midgley, 2003; Aziz et al., 2015). As a
result, social development remains a diverse and practical set of activities driven by good
intentions rather than well-defined theoretical principles.
The evolution of development indicators
Following the evolutions in conception and definition of development over the last
seven decades, the measurement of development also evolved in the period. This section
examines how does development indicators evolved over the period?
In the 1950s, gross national product (GNP) developed as a key indicator to measure
development of the nation. During this period, economic development was evaluated in terms
of the GNP and per capita income, which stood alone as the ultimate standard of nationa l
progress and prosperity. This implied that development is a capacity of a national economy to
generate and sustain an annual increase in its GNP at rates of perhaps 5 to 7 percent or more
(Todaro, 1997). Economic growth became the main focus and the growth rate of per capita
GNP became the goal of development.
However, during this period, researchers were found that GNP as a measure of
economic development widely criticized since it excluded consideration of non-materia l
dimensions and non-market activities, and considered some consumption items as beneficia l
when they are actually harmful such as negative environmental externalities associated with
increased production (Yusof et al., 2015). In fact, some activities clearly related to social
welfare such as public education spending which is counted as consumptio n in GNP instead of
investments in future economic growth (Dickens et al., 2006). Besides that, using the average
measure of income ignored the distribution of income within a country (Kula et al., 2008). This
implied that GNP is not a single indicator that can be used to measure economic developme nt,
consequently, it failed to account the overall progress of societies, particularly those related to
distributional aspects and social and human welfare dimension. These criticisms of single
indicator GNP as a measure of economic development have led researchers to propose
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alternative measures of well-being that attempt to more accurately quantify economic
development.
In the 1960s, numerous efforts were made to construct other composite indicators that
could serve as alternatives to the traditional measure or reasonable measure of economic
welfare. Streeten (1981) identified that though economic growth remains unarguably an
important aspect of development, there is now a realization that economic growth is not always
synonymous with development (Aziz et al., 2015). A number of economists expounded the
incorporation of economic, social and political indicators as alternative measures of
development. Adelman and Morris (1967) for example, conducted a major to measure
development in terms of a pattern of interaction among social, economic, and political factors.
At the same time, the United Nations Research Institute on Social Development Geneva
(UNRISD) proposed another composite index which concerned with the selection of the most
appropriate indicators of development and an analysis of the relationship between these
indicators at different levels of development (Aziz et al., 2015).
However, these studies were criticised on the grounds that they sought to measure
development in terms of structural change rather than in terms of human welfare. Another
ground for criticism was the implicit assumption that developing countries must develop along
the same lines of the developed countries (Dar, 2004). Several studies emerged in response to
these criticisms, seeking to develop composite indicators that measure development in terms
of meeting basic needs of majority of population, or in terms of quality of life.
In the 1970s, the major effort in the direction of human development was made by
Morris when he proposed the Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) in 1979. The index was
based on the most basic needs of the people to measure human development. It was combined
information on life expectancy, infant mortality and literacy which used for a cross-country
comparison. The index enabled researchers to rank countries not by incomes but by the
performance of country in meeting their people’s basic needs. The index was known as a simple
and easily computed composite index. According to Doessel & Gounder (1994) the PQLI could
be used to calculate changes in countries over time as well as to measure ethnic, regional,
gender and rural-urban differences. Ray (2008) discovered that the PQLI became
instantaneously popular because the selected indicators conform to the logical understand ing
of human development.
However, the PQLI was critiqued for its limited dimensionality, and most scholars came
to the conclusion that it difficult to accept the results of a composite development index without
strong theoretical foundation (Alkire & Foster, 2011; Ramli et al., 2015). Furthermore, the
index was not sufficient to capture the quality of life, and it failed to take into account problems
associated with basic needs like, nutrition, health, sanitation, housing etc. (Aziz, 2015). Besides
that, the PQLI was inadequate to comprehensively and accurately portray the real level of
development of a society. On the top of that it measures human development by only
considering the physical aspects of life. By doing so, this index did not include freedom, justice,
security and other intangible elements that were important in the overall concept of human
development (Aziz et al., 2015).
1n the 1980s, a number of economists continued to expound the incorporation of social
indicators and efforts to create other composite indicators that could serve as complements of
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existing measurement. Ray (1987) proposed the Social Development Index (SDI) based on 13
physical variables to represent social development across 40 countries (Kantiray, 1989). The
composite index of selected social indicators was proposed as a measure of social developme nt
which represented urbanization and industrialization health conditions, nutritional level, level
of education and social communication dimensions. At the same vein, Camp and Speidel
conducted another attempts to construct a measure of social welfare based on ten measures
including income, infant mortality, nutrition, adult literacy, and personal freedom (Anto, 2009).
Further, Slottje conducted study of 130 countries which drawn on the capabilities approach by
constructing a composite of 20 indicators, arguing that Morris’ three components were
insufficient to capture the quality of life. However, these approaches were criticized because
there is no universal consensus on the theory, methodology and used of social indicators to
measure human’s well-being (Ramli et al., 2015). The discussions on this issue were led to the
development of significant index to measure human development known as Human
Development Index (HDI) invented by Amartya Sen and launched by Mahbubul-Haq in 1990.
In the1990s, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) developed the Human
Development Index (HDI). It was based on information of human development over a large
number of countries (Aziz et al., 2015). The index proposed to an expansion the focus of
economic output, growth, and development on various dimensions of people’s lives. This index
covered four variables to represent the three major dimensions of human development, namely
life expectancy at birth, educational attainment, as measured by a combination of adult literacy
and the combined first-, second- and third-level gross enrolment ratio; and standard of living
measured by real GDP per capita (PPP$) (Kovacevic, 2010). The HDI was one of the most
ambitious attempts to systematically and comprehensively analyze the comparative status of
socio-economic development in both developing and developed nations. According to Ray,
(2008) the HDI is the most popular measures of development, besides the Physical Quality of
Life Index (PQLI) and per capita income as well.
However, since the introduction of HDI as a tool to measure human development in
the early 1990, it was criticized for containing several limitations and weaknesses. It was
considered a small number of indicators rather than captured a number of social indicators to
represent more areas of social concern that reflecting human development idea accurately
(Kovacevic, 2010). Besides that, the index was not fully compatible and sufficient for
measuring human development because it was ignored to account a number of other important
dimensions of human development according to the definition of human development by
UNDP (Ranis, 2006). Furthermore, the HDI was ignored the gender inequality aspect in a
society to represent the development of a country (Schuler, 2006). The index also overlooked
two important dimensions of human development, which are environment and equity (Sagar &
Najam, 1998). The exclusion of environment and equity as indicators of development inhib its
the accurate representation of the realities of the world. In general, therefore, the HDI critic ized
to not successfully capture the richness and breadth of the concept of human development, and
thus, unable to respond better to social issues and environmental concern.
In view of the limitations of human well-being indices in the process of development
as discussed above, Ray (2008) introduced the Social Development Index (SDI). The index
was based on 10 physical variables for social development across 102 countries including 21
OECD countries and socialist countries like China. The index was included a large number of
social indicators to represent more areas of social concern and it related with an objective
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method of deriving weights for combining multiple physical indicators. Although the index
included a large number of physical social indicators, the spiritual (non-material) concern of
human being of 102 countries was being ignored as no spiritual variable was included. This
was one of the limitations of social development indicators in presenting view of human wellbeing in the process of development. Another limitation of index is that data of the variables
are not uniformly available for the same years. Thus, there is a variation in the years of reporting
of the latest data of the variables. In addition, many other social development indices were
proposed: Ohlan (Kumar, 2017) suggested 43 social development indicators for measuring the
socioeconomic development in India. Social Progress Index in 2015 (Kumar, 2017) measured
social progress directly, independent of economic development. The index considered 54
indicators of social and environmental outcomes for measuring social progress of a country.
Although, all these attempts were made to measure social development, the availability of the
data and demography of the country and choice of the social indicators were a big challenge
and should be chosen by considering social norms of the society (Kumar, 2017). At the same
vein, Ray (2008) emphasized that there are only two most popular measures of human wellbeing and development namely PQLI & HDI, besides per capita income, however they were
also criticized due to considering small number of indicators.
Conclusion
This paper examines the evolution of the concept of development and its measurement,
the major approaches and focus of the concept within sustainable development context. The
concept of development constantly evolved over the years to include social and moral aspect
of development. Early literature was more focused on economic growth in terms of GDP
growth and physical and material aspects of development, although of recent after introduc ing
SDGs these literatures have begun giving emphasis on the social aspects of development as
well. Because social development is primarily concerned with practical matters, little attention
has been paid to the ideas, concepts and theories that inform social development interventio ns.
Following the debate on the inadequacies of the economic indicators of development by
scholars and practitioners, this approach to development has been broadened to incorporate
social, cultural, environmental and political factors necessary for human wellbeing. Today, the
common indicators of development from conventional perspective are Human Developme nt
Index (HDI) and Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI). However, these indicators also are not
sufficient to be used to measure development. In view of the insufficiency of existing
development indicators proposed, it could still provide valuable insights to provide a better
alternative to the existing development indicators.
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Abstract: Infection through air can easily be transfer without our realisation. Many people
doing their outdoor routine without realise they might get infected through the infection that
are spread in the air. Since it cannot be seen by naked eye, people usually tend to ignore the
aspect of prevention from airborne transmission in public area especially using public
transport. Due to the important risk that people might get, this project was aiming to calculate
the secondary infection due to the airborne transmission. There are many public transport that
have been used in everyday life but this project will only focusing on the airborne transmission
in the train. The method used in this project are Wells-Riley Model as it is suitable for small
population in a closed space. This model has been widely used for quantify the infection risk
assessment of respiratory infectious diseases indoor place. When the exposure time is less than
30 minutes for 150 passengers or less than one hour for 75 passengers, the reproduction
number is estimated at 0.03 and it shows the risk of secondary infection are under control.
However the reproduction number of second infections, Q A is fairly insensitive to the number
of passenger as the exposure time increase, it is still under the skill of epidemic control as if
the reproduction number of second infection, Q A under 0.03, the spread of epidemic can be
control. Even though it has been showed that it is hardly for a disease to growth in this
environment, as long the Q A is less than 0.03, but still if it more than 0.03 than the prevention
should be done.
Keywords: Disease, Wells-Riley Model, Airborne Transmission

Introduction
Airborne transmission is a transmission mechanism in which the infectious agent is
spread as an aerosol from reservoir to a human being and usually through the respiratory tract.
Since this process cannot been seen by naked eye, it have been talked as most interested subject
for the recent years as there are evidence that the air quality in an indoor place would give big
impact on health of people in that place. Although there are many infections that can be
transmitted from one person to another person by direct contact between infected and
susceptible individual, but the infection through the air is something that could be treats to
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susceptible persons who are at the placed with infected persons as it can be transfer through the
actions like coughing or sneezing. There are a lot of diseases that can be infected through
airborne transmission such as Tuberculosis (TB), flu, H1N1, and Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS).
Travelling in public transport, usually in confined spaces will provide risks for exposure
to infectious pathogens. It seems likely that the risk of airborne infectious disease transmiss io ns
in public ground transport such as buses, trains and taxi are higher than in air transport
according to Mohr (2012). As there are guidelines on contact tracing after exposure to airborne
infectious pathogens during air travel exist, there is no guidance documents available on contact
tracing in response to potential exposure on public ground transports, even though European
transport statistics show that the share of total transport performance in 2007 in public ground
transport was nearly twice as high (15.7%) as the share for air transports performance (8.8%)
according to Mohr (2012).
Moreover, it is decided to focus on train which is served by the Keretapi Tanah Melayu
(KTMB). They have divided their services into two which is west coast line and east coast line.
In this study the choice route is in east coast lines that are using KTM Intercity train. This is a
service prepared for those who are live in Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore. The service is
intended to carry people between stations in several cities, town and village that depend on the
region. The train also powered by using diesel locomotives. This train has provided many
facilities to make passenger who ride on it feel more comfortable. The facilities included a
cabin with air conditioner, café, sleep coach and seat coach, and toilets. However, as in this
project the seat coach is being chosen as in this coach usually will be filled by many passengers.
Between two carriages it has a door to divide between carriage and each carriage has a window
that can open and closed. As in train, with the crowded people in a carriage, would lead to the
increasing of the chances to the number of infected persons by a factor of 2~3 and the peak of
epidemic curve is up to 30 days earlier by assuming there are one infected person have ride on
the crowded carriage according to Furuya (2007). Unfortunately, in public ground
transportation, exposed passengers usually have one-time exposure as they do not receive
information about the exposure other than by direct contact from either travel company or
health authority since most passenger of ground transport vehicles do not use passenger name
list. Besides, as for in a stationary place such as workplace or school, there are people
potentially exposed to a patient spreading an infectious pathogen usually remain within the
reach of one local health authority which can trace these contacts to initiate early diagnos is,
make treatment and prevent for further spread.
When there are relate to airborne transmission, Wells-Riley equation is the suitable
model to estimate the infectious cases to human and its surrounding. Since this model is allows
the consideration of the effects of small populations in train which can be related to a closed
space to simulate the influences that close to an infector.
By understanding the potential of airborne transmission, it can give the important
information for creating safe environments at public area such as train so that action can be
done to reduce the spread of airborne infections.
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Problem Statement
Air quality in an indoor would give big impact on health of people without
it. Most of them have been infected with diseases that spread through the air when
outdoor routine especially in the public transportation such as in train, bus and taxi.
it is essential to calculate the potential risk posed by infectious individuals in
transportation to people in its surrounding.

they know
doing their
Therefore,
this public

Objective
The core of this research is based on two objectives that are hope to be as one of
reference in solving problem arising from the airborne transmission in public ground
transportation. The objectives are as follow:
a.
b.

To apply Wells-Riley model to estimate infection risk that are related to airborne transmission.
To calculate the secondary infection due to the airborne transmission in the train.

Scope and Significant
This project will only focused on calculate the potential risk of airborne transmiss io n
of infection in KTMB train which is on intercity train on east coast route. The result of this
research can help a particular body such as Kementerian Kesihatan Malaysia (KKM) that is
responsible for the supervision of Malaysian health regarding to air infection. Infectio n ris k
evaluatio n is very useful in understand ing the transmiss ions of infectious diseases. By
predicting the risk of these diseases to the public, it is essential as it would educate
people with health awareness especially in public area so that the spread of airborne
infections can be reduced. As for KTMB part, they can serve better coaches for their passenger
with healthy.
Term
Infector

Susceptible person
Airborne
Infection
Ventilation rate

Quantum generation rate

Definition
Persons who are been infect and cause infection.

Persons who are likely to suffer from a particular
illness or be affected by a particular problem.
Suspended in, transported by, or spread by air.
An agent or a contaminated substance
responsible for one's becoming infected.
A space that contains the mechanical system or
equipment used to circulate air or to replace stale
air with fresh air.
The number of infectious droplet nuclei required
to infect the susceptible people in an enclosed
space.
Table 1 : Definition of term and concept
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Literature review
Many researchers have use Wells-Riley model to estimate infection risk in a range of
environments. The original studies which is about the spread of measles in a Suburban
elementary school where the epidemic being analyzed by a model that provides a basis for
apportioning the chance of classmate to be infected while sharing same home room, or from
exposure in school buses, Riley (1978). According to Noakes (2006), she have study the
presents stochastic simulations using the Wells-Riley model to evaluate the infection risk and
variability among small populations such as hospital patients. However she has linked it with
a simple multi-zonal ventilation model to show the airflow patterns and the approximate to an
infected source on the effect of infection for an individual.
According to Liao (2005) as the respiratory infection getting the most pressing issues
in the way to control them with current public health measure, the approaches like Well-Rile y
are used to prioritize the control measure effort. This model is to estimate the exposure
concentrations in indoor environments whereas the inhalations of infection are reported. The
researchers have set a simulation based on highly disseminated epidemic in Taiwan in an
aircraft to meet the purpose of study which is to present an integrated-scale model that can
help predict whether simple or some specific control measure are needed. There is also the
study to estimate tuberculosis transmission risk in an internet café as in Japan, when people
who are homeless frequently will choose internet cafe as a place to stay at night and this study
are to quantify the public health risk of TB infection in such a facility using Well-Riley model
based on the report of the TB outbreak in Internet Cafe by Furuya (2008).
Furthermore, some research has been also undertaken to determine the risk of airborne
transmission in enclosed spaces, and the majority of previous studies root are from the work of
Wells (1955) and Riley (1978), that using the Wells-Riley model. Other than that, this has been
applied to various risk analysis studies, including the evaluation of personal protective
equipment Gammiatoni and Nucci (1997), tuberculosis risking buildings Nardell (1991) and
the dispersion of Bacillus anthraces from envelopes where in this study they used the Wells Riley model to estimate the exposure concentrations in postal facilities where cases of
inhalation anthrax occurred and the risk for infection in various hypothetical scenarios of
exposure to B. anthracis aerosolized from contaminated mail in residential settings Fennelly
(2012) and also modeling the transmission of airborne infections in enclosed spaces Beggs
(2003). However besides Well-Riley model, there are also researchers that use other method
regarding to infections either the infections through air or direct contact. The other model for
epidemic model called SIR model that analyze model of the temporal behaviour of an infectio us
disease which is not extended in space.
Another researcher is Goldstein (2005) have made a model that was developed to
calculate the age-specific risk of acquiring HBV infection, acute hepatitis B (illness and death),
and progression to chronic HBV infection. HBV-related deaths among chronically infected
persons were determined from HBV-related cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
mortality curves, adjusted for background mortality. The effect of hepatitis B vaccination was
calculated from vaccine efficacy and vaccination series coverage, with and without
administrations of the first dose of vaccine within 24 hours of birth (i.e. birth dose) to prevent
prenatal HBV infection. However the model made are quite complex as the outcomes would
differ based on age when getting infection.
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Methodology
Well-Riley Model
Wells-Riley model has been chosen in this paper to calculate the potential of airborne
transmission of infection in train since it has been widely used as a tool to predict infectio n
risk. There are several variables involve in the Wells-Riley model such as the number of
infectors, breathing rate of susceptible people, the quantum generation rate (quanta/h) for the
pathogen in infected person, the room ventilation rate, time of exposure, volume of ventila tio n
space and the infectious unit produces per hour by infector. The Wells-Riley equation Riley,
et al., (1978) is stated in equation (1).
 Irqt 
 C
v 

 Mt    
P = 1 − exp −
 1 −
 1 − exp  −
  

 v   
 M  Mt 
 S


where
C
S
I
q
r

t
M
v

-

(1)

The number of disease cases
Number of susceptible people in train.
Number of infector
Infectious unit produces per hour by infector (quantum)
3

Breathing rate per person ( m h )
Time of exposure ( h )
Room ventilation rate with fresh air (outdoor air supply rate)
Volume of ventilated space ( m3 )

The term “quantum” is used to describe the “infectious dose” which defined as the
number of infectious particles required to cause infection in 1 − e−1 of a susceptible person when
each susceptible individual breathes, on the average, one quantum of infectious particles.
Duration of time exposure ( h ) was defined as the total number of hour the infectious person
spent on the train, and number of susceptible person was taken as the number of passengers
3

during one time in a train. The breathing rate per person was assumed to be 0.48 m h . The
volume of ventilated space is 60.3 m3 . Due to the steady-state exposure condition on this model
from equation (1), several assumptions have been made:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Equal host susceptibility
Uniform sizes of droplet
Uniform ventilation
Homogeneous mixing of air
Elimination if infective particles being minimal compared with removal by ventilation
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There are four steps in order to calculate the potential of airborne transmission of infection:
Step 1
The outdoor air supply rate, 𝑀 were calculated using equation (2). However, since the
fraction of indoor air that is exhaled by infector, f are still unknown, the outdoor air supply
rate, M calculated from
M=

M
= 13 (Furuya, 2007).
v

nr
f

(2)

where
n

f

-

Number of people in ventilation space
Fraction of indoor air that is exhaled by infector

Step 2
The rate of quantum generation, q have been fixed as stated in equation (3) (Liao,
2005). This quantum generation rate is depended on biological characteristic and
immunological state of the person who is susceptible.
 1

q = 1 −  1  (100 )  = 63.212%
(3)
 e 

Step 3
Hence, substitute equation (2) and equation (3) into the equation (1) and we obtain
 Iqft  vf 
 nrt     C
P = 1 − exp −
 1 −
 1 − exp  −
(4)
    
n
nrt
vf

    S




Step 4
Finally, find the number of secondary infection, QA that happen after the susceptible
were being together with the infector at the first place in a closed space. Assume that I = 1 refer
to an infector getting around susceptible person which the number of susceptible person can be
calculated S = n − 1 (Furuya, 2007), then it can be expressed as stated in equation (5).

QA = ( n − 1) P

(5)
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Implementation
Implementation
The data are secondary data which are from electronic article, journal and KTMB’s
officer. The data which are also parameters that are needed in this paper as Table 2.
Parameter
Base value
the number of susceptible people in train(S)
75(150)(a)
3
volume of ventilated space (m )
60.3m3(b)
Total exposure time (t hours)
1 (0.1-2)
Breathing rate (r m3 /h)
0.48(c)
Fraction of indoor air exhaled by
0.016(d)
infected people (f)
Number of infected people (I)
1
Table 2: Parameter Use for Calculation
(a) From KT MB’s officer
(b) Cited from (Donavan. M.L, 2004)
(c) Cited from (Liao. C.M, 2005)
(d) Determined using M/V = 13 (Furuya, 2007)

Data Implementation
The number that are recommended in this paper is said to be 150 with 74 sitting and 76
standing. In order to calculate the faction of indoor air exhaled by infector, f , firstly the value of

M calculated by using equation (6) (Furuya, 2007).
M
= 13
v

(6)

where v = 60.3m3 , then M = 13  60.3 = 783.9m3 .
Next, equation (2) and equation (7) are to calculate the fraction of indoor air those are
exhaled by infected people.
f =

nr
M

(7)

Number of passengers, 𝒏
Fraction of indoor air that are exhaled by infected people, 𝒇
25
0.01531
50
0.03062
75
0.04592
100
0.061232
125
0.07654
150
0.09185
Table 3: Fraction of Indoor Air That Are Exhaled by Infected People Based on Number of
Passenger in 1 hour
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The parameters that are being calculated in Table 3 will then be substitute in equation
(4) as the total exposure is 1 hour which later will get as Table 4.
Number of passengers, 𝒏
The probability of infection for susceptible people, 𝑷
25
0.00038
50
0.00036
75
0.00036
100
0.00036
125
0.00036
150
0.00036
Table 4: Probability on Infection for Susceptible People Based on Number of Passenger and Total
Exposure is 1 Hour

In order to get the reproduction number of second infections, 𝑄𝐴 stated in equation (5)
which is the number of secondary infections that arise when a single infectious case. It is
introduced into susceptible people in a closed space by assuming there is 1 infector and the
number of susceptible persons is n −1 . As the average total time of exposure is 1 hour, the
reproduction numbers for an infectious disease in the train with different number of passengers
are as Table 5.
Number of passengers, 𝒏
Reproduction number of second infections, 𝑸 𝑨
25
0.00912
50
0.01762
75
0.02664
100
0.03564
125
0.04464
150
0.05364
Table 5: The Reproduction Number Of Second Infection Based On Number Of Passenger For 1 Hour

As for train before it reaches the last destination, the train will stop at the station to drop
and pick up passenger this will give a variation in duration of the exposure and the number of
passengers. Therefore, the duration of the exposure will be calculated within 0.5 to 2 hours and
the number of passengers is from 25 to 150 people as shown in Table 6.
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Time exposure, 𝒕

Number of passengers, 𝒏

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Reproduction number of second infections, 𝑸 𝑨

25
50
75
100
125
150
25
50
75
100
125
150
25
50
75
100
125
150
25
50
75
100
125
150

0.00456
0.00931
0.01406
0.01881
0.02356
0.02831
0.00912
0.01765
0.02664
0.03564
0.04464
0.05364
0.0132
0.0132
0.0407
0.0407
0.0682
0.08195
0.01776
0.03626
0.05476
0.07326
0.09176
0.11026

Table 6: Reproducti on Number of Second Infection Based on Different Time Exposure and Number of
Passengers

Result and Discussion

reproduction number
of
second infections

0.15
0.1

n=75

0.05

n=150

0
0

2

4

exposure time

Figure 1: Graph Reproduction Number of Second Infection against Exposure Time Based on Number of
Passenger

Figure 1 shows the difference of reproduction of second infections based on two number
of passengers with varied total of exposure time. Besides, Figure 1 shown that as the more the
susceptible persons stay together with the infector, the chance of reproduction of second
infections will also increase linearly.
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Figure 2: Graph of Reproduction Number of Second Infection against Number of Passenger Based on
Time Exposure

Figure 2 shows when the number of passengers is increase from 75 to 150, the
reproduction number of infections will also increase from 0.02664 to 0.05364 for 1 hour
commute. While for the 0.5 hours commute are increase from 0.01406 to 0.02831. In order to
estimate the influence of environmental parameters, the time of exposure and the number of
passengers are changed. Since when the crowded passenger ride in the train, would affect the
spread of infection that are from airborne transmission. In this project, the probabilities of
reproduction 𝑄𝐴 for the influenza of airborne transmission in the train are calculated. When the
exposure time is less than 30 minutes for 150 passengers or less than 1 hour for 75 passengers,
the reproduction number is estimated at 0.03 and it show the risk of secondary infection are
under control. However, the reproduction number of second infections 𝑄𝐴 is fairly insensitive
to the number of passengers as the exposure time increase, it is still under the scale of epidemic
control as if the reproduction number of second infections, 𝑄𝐴 under 0.03, the spread of
epidemic can be control. Even though it has been demonstrated that it is hardly for a disease to
growth in this environment, as long the 𝑄𝐴 is less than 0.03, provided this assumption holds
true. However, if even a passenger in this space is not immune, there is always have the
possibility that some individuals could become infected Giesecke (1994).
Conclusion and recommendation
The reproduction number for the infection also means the number of secondary
infections that happen when there is an infectious case around the susceptible people in the
train by calculated the various numbers of passengers and the total time of exposure. The
numbers of passenger based on the number of seat are 75 people and its Q A is 0.03 in 1 hour
time exposure and this Q A is similar for if the passengers in the train are full with 150
passengers in 30 minutes train commute. Since in this study the steady-state exposure
conditions are applied on this model, the estimation of Q A might varies from the real Q A due to
actual environment factors. However the estimated result are still useful information for
investigating the effects of the control of infection as there is insufficient data on the risk of
infection transmission in a train compared to air transportation.
As recommendation for the future research, the other researcher can might include other
factor like wearing the mask and type of mask used and others.
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Abstract: This case study analyses the leadership behaviour of a senior leader who works in
an urban secondary school in Bangladesh. The case study leader holds the assistant
headmaster office at a private school in the capital city. The data collection was made through
a phone interview. The study reveals that despite instructional leadership being quite strongly
prevalent at secondary education in Bangladesh, the presence of distributive leadership seems
to be present at a little extent. It also appears that the case study leader is more goal oriented
than relationship oriented, and he tends to apply instructional leadership style in most cases
with a little understanding of distributive leadership. While performing his duties and
responsibilities, he faces some challenges which often seem to be unfavourable to reach the
goal of a school. He has also to put some extra effort because of the understanding gap between
the senior and junior teachers in his school. Moreover, the sudden rules and regulations
imposed by the government are also sometimes troublesome to face. This essay suggests some
training programmes for school leaders’ professional skills development on educational
leadership which seem to be more effective for the better understanding of their roles within
the school.
Keywords: Leadership, Secondary School, Professional Development, Bangladesh.

Introduction
In the context of Bangladesh, a hierarchical leadership model is established at secondary
school level (Salahuddin & Conner, 2015; Salahuddin, 2012) where the Principal or HeadTeacher holds the highest position in a school, and under the guidance of the Principal or HeadTeacher, several leaders (Assistant Headmaster or Senior Teachers) play the role of senior
leaders. The senior leaders’ duties include assisting the Principal or Head-Teacher with
managerial work, having a limited authority to make decisions. This study aims to identify and
characterise the typical behaviour of one senior leader in a secondary school, analysing the
roles he played as an Assistant Headmaster. By studying the data generated and collected, it
also examines the leadership style he practices and the challenges he faces while performing
his regular routine duties within his school.
This study is significant for several reasons. To begin with, the research into the issue
of secondary school leaders’ role in Bangladesh is very thin. Therefore, there is a need to
address the role of an efficient senior leader at secondary school level. Secondly, most
secondary school leaders in this region perform their leadership roles even though they do not
have enough practical knowledge of how to lead a school properly. So, this study will help
increase the awareness of a leader’s appropriate roles. Finally, another significant reason to
conduct this investigation is that there is huge competition among Bangladeshi schools on the
basis of public examination results. Within this highly competitive environment, the parents in
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general look for schools in a top position, and it is the leaders of those top schools who play a
prominent role in their success. Therefore, studying this topic would seem to be useful for
secondary school leaders as well as school management committee members in Bangladesh.
The present study first outlines the relevant literature relating to the topic in question.
It then follows its data collection by applying qualitative methodology. Subsequently, it
discusses the findings and analyses the data descriptively. Finally, this study makes some
recommendations which are expected to be effective for school leaders’ professional skills
development.
Literature Review
Leadership
Leaders and their leadership qualities have a vital role to play in the positive outcome or
successful achievement of a school. According to Hoy and Miskel (2013, p426), “[l]eaders and
leadership are important because they serve as anchors, provide guidance in times of change,
and enhance the effectiveness of organisations”. A school’s success or failure may even be
judged on a particular leader, or the leadership styles they follow. Leithwood et al. (2000)
argued that in an educational institution, in terms of influencing students’ outcomes, the
significance of leadership is second only to classroom practice. Robinson et al. (2008) further
described that a leader’s impact on student outcomes depends on the particular leadership
practices they engage.
Effective leadership is one of the most important factors for the success of a school
(Dunford et al., 2000). Since the early 21st century, educational leadership has gained increasing
attention from researchers. This is because of the ever-growing belief that quality leadership
significantly influences great student achievement and helps make schools outstanding (Bush,
2007). Numerous studies have been carried out on this subject, and this number is constantly
rising. Hoy and Miskel (2013) define leadership as the efforts of a person or persons which
encourage others to meet a shared objective. They further explain that leadership can be
encountered in various rational, social, and emotional interactions and experiences which occur
in an institution, whether formalised or not. After a wide analysis of different scholars’ views,
Northouse (2013, p5) likewise defines leadership as a process in which an individual influe nces
a group of individuals to achieve a common goal. He conceptualises leadership by identifying
the following components: that (a) leadership is a process, (b) leadership involves influe nce,
(c) leadership occurs in groups, and (d) leadership involves common goals. In a similar vein,
Cuban (cited in Bush, 2013) considers leadership as influencing others’ actions in achieving
desirable ends.
Instructional Leadership
Teaching, as well as learning management, is a key task of any educational institution. Within
the school environment, instructional leadership seems to be an obvious practice to improve
teaching. According to Bush (2007), the primary aim of instructional leadership is to develop
educators’ understanding of the learning process and teaching practice, with a view to
simultaneously improving student progress. Gullatt and Lofton (1996) similarly describe
instructional leaders as being people-oriented. They maintain that interactional leaders always
stay attentive to regularly observe their students’ progress. Additionally, Marks and Printy
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(2003) mention that instructional leaders emphasise the direction of the teachers, and remain
aware of students’ and teachers’ daily activities.
Leithwood and Montgomery (1992) explain that the involvement of parents and the
wider school community can also be potential instruments for reaching the goals of the school.
Hallinger et al. (1996) argued that instructional leaders are more active where the parents are
involved in the education of their children, while Goodwin et al. (2003) described that
instructional leaders take feedback from different sources – such as test scores, or dropout rates
– and accordingly identify the change needed to the instructional programme to meet students’
needs.
Distributive Leadership
In order to maintain a multiplicity of activities in a school, many leaders prefer to adopt
distributive leadership instead of limiting themselves to instructional leadership. According to
Goldring et al. (2008), a leader needs to face a fundamental challenge of allocating time to their
multiple responsibilities in the school. For this, they are required to coordinate their
multifaceted duties and responsibilities for the productive management of their school, while
simultaneously achieving the school’s goals (Gullatt & Lofton, 1996). Marks and Printy (2003),
on the other hand, conceptualise instructional leadership replaced by a hierarchical and
procedural notion with a model of “shared instructional leadership”. According to them,
principals utilise for support the ideas, insights, and expertise of teachers in the areas of
curriculum, instruction and assessment. The principal and teachers thus share responsibility for
staff development, curricular development, and supervision of instructional tasks. In a similar
vein, Spillane (2012) opines that distributive leadership can be used as a synonym for
democratic leadership, shared leadership, and collaborative leadership, arguing that the
distributed perspective is concerned with many tasks which should be undertaken by many
people.
Methodology
This study is less interested in the size of data than in the depth of meanings of human activities.
Indeed, it chiefly focuses on the daily routine activities of one senior leader, and the problems
he faces in performing his daily routine tasks within a school. Therefore, this can be welldocumented through examination of this particular leader’s beliefs about, and experiences and
expectations of school leadership. It might also serve as a pathway for further research on
making an effective leadership framework required of secondary schools in Bangladesh. Taken
as a whole, this study adopts a qualitative methodology following an analysis of the qualitative
data obtained from a semi-structured interview. The interview was analysed inductively to
investigate the perceived skills and traits a leader should have in a secondary school, the
leadership styles primarily followed in secondary education in Bangladesh, the challenges or
difficulties a leader faces while working with the team, and the lessons this leader has learnt
from his difficulties.
Data Collection
Before analysis, to obtain data, an interview was conducted through digital voice recorder with
a set of pre-structured questions. The research aims to explore a senior leader’s interpretatio n
of school leadership and its practice, and his reflections on how he considers leadership
(especially decision-making and responsibilities) within the school. The interview was
conducted in Bangla (the respondent’s mother tongue) and then transcribed into English.
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This research investigated the current leadership practice in the secondary schools in
Bangladesh through a case study. For this, the following research questions were posited:
1. How is leadership perceived by the senior school leaders in secondary schools in
Bangladesh?
2. What are the challenges faced by the school leaders within the school?
Findings
The understanding of school leadership
The case study participant was asked about the definition of leadership. In reply, he defined
leadership as reaching a common goal working with a group of followers who also hold similar
beliefs:
“One who can realize the goal and perform his responsibilities with a group of people
having an aim based on principles.”
To him, it is quite difficult to be a leader, because in every single step, a leader needs
to correlate between the responsibilities of a leader and the principle of the aims of their
institution; and at the same time, they need to influence their followers.
In the case of this leader, he has to undertake some routine work relating to the
instructional programme of the school. He explained:
“After entering to school, I check if the teachers are doing their duties properly or not;
and focus on the percentage of presence of the students […] While observing the
classroom, I try to investigate if there is any obstacle faced by the teachers and students
in the classroom.”
It seems, then, that this leader’s leadership style correlates with ‘instructional leadership’ to
some extent, though he did not specifically discuss the professional growth of the teachers in
his school as Bush (2007) mentioned. Additionally, Gullatt and Lofton (1996) argue that
several factors determine effective instructional leaders, who should (a) possess a practical
knowledge in the curriculum, teaching process and evaluation; (b) set goals for school and work
accordingly; (c) ensure a favourable environment; (d) maintain effective communication and
motivation; and (e) maintain high expectations for themselves, staff and students. This leader
did not explicitly confirm most of the attributions of an instructional leader mentioned above.
He seemingly depends on the managing committee of the school:
“In accordance with the policies made by the managing committee, the rules are
implemented led by the Headmaster and Assistant Headmaster.”
The school leaders in Bangladesh, as a consequence, are not largely relationship oriented due
to their workload, and they tend to do their regular routine work (Salahuddin, 2012).
On the contrary, Waite (2002) disagreed with the many school leaders, policy makers
and legislator who determine a school’s improvement by seeing only the test scores. According
to him, a school’s improvement includes the professional growth of staff, improvement of the
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physical surroundings, instructional development, curriculum development, and improveme nt
in the structures and policies of a school. In this interview, the leader did not mention any
feedback that he takes from the results of the school, nor his involvement in curricular
development or any policy making, although he did outline his 5-year masterplan for the
betterment of the school. Studying the data, it appears that many typical leaders in secondary
education in Bangladesh largely follow instructional leadership, though Hallinger et al. (1996)
argued that there is no direct link between a principal’s instructional leadership and student
achievement.
In this school, shared responsibility is observed when the leader said:
“In teacher meeting, I presented the problems and asked for the opinions of the teachers.
Most often I take the help of the experienced teachers.”
At one point, the case study leader said that the school takes its decisions democratically, which
helps them to implement changes easily in the school. Moreover, Gullatt and Lofton (1996)
argue that the effectiveness of a school depends on the shared responsibility between personnel
at the system level and building level along with the classroom teachers. They further specify
that planning, delivery, and evaluation of programmes and services should be assigned to the
teachers.
“In my school, I have made different committees based on academic issues, co-curricular
activities and for other situational and subjective issues to make decisions by themselves. ”
In this school, therefore, there are some teams collaborating with leaders, as Bush
(2007) indicated that schools’ aims can be achieved working with the senior management team
and school governing body. In fact, it is comparatively easy for the leaders in this institutio n,
as it is privately owned and focuses only on the betterment of the school. Here, leader-staff
communication and mutual understanding are also obvious because of the shared-basis decision
making. Moreover, the heads of department in this school sometimes can take decisions which
are mutually agreed upon (Leithwood & Montgomery, 1992). This particular leader said:
“When I remain outside, they can take the decision based on the department so that all
the activities of the school run smoothly”
In Bangladesh, the general teachers have very little involvement in decision making.
Students are also excluded completely in this process, although in urban areas it can be seen to
some extent. Even the general teachers find very few opportunities to engage in leadership
activities due to their overstressed workload. Salahuddin (2012) suggests that teachers should
be given opportunities to learn through distributive leadership, which is also supported by the
leader in this study:
“[…] leadership and power should be decentralised. If decisions are always taken without
the consent of all stakeholders, they feel excluded and might not put enough effort for the
school.”
According to Spillane (2012, p6), “[d]istributed leadership can take the form of
spontaneous collaboration, role sharing or institutionalized means of working together, such as
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a committee or team structures.” In light of this definition, it appears that in this school
distributive leadership is practiced to some extent, though it differs from most of the theories
in literature. In this case, the leader delegates some responsibilities among experts or senior
teachers. Thus, he is performing task distribution. Distributive leadership, however, refers not
only to delegating tasks, but also to allowing participation in decision-making at all levels in
the system. Bolden explains that distributive leadership is characterised by delegating agreed
tasks and roles which can be categorized into three main areas: ‘spontaneous collaboratio n’,
‘intuitive working relationships’, and ‘institutionalized practices’. This particular leader
possesses a good amount of teaching experience, which is deemed necessary to apply effective
leadership (Hallinger et al., 1996). He also likes to involve the parents of the students, and
therefore organises a monthly meeting with the parents and implements needed changes in
instructional programmes in line with parental feedback.
To conclude, it appears that the case study leader applies several kinds of leadership
style in different circumstances with a limited understanding of leaders’ role and leadership
styles. He is not sufficiently knowledgeable in leadership theory and practice. The leader seems
to mostly practice instructional leadership styles, with some degree of distributive leadership
application.
Challenges in leadership practice
A secondary school is a complex structure with stakeholders of different backgrounds.
Moreover, the teacher-student ratio, physical facilities, the economy and socio-politic a l
environment are not always favourable for a leader to smoothly accomplish their objectives
(Salahuddin, 2012). In the present study, the leader perceives the current role of the secondary
leader as challenging and highly-pressured due to increased organisational and contextua l
demands that have the power to diminish the instructional and strategic leadership. In every
academic year, the owner of the school expects more students to be admitted and to obtain yet
better results in the national exam compared with the previous year. Moreover, the leader finds
it difficult to apply task-oriented leadership behaviour continuously over his subordinates.
Therefore, while maintaining relationships with the staff, he needs to concentrate on the goals
of the school. Indeed, leaders often experience conflict between their perceived roles and the
vision of the school (Goodwin et al., 2003). Bush’s (2007) argument is applicable in this case,
as this scholar questioned whether any particular leadership behaviour may be applicable to
produce the most favourable outcome. As the leader states:
“Maintaining the relationship with the teachers, we have to reach the goal but main
purpose is to reach the goal anyhow.”
Bush (2007) also argues that pressures from the external environment – like the expectations
of the government through legislation or formal policy statements – obstruct the achieveme nt
of the school aim. A leader thus finds themselves in a conflicting situation due to bureaucratic
control:
“At the middle of the academic year, very often the government imposes new rules and
regulations that create impediment to work smoothly.”
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The above quotation of the leader upholds the vulnerable education policy of Banglades h.
Indeed, such changes happen in almost every academic year, and interrupt the leaders’ planned
governance of schools.
A leader’s role in school betterment can become difficult because of the context and
culture of the school (Waite, 2002). In the context of Bangladesh, leaders give priority to
maintaining a good relationship with the governing bodies which secure their jobs (Bush,
2007). As a result, they spend a good portion of their time and intelligence in order to avoid
any job hazards. This consideration appears to be strong when the leader questioned mentio ned
the control over the school staff:
“The managing committee make policies aligned with the government direction for the
management of the school […] there are some policies made by the managing committee
that all have to follow without saying anything. ”
Waite (2002) also points out that a leader needs to deal with different issues like gender,
race and class, and with psychological issues such as envy, ego and jealousy. He further adds
that cliques and power blocks, or departmental and disciplinary loyalties can weaken the fabric
of the school and create more impediments for achieving the ultimate aims of the organisatio n.
In this school, ego and cliques sometimes generate challenges for the leader:
“There are two blocks of teachers in my school: senior teachers and junior teachers.
Sometimes it becomes very challenging to work together by satisfying all of them.”
The relationship between senior teachers and junior teachers is hardly harmonious in secondary
schools in Bangladesh. The senior teachers often exhibit ego with the junior teachers, while
junior teachers present themselves as hardworking and more concentrated on the activities of
the school. This often creates a rift amongst the staff and obstructs the improvement of the
school.
It can be said, therefore, that secondary school leaders face several contextual and
political challenges within their schools. Very often they sacrifice the principles of leadership
theory, being required to adjust their practice for job security and harmonious working.
Discussion
This study plays a small-scale research role in respect of the leadership situation in Banglades hi
secondary education, as there has been a relative lack of investigation on school leadership in
this country (Salahuddin & Conner, 2015). Here, leadership is perceived as administrative or
managerial work, although there is in fact a sophisticated difference between leadership and
management; Dunford et al. (2000) further distinguished leadership as the ability to move the
school forward, whilst management is concerned with the procedures necessary to keep the
school running. However, both of them are necessary for a school to be effective and to achieve
its objectives (Bush, 2013; Dunford et al. 2000). It appears that Bangladeshi school leaders
practise a leadership role having a limited understanding of the theory and application of
leadership.
By analysing the data, it can arguably be said that this case study leader seems to have
insufficient theoretical knowledge in terms of leadership styles in school manageme nt.
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However, the data generated from the interview indicate that he tends to apply mixed leadership
styles considering the situations which emerge at different times. In order to achieve the goals
of the school, he is required to apply different leadership styles irrespective of having
leadership-style knowledge. His leadership seems to cover instructional, distributed,
democratic, situational, and transformational leadership styles. Since he has to work under the
supervision and instruction of the management committee in this private school, he appears
largely to be goal oriented rather than relationship oriented.
Indeed, all effective leaders bring a variety of styles on a regular basis suitable to the
justification of task and scheme (Dunford et al., 2000). This leader has seemingly validated the
importance of distributive leadership along with instructional leadership. Since Banglades hi
private schools are not completely controlled by the government in all respects, the school
leaders enjoy more power than those in public schools. As a consequence, distributive
leadership is mostly practiced in the private schools in Bangladesh.
In addition, the senior leaders face some challenges in the context of Bangladeshi
secondary schools regarding school management. More specifically, in private schools, a leader
experiences some additional stress to achieve the target of the owner (i.e. the manageme nt
committee). Furthermore, the gap between senior and junior teachers also creates some
impediments to reaching a school’s goals, and exerts a negative impact on novice teachers. In
terms of proportion, moreover, there is a large mismatch between the number of students and
teachers for effective teaching in the classroom. The poor infrastructure of the schools also
limits institutions in their pursuit of improvement. All these factors impact the effective
outcome of the leadership styles applied by the leaders. To sum up, policy makers should
rethink the role of school leaders and leadership styles for a better management of secondary
schools.
Conclusion and recommendation
The purpose of the case study is to explore the leadership behaviour of a senior leader who
works in an urban secondary school in Bangladesh. By collecting data through a phone
interview, the study reveals that despite instructional leadership being quite strongly prevalent
at secondary education in Bangladesh, the features of distributive leadership seem to be present
to a limited extent. It also appears that the case study leader is more goal oriented than
relationship oriented, and he tends to apply instructional leadership style in most cases with a
little understanding of distributive leadership. While performing his duties and responsibilities,
he faces some challenges which often seem to be unfavourable to reach the goal of a school.
He must also make some extra effort because of the gap in understanding between the senior
and junior teachers in his school. Moreover, the sudden rules and regulations imposed by the
government are sometimes problematic to implement.
It is, therefore, strongly suggested that senior school leaders should be brought under
short-term and long-term leadership development programmes. For this, an effective
framework can be developed considering the cultural and political context of Bangladesh. In
this case, the Ministry of Education has a significant role to play in detecting the difficulties
faced by senior leaders in secondary schools. Accordingly, a suitable plan should be made
immediately and implemented to see better outcomes in leadership practice within secondary
schools.
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FAMILY CHALLENGES TO WORKING WOMEN: A CASE
OF PAKISTAN
Asma Rashid
International Islamic University, Islamabad
Women’s Role remains vital in every society. However, it is seen and perceived
differently at sub-state, state and international level in different cultures. Present paper focuses
on the challenges of family life towards working women. It argues, working women are more
prone to family break ups than house wives. Generally, a successful working lady faces much
more family challenges than those who stay at home. The objective of this paper is to evaluate
the post-marriage family challenges faced by working women of Pakistan. A mixed
methodology containing direct interviews, group-discussions and questionnaire technique has
been chosen to elicit the truth from compiled data from the respondents. The results of the study
highlights that working women face different post-marriage family issues ranging from
physical, emotional and mental stress, financial burdens, childcare issues, house chores, time balancing between work and family life etc. These issues often lead to either leaving of a career
by a woman or separation and break-ups between husband and wife. It finds that the women of
liberal families who are highly qualified and work at a respectable position and enjoy liberties
to choose their career path and life partner does not guarantee a blissful family life. It concludes
that the life of a Professional women is more challenging as she remains snowed under work
for being progressive on one side and the traditional limitations and behaviors that she has to
face at home on the other. Male partners should review their attitudes towards women and
should stay sensitive to women’s needs, and counter tradition by supporting better-halves
perform daily tasks to have balanced life and to avoid problems. Because peace within our
homes will go a long way to bring growth, development and prosperity at state level. Education
and proper nurturing of boys at the early years of their lives can bring a change in stereotypica l
male mindset of Pakistan.
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CREATING CROSS-FUNCTION INTEGRATION BETWEEN
ACCOUNTING-MARKETING WITH SOCIALIZATION
Pimsiri Chiwamita , Danupol Hoonsopona
a Chulalongkorn Business School, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand.

Abstract: Several studies explore the importance of cooperation between accounting and
marketing departments to performance of organization. These studies dedicate to focus how
management factors (e.g., top management support and formalization) enhance the
collaboration of staffs across departments. Unfortunately, a few studies examine the impact
of socialization factors (e.g., interpersonal relationship) on cooperation between
departments. After drawing the concept of cross-functional integration, conduction
descriptive research and analyzing with Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling
(PLS-SEM), the results show that interpersonal relationship and share firm’s goal increase
cross-functional integration. Additionally, performance of organization is increased by
cooperating between accounting and marketing department. Our findings enhance the
understanding the role of socialization factors on integration between accounting and
marketing, and finally the success of organization.
Keywords: Cross-Functional Integration; Accounting; Marketing; Interpersonal Relationship;
Performance
___________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
Cross functional Integration (CFI) is the combination of various disciplines or a cooperation
through cross-functional teams in an effort to maximize outcomes for their organizatio n
(Droge, Jayaram, Vickery 2004; Swink and Nair, 2006; Swink and Song 2007). Increased
competition has made CFI very crucial in today’ businesses and popular among organizatio ns
(Brown and Eisenhardt 1995; Viriyasitavat and Hoonsopon 2018). As a result, departments
within a firm must effectively work and interact together to plan, design, and impleme nt
activities to serve objectives of organization such as proposing values to target customers and
enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of working process.
The increasingly importance of CFI has inspired various streams of research. A number of
studies have investigated the role of CFI among departments within firm such as logistic
(Ellinger 2000; Stank, Daugherty, and Ellinger 1999), R&D (Sherman, Souder, and Jenssen
2000; Song, Montoya‐Weiss, and Schmidt 1997), manufacturing (Brettel et al. 2011),
marketing (Askoul, Khan, and Lalitha 2016; Ellinger 2000; Griffin and Hauser 1996), and
supplier (He et al., 2014). Despite considerable interest in CFI in the academic literature, in
our knowledge, a fairly limited number of studies have examined the integration between
accounting and marketing (e,g, Opute 2014; Opute and Madichie 2017). This pair of
integration is interesting because accounting and marketing are not the same in various
aspects, such as, professional value, perspective, responsibility, approach, and focuses.
Although the obstacles to a cooperation between accountants and marketers have been
acknowledged for a long time, the alleviation of this problem has been overlooked from
existing literature. This essential is further underscored by the previous literature that
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considerable problems occur in the accounting-marketing integration (Barker, 2008; Opute,
2014).
The existing studies are dominated by theoretical oriented studies which tend to provide a
normative prescription for enhancing the CFI by identifying the antecedents, enablers, and
disablers of accounting-marketing integration (e.g., Stephens and Archambault, 1988). Extant
research has provided only limited empirical evidences on the working relationship between
these two functions and how this actually impacts organizational performance. Although few
studies (e.g., Opute and Madichie 2017) attempted to dig deeper into the process by which the
core antecedents shape CFI, they mainly focused on management factors rather than
socialization factors. Additionally, we still have limited knowledge about the mechanism by
which human issues like interpersonal relationship condition CFI (Song, Thieme, and Xie
1998; Xie, Davidson III, and DaDalt, 2003). Such understanding is needed as it might shed
some light on the practical problems arising from accounting- marketing integration.
From these reasons, this study attempts to fill the aforementioned gaps by investigating the
cooperative relationship between accounting and marketing, in order to explore the nature and
antecedents of CFI focusing on socialization factors as well as its consequences on firm
performance. Findings from the study shed some lights on the process whereby interpersona l
relationships condition the nature and the degree of CFI, which eventually lead to improved
organizational performance. This study also illustrates that interpersonal relationship between
accounting and marketing enhance the level of trust, share firm’s goal, and CFI. The rest of
this research is structured as follow. First theoretical foundation and related literature are
reviewed. Second conceptual framework is proposed. Third, research methodology and results
are revealed. Lastly, contributions, limitations, and directions of future research are discussed.
Literature Review
It has long been recognized that enhancing business performance required comprehens ive
management of interdependent processes which form a business (Shaw 1920). However, in
today’s complex, and dynamic market environment, increased competition has created a
pressing need for many organizations to become more flexible in their operation and
crossfunctional in their organization design. Increased emphasis on maximizing firm’s
performance by enhancing customer satisfaction as well as sales revenue, and managing costs
more efficiently, has led interdependent departments within a firm to work together to plan,
design, and implement activities more efficiently and effectively. According to a number of
studies, cross functional integration (CFI) helps staffs across functions in organization to
better and faster gathered information, to develop a shared perspective, and diffuse it to the
stakeholders within the firm. The result of CFI provides a necessary infrastructur a l
encouragement for valuecreating processes (e.g., Brettel et al. 2011; Hoonsopon and Ruenrom
2013; Opute and Madichie 2017; Pitchayadol et al. 2018; Sherman, Souder, and Jenssen
2000).
CFI is usually referred to as the integration of multidiscipline or a cooperation through
crossfunctional teams in an effort to maximize outcomes for their organization (Droge,
Jayaram, and Vickery 2004; Ettlie, 1995; Ettlie and Reza, 1992; Swink and Nair, 2006). CFI
can also be delineated as “the magnitude of interaction and communication, the level of
information sharing, the degree of coordination, and the extent of joint involvement across
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functions in specific new product development tasks” (Song and Montoya-Weiss 2001; Clark
and Fujimoto 1990; Wheelwright and Clark 1992). Although various definitions and
interpretations of CFI appear in many studies, key implication drawn from them is that CFI
generally improves organizational performance as it facilitates information sharing,
interaction, and collaboration between different departments and functions (Song and
Montoya-Weiss 2001). Thus, effective CFI facilitates iterative learning and simultaneo us
problem solving (Sherman, Souder, and Jenssen 2000).
Many scholars pay attention on CFI concept and has become popular among organizatio ns
(Adler, 1995; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995). The increasingly importance of CFI has inspired
various streams of research. Specific attention has been given to an integration of R&D and
marketing. R&D/marketing integration yields several benefits as these two functions are
interdependent. They share the responsibility for understanding customer requirements,
setting product development goals, identifying opportunities for product improvements,
resolving engineering design and customer need tradeoffs. A number of studies have shown
positive effects of the integration these functions on new product development (Ryan and
Riggs, 1996; Sherman, Berkowitz, and Souder 2005). For example, Marketing and R&D
integration increases the success of new product launches (di Benedetto, 1999); significantly
impacts new product advantages (Li and Calantone, 1998; Nakata et al. 2006); leads to the
decrease of new product development cycle time (Sherman, Souder, and Jenssen, 2000).
Another stream of research has attempted to assess the impacts of including the manufactur ing
aspects to the Marketing and R&D integration (e.g., Song, Montoya-Weiss, and Schmidt,
1997). Increased information flow between R&D and manufacturing during the concurrent
product design process reduces later design changes from subsequent manufactur ing
requirements, and eventually results in simplified product designs and standard product
assemblies, and parts that are more cost effective to produce
In addition, the CFI between marketing and logistics has also been examined (Stank,
Daugherty, and Ellinger 1999). These two functions are responsible for important roles in
value creation and interaction with target consumers, requiring mutual collaboration (Ellinger,
Keller, and Ellinger 2000). The integration between marketing and logistic functions help
maintain an efficient balance between demand (marketing) and supply (logistic) side and
improve performance of supply chain process (Esper et al., 2010). Effective integratio n
increases the credibility of marketing managers in order to better-performed logistics tasks,
such as quick and accurate deliveries (Stank et al., 1999).
The studies attempt to explore the factors contributing to the success of CFI. These factors
can be categorized into management and social factors. Key management factors include
topmanagement support, organizational structure, ownerships of decisions, knowledge
management, and performance measurement. Important social factors are interpersona l
relationships and cross-technical skill.
Another pair of integration that has attracted growing interest from many researchers is the
CFI between accounting and marketing. This pair of integration is interesting because
although accounting and marketing functions are different in various aspects (such as,
professional value, perspective, responsibility, approach and focuses, their integration yields
several benefits. Accounting helps marketing operations in numerous ways (Gleaves et al.,
2008; Sinhu & Robert, 2008). Importantly, Marketing could gain strong financial discipline
and credibility from accounting information. For example, the application of manageme nt
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accounting to marketing operation leads to better and more profitable marketing strategies as
it allows the firm to profitably satisfy its customers and to implement appropriate level of
marketing activities (Reinartz et al., 2005). This eventually enhances overall corporate
performance. On the other hand, accountants can also gain a better understanding of the
business (information about customers and market segments as well as how revenues are
generated) from marketers.
Even though the benefits of accounting and marketing integration has been emphasized for a
long time (Roslender and Hart, 2003; Opute et al., 2014), extant research has provided only
limited empirical evidences on the working relationship between these two functions and how
this actually impact organizational performance. Also, this requirement is further underscored
by the evidence that several problems happen in the accounting- marketing cooperation (de
Ruyter and Wetzels 2000; Barker 2008; Opute, 2014). To improve organizational performance
through CFI, we need to gain a better understanding of the antecedents and consequences of
accounting- marketing integration.
Despite academic interests in CFI between accounting and marketing, existing studies are
dominated by theoretical oriented studies which tend to provide a normative prescription for
enhancing the CFI by identifying the antecedents, enablers, and disablers of
accountingmarketing integration (e.g., Stephens and Archambault 1988; Opute 2014; Opute
and Madichie 2017). Nonetheless, these studies mainly focus on management factor to
improve its CFI between accounting and marketing. A few research examine the role of
socialization factor on improving CFI between accounting and marketing. From this reason,
our study aims to investigate the impact of interpersonal relationship, trustworthy, and share’s
firm goal on CFI and its consequence.
The antecedent of CFI
We introduce three antecedents (interpersonal relationship, trustworthy, and share firm’s goal)
which have impacted on CFI between accounting and marketing department. First, we argue
the role of interpersonal relationship in organization. Heider (2013) define interpersona l
relationship in simple way as relations between a few people. He further explains interpersona l
relationship as how one person impresses, perceives, expects, and reacts with the other
persons. Many scholars (e.g., Kong et al. 2017; McAllister 1995; Uzzi 1997) explain the
importance of interpersonal relationship on increasing trustworthy among parties in
organization. Ferrin, Bligh, and Kohles (2007) define trustworthy as a belief of one party to
another party which enhance willingness of party to take risk and to resolve the conflic ts
among parties. In a workplace, interpersonal relationship skills allow staffs to share an
obligation with co-workers such that trust, positive feelings and understandings for one
another are enhanced. When one party flavor another party, it may provide a preferred
treatment in the responsibilities of each party such as a job queue, special resources, and a
last-minute assignment (Uzzi, 1997). Thus, when individuals are closer through good
interpersonal relationship, especially the informal one, trust are built among parties involved.
We propose that interpersonal relationship between two departments will improve trustworthy
to each other. Therefore,
H1 : Interpersonal relationship has a positive impact on trustworthy between
accounting and marketing department.
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Ferrin, Bligh, and Kohles (2007) explain the importance of interpersonal relationship in
organization. Orehek, Forest, and Wingrove (2018) reveal that interrelationship and goal
pursuit are interlaced which make it hard to separate one from the other. When staffs in
organization has interpersonal and intergroup relationships both within department and across
departments, staffs aware the importance of collective objective (Chow and Chan 2008) and
have motivation to cooperate with each other to maximize self-interest and firm’s interest. To
maximize the firm’s interest, staff must concentrate on the firm’s objective rather than
department’s objective. Frequently, the objectives of department and organization are not the
same. Many staffs will focus on their self-interest which are department’s goal. As a result,
conflicts will occur when staffs from various departments work together. Thus,
H2 : Interpersonal relationship has a positive impact on share firm’s goal
between accounting and marketing department.
Interpersonal relationships at workplace allow a better understanding among employees which
it can effectively increase communication. This will enhance cooperative behaviors through
advance collective interests those of the organization as a whole, subgroups within the
organization, or work colleagues rather than the selfish interests of the individual. (Dirks &
Ferrin, 2002; Pitchayadol et al. 2018) Additionally, interpersonal relationship helps to unite
cohesion within working group (Casey‐ Campbell and Martens 2009). Informal relations hip
between accountants and marketers helps better coordination between two departments
(Stephens and Archambault 1988). For example, accountants and marketers design programs
for target consumers to accompany one another in pursuing similar individual goals (e.g.
allocating budget for advertisement), and create communication channel for consumers with
similar individual goals to exchange valuable information (e.g., maximizing effectiveness of
advertisement with appropriate expenditure). As such, we propose that interpersona l
relationship increase CFI between accounting and marketing departments. Consequently,
H3 : Interpersonal relationship has a positive impact on cross-functional
integration between accounting and marketing department.
Johnson-George and Swap (1982) suggest that trust between each party is a fundamental of
social situations that are required for cooperation. Although perspectives of accounting and
marketing are different, trustworthy between accountants and marketers can reduce the
conflict of different perspectives by agreeing to take risk from apart the conventional of each
party (McAllister 1995). Additionally, trustworthy help one party to share its privilege and
necessary resources to another party (Uzzi, 1997). From these reasons, we expect that
trustworthy can increases CFI between accounting and marketing. Hence, it can be
hypothesized that
H4 : Trustworthy has a positive impact on cross-functional integration between
accounting and marketing department.
When accounting and marketing departments agree to share the firm’s goals, they are willing
to use these goals to be a guideline in their responsibilities and to share necessary informatio n
to achieve the firm’s objectives (Jehn and Shah 1997). They will agree to coordinate and work
together in the same direction to achieve the firm’s goal (Chow and Chan 2008). For example,
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marketing department launches a new advertising campaign and accounting department
appropriately support a budget or other resources so that the campaign can satisfy the need of
customer, generate revenue, and ultimately managing cost of operation for firm. From this
reason, we expect that sharing firm’s goal enhance the CFI between accounting and marketing
departments. Hence,
H5 : Share firm’s goal has a positive impact on cross-functional integration
between accounting and marketing department.

The Consequence of CFI
Scholars provide congruent findings about the impact of CFI on improving performance of
firm in various contexts. For example, Hoonsopon and Ruenrom (2012) demonstrate that
crossfunctional integration increases the success rate of developing new products of firm.
Ellinger (2000) reveals the benefit of cooperation between logistic and marketing department
by improving service quality of product distribution. Opute and Madichie (2017) propose that
cooperation between accounting and marketing departments will improve performance of
organization. Unfortunately, existing literature lacks of empirically examine the result of CFI
between accounting and marketing on enhancing the performance of firm. As such, we
hypothesize that
H6 : Cross-functional integration between accounting and marketing department
enhances firm’s performance.
Research Methodology
The population of this study is accountants who work with marketers within 1 year. The reason
is that performance of organization is measured in the year of conducting research. This study
uses survey research to explore the role of cross-functional integration between accounting
and marketing departments and its antecedents on performance of organization. We collect
the data by using an online questionnaire (surveymonkey.com). The online questionnaire is
directly sent to accountants who work in organization which has accounting and marketing
departments. After receiving a returned questionnaire, we screen out an incomple te
questionnaire such as unqualified respondents and missing data from further analysis. Finally,
a total 145 complete questionnaires were used in data analysis. Of the respondents, 44.4%
were accountants, 23.7% were accounting manager, and 3.6% were auditor. For revenue of a
respondent’s firm, 75.2% had revenue greater than 300 million bath. For a number of
employee of a respondent’s firm, 37.8% had employee more than 600, 28.4% had employee
between 51200, and 13.0% had employee between 401-600. For an experience of a
respondent’s firm, 71.0% established more than 20 years.
To develop the measure in our study, we adapt from existing literature. All constructs are
measured by using five-point Likert scale. To evaluate cross-functional integration (CFI), a
seven-item measure is adapted from Ellinger (2000). Share firm’s goal (SFG) is assessed with
a four-item measure followed by Chow and Chan (2008). Trustworthy (TWT) is measured by
a three-item modified by Cynthia and Swap (1982). To assess interpersonal relations hip (IR),
a three-item measure adapted from Ellinger (2000). Finally, firm performance (PER) is
measured with a five-item adapted from Hoonsopon and Ruenrom (2012). The measure is
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shown in Appendix I. Further, extraneous variables (firm revenue (REV), firm size (SZE),
firm age (AGE), and firm capital (CAP)) are included into the model to control the impact of
these variables to firm performance. Following Thornhill (2006), we use the firm’s number of
years in operation as an indicator of firm age. Firm size is measure by the number of
employees suggested by Zhou, Yim, and Tse (2005). Lastly, we measure revenue from the
previous year which indicate firm revenue.
For data analysis, PLS-SEM is used to analyze the relationship between independent and
dependent constructs and their moderating effect. Also, PLS-SEM help to optimize the
prediction of dependent variable, as we focus in this study.
Analysis and Results
In table 1, descriptive statistic, cronbach’s alpha (α), and average variance extraction of all
constructs are shown. To enhance reliability and validity of the findings, the measureme nt
model has been examined following the recommendation of Hair et al. (2016). First, we test
reliability of each constructs in the conceptual model with cronbach’s alpha and composite
reliability. The results show that all constructs provide satisfied reliability because there
cronbach’s alpha is greater than 0.7 (ranging from 0.824 to 0.916) following the suggestio n
of Cronbach (1951). For composite reliability, all constructs provide satisfy values. To test
convergent validity, standardized factor loading of each indicators and average variance
extracted (AVE) are used to access these validities. The findings show that all indicators have
standardized factor loading greater than 0.7, which is considered to be satisfaction. Further,
all constructs have AVE value above 0.5, which indicate that more than 50% of variance of
indicators can be explained by the constructs. Thus, all constructs show convergent validity.
For discriminant validity, AVE of each construct should higher than its highest correlation
with other constructs. The results show that all constructs except CFI provide AVE greater
than its highest correlation with other constructs. It can be concluded that the concept of two
constructs are different. For CFI, AVE of CFI is slightly lower than its highest correlation
with other constructs. However, hetero-trait-heteromethod correlations (HTMT) is the
alternative method to assess discriminant validity. Hair et al. (2016) recommend that HTMT
value greater than 0.9 lacks of discriminant validity. The finding shows that HTMT of CFI is
lower than 0.9. Hence, it can be implied that CFI can discriminate from other constructs.
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Table 1.
Descriptive Statistic
IR
IR
TWT
SFG
CFI
PER
REV
SZE
AGE
CAP
Mean
SD
CR
AVE

0.850
0.646*
0.537*
0.615*
0.359*
-0.029
0.124
-0.058
.058
115
3.
1.190
0.909
0.768

TWT

SFG

CFI

PER

REV

SZE

AGE

CAP

0.886
0.746*
0.591*
0.400*
-0.014
-0.013
-0.097
.019
3.391

0.824
0.733*
0.470*
-0.147
-0.091
-0.190
-0.110
3.437

0.916
0.278*
-0.107
-0.003
-0.173
-0.119
3.292

0.905
0.064
0.042
0.034
0.105
3.568

0.561*
0.687*
0.668*
4.283

0.490*
0.668*
3.386

0.543*
4.400

3.648

0.784
0.929
0.814

0.840
0.895
0.739

0.892
0.935
0.706

0.796
0.929
0.725

1.305
-

1.501
-

1.244
-

1.661
-

Cronbach’s alpha is shown in diagonal, AVE = Average Variance Extracted
* is significant level 0.05

Table 2.
Results of Data Analysis
Endogenous constructs

Constructs
IR
TWT
SFG
CFI
REV
SZE
AGE
CAP
R2

TWT
0.664*

0.441

SFG
0.567*

0.321

CFI
0.330*
-0.091
0.618*

0.607

PER

0.291*
0.005
-0.087
0.046
0.177
0.094

CFI = Cross-functional integration; SFG = Share firm’s goal; TWT = Trustworthy; IR = Interpersonal
relationship; PER = Firm performance REV = Firm revenue; SZE = Firm size; AGE = Firm age; CAP =
Firm Capital.
* is significant level 0.05

Table 2 provides standardized parameter estimates, testing significance of the estimated
parameters, and variance explained (R2 ). In the conceptual framework, the finding shows that
interpersonal relationship has a significantly positive impact on trustworthy (β 1 = 0.664, p <
0.05), share firm’s goal (β2 = 0.567, p < 0.05), and cross-functional integration between
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accounting and marketing (β3 = 0.330, p < 0.05), which H1 , H2, and H3 are supported.
However, the unexpected finding shows that trustworthy does not have an impact on crossfunctional integration between accounting and marketing (β 4 = -0.091, p > 0.05). Thus, H4 is
not confirmed. For share firm’s goal, it is a strong predictor of cross-functional integratio n
between accounting and marketing (β5 = 0.618, p < 0.05). Hence, H5 is fully supported.
Finally, crossfunctional integration between accounting and marketing has a moderately
positive impact on firm performance (β5 = 0.291, p < 0.05), which H6 is confirmed. For
variance explained, interpersonal relationship explains 44.1% of the variance in trustworthy.
A 32% of the variance is explained by interpersonal relationship. The predictors (interpersona l
relationship, trustworthy, and share firm’s goal) can explain 60.7% of the variance in crossfunctional integration between accounting and marketing. Lastly, only 9% of firm
performance is explained by cross-functional integration between accounting and marketing.
For control variables (firm revenue, firm size, firm age, and firm capital), we are not found
the effect of these variables on performance of firm.
Discussion
Our objectives in this study enhance the understanding of building cross-functio na l
integration between accounting and marketing departments within organization. The findings
shed the light how socialization factors such as interpersonal relationship improve
crossfunctional integration between accounting and marketing departments. Our findings
provide both theoretical contributions and managerial implications as followed.
First, our research successfully extends the knowledge how to build cross-functio na l
integration between accounting and marketing departments with socialization factor. In a
recent year, there are a growing number of literature examining the cooperation between
accounting and marketing (e.g., Opute and Madichie 2017). However, these studies pay
attention on management factors and lack of attention on socialization factors. This is an
earlier study explore the role of socialization factor on improving cross-function integratio n
between accounting and marketing departments. The results show that interpersona l
relationship between accounting and marketing departments can increase trust, share firm’s
goal, and cooperation between departments. Also, sharing objective of firm between
accounting and marketing can build cross-functional integration between departments.
However, the unexpected finding reveals that trust does not provide an evidence to enhance
cross-functional integration. The plausible explanation might be that trust is a readiness to take
risk on the others’ behavior on the belief that trustees do the right things (Hoffman 2002). The
paradigm of accounting and marketing is quite different which it can make disagreement and
conflict between two departments when they work together. As a result, cooperation may not
occur. Hence, firm can develop cross-functional integration between departments by starting
with encouraging interpersonal relationship among staffs within organization.
Second, our finding is an initially empirical examination the impact of crossfunctional integration between accounting and marketing on the success of firm in term
of financial and marketing performance. Existing literature investigate the role of crossfunctional integration on performance of firm. These literature focus on integratio n
between departments such as, R&D, engineering, sale, and marketing. Our findings are
congruence with past studies which their results indicate the benefit of cooperation
between accounting and marketing departments increases efficiency and effective ness
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of operation process from focusing firm’s goals and objectives rather than goals of each
department. Finally, efficiency and effectiveness of operation process lead to increase
firm’s performance. Therefore, the concept of crossfunctional integration can be
adopted into the integration between accounting and marketing departments.
For managerial implication, manager can encourage staffs in accounting and
marketing departments to build interpersonal relationship in several ways such as
informal communication between departments, coffee corner, team building, group
discussion, and rotating position. When interpersonal relationship between accounting
and marketing is better, it has a chance for accounting and marketing staffs to focus on
firm’s goals and objectives rather than only on department’s goals. Additionally, our
finding show that cross-function has positive relationship with firm’s performance. If
firm want to improve its performance, cooperation between accounting and marketing
departments is a one of essential factor.
Although our study provides several contributions, limitations still occur. First,
respondent in this study is accountant. There are opinions from accounting department
only which it may not fully reflect the perspective of cooperation between accounting
and marketing departments. Future research should measure the attitude of accountant
and marketer who work across department. Second, interpersonal relationship is
depended on time. Cross-sectional data may partially indicate causal relations hip
between interpersonal relationship with other constructs in the model. Next study should
consider to collect longitudinal data to explain the causal relationship of interpersona l
relationship with cross-functional integration. Lastly, business environment such as
customer demand and technology in working process can moderate the relations hip
between antecedents (interpersonal relationship, trust, and share firm’s goal) and crossfunctional integration. It is interesting to explore the role of these external environme nt
on building cross-functional integration between accounting and marketing
departments. We hope that our contributions can increase this interesting domain of
research.
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Appendix
Factor
Construct

loading

Cross Functional Integration between Accounting and Marketing Departments (CFI)
I always unofficial collaborate with marketing department.**
I exchange ideas, information, and resources of work with marketing department.
I and marketing department work as a team.
I work with marketing department on forecasting and resolving any problems that might occur.
I and marketing department set mutual goals.
I and marketing department set role and responsibility for working together.
I and marketing department mutually make decision for efficiency at work.

0.761
0.839
0.871
0.860
0.817
0.887

Share Firm’s Goal (SFG)
I and marketing department mutually agree on what is important for work.
I and marketing department exchange ideas on organization’s vision.
I often stick on accounting department’s goal more than firm’s goal.**
I and marketing department try to achieve organization’s objectives.

0.865
0.887
0.826

Trustworthy (TWT)
I believe that marketing department are willing to help when I have any problem at work.
I can trust help from marketing department.
I can rely on marketing department that they could make my work easier.

0.883
0.921
0.902

Interpersonal Relationship (IR)
I have good relationship with marketing department.
I have close relationship with marketing department.
I like to spend time talking with marketing department.

0.874
0.903
0.852

Firm Performance (PER)
The firm’s profit reaches the targeted.
The firm’s revenue reaches the targeted.
Customer’s satisfaction reaches the firm’s target.
In the past year, the number of customers increased compared to the year earlier.
The firm can control its cost as the firm’s targeted.

0.916
0.936
0.791
0.777
0.823

** items deleted from further analysis
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Figure 1.
A Conceptual Framework
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Abstract: Every organisation spends money in implementing effective training programmes to
maximize the value of their existing human capital. Human development training programmes
have been an integral part in encouraging the employees to be a competent and skilled labour
force that is knowledgeable and able to perform assigned tasks based on their training needs.
Training needs assessment is the first critical stage in training and development. Training
needs come from underdeveloped skills, insufficient knowledge or inappropriate employees
attitudes in their job. Failure to identify the gap between current performance and skills
required causes major problems in terms of time, resources, and money, which have been
wasted on unnecessary and ineffective training. Therefore, the organization should realize that
there are factors that influence training need assessment for increasing the knowledge, skills,
attitude and performance of their employees. There is still lack of study that reviews the
potential variable that influence the training need assessment in organization. This study is
conducted to address this gap. Specifically, this study will review previous studies to identify
the potential comprehensive factors that could influence the training needs assessment in
organization.
Keywords: Training Need Assessment, Knowledge, Skills, Performance.
__________________________________________________________________________
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CITIZEN PROJECT LEARNING
MODEL FOR EDUCATION CHARACTER IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
Anita Trisiana
Slamet Riyadi University, Civic Education, The Faculty of Teacher Training and Education
Email: anita.trisiana@gmail.com

Abstract: This research aims at analyzing the strategy development the Citizen Project
learning model for education character in higher Education. Methods used in this research
and development which is combined with data triangulation analysis, conducted at Universitas
Slamet Riyadi Surakarta, involving faculty and students who participate Citizenship Education
courses. It was a research method used to produce a particular product and test the
effectiveness validity of the product. The funding show that the development of Citizen Project
model in higher education produced the affective reinforcement and intellectual attitudes based
on the civic education competence that is civic knowledge, civic skills, and civic disposition.
The improvement and development of life skills which is realized through the achievement of
students’ competence, to survive, adapt and succeed in life. Instructional Materials based on
character values believed by the nation of Indonesia, contributed to the development of the
government model policy in implementing character education in universities.
The improvement is to provide the basic knowledge, skills, learning experiences that build
social integrity and realize the character national. In accordance with the quality improvement
realization and education relevance which should be done thoroughly, the improvement covers
the development of Indonesia fully human dimension, namely moral aspects, attitude, manners,
knowledge, skills, and culture. Development of those aspects lead to the life skills improvement
and development which is realized through the student competence achievement, to survive and
adapt and succeed in life.
Keywords: Development; Character Education; Project Citizen; Higher Education
___________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
Project Citizen is a problem-based instructional treatment to improve democratic civic
knowledge, skills, and disposition, enabling and encouraging participation in the governme nt
and civil society. This program encourages the students to actively participate in governme nta l
and civic societal organizations to solve problems occurring in schools or society in order to
sharpen social and intellectual intelligence that are essential to shape democratic and
responsible citizenship (Budimansyah, 2010). When learning model of civic education is
correlated to the implementation of character education and moral values aspects has not been
still maximally achieved the intended goal. There are three reasons for a teacher to able to
develop model. First, no previous model; second there is existing models, but these models are
less well functioning; and third, as the variation of the existed models and probably it might be
functioned properly. Project Citizen has a positive and significant impact, especially in
developing students' ideas or knowledge, then this program can develop students' skills in
citizenship skills, and certainly no matter how the Project Citizen's impact on students'
citizenship character is more or less consistent. The difference with the research that will be
conducted in this research is more emphasized on the model of study of citizen project that
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integrates the value of character as an effort to strengthen moral values in the pillars of character
education with renewed learning model called Project Citizen.
Project citizen was firstly used in California in 1992, and then it was developed into a
national program by Center for Civic Education (CCE) and the Board of State Constitutio n
Maker National Conference in 1995. Project citizen is an instructional treatment based
problems to develop knowlegde, proficiency, and democratic figure of the citizenship and
foster the participation in government and civil society. This program encourages learners to
engage actively in government organization and civil society to solve problems in school or in
soceity to sharphen social and intellectual intelligence, which are very important for the
responsible democratics of the citizenship.
Additionally, they will be able to be free as learners so that they will grow to be free
and responsible either as individuals or citizens of a country. Doni Kusuma (2010) said that the
characters that are set in the elementary school will be understood and internalized by learners
if applied in a game that one of them is role playing; playing a role often intended as a form of
activity in which learners imagine themselves as if they were outside and played the role of
another person so that the learners have opportunities to improve their ability to work together,
foster high self-confidence and be more pleasant.
Joyce, Weil & Calhoun (2011: 31) states that: there are four clumps of models, namely
the clump of information processing model (Personal Information Models), Social Models
model and clumps behavior system model (Behavioral Systems):
a. The Information Processing Models. The learning models included in this family are
based on the principles of information processing by human beings by strengthening
internal impulses (coming from within) to understand the world by digging and
organizing data, sensing problems and solving problems and developing language to
express it. This model group emphasizes the learners to choose the ability to process
information so that learners who succeed in learning are those who have the ability to
process information. In this learning model, there are 7 learning models, namely: a)
Concept Attainment, b). Inductive Thinking, c). Exercise Research (Inquiry Training),
d). Advance Organizer, e) Memorization, f) Intellect Development, g) Scientic Inquiry.
h). Art enhances creative thinking.
b. Personal Models Personalized family clusters start from the self or individual selfhood.
A deliberate educational process that enables one to understand oneself well, be able to
assume responsibility for education and be more creative to achieve a better quality of
life. The use of learning models in the personal family is more focused on individ ua l
perspectives and seeks to promote productive independence so that humans become
more self-conscious and responsible for their goals. In this family of personal models
there are 4 learning models, namely: a). Non-Directive Teaching, b). Synectics Model,
c). Awareness Training, and d). Classroom Meeting.
c. Social Models of Social Models The use of this social interaction model cluster focuses
on developing the cooperative skills of the students. The social learning interactio n
learning model is based on two basic assumptions, namely (a) social problems identified
and solved on the basis and through agreements obtained within and using social
processes, and (b) democratic social processes necessary developed to improve society
in the widest sense of build-in and continuously. In this cluster of social interactio n
models there are 5 learning models, namely: a). Group Investigation, b). Role Playing,
c). Jurisprudential UInquiry, d) Laboratory Training, and e). Social Science Research.
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d. The Behavioral Systems model The behavioral system model attaches importance to
the creation of a learning environment system that enables the creation of a learning
environment system that enables effective manipulative reinforcement to form the
desired behavioral pattern. This model focuses on observed behaviors and the methods
and tasks assigned in order to communicate success. Behavior reinforcement not only
positively impacts, but can also bring negative impact. In anticipation of negative
impacts, it is necessary to strengthen the response / stimulus that can be influenced by
the environment. Decision making on negative responses can be suppressed through the
conditions of the surrounding environment. In this behavior system model family there
are 5 learning models, namely: a). Completed Learning (Mastery Learning), b). Direct
Instruction, c). Learning Self-Control (Learning Self Control), d). Training for Skill and
Concept Development, and e). Assertive Training (Assertive Training).
The four learning model clusters mentioned above have the following elements: 1)
Syntax is a sequence of teaching steps that refer to the phases / stages that must be done by
the teacher when he uses a particular learning model. For example the deductive model will
use a syntax different from the inductive model; 2). The Principles of Reaction relates to
patterns of activity that describe how teachers should see and treat students, including how
teachers should respond to students. Joyce, Weil, and Calhoun (2011) state that model of
teaching and model of learning are not different. “Models of teaching are really models of
learning”. So, teaching model exactly same as learning model, therefore teacher in learning
process will help learners to get information, idea, skill, way of thinking and determine
facilities to express them, as well as how the teacher teach the students in accordance to
their learning style. From the opinions above, the terms of learning model has wider
meaning in terms of strategy, method and procedure.
So, this research strengthen moral value as character building pillar as like
government policy that simultaneously and synergetic will strengthen the nation character,
so in civic education learning can intergrate character values as well as emerge citize n
understanding and behavior which are able to reflect moral value. Civic in anywhere
basically aims at forming good citizens. However, the concept of "good citizens" is
different and often changes along the development of the nation. It is expected that they are
to be citizens who are skilled in overcoming the nation problems. Another benefit is to
provide recommendations at the national level to develop implementation policy models,
character education evaluation in universities, in particular through the development of
teaching materials.
Methodology
This research was directed into development research, not only developing or designing a
teaching product but also leading to an effort to formulate a teaching technique ready to be
applied as a teaching product in class (Borg & Gall (1987). Research and development stages
according to Borg and Gall include product development, field product trials, and product
improvement steps based on input or data obtained after the product is tested in the field. There
are ten stages of research and development procedures according to Borg, among others:
"Research and data collection; Planning; Development of product draft; First stage field trials;
Revise test results; Second stage field trials ; Completion of product of field test result; Test of
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field implementation; Completion of the final product; Dissemination and implementation. The
ten stages are described as follows:
a.
Research and collect information on research materials including reviewing
all relevant literature, classroom observations, and preparing reports
relating to the condition of the research object.
b.
Plan the research as well as the initial steps to be taken and the targets to be
achieved.
c.
Prepare the initial steps and prepare the instructional steps, reference books,
and evaluation guidelines.
d.
Prepare field research at 1-3 subject with 6-12 subjects, by doing intervie w
steps, observation with questionnaires to collect data to be analyzed.
e.
Proposed a preliminary revision of the resulting product based on a number
of preliminary research results conducted in the field.
f.
Collect data from 5 to 15 subject with a number of subjects between 30 to
100, the results will be evaluated.
g.
Propose revisions to existing products based on experimental results or
observations made.
h.
Conducting product trials, conducting interviews on product results, and
analyzing them based on questionnaires and data generated from intervie ws.
i.
Proposed revisions to the products produced based on a number of research
results conducted in the field.
j.
Implementation and presentation of reports on scientifically produced
products.
Data was collected using questionnaires, interviews, observation, documentatio n
related to learning civic education lesson. This study used analytical technique refers to the
model of the comparative study which enclosed the comparison between process and outcomes
before and after the character education model implemented.
Results
Education in Indonesia is facing problems related to the increasingly prevalent
globalization challenges in all aspects of life, the challenge is not only the cause of the
collapse of noble values of the nation, but also will hamper the characteristic and moral
regeneration in serving the nation. For that reason needed some reasons to support the
character education model policy, among others, as follows:
1. The purpose of character education is the cultivation of certain values within the
student. Teaching dotted from certain social values namely the noble values of
Indonesian culture that grow and develop in Indonesian society.
2. According to the noble values of Indonesian culture and the Indonesian nation's view
of life, man has various rights and obligations in his life. Every right shall always be
accompanied by obligations, for example: the right as a buyer, accompanied by a
duty as a buyer of the seller, the right of a child, accompanied by a duty as a child to
the parent: the right as a civil servant, accompanied by obligations as a civil servant
of the public and the State; etc. In the context of character education, students need
to be introduced to their rights and obligations, in order to realize and be able to
exercise those rights and obligations as well as possible.
3. Furthermore, according to the noble concept of the Indonesian nation, human nature
is a creature of God Almighty, social beings, and Individual beings. In relation to the
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essence, human beings have basic rights and obligations, as the rights and basic
obligations are also equally appreciated. In the context of character education,
students also need to be well introduced with their human rights and obligations.
4. In character education education in Indonesia, content or value factor is very
important. In contrast to moral education in liberal societies, concerned only with the
process or skill in making moral interests, the teaching of values in that view is an
indoctrination that should be shunned. Students should be given the freedom to
choose and determine their own value. This view is different from the philosophy
and noble culture of the Indonesian nation, who believe in God Almighty. For
example adultery, is a disgraceful act, to be avoided: parents should be respected,
and so on. These values must be taught to the child, as a guide to behavior in
everyday life.
Research result by Arthur, J. (2005) stated: “ Charachter Education remains
closely linked to the concepts are generally broader in scope, while much less specific
about what constitutes characther education. Consequently, characther education can
be understood to be a specific approach to moral or values education and is consistently
linked to citizenship education”. Those three processes are aimed at developing
students’ skills in conducting social activities and at encouraging the students to view
themselves as a part of the society. These characters can not be developed speedily and
instantly, but need a long, thorough, and systematic process. According to the
perspectives developed in the history of human thinking, character education needs to
be performed based on the stages of child development between early age and the end
of adolescence. Charachter Education is back on the agenda in British education policy.
However, there is much uncertainty as to how it should be implemented in schools and
there is no one definition of what it means. This is not surprising, since the Victoria n
period of ill conceived, ineffective and failed efforts at characther education in Britain
and elsewhere.
The characther education policies that the Labour Government is seeking to promote in
schools are an integral element of the current political culture, part of which at has created. The
character configuration in the context of total psychological and socio-cultural process can be
cathegorized into spiritual and emotional development, intellectual development, physical and
kinestetic development, and affective and creativity development (Ministry of National
Education, 2010). Spiritual and emotional development has to do with feelings and belief/fa ith,
creating the characters of honesty and responsibility. Furthermore, intellectual development is
closely related to logical process to find out and use knowledge critically, creatively, and in
innovative ways to create an intelligent person. Physical and kinestetic development refers to
the processes of perception, readiness, imitation, manipulation, and creation of new activities
as well as sportivity, generating clean, healthy, and attractive attitudes. Affective and creativity
development has a close relation to the willingness and creativity reflected in the concern,
image, and innovative creation, producing the characters of concerns and creativity (Lickona,
1991).
A comprehensive understanding and internalization of character education is performed
to filter foreign cultures that may destroy the morals of the young generations. Thus,
educational institutions must be able to be good media to provide comprehensive understand ing
toward character education. Building citizenship character does not adequately deal with
loyalty and obedience to the power of the country. However, the component model may be
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clearer starting from preparing learning tools, specifically in learning process, learning model,
learning principle, supporting system, instructional effects and nurturant effects. Civic skills
include intellectual skills and participation skills. Moreover, the current trend leans toward
character education to create students as young generations (Trisiana, 2015).
Then, those models may be analysed according to the steps such as orientatio n,
hypothesis, definition, exploration, verification, and generalization. The linkage between the
character education development model tailored to the values to be developed, among others,
meets the following principles: 1. Promotes core ethical values as the basic of good caharacther,
2. Defines “Characther” comprehensively to include thinking, feeling, and behavior, 3. Uses
comprehensive, intentional, proactive, and effective approach to characther development, 4.
Create a caring school community, 5. Provides students with opportunities for moral action. 6.
Includes a meaningful and challenging academic curriculum that respects all learners, develops
their caharacther , and help them to succeed. 7. Strives to foster students selft motivation, 8.
Engages the school staff as learning and moral community that shares responsibilty for
characther education and attempts to adhere to the some core values that guide the education
of students. 9. Fosters shared moral leadership and long range support of the characther
education initiative,10. Engages families and community members as partners in the characther
building effort. 11. Evaluates the characther of the school, the school staff’s functioning as
characther educators, and the extent to which students manifest good characther (Lickona,
2003: 2 -5).
The model enhancement may be defined as the extention from the leveling situation to
the perfect/complete or better situation. Steven. J. M. (2000) show that: “The improveme nt
design may be aligned with the model ADDIE, (Analysis-Design-Develope-Impleme ntEvaluate)”. If design needs a software such as learning multimedia, the multimedia needs to be
developed. One important things involved in development steps is making a trial before
implementation. Implementation is a real step to implement learning system which is still
designed. It means that all the things that has been developed, installed, and set up in this step
has to be in line with their function, thus they can be further implemented. The implementa tio n
or learning material delivering method is the fourth steps of design in ADDIE learning system.
Evaluation is the process to see whether the established learning sytem is aligned with the
expectation. However, evaluation steps may be occured in each previous steps.
The development of ADDIE instructional model is then adopted to the step of learning
model development of Project Citizen (PC) in which the steps are as follows:
Those three competencies have a different pattern (psycological process). Moreover,
the attitude is gained through the activities “receiving, conducting, appreciating,
comprehending, and implementing”. In addition, knowledge is obtained through the ctivities
“memorizing, comprehending, applying, analysing, evaluating, and creating”. Lastly,
competency is acquired through the activities “observing, questioning, trying, mentioning,
delivering, and creating”. In this analysis, needs assessment is undergone to the PC learning
model development by identifying the problem (needs), and conducting task analysis.
Therefore, the output may be the characteristic or profile of the candidate student, discrepancy
identification, needs identification, and specific task analysis based on the needs.
Further step is designing process which is the second steps of PC learning design model
performed by determining learning experiences students need to master during learning
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activities, and considering whether PC learning program can solve the differences of students
competencies. The development is the third steps in applying PC learning model comprising
selecting activities, prescribing proper method, media and learning strategy used in deliver ing
material or the substance of program which have to be in line with the subject and expected
competency standards. Civic skills include intellectual skills and participation skills.
Moreover, the current trend leans toward character education to create students as young
generations (Trisiana, 2015).
Model development can be defined as an effort to extend and to create condition or
situation regularly stages to more perfect situation and more complete or better situation. The
development design is harmonized with ADDIE model, this learning model design was done
to produce a learning system in wider scope, as learning system design.
The graduate competency standards influences conceptual framework in terms of the
expected learning goal while the content standards gives the conceptual framework related to
the teaching- learning process which is derived from the level of competence and the scope of
material. It is conducted in accordance with the graduate competency standards, the goal of
learning including the improvement of attitude, knowledge, and skills which is elaborated for
each education unit. The result shows that the effectiveness model testing using t-test shows
that there is significance difference between the use of conventional model and Project Citizen
(PC) model with statistical testing Pvalue < 0.05. (4) the implementation of Project Citizen model
in civic education learning in senior high school resulted the existance of moral value toward
character education in learning process, with avarage 0.6% , learning material and students
worksheet 79.4%, and civic education teacher 81.8%. The improvement of learning syntax
accomplishment of teacher activity 68.2% and students activities increase 67%.
Further steps is ensuring a solving problem/solution to handle the discrepancy of
learning results faced by the students, and in the last of learning program, student may acquire
the competencies consisting of required knowledge, skills, and attitude related to moral value
on civic knowledge, civic skill, and civic disposition.
The followings are the product specification generated from the following steps:
a. Creating a grand design by identifying the regulation in the composition of lesson
plan;
b. Identifying graduate competency standard, core competence and theme which are
in accordance with the basic competence written in lesson plan;
c. Designing the process led to the PC development;
d. Designing the assessment that includes authentic assessment for the process and
the learning result where the competence for designing authentic assessment and
learning result indicator on spiritual assessment, social assessment, knowledge
assessment and skill assessment is comprised by:
- identifying regulation in authentic assessment for the process and learning
result; and
- identifying the type and form of assessment for the process and learning result
in accordance with the characteristic of the learning subject.
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Conclusion
Developing character education through a leaning model focused in teaching steps has
clearly strengthen the teaching learning process that implements character education. character
will play an important role in the acquisition of competence of being responsible as citize n,
being responsible to the environment and having intelligence that accords with their courtesy.
Intellectual attitude as to realize spiritual and social attitude in civic education that makes it the
leading value in Project Citizen teaching model developed in this study. One of the measure
successes of the development of character education, that there is changing of learners’ social
attitudes towards better. Those behaviors include cognitive, affective and psychomotor.
Cognitive enhancement is not only limited to the increasing of social knowledge, but also
covers social reasoning and ability to seek alternatives to solve social problems.
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Abstrak: Usaha memartabatkan bahasa Malaysia merupakan salah satu agenda dan isu
penting. Hal ini kerana para pelajar berasa penggunaan bahasa Malaysia sering dianggap
tidak signifikan dengan arus rentas pemodenan pada abad ke-21. Bahasa Malaysia merupakan
bahasa rasmi negara dengan kedudukan istimewa melalui Perkara 152. Oleh itu, pelbagai
mekanisme dilaksanakan oleh Kementerian Pendidikan bagi mengukuhkan kedaulatan bahasa
kebangsaan. Antara langkah yang diambil ialah mewajibkan pengambilan subjek mata
pelajaran umum (MPU) di kalangan pelajar Institusi Pelajar Tinggi (IPT) yang terdiri
daripada awam mahupun swasta. Namun begitu, adakah objektif Kementerian Pendidikan
berjaya memenuhi hasrat dalam memartabatkan bahasa Malaysia? Kajian ini akan
menganalisis secara kritikal keberkesanan subjek dalam memperkasa bahasa Malaysia
melalui para pelajar di salah sebuah universiti swasta Selangor. Metodologi kajian
menggunakan kaedah kualitatif, iaitu temu bual kelompok dengan memilih responden secara
rawak. Soalan temu bual menjurus kepada persepsi pelajar, cabaran serta solusi
memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu dalam mendapatkan hasil kajian yang koheran. Hasil dapatan
kajian mendapati kerajaan berjaya mencapai objektif namun beberapa mekanisme perlu di
tambah baik agar relevan dengan keadaan semasa.
Kata Kunci: Mata pelajaran umum (MPU), persepsi pelajar, cabaran,
memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu.

solusi,

Pengenalan
Bahasa merupakan alat komunikasi di antara anggota masyarakat di sesebuah tempat.
Penuturan bahasa yang sama menunjukkan antara ciri-ciri jati diri sesebuah bangsa dan negara
berdasarkan kewujudan keseragaman dalam interaksi harian (Abdullah, 2009). Penggunaa n
bahasa yang sama dapat menunjukkan sifat homogeninasi di dalam masyarakat majmuk,
khususnya apabila merujuk kepada keadaan kepelbagaian agama, budaya dan bangsa di
Malaysia. Disebabkan pluraliti yang terdapat di Malaysia sejak Alam Melayu dahulu,
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penggubalan Perlembagaan Persekutuan Tanah Melayu 1957 telah menggariskan bahawa
Bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa kebangsaan bumi bertuah ini (Ku Hasnan bin Ku Halim, n.d.).
Malangnya, sejak beberapa dekad ini, kesedaran terhadap kecintaan terhadap Bahasa Melayu
semakin berkurang yang menyebabkan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu diabaikan berbanding
penguasaan bahasa asing (Sharifah Darmia, 2014).
Berbekalkan peruntukan jelas di dalam Perlembagaan Persekutuan, Perkara 152
mensyaratkan bahawa Bahasa Melayu adalah bahasa kebangsaan Malaysia, banyak solusi telah
dilaksana bagi memastikan Bahasa Melayu tidak lapuk dek zaman. Antara kaedah-kaedah yang
diperkenal adalah dengan menetapkan bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa rasmi negara,
penggunaan bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengantar pendidikan serta menyediakan hak
eksklusif Bahasa Melayu, di mana ia menjadi perkara yang tidak boleh dipersoalkan sewenangwenangnya. Justeru itu, tindakan penguasaan Bahasa Melayu melalui dunia pendidikan telah
dijadikan sebagai satu medan memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu secara langsung dan tidak
langsung . Umumnya menyedari bahawa pendidikan merupakan asas yang penting di dalam
penjanaan sahsiah diri sesebuah individu sejak kecil lagi. Namun begitu, proses pendidikan dan
sosialisasi individu kini kian mencabar disebabkan oleh faktor-faktor seperti kuasa globalisa s i,
pengaruh media massa dan masalah sosial (Mohd Isha, 2008; Nooriah & Zakiah, 2017).
Cabaran-cabaran ini perlu diatasi demi menyahut misi dalam Dasar Falsafah Pendidikan
Kebangsaan.1
Rentetan daripada cabaran-cabaran yang diketengahkan pihak Kementerian Pendidikan
telah melipat-gandakan usaha dengan tidak hanya mempunyai dasar-dasar pendidikan yang
hanya fokus terhadap intelektual, bahkan terhadap pembentukan rohani dan emosi. Hal ini
kerana pelbagai cabaran telah menjadi satu halangan yang besar dalam pembentukan sahsiah
pelajar, khususnya daripada golongan anak muda (Ab. Halim & Nur Hanani, 2017).
Penyediaan pelan sokongan serta dasar yang mapan dan cakna terhadap perubahan semasa
memungkinkan individu untuk sentiasa mendapat akses terhadap pelajaran sejak kecil lagi.
Justeru itu, dasar-dasar baharu seperti Pelan Pembangunan Pendidikan Malaysia 2015-2025
telah diperhebatkan dengan kajian-kajian yang melibatkan masyarakat di Malaysia.
Salah satu aspirasi yang menjadi sumber kepada penambaikan pelajaran dan
pembelajaran di Malaysia adalah melalui ‘perpaduan’ (Kementerian Pendidkan Malaysia,
2018). Melalui aspirasi ini sebagai asas, ia diharap dapat menerapkan pemupukan identiti
nasional di kalangan pelajar dan seterusnya melahirkan pelajar yang dapat memenuhi salah satu
dari sebelas anjakan utama dalam usaha mentransformasikan sistem pendidikan negara, iaitu
Anjakan 3: Melahirkan rakyat yang menghayati nilai di mana pelajar lepasan sekolah

1

Pendidikan di Malaysia adalah suatu usaha berterusan ke arah memperkembangk a n
lagi potensi individu secara menyeluruh dan bersepadu untuk mewujudkan insan yang
seimbang dan harmonis dari segi intelek, rohani, emosi dan jasmani berdasarkan
kepercayaan dan kepatuhan kepada Tuhan. Usaha ini adalah bagi melahirkan rakyat
Malaysia yang berilmu
pengetahuan,
berketerampilan,
berakhlak mulia,
bertanggungjawab dan berkeupayaan mencapai kesejahteraan diri, serta memberi
sumbangan terhadap keharmonian dan kemakmuran keluarga, masyarakat dan negara.
(Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia, 2018:1)
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mampu menghayati nilai identiti nasional selain sikap empati yang sepatutnya wujud sebagai
asas sahsiah seorang individu (Kementerian Pendidkan Malaysia, 2018).
Namun begitu, menilai kepada kesan jangka panjang, proses pendidikan tidak hanya
tertumpu kepada pelajar sekolah rendah atau sekolah menengah. Inisiatif baharu diambil oleh
Kementerian Pendidikan Tinggi Malaysia dengan mewajibkan matapelajaran wajib (MPW)
untuk menerapkan nilai-nilai ini dengan lebih utuh. Seiring dengan keperluan semasa, pihak
kementerian mengambil inisiatif dengan menyemak kembali kurikulum di dalam MPW seperti
subjek Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia, Hubungan Etnik dan lain-lain dalam menggarap
hasrat yang termetrai pada Falsafah Pendidikan Negara (Garis Panduan Matapelajaran
Pengajian Umum: 1) seperti: mempercayai dan mematuhi Tuhan; berilmu pengetahua n;
berketerampilan; bersahsiah tinggi; bersedia menyumbang kepada masyarakat, agama, bangsa
dan negara; serta bertanggungjawab kepada diri, agama, bangsa, masyarakat dan negara.
Sehubungan dengan itu, struktur MPW telah dikemaskini menjadi matapelajaran umum (MPU)
agar ia seiring dengan aspirasi melahirkan graduan yang menepati syarat kebolehpasaran
siswazah; yang tidak hanya fokus terhadap intelek, tetapi juga sahsiah dan rohani (Zaini, 2007;
Nooriah & Zakiah, 2017).
Berdepan dengan cabaran pembentukan nilai pelajar di era kini, ia membawa kepada satu
persoalan baharu, iaitu kecintaan terhadap bahasa ibunda di Malaysia, iaitu Bahasa Melayu.
Justeru itu, bagi Kementerian Pendidikan Tinggi, bukan sahaja hanya memperlihat usaha dalam
memupuk sahsiah pelajar, tetapi juga kewajiban dalam menggunakan Bahasa Melayu yang
menjadi salah satu aspek penting dalam subjek MPU, khususnya dalam subjek U1 yang
merupakan kelompok pertama, iaitu subjek Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia serta Hubunga n
Etnik. Soalnya, mengapakah isu penggunaan Bahasa Malaysia menjadi aspek utama dalam
mempolopori MPU? Berdasarkan kajian, masyarakat kini semakin memperlihat keingina n
untuk mementingkan Bahasa Inggeris berbanding Bahasa Malaysia yang suatu ketika dahulu
diaggap sebagai lingua franca (Jaafar, 2008; Sharifah Darmia, 2014; Siti Nor Azhani & Adlina,
2013; Zaini, 2007). Dapatan kajian di dalam kajian ini juga mendapati, antara cabaran yang
dihadapi oleh responden adalah persaingan kepenggunaan Bahasa Inggeris berbanding Bahasa
Melayu (Dilah Tuah, 2015).
Berbekalkan respon terbaru Menteri Pendidikan Malaysia, YB Dr. Maszlee Malik
menegaskan tentang keperluan untuk memartabatkan kembali penggunaan Bahasa Melayu
(Sinar Harian, 2018). Bukan sahaja dari segi pertuturan, penulisan, penguasaan serta
pemahaman, kajian ini telah dilakukan bagi menjawab permasalahan kajian berdasarkan
objektif kajian yang disenaraikan. Melalui kajian ini, antara objektif yang ingin dicapai adalah
seperti berikut:
1.
2.
3.

Mengkaji relevansi subjek MPU dalam memperkasa Bahasa Melayu di kalangan pelajar di sebuah
universiti swasta di Selangor.
Menganalisia cabaran dalam memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu di kalangan pelajar di sebuah
universiti swasta di Selangor.
Mengukuhkan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu melalui solusi berdasarkan keadaan semasa.
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Metodologi
Kajian ini merupakan pendekatan rintis dalam mengumpul maklumat secara terperinci untuk
mengkaji kerelevenan kursus TITAS dalam memperkasa Bahasa Melayu melalui temu bual
pelajar secara berkelompok yang sedang mengikuti kursus ini. Hal ini kerana kurang
penyelidikan yang dilakukan dalam menumpukan hasil maklumat daripada maklum balas
pelajar yang dipilih. Mengikut Krueger (1988), langkah pertama dalam menjalankan temu bual
pelajar secara berkelompok perlu menentukan objektif kajian dan siapakah yang perlu dikaji.
Responden kajian mewakili kumpulan tersebut, tetapi tidak dipilih secara rawak. Oleh itu,
responden bagi kajian ini terdiri daripada pelajar Tahun 1, 2 dan 3, sesi 2018/2019 iaitu seramai
21 orang pelajar yang diwajibkan mengambil kursus di sebuah institusi pengajian swasta yang
terletak di Selangor. Kriteria penting bagi kajian ini adalah pelajar tempatan yang telah
mengambil kursus MPU atau sedang mengambil kursus MPU. Responden pula terdiri daripada
pelajar yang datang dari pelbagai negeri kelahiran bagi melihat corak kepelbagaian latar
belakang yang disifatkan mampu memberi kesan terhadap penggunaan Bahasa Melayu dalam
interaksi harian mereka. Kajian ini menggunakan kajian temu bual secara berstruktur dan tidak
berstruktur. Responden telah diberi borang persetujuan untuk menjadi respondan setelah
diterangkan objektif kajian. Senarai dan jenis soalan diberikan terlebih dahulu kepada
responden dan dengan persetujuan mereka dan pada masa yang sama soalan tambahan tidak
berstruktur diajukan kepada para responden ini. Ciri-ciri soalan temu bual terdiri daripada
persepsi pelajar terhadap relevansi subjek MPU, cabaran dan solusi dalam dalam memperkasa
Bahasa Melayu. Setelah itu, data di analisis secara deskriptif, di mana beberapa tema telah
disenarai pendek bagi menjawab persoalan berkaitan objektif kajian. Persampelan ini dijadikan
asas kajian bagi memperoleh data yang konsisten dan dipercayai.
Dapatan Kajian
Kajian ini telah dijalankan secara temu bual, di mana 21 orang pelajar telah bersetuju untuk
menjadi responden di dalam kajian ini. Kajian ini terdiri daripada 9 orang pelajar lelaki dan 12
orang pelajar perempuan yang merupakan pelajar siswazah dari pelbagai fakulti di institus i
pengajian swasta yang telah dipilih dalam mendapatkan jawapan terhadap objektif kajian. Para
responden juga terdiri dari pelajar yang datang dari pelbagai negeri seperti Kuala Lumpur (5
orang responden), Selangor (5 orang responden), Pulau Pinang (4 orang responden), Pahang (2
orang responden), Kelantan, Sarawak, Perak, Melaka dan Sabah dengan masing-masing satu
responden dari setiap negeri. Melalui kajian ini, beberapa dapatan kajian telah didapati bagi
menjawab objektif kajian.
Relevansi Subjek Matapelajaran Umum
Asas kepada kajian ini adalah untuk melihat keberkesanan subjek MPU di dalam memperkasa
bahasa Melayu. Berdasarkan dapatan kajian, kesemua responden bersetuju bahawa salah satu
cara untuk memperkasa bahasa ibunda ini adalah dengan mewajibkan pelajar tempatan untuk
mengambil subjek MPU. Walaupun beberapa responden mengalami kesukaran untuk
memahami bahasa kebangsaan ini disebabkan oleh masalah tatabahasa atau kurang kerap
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menggunakan bahasa ini, mereka melihat kekangan ini dari sudut positif dengan menyatakan
persetujuan bahawa MPU memberi kebaikan khasnya dari segi penggunaan bahasa Melayu
serta aplikasi di dalam kelas.
Cabaran dalam Memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu
Berdasarkan kajian ini juga, beberapa cabaran-cabaran besar yang menyebabkan para
responden mengalami kesukaran berbahasa Melayu telah ditemui.
Masalah Tatabahasa, Bahasa Rojak Dan Dialek Negeri
Melalui dapatan kajian, kesemua responden menyatakan bahawa mereka mempunyai ibu bapa
yang fasih berbahasa Melayu yang dibuktikan melalui interaksi harian bersama masyarakat di
luar. Namun begitu, 17 orang responden mengakui bahawa mereka tidak pernah menggunaka n
Bahasa Melayu untuk berinteraksi sesama ahli keluarga, selain bahasa ibunda atau Bahasa
Inggeris. Hal ini telah menyebabkan responden-responden tersebut mempunyai masalah yang
besar apabila mereka terpaksa belajar subjek MPU dengan menggunakan Bahasa Melayu
kerana tidak fasih untuk berinteraksi, menulis mahupun membaca dalam bahasa kebangsaan
ini. Apabila diselidik, kebanyakan pelajar ini datang dari sekolah jenis pendidikan vernakular,
iaitu Sekolah Jenis Kebangsaan (SJK) Cina atau Tamil. Para responden telah menaikkan isu
seperti penggunaan tatabahasa atau kosa kata yang susah atau jarang didengar telah
menyebabkan mereka berasa kurang selesa apabila belajar di dalam subjek yang menggunaka n
Bahasa Melayu.
Kadang-kadang, nota yang diberikan oleh guru adalah terlalu susah untuk difahami… bahasanya agak susah
untuk faham. Namun, saya bertuah kerana guru saya sabar menjawab soalan dan menerangkan perkataan
tersebut dalam bahasa yang ringkas… dan kadang-kadang dia beri contoh yang senang atau dia tafsirkan
perkataan tersebut dalam Bahasa Inggeris. (Responden 1, Perempuan, Melaka).

Selain itu, penggunaan seperti bahasa rojak dan perbezaan dialek di dalam kelas telah
menyebabkan responden berasa keliru dengan penggunaan kosa kata Bahasa Melayu. Hal ini
telah dipersetujui oleh beberapa responden yang khususnya datang dari Sabah dan Sarawak.
Kadang-kadang guru saya menggunakan bahasa rojak. Kadang-kadang terlalu cepat apabila mengajar di dalam
kelas, atau mereka mencampuraduk Bahasa Melayu dan Bahasa Inggeris. Tetapi, ianya bagus sebab ada
perkataan yang saya tidak faham walaupun telah diterangkan oleh guru dalam Bahasa Melayu. Jadi, apabila
guru menggunakan Bahasa Inggeris, ia membantu saya untuk lebih faham dengan pengajaran guru.
(Responden 2, Lelaki, Kuala Lumpur).
Saya datang dari Sarawak. Jadi, apabila di dalam kelas, kadang-kadang saya tidak faham apa yang guru saya
beritahu secara terus… (berfikir) mungkin, kalau saya tidak faham, saya perlukan masa beberapa minit untuk
tafsirkan perkataan tersebut, dalam dialek saya atau Bahasa Inggeris. (Responden 3, Lelaki, Sarawak).

Persaingan Dengan Bahasa Inggeris
Persaingan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu dan Bahasa Inggeris juga menjadi salah satu faktor
kurangnya penggunaan Bahasa Melayu di kalangan pelajar. Hal ini kerana, semua responden
bersetuju bahawa mereka melihat penguasaan Bahasa Inggeris lebih penting berbanding
pengguasaan Bahasa Melayu. Isu ini selari dengan kajian-kajian lepas yang telah dilaksanaka n
oleh Nurkhamimi (2017), yang mana pengkaji menyatakan bahawa pelajar hanya
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mementingkan Bahasa Inggeris kerana ia membawa lebih banyak kebaikan untuk jangka masa
yang panjang. Responden kebanyakannya bersetuju bahawa mereka tidak berasa keperluan
untuk mahir dalam penggunaan Bahasa Melayu. Zaliza, Noor Asliza, Nurul Syazwani & Wan
Sallh (2012) menyatakan dalam kajiannya bahawa kita tidak lagi berasa bangga dengan
kefasihan berbahasa Melayu berbanding bahasa lain. Hal ini menyebabkan kita berasa tidak
ada keperluan untuk belajar di dalam bahasa kebangsaan ini.
Apabila saya dapat tahu bahawa saya perlu ambil subjek MPU, saya berasa tidak suka. Apatah lagi apabila
mengetahui ia akan diajar di dalam Bahasa Melayu, saya lagi tidak suka kerana saya tidak rasa ia penting
(subjek MPU dan Bahasa Melayu). Tetapi, apabila saya datang ke kelas, saya berasa sangat gembira, kerana
kelas ini tidak mempunyai tekanan seperti subjek teras kos saya. (Responden 4, Perempuan, Selangor).
Berbanding rakan-rakan saya, saya mempunyai masalah untuk bercakap dan memahami Bahasa Melayu.
Jadi, saya mempunyai persepsi bahawa bahasa ini tidak penting dan hanya mahu datang ke kelas kerana
mahu lulus subjek ini. Tetapi, guru saya menerangkan subjek in dalam Bahasa Melayu yang sangat mudah.
Malah, beliau akan kerap berinteraksi dengan pelajar, contohnya bertanya maksud terhadap sesuatu
perkataan. Jika kami tidak faham, beliau tidak marah, tetapi menggunakan perkataan yang lebih mudah untuk
difahami. (Responden 5, Lelaki, Perak).

Perbincangan dan Solusi
Masalah penguasaan Bahasa Melayu sering diperkatakan sejak akhir-akhir ini. Perdebatan
tentang aspek penggunaan dan penguasaan bahasa ini sering menjadi isu polemik, baik dari
segi sosial mahupun politik. Rentetan itu, melalui kajian ini, penguasaan tatabahasa telah
dikenalpasti sebagai salah satu cabaran besar yang memungkinkan usaha memartabatka n
bahasa Melayu semakin mencabar melalui subjek MPU. Secara asasnya, hasil kajian lepas
mendapati bahawa masalah penguasaan bahasa Melayu telah wujud sejak dari sesi
persekolahan rendah dan menengah dan ia memberi impak terhadap penguasaan bahas a
Melayu di peringkat institut pengajian tinggi (Nur Syafiah, 2014 & Chew, 2016). Namun
begitu, kesalahan tatabahasa mahupun penguasaan bahasa tidak dipengaruhi oleh jenis sekolah,
sama ada sekolah kebangsaan mahupun sekolah vernakular (Liew, Yahya & Abdul Rasid,
2014). Berdasarkan kajian-kajian lepas, aspek seperti teknik pengajaran untuk Bahasa Melayu
di peringkat sekolah perlu diperbaharui bersesuaian dengan keperluan pelajar (Nur Syafiah,
2014). Hal ini dipersetujui oleh para pengkaji di dalam kajian ini, namun begitu, isu
mempraktikan atau aspek aplikasi perlu ditilik agar ia seiring dengan pengajian pelajar. Selain
itu, kajian ini juga mendapati terdapat kerancuan bahasa, atau bahasa rojak yang kini menjadi
masalah utama khususnya kepada generasi Z (Noor Aida Mahmor, Faizah Ahmad & Nasariah
Mansor, 2014). Dapatan kajian ini disokong oleh Nur Azlina & Nurhasyinda (2017), di mana
penggunaan bahasa campuran ini memberi kesan secara langsung terhadap penggunaan bahasa
Melayu dan secara tidak langsung terhadap pembinaan jati diri, bangsa dan negara.
Selain itu, umum juga mengetahui bahawa Bahasa Inggeris telah menjadi bahasa global
yang telah dianggap penting untuk dikuasai. Menurut Azizi, Shahrin & Farah Asnida (2008),
Bahasa Inggeris adalah bahasa ekonomi antarabangsa, malah telah menjadi bahasa teknologi
bagi membolehkan negara menjadi lebih kompetitif dan berdaya saing terutamanya dalam era
globalisasi. Kesedaran tentang pentingnya penguasaan Bahasa Inggeris dalam kalangan pelajar
Malaysia terumatanya di peringkat pengajian tinggi telah menunjukkan kepentingan untuk
menguasai Bahasa Inggeris bagi kemajuan dalam bidang akademik dan sekaligus
membolehkan graduan untuk mendapat tempat di alam pekerjaan kelak. Menurut Muhammad
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Hazrul (2012), para majikan menjangkakan graduan dalam pasaran pekerjaan mempunya i
kemahiran insaniah (soft skills) seperti kemahiran komunikasi, penguasaan bahasa Inggeris,
pengetahuan am dan semasa, kebolehan untuk melayan pelanggan, dan sebagainya. Selain itu,
penguasaan Bahasa Inggeris yang lemah merupakan antara lima faktor utama yang akan
mempengaruhi kesukaran graduan mendapatan pekerjaan.
Oleh kerana itu, terbentuknya persaingan penggunaan Bahasa Inggeris dan Bahasa
Melayu dikalangan pelajar IPTA mahupun IPTS. Hampir kesemua matapelajaran dan bahan
rujukan adalah didalam Bahasa Inggeris. Menurut Ketua Perangkawan, Datuk Seri Dr Mohd
Uzir, sebanyak 3.3% orang siswazah yang menganggur setakat September 2018 (BH online,
2018), dan menurut Malaysian Employer Federation (MFF), salah satu punca pengangura n
adalah disebabkan penguasaan Bahasa Inggeris yang lemah. Penguasaan pelajar di dalam
Bahasa Inggeris memberikan mereka kelebihan untuk mendalami pelbagai ilmu, ini kerana
kebanyakkan bahan rujukan adalah di dalam Bahasa Inggeris, dan ini dapat membantu pelajar
melakukan rujukan dan penyelidikan seterusnya diaplikasikan di alam pekerjaan. Faktor ini
telah menyebabkan penguasaan bahasa Inggeris menjadi keutamaan kebanyakan pelajar di IPT
dan sejurusnya menyumbang kepada kurangnya penekanan terhadap praktis serta
penambahbaikan bahasa Melayu. Namun begitu, melalui mata pelajaran MPU sedikit sebanyak
dapat membantu dalam penggunaan Bahasa Melayu di kalangan para pelajar IPT ini kerana
pelajar yang menguasai sekurang-kurangnya dua bahasa mempunyai banyak kelebihan
berbanding yang menguasai satu sahaja. Ini membolehkan mereka menguasai bahan rujukan
dan membantu dalam menerokai lebih banyak info terkini dengan cepat, dan mampu
berkomunikasi dengan yakin dan selesa dari segi penggunaan tatabahasa dan ejaan yang betul
(Bochner, 1996).
Sehubungan dengan itu, kajian ini mencadangkan beberapa solusi berdasarkan kajian
yang telah dilaksanakan terhadap responden di dalam temubual yang lalu. Antara solusi ke arah
pendekatan penyelesaian dalam memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu adalah seperti yang dinyatakan
di dalam perbincangan berikut:
Interaksi Secara Lisan di dalam Kelas
Interaksi lisan ialah proses yang melibatkan penyaluran dan pertukaran maklumat melalui
pertuturan antara penutur dan pendengar. Maklumat yang disalurkan itu terdiri daripada
gagasan, perasaan, berita, dan amanat, disampaikan melalui satu sistem simbol yang dikenali
sebagai bahasa. Sebagai satu perkara yang melibatkan bahasa, interaksi tidak terbentuk
daripada sepatah perkataan atau satu siri perkataan semata-mata, tetapi juga melibatka n
beberapa unsur seperti kelancaran pertuturan, kejelasan makna, situasi perbualan, nada suara,
dan jarak sosial peserta perbualan. Dalam kata lain, aspek interaksi lisan mementingkan bukan
sekadar aspek linguistik bahasa, malahan juga aspek-aspek yang melibatkan pragmatik bahasa.
Interaksi secara lisan di dalam kelas juga merupakan salah satu solusi dalam
memertabatkan Bahasa Melayu supaya ianya dapat dipergunakan secara meluas di negara ini
dan seterusnya dapat memperkasakan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu ini. Menurut Ghazali Lateh
& Shamsudin Othman (2014), bahasa dan interaksi merupakan dua patah perkataan yang tidak
dapat dipisahkan kerana kedua-duanya mempunyai kaitan yang amat rapat. Apabila
mendefinisikan bahasa, kita tidak dapat mengetepikan perkataan interaksi, dan apabila kita
mendefinisikan interaksi, kita pun tidak dapat mengetepikan perkataan bahasa. Hal ini
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menjelaskan bahawa apabila seseorang itu menggunakan Bahasa Melayu dan berinteraks i
sesama sendiri di dalam kelas dengan lebih kerap lagi, ini dapat membuktikan bahawa
penggunaan Bahasa Melayu sebagai alat komunikasi telah digunakan secara meluas bukan
sahaja di dalam kelas, malah mungkin boleh menular sehingga di luar kelas.
Abdul Rasid Jamian, Shamsudin Othman & Sufiza Ishak (2013) menyatakan bahasa
adalah alat komunikasi antara manusia. Justeru, proses pengajaran dan pembelajaran (P&P) di
dalam bilik darjah adalah interaksi sosial yang paling berpengaruh di sekolah. Hal ini kerana
guru-guru berinteraksi dengan murid secara individu hampir setiap hari. Pada masa kini, iklim
P&P lebih menumpukan untuk mencorakkan tingkah laku dan perbendaharaan kata murid murid. Selain itu, bahasa juga adalah salah satu medium utama manusia bersosial. Apabila
bahasa digunakan dalam konteks komunikasi, bahasa pasti terikat dengan budaya, dan ikatan
ini wujud dalam pelbagai bentuk dan bersifat kompleks. Perkataan-perkataan yang dituturka n
dalam bahasa Melayu misalnya, merujuk kepada pengetahuan serta pengalaman yang dilalui
dan dikongsi bersama oleh masyarakat Melayu lazimnya. Sesuatu bahasa yang digunaka n
melambangkan realiti budaya termasuklah dialek yang melambangkan sesebuah negeri (Zaliza
Zubir & Zuliana Zubir, 2014).
Kecekapan berbahasa, terutamanya berkaitan lisan, menunjukkan sesuatu bangsa yang
mengamalkan budaya tersebut. Kepentingan berinteraksi secara lisan antara perkara yang dapat
memberikan kesan yang besar yang perlu ditekankan sejak awal lagi. Kemampuan pelajar
untuk berinteraksi secara berkesan merupakan satu kemahiran yang perlu dikuasai. Ini
membolehkan terjadinya hubungan yang aktif sesama mereka dan boleh mendatangkan tindak
balas dari semua pihak, maka dengan itu terbentukalah aktiviti pembelajaran yang diinginkan.
Selain itu, terdapat juga masalah yang sering dihadapi oleh murid semasa bertutur ialah
tidak dapat menyampaikan fikiran dengan berkesan. Hal ini kerana latar masyarakat di negara
ini mempunyai etnik yang pelbagai memungkinkan wujud masalah seperti kedwibahasaan,
gangguan, penukaran kod, dan sebagainya (Zaliza Zubir & Zuliana Zubir, 2014). Namun
begitu, masalah ini akan dapat diatasi sekiranya penggunaan Bahasa Melayu digunakan di
dalam kelas terutamanya di dalam aktiviti lisan dan tulisan seperti yang telah diterapkan di
dalam buku teks matapelajaran MPU seperti di dalam subjek Hubungan Etnik dan juga TITAS.
Melalui matapelajaran ini, pelajar dapat menggunakan Bahasa Melayu dengan lebih meluas
lagi melalui aktiviti yang telah dijalankan di dalam kelas mengikut silibus yang telah ditetapkan
di dalam subjek tersebut.
Penggunaan Bahasa Melayu Sebagai Bahasa Pengantar di Universiti
Penggunaan Bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengantar terutamanya di peringkat Univers iti
adalah sangat penting yang mana institusi pendidikan ini merupakan salah satu alat yang
berpengaruh dan berkesan dalam usaha perkembangan bahasa Melayu yang menjadikan bahasa
tersebut kepada bahasa kebangsaan dan bahasa rasmi sejak zaman penubuhan Persekutuan
Tanah Melayu lagi. Justeru, perkembangan bahasa kebangsaan di negara ini dalam aspek
pendidikan antara tempoh 1957 hingga 1966, dapat dinilai berdasarkan dua dokumen penting
yang dikenali sebagai Penyata Razak 1956 (Ordinan Pelajaran 1957) (Penyata Jawatan-kuasa
Pelajaran 1956: 17-28) dan Penyata Abdul Rahman Talib 1960 (Akta Pendidikan 1961)
(Penyata Jawatan-kuasa Peranchang Pelajaran Tinggi, 1967). Kedua-dua dokumen tersebut
telah memainkan peranan penting dalam pembentukan Dasar Pendidikan Kebangsaan yang
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begitu menekankan penggunaan bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengantar di semua peringkat
pendidikan (Sharifah Darmia, 2014).
Namun begitu, jika dilihat dalam konteks pada masa kini, usaha untuk
memperkembangkan Bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengantar mula mendapat persaingan
yang hebat daripada Bahasa Inggeris. Ini kerana jika dilihat dari segi sistem pendidikan di
peringkat sekolah dan juga universiti terutamanya yang terletak di kawasan bandar, Bahasa
Melayu diletakkan sama taraf dengan Bahasa Inggeris. Ini kerana Bahasa Inggeris lebih mudah
dan biasa digunakan di dalam kehidupan seharian mereka. Fasal 152 Perlembangaan 1957 juga
menyatakan bahawa Parlimen akan menentukan kedudukan Bahasa Inggeris selepas sepuluh
tahun selepas kemerdekaan.
Hal ini menunjukkan bahawa kedudukan Bahasa Inggersis telah kukuh dan ini
menyukarkan lagi usaha untuk memperluaskan lagi penggunaan Bahasa Melayu di negara ini.
Di samping itu, terdapat juga segelintir orang bukan melayu yang mana mereka sangat
mencurigai semangat yang terkandung dalam Laporan Rahman Talib yang lebih
memartabatkan Bahasa Melayu. Malahan terdapat bantahan secara berdemonstrasi telah
dilakukan untuk menentang usaha untuk memperkembangkan Bahasa Melayu ini (Juriah &
Zainal Abidin, 2007: 469). Oleh sebab itu, untuk memberikan kesedaran serta menyema i
perasaan sayang kepada bangsa dan negara ini, matapelajaran umum (MPU) telah
diperkenalkan. Matapelajaran seperti TITAS dan juga Hubungan Etnik ini juga dapat
menerapkan unsur kepentingan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu dan penggunaan bahasa ini dapat
diaplikasikan oleh pelajar di dalam kelas.
Selain itu, perkembangan ilmu dalam Bahasa Melayu lebih cepat dikembangka n
sekiranya penggunaan bahasa Melayu dapat dibudayakan oleh para ilmuan dalam penerbitan
ilmiah dan pengajaran serta pembelajaran. Situasi ini akan meletakkan bahasa Melayu sebagai
bahasa ilmu tinggi dalam konteks penyebaran ilmu (Noraien & Noor Rohana, 2015). Ini adalah
salah satu bukti di mana, apabila Bahasa Melayu dipergunakan secara meluas di peringkat
universiti, maka penggunaan Bahasa Melayu di dalam kehidupan seharian juga dapat
digalakkan dan penyebaran ilmu dengan menggunakan Bahasa Melayu dapat dipertingkatka n.
Ini bermakna pengunaan Bahasa Melayu khususnya di dalam mata pelajaran umum ini dapat
memberikan impak kepada pelajar supaya dapat menggalakkan mereka menggunakan serta
bertutur di dalam Bahasa Melayu melalui sesi pembelajaran mata pelajaran ini.
Penambahbaikan Penguasaan Bahasa Melayu si Kalangan Pelajar IPTS dijadikan
Pedoman bagi setiap Pihak Pengajar Subjek MPU.
Sebagaimana yang dibangkitkan oleh beberapa responden dalam kajian ini, penggunaan bahasa
Melayu dalam bidang pengajaran subjek MPU perlu diperkasakan oleh golongan pengajar
MPU. Kelemahan penguasaan bahasa Melayu dan penekanan yang lebih kepada kursus-kursus
teras yang lain boleh menghasilkan persepsi yang kurang baik tentang kepentingan bahasa
Melayu di dalam segelintir pelajar IPTS. Pelajar mungkin berasa bahawa peningkata n
penguasaan bahasa Melayu bukanlah keutamaan bagi mereka, biarpun mereka lemah di dalam
bahasa tersebut.
Oleh itu, penggunaan bahasa Melayu tidak sepatutnya dipraktikkan demi untuk
memenuhi piawaian yang ditetapkan oleh pihak kementerian semata-mata. Sebaliknya,
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pengajaran subjek MPU dalam bahasa Melayu harus meningkatkan komprehensi pihak pelajar
terhadap bahasa Melayu. Pihak pengajar perlulah mengambil langkah yang bersesuaian,
biarpun perlahan, untuk menerangkan istilah- istilah serta konsep dalam bahasa Melayu yang
mungkin mengelirukan pihak pelajar. Kadar dan kaedah pembelajaran turut perlu bersesuaian
dengan tahap pemahaman bahasa Melayu bagi pihak yang diajar.
Perkara ini boleh dicapai oleh pengajar dengan menyediakan aktiviti
menggalakkan komunikasi di kalangan pelajar dan di antara pelajar dan pengajar.

yang

Komunikasi lisan yang berterusan adalah asas kepada pembelajaran melalui praktis dan
amalan. Selain itu, tugasan pembentangan lisan serta laporan bertulis boleh mendorong
penggunaan bahasa Melayu lisan mahupun penulisan dalam bahasa Melayu yang lebih mantap
di kalangan pelajar. Seterusnya, penggunaan bahasa Melayu boleh dijadikan sebahagian
daripada rubrik penilaian untuk tugasan untuk memotivasikan penggunaan bahasa Melayu
yang betul dan cekap di kalangan pelajar. Penetapan bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengantara
untuk subjek TITAS dan Hubungan Etnik membolehkan kaedah-kaedah yang dinyatakan di
atas dijalankan. Namun, pengajar subjek TITAS dan Hubungan Etnik seharusnya
menitikberatkan peningkatan penguasaan bahasa di kalangan pelajar mereka dan ini perlu
menjadi sebahagian daripada pedoman dan falsafah setiap pengajar subjek MPU.
Penutup
Konklusinya, biarpun bahasa Melayu adalah bahasa kebangsaan Malaysia dan pengajaran
bahasa Melayu dititikberatkan sepanjang zaman persekolahan awal pelajar-pelajar di Malaysia,
penguasaan dan penggunaan bahasa Melayu yang cekap dan efisien di kalangan pelajar
Institusi Pengajian Tinggi Swasta di Malaysia adalah mengecewakan biarpun kesedaran untuk
menguasai Bahasa kebangsaan ini adalah perlu bagi setiap warga Malaysia. Perkara ini
disebabkan para pelajar lebih cenderung mempraktikan penggunaan bahasa ibunda sendiri atau
bahasa Inggeris dalam pertuturan seharian dengan ahli keluarga dan rakan-rakan mereka.
Kekurangan penggunaan bahasa melayu yang konsisten telah melemahkan penguasaan
terhadap bahasa kebangsaab seperti yang dilihat di kalangan pelajar swasta di Malaysia.
Tambahan pula, andaian umum pelajar swasta bahawa Bahasa Inggeris lebih penting daripada
Bahasa Melayu di alam pekerjaan turut mengurangkan kecenderungan dan minat pelajar untuk
memperkasakan pengunaan Bahasa Melayu.
Oleh itu, dasar Kementerian Pendidikan Tinggi Malaysia untuk memartabatka n
penggunaan Bahasa Melayu sebagai bahasa pengajaran dalam subjek MPU di institus i
pengajian tinggi awam mahupun swasta adalah suatu tindakan yang wajar dan telah mendapat
sambutan yang menggalakkan daripada pelajar yang terlibat di dalam kajian ini. Penggunaa n
bahasa Melayu dalam pembelajaran seperti subjek Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia (TITAS)
serta Hubungan Etnik menggalakkan kembali penggunaan Bahasa Melayu dalam proses
pembelajaran seharian dan mengurangkan kemerosotan penggunaan Bahasa Melayu di
kalangan pelajar institusi pengajian tinggi. Sungguhpun begitu, untuk memupuk kembali minat
terhadap bahasa kebangsaan melalui pengajaran TITAS dan Hubungan Etnik, pihak pengajar
disarankan supaya mengambil pendekatan yang professional dan konsisten dalam proses
pengajaran dan pembelajaran subjek tersebut. Selain daripada penerapan nilai murni yang ingin
dicapai, subjek TITAS dan Hubungan Etnik dapat membantu pelajar IPTS untuk membentuk
nilai penghargaan terhadap keunikan bahasa melayu dan mendorong mereka untuk menyedar i
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kepentingan bahasa melayu sebagai bahasa kebangsaan bagi mengekalkan identiti mereka
sebagai warganegara Malaysia. Penggunaan bahasa melayu dalam kelas MPU yang
menggalakkan penggunaan bahasa tersebut dalam aktiviti seharian pelajar berpotensi untuk
mencapai dan memenuhi objektif serta matlamat ini. Oleh itu, pihak kementerian, pembuat
dasar, tenaga pengajar dan pihak-pihak yang terlibat secara langsung seharusnya meneruskan
pengukuhan keberkesanan subjek MPU dalam memperkasakan penggunaan bahasa Melayu
dengan kaedah yang kreatif, inovatif dan proaktif agar menjadi teras dalam usaha memelihara
identiti, adat, tradisi dan budaya tempatan di kalangan generasi muda Malaysia.
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PENGGUNAAN KAEDAH BUCK DALAM MENYELESAIKAN
MASALAH BERAYAT MATEMATIK
Mahaletchumy A/P Kumarasamy
Effandi Zakaria
Fakulti Pendidikan Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Abstrak: Penyelesaian masalah berayat matematik merupakan kemahiran matematik yang
harus dikuasai oleh setiap pelajar. Kajian ini mengunakan kaedah BUCK untuk membantu
pelajar meningkatkan kemahiran penyelesaian masalah berayat matematik bagi topik Pecahan
Tahun 5. Kajian tindakan ini dijalankan terhadap 4 responden dari sebuah sekolah jenis
kebangsaan tamil di Negeri Sembilan. Soalan penyelesaian masalah diberikan dan dianalis is
secara kuantitatif. Dapatan menunjukkan responden tidak memahami maksud dan kehendak
soalan dan gagal menentukan operasi yang betul. Hasil kajian menunjukkan kaedah BUCK
dapat meningkatkan kemahiran pelajar menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik secara
sistematik.
Kata Kunci: Masalah berayat Matematik; Kaedah BUCK
Abstract: Problem solving is a mathematical skill that must be mastered by every student. This
study use the BUCK method to enhanced students skills in solving Fraction word problems for
Year 5 pupil. This study was conducted on 4 respondents from a Tamil national school in
Negeri Sembilan. Problem solving questions are given and analysed quantitatively. The
findings showed that respondents did not understand the meanings and the questions and failed
to determine the correct operation. The results of the study showed that BUCK method can
improve the skill of pupils solving mathematical problems systematically.
Keywords: Mathematical problems; BUCK method
___________________________________________________________________________
Pengenalan
Kemahiran menyelesaikan masalah merupakan antara aspirasi murid yang disenaraika n
dalam Pelan Pembangunan Pendidikan Malaysia 2013 hingga 2025. Kemahiran menyelesa ika n
masalah merupakan satu proses yang kompleks dan sukar dipelajari (Roslina et.al,2010).
Kemahiran menyelesaikan masalah sering dikaitkan dengan pengetahuan abstrak dalam konsep
matematik. Maka, strategi pengajaran yang melibatkan penggunaan masalah bukan rutin dapat
memberi peluang kepada pelajar untuk membina pemikiran aras tinggi (KBAT). Malang sekali,
tidak semua pelajar mampu menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik kerana mereka
menghadapi kesukaran dalam fasa-fasa tertentu yang diperkenalkan oleh Polya (1973).
Kesukaran pelajar menyelesaikan masalah berayat menyebabkan mereka gagal serta enggan
menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik yang terbukti dalam pencapaian Matematik pelajar
Malaysia dalam pentaksiran antrabangsa seperti Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS). Kajian Susanti et.al. (2014) mendapati pelajar sukar untuk
menyelesaikan masalah berayat dan antara kesukaran yang dihadapi oleh mereka adalah, a)
membaca dan menterjemahkan data, b) menentukan dan mewakilkan data dan c) membua t
kesimpulan dan penghujahan. Jemaah Nazir Sekolah Persekutuan (2011) menyatakan pelajar
cenderung menyelesaikan masalah Matematik menggunakan teknik hafalan prosedur dan
istilah- istilah yang dikenali sebagai kata kunci. Amalan hafalan prosedur dan kata kunci dapat
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membantu pelajar menyelesaikan penyelesaian masalah rutin yang melibatkan algoritma yang
sudah dipelajari tanpa memahami masalah Matematik yang diberikan.
Oleh itu, satu kaedah alternatif baru yang sistematik dan teratur harus diperkenalka n
kepada pelajar untuk menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik. Maka, kajian ini dijalanka n
untuk mencari kaedah alternatif baru dalam membantu pelajar-pelajar sekolah rendah
menyelesaikan masalah berayat dalam tajuk Pecahan.
Tujuan kajian ini ialah:
1. Mengenal pasti masalah-masalah yang dihadapi oleh pelajar semasa menyelesaikan
masalah berayat matematik.
2. Membantu meningkatkan kemahiran pelajar dalam menjawab masalah berayat
matematik dengan menggunakan kaedah BUCK.
Tinjauan Literatur
Penyelesaian masalah Matematik dikaitkan dengan kemahiran hubungkait konsep
Matematik dengan realiti (Boonen 2016). Menurut Yazgan (2016) menyatakan pelajar harus
didedahkan dengan strategi-strategi yang berkesan supaya pelajar tidak menghadapi masalah
menyelesaikan masalah berayat dalam Matematik.
Nik Nur Fadhlillah Abd Razak et.al (2014) menyatakan bahawa terdapat pelbagai
model penyelesaian masalah yang diperkenalkan oleh ahli-ahli Matematik bagi meningka tka n
kemahiran penyelesaian masalah dalam kalangan pelajar. Antara model yang diperkenalka n
ialah Model Polya (1945). Model ini sering digunakan dalam buku teks Matematik pendidikan
Malaysia. Rajah 1 menunjukkan model ini mengariskan empat fasa penyelesaian masalah iaitu
memahami masalah, merancang strategi, melaksanakan strategi dan menyemak semula
jawapan.
Memahami Masalah

Menyediakan
Rancangan
Melaksanakan
Rancangan

Rancang
an
Berhasil?

Menyemak

Tamat
Rajah 1: Proses Penyelesaian Masalah Mod 1
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Model Polya telah dikaji dalam banyak kajian penyelesaian masalah matematik. Fasa
atau peringkat dalam Model Polya sering disenaraikan secara umum. Tahap pelajar dalam
penyelesaian masalah bukan rutin menggunakan Model Polya berada pada tahap sederhana
dimana pelajar sering menghadapi masalah kefahaman soalan dan transformasi (Norulbiah
Ngah dan Effandi Zakaria 2016; Azurah Mohd Johar dan Effandi Zakaria 2015; Johari bin
Hassan dan Yeong Wai Chung 2010). Kajian-kajian lepas memberi pelbagai pandangan yang
berbeza mengenai kesalahan yang dilakukan oleh pelajar dalam menyelesaikan masalah
matematik. Namun, harus diberi perhatian bahawa kegagalan menyelesaikan masalah berayat
matematik ialah kegagalan pelajar memahami soalan kerana pelajar tidak dapat mengkaitka n
soalan dengan konsep Matematik yang sesuai.
Maka, ‘Youtube’ Bahagian Pendidikan mempunyai satu video yang bertajuk “Easy
system to solve word problems” (Smartatmath, 2011). Video ini menggunakan kaedah ‘BUCK’
iaitu bersamaan dengan istilah wang dalam Bahasa Inggeris untuk menyelesaikan masalah
berayat matematik. Kaedah ini mengikut strategi parafrasa yang diutarakan oleh Montague
(2005) dan strategi Subgol oleh Aida Suraya (1989) dalam konteks yang lebih mudah dan
menarik perhatian pelajar-pelajar sekolah rendah. Kaedah ini lebih berfokus kepada makluma tmaklumat yang boleh membantu pelajar memahami masalah- masalah bukan rutin dalam
matematik.
Metodologi Kajian
Rekabentuk Kajian
Kajian ini menggunakan reka bentuk kajian tindakan yang diperkenalkan oleh Jean Mc
Niff (2003) yang melibatkan satu kitaran. Rajah 2 menunjukkan kitaran Jean Mc Niff.

Rajah 2: Model Jean Mc Niff
Kitaran pertama merupakan fasa memperkenalkan kaedah BUCK untuk meyelesa ika n
masalah berayat matematik. Pendekatan kajian ini menggunakan kaedah kuantitatif dan
kualitatif untuk menganalisis hasil dapatan instrumen seperti analisis dokumen latihan awal,
latihan akhir, pemerhatian, temubual dan senarai semak.
Intervensi Kaedah BUCK
Kaedah BUCK ditemui dalam ‘Youtube’ Bahagian Pendidikan bertajuk “Easy system
to solve word problems” (Smartatmath, 2011). Video ini menggunakan kaedah ‘BUCK’ iaitu
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bersamaan dengan istilah wang dalam Bahasa Inggeris untuk menyelesaikan masalah berayat
matematik.
Huraian singkatan ‘BUCK’ ialah:
B = Box the question / Kotakkan soalan
U = Underline important information / Gariskan maklumat yang penting
C = Circle the keyword / Bulatkan kata kunci
K = Knock out unnecessary information / Potong maklumat yang tidak perlu
Easy system to solve word problem (Smartatmath, 2011)
Penyelesaian menggunakan kaedah ‘BUCK’ adalah seperti berikut:

Contoh soalan:
Kajian menunjukkan

daripada murid bermain bola sepak takraw. daripada murid yang

bermain bola sepak takraw juga bermain badminton. Jika terdapat 132 orang murid, berapa

bilangan murid yang bermain bola sepak takraw dan badminton?

Kajian menunjukkan

daripada murid bermain bola sepak takraw.

daripada murid yang

bermain bola sepak takraw juga bermain badminton. Jika terdapat 132 orang murid,

berapa bilangan murid yang bermain bola sepak takraw dan badminton?

Responden Kajian
Kajian ini dijalankan terhadap pelajar Tahun 5 di salah sebuah Sekolah Jenis
Kebangsaan Tamil (SJKT) di daerah Kuala Pilah, Negeri Sembilan. Teknik persampelan
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bertujuan digunakan untuk memilih responden yang menghadapi masalah dalam
menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik. Seramai 4 responden dipilih berdasarkan
pemerhatian dan analisis dokumen buku latihan dan kertas ujian. Didapati pelajar-pelajar ini
mahir dalam pengiraan matematik, tetapi tidak dapat menyelesaikan masalah berayat
matematik.
Responden kajian terdiri daripada 2 pelajar lelaki dan 2 pelajar perempuan dalam kelas
yang sama. Mereka merupakan pelajar-pelajar yang tidak dapat menyelesaikan masalah berayat
kerana tidak faham kehendak soalan.
Instrumentasi
Triangulasi data analisis dokumen latihan awal, latihan akhir dan temubual responden
menyelesaikan masalah berayat sebelum dan selepas kaedah BUCK dianalisis secara
kuantitatif dan kualitatif untuk mendapatkan maklumat tentang masalah yang dihadapi oleh
responden dan cara mereka menyelesaikan masalah berayat. Set soalan yang digunakan dalam
kajian ini ialah empat soalan subjektif dalam topik Pecahan yang telah digunakan oleh Abdul
Halim Abdullah (2015). Soalan-soalan ini telah dibina oleh Abdul Halim Abdullah dan Liyana
Zainal Abidin. Soalan temu bual separa berstuktur digunakan selepas ujian awal dan ujian akhir
bagi menilai kaedah BUCK dalam membantu murid menjawab masalah bukan rutin dengan
tepat.
Dapatan Kajian
Soalan Kajian 1:
Apakah masalah-masalah yang dihadapi oleh pelajar semasa menye lesaikan masalah berayat
matematik?
Hasil pemerhatian awal mendapati empat responden kajian menghadapi masalah seperti berikut
semasa menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik bagi topik pecahan:
i.
Tidak faham kehendak soalan.
ii.
Meneka operasi matematik bagi menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik.
Berikut merupakan petikan daripada hasil temubual bersama responden:
Soalan: Apakah kaedah yang kamu gunakan untuk menyelesaikan soalan?
RK 1 : Saya teka sahaja.
RK 2 : Hmm……. Tidak tahu.
RK 3 : Hentam sahaja.
RK 4 : Saya baca soalan dan faham soalan dan buat.

Soalan: Adakah kamu faham soalan yang diberi?
RK 1 : Sikit-sikit
RK 2 : Sikit
RK 3 : Tidak
RK 4 : Tidak
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Hasil dapatan temubual bersama responden kajian 3 dan responden kajian 4 menyatakan
bahawa mereka hanya meneka soalan kerana tidak memahami soalan. Responden kajian 1 dan
2 dapat memahami soalan tetapi gagal menyelesaikan masalah berayat kerana operasi yang
dipilihnya adalah salah.
Soalan Kajian 2:
Adakah terdapat perbezaan pencapaian responden dalam menyelesaikan masalah bukan rutin
sebelum dan selepas kaedah BUCK diperkenalkan?
Selepas intervensi dijalankan, didapati bahawa responden kajian dapat menjawab masalah
berayat dengan lebih baik iaitu petakkan soalan, gariskan informasi penting, bulatkan kata
kunci dan pangkah informasi yang tidak perlu dapat membantu responden menyelesa ika n
masalah berayat matematik. Kaedah BUCK juga membantu responden-responden kajian
memahami masalah berayat matematik. Rajah 3 dan 4 menunjukkan contoh penyelesa ia n
masalah berayat responden kajian 3 dalam latihan awal dan latihan akhir.

Rajah 3: Jalan kerja Responden Kajian 3 dalam latihan awal

Rajah 4: Jalan kerja Responden Kajian 3 dalam latihan akhir
Responden kajian 3 telah berjaya mengaplikasikan penggunaan kaedah BUCK dalam
menyelesaikan masalah bukan rutin. Kedua-dua contoh hasil analisis iaitu rajah 3 dan 4
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menunjukkan perbezaan responden kajian menyelesaikan masalah berayat menggunaka n
kaedah BUCK.
Rajah 5 merupakan hasil kerja responden kajian 2 menggunakan Kaedah BUCK untuk
menyelesaikan masalah bukan rutin. Responden kajian 2 telah menggunakan petakkan soalan
dan gariskan informasi bagi membantunya memilih operasi yang betul untuk menyelesa ika n
masalah bukan rutin. Bentuk lazim yang ditulis oleh responden kajian 2 adalah kemas dan
teratur.

Rajah 5: Hasil kerja Responden Kajian 2 dalam latihan akhir
Pemerhatian dalam latihan akhir menunjukkan responden kajian sangat suka
menyelesaikan masalah bukan rutin berbanding dengan latihan awal. Kaedah BUCK dapat
membantu peserta kajian memahami dan menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik secara
sistematik dan tepat. Dapatan kajian ini dikukuhkan lagi dengan temubual bersama responden
kajian.
Soalan: Bagaimana kaedah BUCK membantu kamu?
RK 1 : Saya petakkan soalan dan informasi yang perlu untuk soalan. Selepas itu, saya buat
pengiraan.
RK 2 : Saya dapat faham soalan dengan kaedah BUCK.
RK 3 : Saya faham soalan kerana saya gariskan informasi yang penting sahaja.
RK 4 : Saya petakkan soalan dan guna informasi penting untuk faham soalan.
Hasil temu bual menyatakan bahawa responden kajian telah menggunakan kaedah
BUCK untuk membantu mereka memahami masalah berayat matematik dan pada masa yang
sama, mereka dapat memilih operasi yang betul bagi menyelesaikan masalah berayat yang
diberikan dalam latihan akhir.
Responden kajian didapati dapat menunjukkan peningkatan dalam menjawab masalah
berayat matematik. Berdasarkan jadual 1, responden kajian dapat memperoleh markah penuh
untuk beberapa masalah berayat matematik. Pencapaian responden kajian 1 dan 4 dalam latiha n
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akhir menunjukkan peningkatan yang sangat baik. Responden kajian 2 dan 3 tidak melakukan
satu operasi untuk menyelesaikan soalan 1 dan 3. Namun, responden kajian 2 dan 3 dapat
memahami soalan dan melakukan sebahagian operasi yang diperlukan. Responden kajian 4
telah mendapat markah penuh dalam latihan akhir kerana dia cuba untuk memahami soalan
yang diberikan dengan kaedah BUCK.
Jadual 1: Pencapaian Peserta Kajian mengikut Soalan dalam Latihan Awal dan
Latihan Akhir
Soalan 1
Soalan 2
Soalan 3
Soalan 4
Jumlah
(3 markah)
(3 markah)
(3 markah)
(3 markah)
(12 markah)
Sebelu
m

Selepa
s

Sebelu
m

Selepa
s

Sebelu
m

Selepa
s

Sebelu
m

Selepa
s

Sebelu
m

Selepa
s

PK
1

1

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

1

11

PK
2

0

2

0

3

0

2

0

3

0

10

PK
3

0

2

0

3

0

2

0

3

0

10

PK
4

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

12

Oleh itu, kaedah BUCK telah berjaya menyelesaikan masalah responden kajian iaitu
tidak memahami soalan berayat matematik. Mereka sangat gembira dengan markah yang
diperoleh oleh mereka dalam latihan akhir.
Perbincangan
Kajian ini bertujuan untuk membantu meningkatkan kemahiran murid dalam menjawab
masalah berayat dengan menggunakan kaedah BUCK. Empat soalan berayat berkaitan dengan
topik Pecahan telah diedarkan kepada responden kajian. Pencapaian responden kajian dalam
latihan awal adalah sangat menyedihkan kerana hanya responden kajian 1 yang mendapat
markah 1 daripada 12, manakala responden kajian 2,3 dan 4 tidak dapat sebarang markah bagi
empat soalan berayat matematik. Namun, latihan akhir menunjukkan peningkatan yang
cemerlang dalam kalangan responden kajian. Responden kajian 4 telah mendapat markah
penuh, manakala responden kajian yang lain mendapat markah 10 dan 11. Pencapaian ini
menunjukkan bahawa responden kajian dapat memahami masalah berayat matematik dan
menyelesaikan masalah berayat menggunakan kaedah BUCK.
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Kepentingan Kajian
Penyelesaian masalah berayat diterapkan dalam diri pelajar untuk mengenali pelajar
yang mampu menyelesaikan masalah dalam kehidupan seharian. Chong Siew Ha dan Roslinda
Rosli (2017) menyatakan bahawa penyelesaian masalah berayat merupakan satu kemahira n
asas yang perlu dipelajari oleh pelajar supaya mereka dapat menyelesaikan masalah kehidupan
rutin dan bukan rutin dengan pelbagai strategi penyelesaian. Kajian ini penting untuk
membantu pelajar menyelesaikan masalah berayat supaya mereka sentiasa sedia menghadap i
masalah dalam kehidupan seharian.
Kajian ini penting untuk membantu pelajar memahami soalan berayat supaya mereka
dapat membentuk ayat matematik yang betul untuk menyelesaikan soalan berayat. Kenyataan
saya disokong oleh kajian Boonen (2016) yang menyatakan kefahaman pembacaan teks
matematik dimana pelajar menghadapi kesukaran dalam menterjemah masalah matematik
berayat dalam bentuk persamaan dan simbol. Maka, langkah pertama dalam kaedah BUCK
merupakan satu langkah pemahaman soalan berayat matematik.
Garelick (2013) menyatakan bahawa teknik pengajaran guru matematik banyak
mendorong pelajar untuk menyelesaikan masalah matematik. Justeru itu, kaedah BUCK
merupakan satu kaedah baru yang membantu murid-murid Tahun 5 memahami dan
menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik. Penyelesaian masalah berayat matematik memberi
keyakinan kepada pelajar untuk mempelajari, menguasai dan menggunakan ilmu Matematik
dengan betul.
Implikasi Kajian
Kajian ini memberi implikasi yang positif kepada diri responden kajian kerana
responden kajian telah mendapat satu pengetahuan dan pengalaman yang baru. Kajian ini telah
membantu mengenal pasti masalah pelajar serta cara-cara mengatasi masalah pelajar
menyelesaikan masalah berayat.
Responden kajian juga menunjukkan peningkatan dalam menyelesaikan masalah
berayat matematik. Selain itu, mereka juga lebih bermotivasi dan berkeyakinan untuk
menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik.
Selain itu, guru-guru Matematik yang lain juga boleh menggunakan kaedah BUCK
dalam pengajaran penyelesaian masalah. Kaedah ini akan membantu pelajar memaha mi
masalah berayat dan membantu pelajar menulis ayat matematik yang betul.
Cadangan kajian lanjutan
Kajian lanjutan daripada kajian ini ialah kajian boleh dijalankan di sekolah-sekolah lain
dengan responden kajian yang berbeza intelektual untuk meninja u keberkesanan kaedah BUCK
membantu pelajar menyelesaikan masalah berayat matematik.
Rumusan
Secara kesimpulan, intervensi yang
membantu pelajar menyelesaikan masalah.
soalan berayat dalam kalangan murid Tahun
yang betul untuk menyelesaikan masalah

sesuai harus diterokai oleh guru-guru untuk
Kajian ini berjaya meningkatkan pemahama n
5 dan membantu mereka menggunakan operasi
berayat matematik. Kajian ini telah berjaya
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memperkenalkan satu kaedah baru yang boleh digunakan untuk penyelesaian masalah berayat
sama ada masalah rutin mahupun masalah bukan rutin. Oleh itu, pelbagai kaedah atau teknik
harus diperkenalkan kepada murid supaya ilmu yang ingin disampaikan dapat difahami oleh
murid-murid.
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Abstract: Amalan Perakaunan Alam Sekitar (PAS) boleh membantu perniagaan mencapai
prestasi ekonomi lebih baik dan bergerak ke arah kelestarian. Malangnya, praktis PAS ini
masih rendah, tidak menyeluruh dan tidak konsisten antara satu syarikat dengan syarikat yang
lain. Keadaan ini malah berlaku di kalangan syarikat yang dianggap sebagai syarikat berisiko
tinggi yang mana kesan operasinya dianggap sangat sensitif kepada alam sekitar. Terdapat
jurang dalam kajian PAS yang berkaitan dengan apa yang mendorong syarikat untuk
membangunkan sistem perakaunan alam sekitar dan apakah keadaan yang boleh membantu
memudahkan pelaksanaannya. Oleh itu, kajian ini berminat untuk melihat kepada
perlaksanaan PAS di kalangan industri sensitif di Malaysia dan memahami faktor-faktor yang
mempengaruhi penggunaannya. Kajian ini menggunakan instrumen kaji selidik untuk
mendapatkan bukti daripada pengamal; memberi tumpuan kepada syarikat awam tersenarai
dalam industri yang sensitif kepada alam sekitar di Malaysia. Bersandarkan kepada
kerangkakerja perspektif institusi, kajian ini cuba untuk menyatakan hubungan antara konsep
isomorfisme institusi dan penerapan PAS. Tiga jenis isomorfisme institusi diuji dalam kajian
ini, iaitu isomorfisme koersif, isomorfisme mimetik dan isomorfisme normatif.
Keywords: Perakaunan Pengurusan Alam Sekitar, Isomorfisme
1. PENGENALAN
Persekitaran perniagaan global masa kini yang pesat dengan persaingan memerlukan firma firma perniagaan menjadi lebih inovatif untuk terus berdaya saing. Selain itu, mereka juga perlu
sentiasa peka dan bertindak balas terhadap sebarang isu, tuntutan dan piawaian global bagi
menjamin kelangsungan perniagaan. Dalam keadaan masyarakat mula menyedari dan
mengecam impak negatif perniagaan terhadap alam sekitar, isu kelestarian menjadi antara isu
global baru yang menuntut kesedaran korporat pada masa kini dan keengganan syarikat
melakukan sedemikian boleh menggugat prestasi ekonomi mereka (Dawkins dan Lewis, 2003;
Jones, 2010; Ritter, Borchardt, Vaccaro, Pereira dan Almeida, 2014). Keadaan ini
menyebabkan syarikat-syarikat mula menyedari akan kepentingan prestasi alam sekitar serta
bertindak sewajarnya dengan menempatkan pembangunan mampan dalam agenda perniagaan
mereka.
Secara amnya, sistem perakaunan merupakan antara tulang belakang kepada kejayaan
sesuatu perniagaan di atas kemampuannya membawa kepada pembuatan keputusan-keputusa n
penting yang bijak dalam organisasi. Oleh sebab itu, sistem perakaunan ini dilihat sebagai
mempunyai peranan yang amat penting dalam menyokong pengurusan alam sekitar korporat
(Collins, Lawrence, Roper & Haar, 2011; Contrafatto & Burns, 2013). Walaubagaimanap un,
perakaunan pengurusan konvensional sedia ada tidak mampu dan tidak relevan dalam
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menangani isu-isu alam sekitar (Doorasamy & Garbharran, 2015; Johnson & Kaplan, 1987).
Oleh itu, penggunaan sistem perakaunan yang lebih kontemporari seperti Perakaunan Alam
Sekitar (PAS) dilihat sebagai satu pendekatan penting yang perlu diterapkan oleh firma-fir ma
perniagaan, terutamanya di kalangan syarikat-syarikat yang mana operasi mereka mempunya i
impak besar terhadap alam sekitar (Dayana, 2010; Frost & Wilmshurst, 2000).
Keperluan perlaksanaan PAS ini juga dilihat sebagai sangat relevan bagi negara-negara
membangun mahupun negara-negara perindustrian pesat seperti Malaysia. Kebergantunga n
Malaysia kepada sektor industri seperti pertanian, perkilangan dan industri berat (dengan 47
peratus daripada KDNK) telah menjadikan kualiti alam persekitaran semakin buruk dan
menjejaskan kesihatan dan kebajikan masyarakat, serta menimbulkan kebimbangan yang
sangat serius di kalangan masyarakat, yang hasilnya meningkatkan kesedaran mereka tentang
isu ini (Anwar, Habib, Haslenda, Saeed & Ramli, 2014; Bakhtiar, Maliah & Nik Nazli, 2009;
DOE, 2012; Fauziah & Agamuthu, 2012). Konsep dan fungsi perakaunan sosial dan alam
sekitar telah diterima oleh pengamal perakaunan Malaysia, yang mengakui pendekatan PAS
sebagai praktikal, relevan dan penting untuk persekitaran hari ini (Zulkifli, Telford & Marriott,
2009). Apatah lagi dalam usaha untuk mencapai status negara perindustrian menjelang tahun
2020, kualiti persekitaran Malaysia dijangka akan terus terancam. Atas sebab ini, syarikat syarikat perniagaan di Malaysia perlu terlibat secara serius dalam inisiatif pemuliharaan alam
sekitar dan pada masa yang sama mengekalkan pertumbuhan ekonomi mereka, dan dengan ini
memerlukan mereka melaksanakan PAS. Kajian ini diharap dapat memberikan gambaran
tentang adopsi PAS di Malaysia dan memperlihatkan bagaimana ia dapat dipromosikan bagi
membantu negara mencapai keseimbangan dalam prestasi alam sekitar dan ekonomi.
2. Tinjauan kajian lepas
Menurut Deegan (2003a, ms.10), Perakaunan Alam Sekitar (PAS) berkait dengan penyediaan
maklumat berkaitan prestasi alam sekitar kepada pihak berkepentingan di dalam dan di luar
organisasi. Burritt, Hahn dan Schaltegger (2002a, p.41) mengklasifikasikan PAS dengan cara
yang lebih terperinci dengan membahagikannya kepada dua: perakaunan alam sekitar
kewangan dan fizikal. Konsep PAS ini muncul akibat ketiadaan sistem perakaunan yang
efisyen dalam memberikan maklumat persekitaran yang relevan kepada pihak pengurusan yang
mengakibatkan kegagalan firma untuk mengenalpasti kesan dan pertumbuhan kos persekitaran
apatah lagi mengawal kos alam sekitar dalam syarikat mereka (Ditz et al., 1995; Gale, 2006a;
Gale, 2006b). Misalnya dalam kajian Doorasamy dan Garbharran (2015) terhadap syarikat
pengeluar kertas, penulis membuktikan kelemahan sistem kos konvensional dalam mengira kos
persekitaran sebenar dalam proses pengeluaran akibat kegagagalan sistem mengira output
bukan produk (non-product output) syarikat. Penulis mendapati bahawa kos persekitaran ini
terkurang catat secara signifikan dan telah menghalang syarikat daripada menyedari tentang
sistem pengeluaran wap mereka yang tidak efisyen, yang seterusnya menyebabkan syarikat
mengalami kerugian wang dan memberikan kesan negatif kepada alam sekitar. Oleh itu,
motivasi untuk melaksanakan Perakaunan Alam Sekitar adalah untuk menilai kerosakan / kesan
operasi perniagaan, serta mengenal pasti potensi faedah dan penjimatan daripada pengambila n
projek atau pelaburan alam sekitar yang inovatif (Gale, 2006b; Jasch, 2006, 2009, 2012) .
Walaubagaimanapun, PAS merupakan satu pendekatan baru yang mana kedua-dua
manfaat dan kelemahannya agak tidak difahami dan disedari oleh kebanyakan syarikat korporat
(Belal, Cooper & Roberts, 2013). Malahan, penyelidikan dalam bidang ini terutamanya dalam
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bidang Perakaunan Pengurusan Alam Sekitar (PPAS) juga agak terhad (Burritt, Schaltegger &
Zvezdov, 2011). Kajian lepas PAS kebanyakannya berkisar mengenai pelaporan kewangan
ataupun penggunaan kaedah PAS yang terhad, melalui tinjauan kes yang bilanggannya juga
terhad yang cenderung hanya memberikan gambaran deskriptif tentang perlaksanaannya
(contohnya Deegan, 2003a; Gale, 2006; Jasch, 2009; Staniskis & Staskiene, 2006) tanpa
menganalisis atau menilai secara kritis keberkesanan amalan tersebut (Bouma & van der Veen,
2002; Melchiorsen, Mogensen & Rikhardson, 2005). Kajian tentang kadar adopsi juga tidak
banyak dan kajian empirikal tentang faktor-faktor yang mendorong perlaksanaanya juga terhad.
Antara kajian yang melihat kepada kadar adopsi PAS adalah Osborn et al. (2002), Gadenne
dan Zaman (2002), Christ dan Burritt (2013) dan Qian, Burritt dan Monroe (2011). Majoriti
penemuan menunjukkan bahawa amalan PAS masih tidak dilaksanakan secara meluas, tiada
pembangunan sistem pengiraan kos persekitaran yang holistik, dan sebenarnya masih banyak
syarikat yang tidak bertindakbalas terhadap isu-isu alam sekitar. Dalam konteks Malaysia,
tahap pembangunan Perakaunan Alam Sekitar di negara ini masih dianggap rendah dan lambat
berbanding negara-negara Asia Pasifik lain (Williams, 1999; Haslinda et al., 2006; Norhasimah
et al., 2016). Kajian khusus untuk PPAS di Malaysia juga sedikit dengan hanya beberapa kajian
yang membincangkan isu ini, seperti Dayana et al., 2011; Farizah et al., 2015; Maliah &
Norsyahida, 2009). Walau bagaimanapun, skop kajian mereka adalah sangat terhad dari segi
kaedah PAS yang diselidiki dan liputan sampel yang diuji. Oleh itu, penyelidikan dalam bidang
ini sangat diperlukan untuk memberikan pemahaman yang mendalam tentang manfaat PAS
dan diharap kajian ini dapat menyumbang kepada literatur PAS khususnya dalam konteks
negara membangun.
2.1. Teori Sosiologi Neo-Institusi (NIS) dan PAS
Rangka kerja sosiologi institusi menerangkan bagaimana sistem sosial, politik dan ekonomi
dapat memberikan tekanan kepada firma perniagaan dan mengarahkan mereka kepada
kelakuan atau adopsi inovasi yang tertentu (Baughn et al., 2007). Teori NIS melihat tentang
perkembangan sesebuah inovasi dari konteks institusi sosial dan bukannya dari perspektif
kecekapan ekonomi. Dari perspektif ini, organisasi dipercayai akan mengubah strukturnya
untuk memenuhi apa yang dianggap sebagai sesuatu norma atau keadaan yang boleh diterima
oleh pihak-pihak dalam persekitaran mereka (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). DiMaggio dan
Powell (1983) percaya bahawa isomorfisme institusi adalah konsep terbaik untuk menjelaska n
perubahan organisasi. Walaupun mereka mengakui kepentingan faktor ekonomi firma sebagai
pendorong (yang mereka rujuk sebagai isomorfisme bersaing), mereka berpendapat bahawa ia
hanya menerangkan sebahagian sahaja proses homogenisasi dan ianya mungkin berlaku hanya
semasa peringkat awal penyebaran inovasi, iaitu berakar umbi dalam keinginan untuk
meningkatkan prestasi. Walau bagaimanapun, proses itu lebih banyak dipengaruhi oleh
keprihatinan tentang kesesuaian sosial, yang mana inilah yang memperkukuhkan proses
homogenisasi tersebut iaitu melalui isomorfisme institusi (Modell, 2002; DiMaggio & Powell,
1983). Isomorfisme institusi ini merangkumi penghuraian peraturan, simbol dan kepercayaan
yang harus disesuaikan oleh organisasi individu untuk mendapatkan kelangsungan perniagaan
(Hassan, 2005, ms.127). Terdapat tiga jenis isomorfisme institusi yang telah menjadi konsep
utama dalam kesusasteraan teori institusi, iaitu isomorfisme koersif, isomorfisme mimetik dan
isomorfisme normatif (DiMaggio dan Powell, 1983). Menurut DiMaggio dan Powell (1983),
isomorfisme koersif berpunca dari pengaruh politik dan isu legitimasi. Ia berpunca dari tekanan
formal dan tidak formal yang dikenakan oleh organisasi lain dan jangkaan budaya dalam
masyarakat di mana organisasi berfungsi. Tekanan koersif ini mungkin datang dalam bentuk
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arahan, pujukan atau melalui libatsama dalam sesebuah perkongsian. Sumber tekanan paksaan
termasuklah kerajaan, syarikat induk, media dan organisasi bukan kerajaan (NGO).
Isomorfisme Mimetik pula adalah hasil daripada tindakbalas standard kepada
ketidakpastian (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). DiMaggio dan Powell (1983) mendakwa bahawa
ketidakpastian adalah daya kuat yang mendorong kepada sifat mimetik/meniru. Ini mungk in
berlaku apabila matlamat organisasi adalah tidak jelas atau wujud keadaan yang tidak menentu
tanpa rujukan atau garis panduan yang betul. Maka, organisasi akan melihat kepada organisas i
model yang berjaya dan meniru apa yang telah mereka lakukan (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).
DiMaggio dan Powell (1983) menyatakan bahawa keadaan ini juga digunakan dalam konteks
penyebaran inovasi. Isomorfisme normatif berpunca terutamanya dari profesionalisme, yang
menubuhkan asas kognitif dan legitimasi untuk sesuatu profesion (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).
Menurut DiMaggio dan Powell (1983), seperti organisasi, profesional juga terikat dengan
tekanan koersif dan mimetik. Profesional akan terlibat dalam penyelesaian "praktik terbaik"
atau pendekatan yang dianjurkan oleh sumber-sumber yang boleh dipercayai, dan biasanya
tindakan mereka akan mempamerkan persamaan dengan rakan-rakan profesional mereka
dalam organisasi lain. Terdapat dua sumber penting isomorfismee normatif yang menyokong
penyebaran idea baru: pendidikan formal yang dihasilkan oleh pakar universiti, dan
pertumbuhan dan penjelasan melalui rangkaian profesional. Banyak kajian telah membuktika n
kepentingan pengaruh institusi terhadap penyebaran teknik perakaunan pengurusan (lihat
misalnya, Bjornenak, 1997; Lapsley & Wright, 2004; Malmi, 1999) dan amalan pengurusa n
alam sekitar (Delmas, 2002; Delmas & Toffel, 2004; Contrafatto (2014) mencadangka n
bahawa proses penginstitusian bermula dengan fasa pembinaan maksud yang sama, diikuti
dengan praktikal dan kemudian fasa pengukuhan, di mana organisasi bertindak sebagai tindak
balas terhadap pelbagai tekanan dalam setiap fasa ini. Teori Institusi telah menerangkan tentang
interaksi antara organisasi dan tingkah laku organisasi. Ini pada dasarnya menerangka n
bagaimana organisasi individu boleh mengamalkan pelbagai amalan pengurusan alam sekitar
untuk bertindak balas kepada tekanan institusi dan ia juga menjawab persoalan mengapa
wujudnya perbezaan dari segi kadar adopsi amalan tersebut (Delmas, 2002; Delmas & Toffel,
2004; Pondeville et al., 2013; Rodrigue et al., 2013 ). Sebagai contoh, tekanan pasaran yang
disebabkan oleh kebimbangan pengguna dan pembekal yang semakin meningkat tentang isu
alam sekitar telah menyebabkan syarikat-syarikat melaksanakan amalan pengurusan alam
sekitar bagi tujuan mengekalkan kedudukan mereka di pasaran atau untuk menembusi pasaran
baru (Islam & Deegan, 2008, Simpson, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). Dalam kes lain, Brandau,
Endenich, Trapp dan Hoffjan (2013) mendapati bahawa ketiga-tiga isomorfisme institusi telah
mempromosikan penerapan teknologi dan amalan terbaik sistem perakaunan pengurusan oleh
syarikat-syarikat di Brazil dan Jerman. Mosene, Burritt, Sanagustin, Moneva dan Tinge yHolyoak (2013) mengesahkan bahawa keperluan untuk bersaing telah merangsang tingkah lak u
mimetik berkaitan amalan pengurusan alam sekitar di kalangan syarikat ladang kincir angin
Sepanyol dan peningkatan pelaporan alam sekitar oleh mereka. Rodrigue, Magnan dan
Boulianne (2013) berhujah bahawa pemegang kepentingan mempengaruhi pencapaian EPI
melalui empat mekanisme pengaruh; pengaruh pengantara, tekanan langsung, usaha bersama
dan penanda aras prestasi alam sekitar.
Teori NIS juga telah digunakan dalam kajian PAS, antaranya Bouma dan van der Veen
(2002), Chang dan Deegan (2008), Dayana, (2010) dan Qian dan Burritt (2008). Semua kajian
ini bersetuju dengan pengaruh pelbagai institusi terhadap amalan PAS. Bouma dan van der
Veen (2002) mendapati konsep dan pengiraan kos persekitaran organisasi dalam kajian mereka
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sangat dipengaruhi oleh faktor luaran seperti Pejabat Statistik Kebangsaan, akauntan luar, bank,
syarikat insurans dan institut penyelidikan. Dalam kajian lain, Qian dan Burrit (2008)
mengatakan bahawa sistem PAS dipengaruhi oleh komunikasi antara profesional yang
merupakan langkah pertama dan terpenting dalam pembangunan PAS. Kajian Dayana (2010)
juga menemui hubungan yang signifikan di antara tekanan koersif dan normatif ke atas tahap
penerimaan MEMA dan PEMA, tetapi tidak melalui tekanan mimetik. Chang dan Deegan
(2008) menunjukkan bahawa ketiadaan tekanan institusi adalah merupakan salah satu halanga n
kepada penggunaan amalan PAS oleh universiti- universiti di Australia. Semua kajian ini
membuktikan bahawa peranan institusi adalah sangat relevan dalam penyebaran sesuatu
inovasi. Oleh itu, tekanan institusi ini diyakini amat penting dalam menggalakkan perlaksanaan
PAS dan akan akan diuji di dalam kajian ini.
3. Metodologi
Kajian ini menggunakan instrumen soal selidik sebagai alat pengumpulan data. Data telah
dikutip pada tahun 2012. Oleh kerana amalan PAS dilihat sebagai tidak membangun secara
pesat di negara ini (Nik Nazli & Haraf, 2013; Sumiani, Haslinda & Lehman, 2007 ), maka
kajian ini menumpukan kepada adopsi EMA hanya di kalangan syarikat-syarikat yang lebih
besar yang beroperasi dalam industri yang dianggap sensitif terhadap alam sekitar. Firma-fir ma
tersebut dijangka mempunyai kesedaran dan keprihatinan yang lebih tinggi mengenai isu- isu
alam sekitar, selain terlibat secara aktif dalam aktiviti-aktiviti berkaitan alam sekitar yang
mungkin menyebabkan mereka juga mengamalkan PAS. Secara keseluruhan, 67 soal selidik
digunakan untuk tujuan analisis dalam kajian ini. Ujian Kendall-tau-b telah dijalankan bagi
menguji hubungan di antara tekanan institusi dan adopsi EMA. Bagi mendapatkan kadar adopsi
di kalangan syarikat-syarikat dalam sampel, responden diminta untuk menyatakan sama ada
syarikat mereka sekurang-kurangnya pernah mempertimbangkan amalan sistem PAS
sehinggalah samada mereka telah benar-benar melaksanakan sistem PAS.
4. Penemuan dan perbincangan
Secara keseluruhannya, hanya 10 daripada 67 kes yang dimasukkan di dalam analisis, yang
boleh dianggap sebagai telah mengadopsi PAS. Ini juga bermakna bahawa jumlah ini mewakili
hanya 14.9 peratus daripada jumlah keseluruhan responden. Penemuan ini bercanggah dengan
jangkaan di mana syarikat dalam industri sensitif alam sekitar ini akan lebih responsif terhadap
isu-isu alam sekitar dan melaksanakan sistem PAS. Walau bagaimanapun, keputusan ini adalah
konsisten dengan kajian Dayana (2010) dan Frost dan Wilmshurst (2000), yang mencadangka n
bahawa syarikat yang operasinya dianggap sensitif terhadap alam sekitar tidak semestinya akan
mengguna pakai sistem PAS. Ini juga menunjukkan bahawa adopsi terhadap sebarang inovasi
dalam perakaunan pengurusan adalah sangat minimal di Malaysia, sama seperti kaedah
kontemporari lainnya seperti Pengekosan Berdasarkan Aktiviti (ABC), meskipun oleh syarikat syarikat besar termasuklah di negara-negara maju (Smith et al., 2008). Kajian ini menghasilka n
dapatan yang menyokong penemuan kajian terdahulu dalam bidang ini antaranya, Bartolomeo
et al. (2000), Christ dan Burritt (2013), Dayana (2010), Kokubu dan Nashioka (2005) dan Lee
et al. (2005).
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Jadual 1: Kendall-tau-b bagi tekanan institusi
Koefisien
Sig.
Korelasi
tailed)
A. Komuniti
Media massa
Kesedaran dan kebimbangan awam

.222*
.239*
.160

.031
.026
.136

B. Pemegang taruh dalaman
Pemegang saham
Ibu pejabat

.024
.143
.113

.820
.178
.292

C. Perundangan
Perundangan - Malaysia
Denda bagi ketidakpatuhan
Perundangan negara eksport

.221*
.248*
.182
.144

.029
.019
.085
.169

D. Mimetik
Pesaing
Pemimpin dalam industri
Organisasi lain dalam industri

-.091
-.061
.017
-.205

.375
.571
.877
.062

E. Normatif
Latihan bagi staf perakaunan
Keahlian profesional

.304**
.363**
.211*

.003
.001
.048

** Korelasi
* Korelasi

(2-

signifikan pada tahap .01 (2-tailed).
signifikan pada tahap .05 (2-tailed).

Daripada keputusan ujian Kendall-tau-b (Jadual 1), kita dapat melihat bahawa selain daripada
tekanan mimetik, semua tekanan lain didapati mempunyai hubungan signifikan terhadap
peringkat adopsi EMA dalam organisasi. Tanda nilai pekali untuk kedua-dua tekanan normatif
dan tekanan koersif adalah positif, yang membuktikan bahawa semakin kuat responden
merasakan kedua-dua tekanan ini, semakin besar kemungkinan untuk mereka mengadopsi
EMA. Oleh itu, kita boleh menerima hipotesis bahawa tekanan normatif dan koersif
mempengaruhi adopsi EMA. Dapatan kajian juga menunjukkan bahawa responden sebenarnya
merasakan keperluan untuk mengatasi tekanan yang dikenakan oleh masyarakat dan kerajaan
Malaysia sebagai sangat penting. Ini konsisten dengan penemuan Pondeville et al. (2013) dan
Rodrigue et al. (2013) yang mencadangkan bahawa pelbagai kumpulan pemegang taruh
kepentingan organisasi boleh menimbulkan tekanan kepada syarikat untuk menjadi lebih
proaktif terhadap isu alam sekitar.
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5. Kesimpulan
Kajian ini mendapati bahawa syarikat-syarikat di Malaysia terikat dengan persekitaran
normatif, mimetik dan koersif, yang mana ianya berjaya membuktikan sebahagian daripada
teori NIS. Tekanan masyarakat umum telah menjadi satu syarat utama untuk firma- fir ma
perniagaan menembusi pasaran baru maupun mengekalkan kedudukan mereka dalam pasaran.
Pada masa yang sama, usaha mempromosikan perakaunan alam sekitar perlu dilakukan melalui
proses normatif yang mana para akauntan harus mempelajari akan pentingnya untuk
mewujudkan sistem PAS dalam syarikat dan berkongsi pengetahuan satu sama lain bagi
menyebarkan lagi amalan ini. Selaras dengan teori NIS, kajian ini membuktikan bahawa
tekanan daripada para pemegang saham, syarikat induk dan tekanan profesionalis me
mempengaruhi amalan PAS.
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THE RELATIONHIP BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMPETENCIES, ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE AND
SMES PERFORMANCE IN NORTHERN MALAYSIA
Mohd Sufli Yusof 1 and Mohd Noor Mohd Shariff2
1,2

School of Business Management, Universiti Utara Malaysia

Abstract
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) received great attention on its contributions in the policies of economic and
social development either in the countries that have developed or in developing countries. However, there has not
been much research focuses on performance of SMEs in Malaysia especially in manufacturing sector. The purpose
of this study is to examine the relationship between entrepreneurial competencies, organizational structure and
SMEs performance in Northern Malaysia. A random sampling technique is used by using questionnaires and data
is analyzed by SPSS 19. The present study aimed at providing an overview of the role that is assumed by the
entrepreneurs whereas recommendations have been proposed for practitioners and res earchers to cope with the
challenges that Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are facing currently. Finally, this study will provide
important information on the management and organization structure practices of entrepreneurship among SMEs
in Malaysia.

Keywords: Small and Medium Enterprises, Entrepreneurial Competency, Organizational Structure,
Performance.
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